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SANCTIONING APARTHEID 

In September, 1986, the US Congress passed the Comprehen- 
sive Anti-Apartheid Act over the veto of President Reagan. The 
Iaw was a major victory for American anti-apartheid pups, 
which had labred far many years to pass tough sanctions 
legishiion agaimt South Africa. But it was also a testament to a 
resurgence of rs isbnce inside South Africa to the apartheid 
regime, since it was the resistance-and the government repres- 
sion of it-that caught the attention of the Ameritsln public and 
brought the issue More Congress. Despite a broad consenmzs 
that some action had to be taken to express a popular sentiment 
against the apartheid system, there was still considerable 
disagm?ement within Congress about the h d s  of messages it 
wanted to send. The Anti-Apartheid Act won passage because 
it was worded in such a way as to appeal to the widest number 
of legislators, espedally moderate Piepublicms, who had to be 
canvind that it was important enough to override an mticipat- 
ed R e a p  veto. In its h a 1  form, the Act's provisions expressed 
a number of (and sometimes conflicting) sentiments about the 
apartheid system and how to conkont it. Key mmponents of the 
law included. 

1, Roviding h a n d  assistance through scholarships 
for "victims of apartheid," grants for community 
o r e t i o m  in "disadvantaged comunities," 
and assistance for political detainees and their 
families. 



2 Directing the Export-Import Bank to assist black 
businesses and making sure that Ammitan busi- 
nesses M y  adhered to the Code of &duct 
(formerly hown as the Sullivan Ftlnciples) on fair 
employment pdim for black employees. 

3. Prohibiting the foilowing the importaffon of 
Krupmnds; the himporting of Swth Ahkzm-made 
weapons or militar). vehicles or any product made 
by a Seuth Ahicm pamstatal; loans to the govern- 
ment of South Africa; air links betmen the United 
States and Swth africa; the sale of computers to 
various arms of the South African govanmerit 
WtaryI policeI prison system); the sale of nuclear 
m a W  or technology; importing of urarrium, 
coal, iron, and steel; no new inMSfmenbp in South 
Africa; and the Blpert of m d e  oil and petro- 

During the h t  year of the law% operationI Con- 
drained h m  introducing any additional sanctions measures. 
A critical jun- came a year after the lads passage, when the 
R e a p  administration was mandated to submit a report 
assessing whether the South African govmment had taken any 
PQSitixw steps to dismantle apartheid and, if not, to aake 
~ ~ e n d a t i 0 1 1 ~  for add i t id  measures that should be 
impkmded. The FreAent's q r t  of 6 October 1W mnclud- 
ed that "aignlficant prqpts has not been made toward ending 
the system of apartheid," but it went on to reiterate the ad- . . 
a ti on's belief that sanctions were not an effective kroI in 
moving the South African reghe away froa apartheid d that 
the Anbi-Apartheid Aet had actually worsened, not improved the 
situation1 

As sweral contributions to this volume make clear, this line 
of argument is hard to follow because the Reagan administcation 
has smmdy lwirnw the Act's effectiveness by not fully 
implemenhg it For instam, Gap McIhgaU demonstrates that 
the R e a p  a m t i o n  took the A d s  l d y  worded 
amadmemts and inteqmkd them in a manner that undmnined 

intiant She iden& spedfic areas where thig has hap 
pen& the prohibition of nav investment by American busin- 
es in Swth Africa; the ban on imprts p r o d d  by South 
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Man parastatals and on South African uranium oxide; and the 
prohibition of certain exports such as computers, oil, arms, and 
nuclear material from the US. She concludes that h u s e  the 
executive and legislative branches were split over the law, 
"selective sancfions invite(d) misinterpretation and evasions" by 
the executive b m d ~  In other words, half-measures halfhearted- 
ly imposed cannot be expected to have much of an imp& 

Adding weight to McDougd's concerns is a 1989 Geneml 
Accounting Office (GAO) report that found that while the State 
Department had given the US Customs Service the names of 106 
South African government agencies and parastatals, it had failed 
to provide a list of the products produced by these institutions. 
The GAUS conclusion was that "Customs dws not know which 
South A£rkan products could have come from pamstatals.. . 
and so m o t  devote special enfDrcemmt attention to them."' 

Several chapters in this collection examine in more detail the 
qu~~t iom McDougall raises about cornputas and strategic 
mind .  For instance, T h o m  Conrad's examination of 
American computer sales to South Africa is a case in point of 
how ambiguously worded restrictions have little practical effect 
In 1978, the US government toughened the arms embargo by 
placing restrictions on which agencies in the South African 
government certain high tech items like computers couId be sold 
to. Despite these regulations, US computers make their way to 
the South African military and police, who use computers for 
control of South Africa's black community. McDougall shares 
Conrad's concern about controlling computer sales. She argues 
that bemuse the Anti-Apartheid Act prohibits US. computers to 
"aptheid enforcing agencies" does not mean that the computers 
will not eventually make their usray to precisely the branches of 
the government that should be off limits. 

The Reagan adminisiration had designated ten m i n d  
imported from South Africa as exempt from the pr0vision.s of the 
Anti-Apartheid Act Sanford Wright considers three of the 
meb.k-ehromium, vanadium, and the platinum group me* 
and condudes that while Western countries rely heavily on some 
of South Africa's strategic minerals, there are domestic and 
international alternative sources of supply. Moreever, the US has 
&dent stockpiles of these minerals to meet demand until new 



sources are identified or tapped. A study by Paul Jourdgn of 
Zimbabwe's Institute of Mining Research provides added support 
to Wright's aqpnent, as he has determined that Zimbabwe alone 
can provide most of Western countries' chromium and platinum 
needs and that southern African states can provide many of the 
other strategic nlherak3 

Another provision of the legislation which has not been 
aggressively monitored is Section 508, which called for identify- 
ing violators of the intematlonal arms embargo against South 
Africa and for termhating US military msisbnce to countries that 
!ram-. The provision had the most impact on Israel, which 
has had an extensive military and trade relationship with South 
Africa. In response to the US government's finding that Israel 
(and several other countries) were not absenting the a m  
embargo, the Israeli government moved to stave off problenrs 
with US military assistance by announcing in rvlarch 1987 several 
measures clrrtailing the South African connection8 but, as 
Ben- Mt-Hallahmi shows, the new prohibitions on buying 
Krugerrands, on government loans, and on the sale of oil to 
South Africa are really a sleight4f-hand ~ c k ,  since the measures 
have little consequence and do not alter an ongoing military 
relationship highlighted by an October 1989 NBC News report 
that Israel had supplied technology from its Jerichw2B intennedi- 
ate-range missile to South Africa But Israel's pronouncement 
has been mrccessful in heading off any punitive measures from 
a US Congress reluctant to disrupt the special relationship with 
Israel. 

The Anti-Apartheid Act also advised the US government to 
confer with other "indusbialhd demwads" about finding 
cooperative areas where sanctions could be imposed against 
South Africit, Given the Reagan dmhismtion's o m t i o n  to 
sanctions, it was probably antiapated that it would not a n y  out 
this objective. Yet, for American sanctions at any level to have 
an impact, it is important for sanctions to be implemented in a 
coordinated manner with other nations, specially those na- 
tions--Japan, Francet West Germany8 Great Britaint Taiwan, and 
Switzerland-which have the most extensive economic ties with 
Sauth kfrim. In addition to providing a comprehensive analysis 
of the impact of varying degrees of sanctions on the South 



Afsican ewnomy, Roger Ridddl makes a series of spcific 
raco~~unendationa. Among them are: tightening restrictions on 
bank loans to South Africa and making it diffudt for South 
A h h  to roU over its current debts; preventing new foreign 
investment and reinvestment of profits; closing off avenues for 
South African sanctions busting and divemiom of trade to 
awntries not participating in sanctions; cutting off South A€dcan 
gxports of iron and d, coal, t d e s ,  a@cuItural products, and 
uranium; shutting down loopholes in the ail embargo; and 
keeping the price of gold from rising. The key to his -en- 
dations is that major industrialized m m h k  will have to 
amr&na& their actions on sanctions measures before they mn 
exert the most effiective pressures on the South AiScan govern- 
ment 

S e v d  essays in this volume probe some of the specific 
sanctions that the inknational community can impose. One 
uitid area, for inslame, is the debt: owed by t%le South A f i h n  
g o v ~ t ,  pamstatalsJ and private sector to foreign banks. 
This debt expanded rapidly in the late- 1970s and early 1980s to 
$24 bin It reached a critical point in mid-1985 when foreign 
banks refwed to mll over their short-term loans and h z e  new 
d t s  for South Ahica. The South African government respond- 
ed in September 1985 by declaring a moratorium on repaying the 
short-term debt sf $14 billion that it owed. An agreement 
reached between banks and South Africa dowed f-or 5% of the 
principal to be repaid by June 1987, an additional 13% by June 
1990, and the rescheduling of the remainha debt in June 1990. 
Although anti-apartheid p u p s  had called on European and 
h e r i m  creditor bank to exact concessions from the Swth 
Ahhm government as a price for rescheduling debt, South 
African Reserve Bank pvrner Qlris Stals announcedin October 
1989 that South Africa had succeeded in negotiating a new debt 
package, which d e d  for 20.5% of the $8 billion due in June 1990 
to be paid in eight imtalhents over a 3 1/2 year pa5od.The 
banks can also turn the rest of the short-term debt into long-term 
Iwns, but these loans could not be rolled over again 

South Africa has apparently escaped one debt-dated bind, 
but there are other facets of the debt problem that on be utili2ad 
as pressure points. For instme, the debf problem has lowered 



South Africa's credit rating and it has had to turn to trade a-edits 
as a key saurw for financing its inkmational trade and for 
im-g capital goods. Six countries4Zreat Britain, the United 
StatesI W e  Gmnany, Switzerland, Fmce,  and J a w p p l y  
most of these credits, John Lind and David Koistinen show that 
trade d t s  have given South A£riea breathing space and that if 
they were all cut off at once, South Africa would be put in a 
major predicament as it would have to raise $4 billion to $7 
billion in foreign exchange to finance trade, an almost impossible 
task. 

Another area in which South Africa is vulnerable is oil 
importation, where, despite South African efforts to achieve self- 
SUfhdency through its coal-tooil conversion plants, it still 
depends on imports for about twethirds of its liquid fuel needs. 
Moreover, Piquid fuels are funnelled to a few mitical areas: the 
transport sector and the police and military. Jaap Woldendorp 
details the extensive propans and laws %uth Africa has 
initiated to meet its oil needs. The United Nations has adopted 
an 02 ernbargo, but it has not been effectively carried out, largely 
because of the opposition of the United States and the United 
Kingdom in the U.N. Security Council, and because there are oil- 
producing countries, oil tcade~~, and shipping companies that are 
wilhg to supply South M s  needs at a premium price. An 
August 1983 report prepared for the Commonwealth C o m m i e  
of Foreign A4inisters on Soufhm Africa concluded that if the 
100phoIes in oil exportation to South Africa were tightened, it 
w d d  add mother $2 a h l  to the price South Africa pays for 
oiL5 

A third pressure point is gold. South Africa provides over 
a third of world gold production and gold yields about 35% to 
40% of all of South Africa's foreign exchange earnings. More- 
over, an elevated gold price on world markets allows South 
Africa to cushion the shock of sanctions. It has long been 
argued, however, that the implementation of sanctions against 
South African gold would be a complex challenge because of the 
diHiculty of tracing the origin of gold and because it would 
dinupt the world gold xmdcet But lan Lepper and Peter 
Robbins present an imaginative plan for a ban on South African 
gold that can be implemented through the cooperation of nations 
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and by carefuIy monitoring bullion refiners and "middlemen" 
who might try to sell the gold, and compensating for the loss of 
the 600 tons of gold that South Africa annually produces by 
drawing on the large reserves of gold which most nations keep. 

The question is often raised as to how black p p l e  Ln South 
f i c a  perceive the sanctions isme. A number of polls have been 
taken which have raised even more controversy since in a 
number of cases the questions asked in the polls have been 
framed in such a way as to elicit a certain answer. The most 
recent survey was done by the South African Chamber of Mines 
and not surprisingly it found that 811% of black South Africans 
were oppased to disinvestment and sanctions {and the results 
were fortuitously released as a delegation of South A6ican 
derg-en was meeting with President Bush): David Hirsch- 
mann takes a different tack His chapter is based not on a poll, 
but on intensive interviews with a focus group: 93 second- and 
third-level urban African leaders representing a wide range of 
o?ganizations and viewpoints. The strength of Hirsdrmann's 
research is not that he reduces the views of the people he 
interviewed to swne easily quantifiable result, hi that he 
provides their testimony on a series of issues. H e  dues identify 
some trends in thhkhg which are worth noting. that this group 
of black South A£ricans was generally suspicious of US policy 
despite the passage of the Anti-Apartheid Act, that they were 
aware of the sophistry of American corporations in divesting 
from South Africa, that hostiIity towards American pow in 
South Africa had not abated, and that more and more blacks 
were identifjhg apartheid with capitatism. 

Opponents of sanctions argue that, because the Anti- 
Apartheid Act has been ineffective, sanctions are an ineffedive 
and inappropriate tactic to combat apartheid. But conhibutions 
to this volume provide ample testimony that the Act has not 
been as &&ve as it might have been because of how it has 
been interpreted and implemented, compared to its ori@ 
intent Dgspite all the resenrations that b v e  been raised about 
the Act, a case mn be made that it played a very positive role in 
forcing the Reagan administration to reexamine its decided tilt in 
favor of the South Afrimn regime. The Act reaeeted a genuine 
outpouring of American public sentiment against the apartheid 



system and Conpzsional dissatisfaction with the manner in 
which the executive branch was dealing with the South African 
go-t"s twin policies of intend r e p d o n  and regional 
d&abibtim. As a d t  of this, the Bush administration has 
moved tn heal the serious bmch that had developed between 
Congress and the Ebxtive branch over South f i c a  by 
achWledging that the Act has sent a strong message to South 
A f r h n  government officials. Herman Cohen, the new Assistant 
Secretary of State for African Affairs, has stated: "Sanctions have 
had a v q  major impact, I believe, on the development of new 
thinZdng in Soufh Africa"' The tone of his statement is a 
sipt i ihnt  departure from those of the Reagan -tion, 
but it s h d d  not be interpreted as an enthusiastic embrace of 
sanctions, but as a tactic to derail the drive in Congress for 
additional sanctions. 

The primmy intent of the Anti-Apartheid Act was to express 
American outrage over the apartheid sy&m and not to put 
undue economic presflw on South Afria. But the Act has 
worked to mtrict the importation of certain trade products such 
as coal, iron and steel, uranium, textilesf arid agricultural 
products. A G m d  Accounting Office report concluded that 
South African expmb to the United States had decljned $417 
&on between the W three qyarters of 1986 and the same 
penioa in 1987. And South Africa did not recover these losses 
b g h  expanding trade ekewhere. One should not exaggerak 
the ecmomic impact of the Act, but when combined with other 
extend e~lonomic presnws on a stagnating South Ahkan 
economyI it has taken its tall, as reflected in statements by South 
African govenunent ofkids that political reform may have to be 
a precondition for restoring the country's economic linkages to 
the infemational mmmunity. 

The Act also put a measure of pressure on Ameritran 
corporations by prohibiting new investment, but a little noticed 
amendment to the Budget lbcctn&tion Act in 1987 sponsored 
by Charles Rangel (D-NY) has had more important coxwquenee~ 
The Ran@ amendment withdrew tax credits for taxes paid by 
American corporr!tions to the South Afri- go- This 
efkdi~dy raised the rate of taxation from 58% tu 72%. Several 
Amerirrrn mpmtions-Mobil Oil, Haylett-Pxh-d, NCR, St Paul 



Companies, and Goodyear Tire and Rubber-have p~llled out of 
SouthMicain1989becausetZlehighertaxesspelledbwer 
profits, and these is the W y  prospect that other American 
corporaticm will follow suit. 

DiscwAon of the Rangel amendment highlights the fact that 
some aM1 h e r i a  (and over 60 British) firms have already 
psllled ait  of South Africa since 1984. But a "pullout"  doe^ not 
n d y  mean a complete severing of ties with South Africat 
as revealed in Richard Knight's and Ann sei-s chapters 
Lioensing h c h k i h ~  and diskhtion agemenis between 
Aneriean and South A£rican 6t-m allow the former con.tinued 
acxess to South African markets. Moreover, 200 American 
companies mmh in South Afrim and have an impixtant role in 
sudt vital ind- as oil,  compute^^^ automobiles, and electron- 
ics. 

Congress and Sanctions in 1988 

As I have noted, the Anti-Aptheid Act mandated that the 
Reagan - * .  tion submit a teport a year later to Congress 
detding whether the South African government had made any 
progrrss in lending apartheid and calling on him to recommend 
new sanctions if it had not. The report c o w e d  that no 
progress had beem made, but it sidestepped the question of new 
sanctions, That set the stage for a host of new sanctions bills to 
be intmdured in Congress in early 1988, but, over h e ,  efforts 
ancentrated on passing H.R 1580 (the Anti-Apkheid Ad 
Amendments of 1988), popularly h o r n  as the Wums bill af€er 
its sponsor, Ron Dellw, a black D e m m t i c  cmgrc-~ and 
a long-time champion of anti-apartheid causes. Despite the fact 
that the State of Emergency in h t h  Africa had dampwd overt 
resistance there and &at South African rdrk t ion on news 
reporting had taken South Africa off the front gages of American 
newspapers and off the evening TV news, a concern over South 
Africa still existed in Gmgmsf even though as the biU moved 
though mmgiitkes in the House of kpmtative,  it passed, 
largely with Dammatic support. Eventually eight ceimmitteee- 
Foreign Affairs, Armed Sembst Banking, Intelligence, Public 



Works, Ways and M-, Interior, and E n e r g y 4  reviewed the 
bill and added amendmen&. In its final born, 1580 
si@cantly tightened the language of the 1986 Act and added 
tougher provisions, including: that no American can hold or 
acquire any investment, including limnsI in South Africa 180 days 
after the law is passed and that American businesses with over 
24 employees have 90 days to terminate their business; that no 
article from South Africa can be imported into the US. (exempt- 
ed are strategic metals); that no US. goods rrafl be exported to 
South Africa (exempted are humanitarian and charitable materi- 
als); and that no American can assist in the transporting of crude 
oil or pz&oleum to %uth Africa. 

When the bill m e  to a floor vote in the H o w  on 11 
August 1988, it passed 244 to 132 and was sent to the Senate 
where an identical bill, S. 2756, was intrcduced by Sen. Alan 
Cranstan CIZKA) in the Senate Foreign Relations CommitLee. A 
provision to prohibit any oil company s e h g  oil to South Africa 
from acquiring new fed& oil leases was deletd' but the bill 
did make it out of committ&y a slim 10-to-9 margin on 
strictly party lines. But when it m e  before the full Senate, it 
sucrrumbed to a variety of problems. First, the Senate Majority 
Leader, Robert Byrd (D-Wa), who had the power to decide 
which bills would come up for a floor vote, did not support the 
bill, and second, the bill did not have the suppart of moderate 
RepubEm8 who had been willing to go dong with limited 
sanctions in 1986. It is doubtful whether they would have gone 
along with tougher sanctions in my event, but coming as it did 
in the midst of he 1988 Presidential mpaign, no Senate 
R e e k  was willing to put President Reagan in a bind again 
or undercut the campaign of George Bush. The campaign also 
had an impact on Democrab. The Democratic candidate, Michael 
Dukakis, strongly supported tougher sanctions, and he would 
have been emb& by Denrocfats who voted against the bill 
if it had come to a vote. P d y ,  the bill got caught up in 
international oontmvemies. Several newspapers editoridbed that 
pasage of the bill would have alienated Suth Africa at a time 
when delicate negotiations o v a  Namibia were in pmgrss 
Cignaring the fact that sanctions and the threat of tougher 
sanctions had played a consfmctive role in bringing South Africa 
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to the negotiating table in the first place). And countries liste 
Britain vocihmusly opposed provisions like the one that "banned 
the issuing of new oil, coal, and gas leases to US suhkbries 
with investment in South Africa or which export oil to South 
Africa." That provision would haw had an adverse effect on the 
Amerim business of British Petroleum and Shell, two British oil 
k n s  with considerable mmmitnents in South Africa8 

The sanctions legidation that died in the Senate in 1988 was 
reintroduced in 1989. The expectation was that the House would 
back the measure again and that the Swate would be the key 
battleground for passage of any legislation, so the legislation was 
first intrdueed in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The 
measure did not emerge from the committee dtrring the 1989 
congressional session Although the sandons debate will be 
renewed in the 1990 session, it remains to be seen whether any 
sanctions legislation will emerge intact or with modification. 

Sanctions and Southern Africa 

With sanctions becoming a real possibility by the mid-198hr 
southem African states had to confront the hard choices of how 
they stood on the issue. Douglas Anglin demonstrates hav the 
sanctions isme became interlinked with s m ,  CommonwealthI 
and international relations and how southern African states, 
individually and mllective~y, have weighed the imphtions for 
sanctions for their national and regional economies. Despite the 
desire of leaders like Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe and Kenneth 
Kaunda of Zambia to push for sancYionsI they have had to deal 
with the reality that t h e  r e g i a d  states which implement 
sanctions will have to pay a high price in the form of South 
Afn'can reprisals and destabilization. Nevertheless, Anglin 
believes that there are several modest ways in which southern 
.African states can support the sanctions effort h g h  aggres- 
sively monitoring Swth &can sanctions busting at a national 
level, by pining in a m a e d  air ban on South Af15m.n air links 
with the rest of the world, and by restricting financial transfers 
to residents of South Afriea 
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The difficulty of southern Afrim states participating 
wholeh-y in sanctions is exemplified by R q e r  Riddell's 
case study of Zimbabwe, SADCC'S strongest national economy. Its 
government has k e n  a leader in calls for sancti~ns and, unlike 
m a t  other southan African states, it could hplment  measures 
to counteract South African pressure: 

For instance it could halt the outflow of South African 
profits, interests and dividends (valued at over $20m a 
year), freeze the interest and principal repayment of the 
S120m loan owed to South Africa, intx!rrupt the over 
$35m worth of annual pension and annuity remittance6 
of former residents now living in South Africa, eonfis- 
cake the remaining financial assets s f  the 60,000 people 
who have emigrated to South Africa since Indepen- 
dence in 1980 or even more dramatically, nationalise 
the over $856m'worth of South African capital assets in 
the country, conkkcate the South African locomotives 
and rolling stock on Zimbabwe's rail system and take 
action against the upwards of 4,000 people in Zimba- 
bwe who have South African citizenship of the right to 
South African passports? 

The Zimbabwe government is also committed to de-linking 
it0 economic ties with Sauth Africa Some progress has been 
achieved tewards that end, most notably in the areas of tourism, 
investment, transport routes, and trade. Despite the fact that 
Zimbabwe has improved ib6 bargaining peeition vis a vis South 
Africa, it skill retains substantial tics to South Africa and remains 
vulnerable k South African destabilization. If a showdown 
oacurred between Zimbabwe and South &a, the latter would 
have the upper hand. 

The remarkable thing about ssuthem African states is that, 
despite Sauth African destabilizatien, most of them have 
consiskntly d e d  upon the intematbnal communjty to imple- 
mmt sanctions. Even h t h o ,  which James C&be shows, is 
expeehi k aany a t  a prapbic  relatienship with Seuth Africa 
~ U K  af i b  vulnerable psitien, supperk sandenr which take 
into account the need to compensate sguthgn African states fsr 
their losses. As King M o s h d o e  H has argued: 



The intamfional community should continue to press 
br change in South Africa's racial policies, deploying 
mctions or other peaceful measures. But its members 
must not fail to build into such actions consideration 
for the speeial ngeds of South Africa's neighbors, 
wiPLing as we are to sacrifice, but not to die as nations, 
in order to help bring an end to apartheid?' 

Hawever many areas of leverage South A f r i o  has on its 
neighbors, sanctions are still a doubleedged sword On the one 
hand, Swth Africa can punish states that support sanctions; on 
the sther hand, South Africa needs regional trade even more to 
OW losses elsewhere, and its ability to soften the impact of 
sanctions is directly related to its ability to evade them through 
neighboring countries. In other words, as Jack Parsons puts it, 
the "management of the sanctions environment" is a mxxsity for 
the South African government, and he shows how complex this 
is in the case of Botswana. The Botswana government has had 
a very consistent policy on suppurling international sanctions, 
but at the same time, Botswana has a petty bourgeoisie with 
extensive ties to Sauth African capital, which may, wittingly or 
unwittingly, aid South African sanctions-busting efforts. At the 
same time, Botswana has benefitted in some ways from sanctions 
through added international flights between Botswana and 
Europe, the relocation of multinationals from South Africa, and 
the development of lucal industries such as the soda ash deposits 
at Sua Pan. The latter presents a dilemma to the Botswana 
government because the soda ash deposits are being exploited 
due to South African feaa that the US will cut off soda ash 
deposits to South Africa at some point. In this mse, Botswana 
has acquired one more card for bargaining with South Africa, 
while South Africa is better able to gscape the sting of sanctions. 

Of a l l  southern African states, Swaziland has been the most 
receptive to working with South African companies to circum- 
vent sanctions. Alan Booth shows that Swazi businesses 
countered an economic downturn in Swaziland by courting 
tmm~t iona l  corporations such as Coca Cola, which have 
rehated their plants from South Africa to Swaziland, but still 
tap the Scluth AErirran market and by attracting South African 
investorsf who, in turn, have been able to send their goods 



through Swadmd and take advantage of a provision of the 
&&Apartheid Act that exempts goods produced in South 
Afsica's neighbors and exported through South Africa from any 
restrictions. As Booth explains, "the exemption encompassed 
such pducts  of S&d as were "orted, graded, 
packaged, repaJsaged, marked, contahakd, or otherwise 
servicedy in South Africa; md it pcluded goods produced in 
Swaziland by private South &can ctpitaL" Since Swaziland 
does not enforce local content regulati~w~ it is also possible for 
South African firms to ship their goods to wwarehouses in 
Swaziland, place a 'Made in Swaziland" stamp on them, and 
export them to unsuspecting countries. 

Southern African states are an obvious starting point for 
sancti011~-busting efforts, but, as John Daniels has argued 
elsewhere, there ate many other outlets-Israel, TaiwanJ the 
Comores kkmds-that South Africa uses, He also pinpaints 
Anglo American's rmbsichyt MINORCO, the key arm for Anglo's 
investplgnts in Westem Europe and North America, which allows 
Anglo to "sanitize its investment" and "operate from a secure 
base."" An indimtor of the importance that South Africa places 
on evading sanctions is hat 5,700 of 8,000 registered Sauth 
African exporters were established in the last two years.* 

Cultural Boycott 

The campaign for imposing economic sanctions on 911th 
Africa has attracted the most discussion in recent years, but it 
should not detract from an equally vital debate over the cultural 
boycott with South fro. Over the years, the cultural boycott- 
of sportspasons, musichw, academics, playwrights, and writers 
performing or having their works performed in South Ahka- 
has been highly mcexful. But, as Larry Shore and MbdePo 
Mzamane argue, as cultural resistance inside South Africa has 
escalated in recent years and has proved to be a major challenge 
to the apartheid regime, it has become necessary for representa- 
tives of the mass democratic movement inside and outside South 
Africa to modify the boycott and come up with a viable alterna- 
tive that promotes and does not stifle cultural activities. The new 



policy that has evolved declares that the isolation of apartheid 
Mtutions will continue, while direct contacts and exchanges 
between anti-apheid groups inside and outside the country can 
be broadened so that the "culture of liberation" can flourish The 
National Executive of the African National Con- has 
a d d  this poky and organizations associated with the mass 
democratic movement have created a cultural desk with elected 
representatives from cultural organizations which will make 
policy and make decisions on spet5.k boycott issues. This does 
not necessarily mean that there will always be darity on which 
events, groups or individuals will be given a blessing, but an 
important shift has taken place.= 

Although the focus of this collection is on the extemal 
p- that crtn be brought to bear on the South African 
regime, the contributors understand full well that, in the final 
analysis, the challenges mounted by opposition movements 
within South Africa will be more decisive in determining the 
manner in which the apartheid system is ended. Sanctions are 
not a secret weapon that can magically topple the apartheid 
regime on their own. They contribute more when they operate 
in tandem with the efforts of the South African Mass Democratic 
Movement to force the South AErican regime to recognize the 
necessity of totally dismantling and not merely reforming the 
edges of the apartheid &ce. F. W. de Kl&s reformist moves 
have not been inconsequential, but he remains a dogged defender 
of group rights-which is a cornerstone of apar the id4  he has 
not addressed the necessity for fundamental political and 
~oeeonogl i c  change. A recent report prepared for the Com- 
monwealth nations puts the argument for sanctions this way: 

Sanctions are a diplomatic tooL They are a spur to the 
negotiating process, not an alternative to it. . . . The 
ulliaate god of sanctions is political-to promote 
negotiations. The intermediate goal is to create a 
growing group of people who will press for genuine 
talksI and thus help to build a lobby for negotiations. . . . 
We see the role of sanctions as making it inaeashgly 
difficult to maintain even a "reformed" apartheid, thus 
forcing white South Africans to realize that fundamen- 
tal change must take place." 



Despite the mounting evidence that sanctions, if pperly 
a p p l i d , c a n b e a ~ ~ f o r ~ i n S o l r t h A f r i e a ,  
mmy go-en& d ambivalent h t  imposing strang 
sandians against Swth Afdm The argument is not understand- 
ing the nature of the apariheid -, sincg all gavernments 
make rhdbtic amdemnatim of it; it is, rather, h t  what 
stepstotaketobrhganendtait. Tbsituationremindsmeof 
the joke in Woody AUen's Amie EM, about the fellow who 
goes to d t  a psychiatrist, complaining &out his brother who 
thinks he is a chickeh The psychhixist says the mlutim is 
simple: d t  the brother to a mental hospitaL And the patient 
responds, That's he, but I need the eggs." Evmpne a p e s  
that the apartheid is an insane system, but there ane tm many 
inkrests which sfill want South -'s eggs, espedany the 
golden o m  Until g t ~ m e n t s  are willing tD take the m c e s q  
steps to M m g e  the apartheid @e, they will go cm "sac- 
timing" apartheid hstead ofimpsing the sanctions masmy to 
help bring about & demise. 
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IMFLEMENTATION OF THE A m -  
APARTHEID ACT OF 1986' 

Gay McDougall 

Background 
On October 2,1986, the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid A d  

of 1986 Fthe A&), 22 US.C. a 5001-5116 (Supp. IV 19861, 
became law? 

The purpose of the Act, as set forth in the statute, is: 

[Tlo set forth a comprehensive and complete b e -  
work to guide the efforts of the United States in 
helping to bring an end to apartheid in South Africa 
and lead to tothe establishment of a nonracial, democratic 
form of government. 

*This chapter v ~ a s  excerpted from a longer report issued by the 
Swthern Mrka Project of the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights 
Under Law in June 1988, to which a number of people mnhibukd. 



Sanctioning Apnrfheid 

In summary, the Act bans imports into the United States of 
t d ,  agricultural products, iron and steel, coal, and uranium 
from South AfricaI as well as any article that is grown, produced, 
manufactured, rnarketed or atherwise exported by a parastatal 
organintion of South Africa and Namibia2 In addition, the Act 
prohibits new investment in South Africa, bans new loans to the 
Government of South Africa or to organhtions controw by the 
Government of South Africa and revokes US. landmg rights for 
South Afrlcan-owned aimaft, as well as the rights of US. owned 
air& to provide b c e  between the United States and South 
Africa 

The Act also d e 5 ,  and in some cases extends, the 
sanctions contained in President Reagan's Executive Orders Nos. 
12,532 and 12,535, of September 9, and October 1,1985, that ban 
the importation of Krugerrands; the importation of arms, 
ammunition ox military vehicles made in South Africa; the export 
of computer software and related items to South Akica for use 
by Government agencies; the making or approval of loans by 
U.S. b h  to the Government of South Africa; and the export to 
South Africa of nuclear power equipment and supplies? 
Executive Order No. 12,532 also requires the implementation of 
fair labor pradices by U.S. nationals employing more than 25 
individuals in South Africa5 

Under the Act, sanctions are not to be lifted until South 
Africa meets a number s f  specified conditions related to achiev- 
ing a negofiated political settlement with representatives of the 
black majority and the dismantling of the apartheid system. If 
within one year the South African Government has not made 
substantial progress in ending apartheid, the Act provides that 
the President shall recommend which of the additional sanctions 
listid in the Act should be imposed.6 

On October 27, 1986, President Reagan issued Executive 
Order No. 12,571 to implement the Act C h e n i d t e r  the ''Imple- 
menting Order"). It delegates to respective Executive Branch 
agencies ~espomibility for implementing each section of the Act. 
The Office of Foreign Assets Control ( f l ~ ~ ~ C " )  of the Department 
of the Treammy, which customarily implements restrictions on 
import and financial transactions with other countries, was 
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charged with implementing the import and finand tramactions 
prohibitions contained in the A d 7  

The Limited Nafure and Impad of the Sanctions 
U.S. sandions against South Africa differ r a W y  from U.S. 

sanctions against other countries. Although there is some 
variation among their provisions, W.S. sanctions that have been 
inposed against North Korea, Cambodia, v i e m a  Cuba? 
€ran,'' Nicarag~la;~ and Libya'' are uniformly comprehensive; 
they are intended to proKbit virtually all trade and h c l a l  
transactions with the designated countries as a means of 
srpressimg US. disapproval with and desire to effect change in 
the politid and economic systems of such countri~.~ 

Although the sanctions imposed in the Comprehensive 
Anti-ApartPreid Act seek goals similar to U.S. sanctions against 
other eauntrk, they are @canfly more limited in their scope 
and application. They do not impose a comprehensive trade 
embargo, nor do they mandate US. corporate withdrawal from 
South Africa or the cessation of all financial transactions between 
the U.S. and South A k h  Rather, the import restrictions skirt 
significant pressure points in the South African economy. While 
the Act prohibits gold coin imports, for example, it does not 
prohibit the import of gold in other f o m u t h  Africa's major 
export coma~dity?~ Even the ban on gold coin imports was 
not s i e o n t ,  since &ugamnd sales in the United States had 
be@n dropping s t d y  prior to the imposition of the ban since 
their peak in 1984?5 

The Ads ban on investment also has had limited immediate 
effect. Foreign investment in South Africa was already in a 
s i e c a n t  d&e by the time the Act was implemented, as were 
American exports ts South Africa.16 For example, the US. share 
of the computer market in South Africa has been dropping 
~~y since 1980?7 Fwrther, the potential impact of U.S. 
$an&ons against South Africa has been circumscribed generally 
by the lack of e£feclive multilateral coordination on sancti~ns?~ 

The experience, however, with regard to sanetiom a@mt 
Rhodesia confirms that e m  when sanctions are comprehensive 
and multilateral, they are a medium- to long-range strategy. 
Sitnctions are not expected to have a sudden dramatic impadr 
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Indeed, they may have Mted, wen inverse impact in the early 
stages. Over the long term, h m e r ,  they have a corrosive effed: 
on the emnomy and become a significant additive to other 
international and intermil pressllres on a WernmentW 

To some txbmt, the polifid realities that weighed on 
Congress when it voted for less than comprehensive sanctions 
against South Africa rrrn be mdastood and the limited nature of 
the readking sanctions amepked. In some rspcls, their Zimited 
nature represents an atbempt by Congress to direct their impad 
on the South Afnican Government, as opposed .to the Swth 
Africrln people. The South kfricrm sanctions also represmt the 
first time in mm~t histD ry Shat C h i p s I  not the M a t ,  has 
impomi substantial 6anetioas on another anantry. Other US. 
sanctions have been Imposed by Executive Order. The experi- 
ence under the Act teaches that when there is a fundamental 
divergence of viavs between the W e n t  and Congress with 
respect to the necessity or nature of sanclions, the statutory 
proPisions must be drafted with p d o n  to gumntee that 
Corqpsshnal intent is fdided. 

Less undersfadable or acceptable, however, are the other 
processes that have mded the effectiveness of the sanctions that 
Congress did impose. After v g e  of the Act, its implemen- 

Was ahusaed t0 Administration which pbLidy and 
vehepz~tly opposed mclions against South Africa This gen- 
erated understanda2,le soncem among members of Congress and 
Americrrns rmppwhg sanctions against South Africa that 
Congnssianal intent with respect to the sanetiom would d v e  
less than full and faithful imp1ementation. 

An in-depth assessment of Fhmtive agency action reveals 
that,inprt,thism~hasbeenrealized W i t h ~ t o ~ o ~  
of the sanctions, little or no issue can be taken with the Fxmtive 
Branch implemcmtation of the statutory language and Congres- 
sional intent. With regpeEt to other proVisimI howeverI 
s ipifbnt problems have arisen that call into question khe 

* .  Admmsbation's fai- adherace to the Mta and the spirit of 
theActdrddiEferenceshtarehdbo~econeilebetw~ 
the manner in which certain sanctio116 againat South Africa are 
i n t q m t d  and the manner in which similar sanctions against 
other countries have h interpreted. 
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In short, the current sanctions are indeed inadequate for two 
reasom. First, the sanctions are too limited in their scope and 
application to be effectively implemented. Second, the Reagan 
Administration has created glaring Ioopholes through regulations 
promulgated to implement the law by Executive branch agencies. 
An examination of impFernentation of several provisions of the 
Act will support these conclusions. 

Prohibition on New Investments by US. Entities 
in South H c a  

Potentially the most far-reaching of the provisions of the Act 
is W o n  310 which states: 

In10 national of the United States may, directly, or 
through mother person, make any new investment in 
South Africa." 

"New investment? is dehed as: 

(i) a codtermt, or contribution of funds or other 
assets, and a loan or other extension of credit.z1 

"New inveshent" does not include: 

(i) the reinvestment of profits generated by a controlled 
South African entiv into h t  same controlled South 
African entity or the investment of such profit in a 
South African entity? (ii) contributions of money or 
other assets when? such contributions are necessary to 
enable a controlled Sauth African entity to operate in 
an econo-y saund manner without expanding its 
operations; or liii) the ownership or control of a share 
or interst in a South African entity or a contmlld 
South African entity or a debt or equity security issued 
by the Government of South Africa or a South African 
entity More Ocbober 2, f 9 6  or the transfer or aquki- 
tion of such a shim, interest or equity senuity if any 
such kinder or acquisition does not result in a pay- 
ment, contrihtion of funds or assets, or credit to a 



South f i c a n  entity, a controUed South African entity, 
or the Government of South AfricaU 

In effect, US. companies are permitted to reinvest their 
profits earned in Swth Africa and are allowed io make certain 
new investments necessary to maintain their operations. This 
implies that U.S. companies are not required to divest their South 
African business intemk Americans are also permitted to hold 
debt or equity securities issued by a South African entity as long 
as such securities were issued before October 2,1986. However, 
trading in South African securities issued on or after October 2, 
1986 is prohibited, whether by direct pumhase, purchase of 
h e t i o n  Depository Receipts evidencing such securities, mutual 
fund investment or reinvestment, or 

Some of the mast difhdt regulatory and enforcement 
questions regadhg the Act arise in the context of the prohibition 
of "new investments," spedlcally, what is the scope to be given 
to the exceptions to the ban on new investments. 

SellmFinnnced Withdrawals of Corporations Rum South A+ 
One problem of interpretation of Section 310 relates to its 

application to what had become a standard practice for U.S. 
companies withdrawing from South Africa The problems f a d  
by such US. parents include the following: 

-A company, having been involved in manufacturing, 
rather than a trade or senrice industry, has substantial 
assets in South Africa for which it wants to be cornpen- 
sated and for which it, at least, wants to minimize its 
lossgs. 

-Them is no South Afticran purchaser with d a e n t  
capital. 

-Even if a purchaser with &dent capital is found, 
the value of the hamaction for the US, parent is 
dhhbhed mbstanMy by the fact that p d  from 
the d e  of assets must be exchanged at the fhancial 
exchange rate, the lower of the two-tier foreign ex- 
change rate introduced by South Africa in 1985. 
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The solution adopted by several corporations which 
withdrew ffom South Africa prior to the edfective date of the Act 
was seller-financing. In essence, the seller (the US. parent 
company) extended a loan or credit for the pumhse price of its 
Swth African assets to the South African buyer. To circumvent 
the lower rand exchange rate, repayment was sometima 
disguised as part of fees for licensing agreements, giving the 
South Miican pudmer access to the U.S. parents manufactur- 
ing processesI teshno10gy, equipment, spare parts, mmagenal 
&CIS, or in some instances, itr; trademark." Payments on 
such licensing arrangements, as wd as for trade, were exchanged 
at the higher commencial exchange rate. 

An example of such a transaction occurred in October 1986, 
when General Motors Corp. and ~ B M  Corp. announced plans to 
withdraw from South Africa. Boih transactions involved loans 
to the South African buyers to finance their purdmxs. Repay- 
ment of principal and h t m t  was to be made over a period of 
years out of working capital and profits. In the case of IBM, the 
loan will be paid over a five year period. The new company 
hods the TB;M exdusive £ranchhe in South Africa, and a contract 
for importing and selling mha products and services. The deal 
also guarantees the new company access to future IBM technolo- 
a. 

General Motors sold its subsidmy to a group headed by 
local management. The US. parent reportedly paid approximate 
ly $4!j million to cover its subsidiary's debts and a@ to a 
delay of as much as 18 months for the payment of the purchase 
price out of anticipated profits. In exchange for the investment, 
the parent company receives license fees for the w e  of its 
trademarks arid continued income from the sale of automobile 
kits and components and its exclusive franchise arrangement 
with the new South African company." 

When the Act went into effect, OFAC had to detemine 
whether arrangements such as these violated Section 310's ban on 
nav investments. While there was no evidence that Congress 
specifidly considered the pestion, it was thought that Congress 
would be inclined to grant an exemption for such bamacti011~, 
sinoe to do otherwise would appear to contradict the spirit of 
disinvestment, The Treasmy Deparbeni regulations issued to 
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implement Section 310 were, however, silent as to whether seller- 
financed withdrawals would be interpreted as violations of the 
Ad. 

According to OFAC officials, '"new investment" by a US. 
national for the p q m e  of withdrawal shall be reviewed on a 
mseby-case basis, although new investment will not be permit- 
ted in a South A f r i a  entity even for the purpose of disinvest- 
ment. The p r o m  withdrawal transaction is to be presented 
to OPAC If the plan is approved, OPAC wil l  issue a 'letter of 
comfort." 

I m m t s  To Continue Operations In a Sound Ecotlomic 
M a n m  

The statute a h  fails to state what is meant by the exemp 
tion from the prohibition on "new investment" hr contributions 
of money or other assets "'necemay to enable a controlled South 
African entity to operate in an economically sound manner 
without expanding its "Ihat exemption and the 
question of the A d s  application to seller-financed withdrawals 
were central issues in the debate that took place in December 
1987 regarding the Ford Motor Company's29 plan to withdraw 
from South Afrim, 

In 1985, Ford merged its South Africa operations with a 
branch of the Anglo American Corporation to form the h t h  
Abkm Motor Co'poraiion, mSarnmr!' Ford took a 42% owner- 
ship in Samcor. Both Anglo American and Ford South Africa 
had been experiencing losses generated by the declining South 
Africran emnomy and automobile marke't. Sarnmr experienced 
substantial losses in 1985 and 1986 and, as a consquenceI 
i n d  heavy debt To cut its losses and in response to the 
demands of the anti-apartheid movement, Ford was ready to 
fully withdraw Prom South Africa. 

Ford's withdrawal tramaction had several elements. 
Twenty-four percent of F o d s  equity interest in Samcor was to 
be placed in a trust for Samcor's employees? The rmmhhg 
18% was to be t rmskmd to the Anglo Amesican Corporation for 
$1.00. Ford products would continue to be sold in South Africa 
through a network of I46 dealers, Ford would supply % ~ M T  
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with components, kentied use of the Pord trademark, 
plus management d technical a t a n -  

The c o n t r o v d  aspect of the plan involved a cash 
"contributi~n'~ by Ford to Samcor of R203.3 million or roughly 
$$l million. The "contribution" was considered a "fundamental 
precondition" to implementation of the withdrawal plan and was 
%mditioeal upmi US. Treasury acqt l ie~cwce.~ Briefing 
mat&& distdmtd by Ford made five arguments in favor of 
the cash confrhtioaJP Anglo American stated its intention to 
c3ose S a m  if the conhibution was not made. 

In asserting the legality of its withdrawal plan under the 
Act, Ford sought refuge under the exception to the "no new 
investment rule" allowing contributions to a "controlled South 
Aftlcan entitf to enable it to continue its operations in "an 
e#,mmkdy souad man&'.= The application of that ex- 
tion to the no-new-investment rule has always been unclear. 

In p e r &  the exceptions to the new inveshnent ban appear 
to support the view that, while Con- wanted to d c t  the 
growth of U S  investment in South Africa, it did not 5nhmd the 
Act to d t e  corporate withdrawal. C o n p s  was m g  to 
make certain c 0 ~ o n s R  therefore, to pennit US. corporate . * .  subdams in South to continue their operations While 
the Act does not alehe what operating in "an emnamuically 
swnd mame?" may be, the Senate Report on 527U1, the Swate 
Bill which was eventually enacted as law, says simply that this 
"abws an extension of funds or assets in the event of a flood, 
fire or other occurrence which would force the opaation to shut 
down or operate at [an] uneconomical l e~eL"~  It goes on to say 
that "Eulnder no circumstances, howwer, does this acception 
permit inmsbnextt dmigped to expand existing o p e r a k  or 
inaease ~~~" On the floor of the House on Sepaember 
l2,1W, Congressman Roth descdd thb provision as permit- 
ting 'Znwstmat nea?smy to maintain continuing operations" 
and that it was meant to allow U.S. companies to "c~)nfinue to 
d u c t  their b d m s e s  in South Africa at the current lwel of 
operatiofl~.~ 

This +ti- history suggests at least four prerequisites to 
the applkaihn of this exception: 1) the redpient must be a South 
A f d x m r m b s i d i a r g a n t c o l l e d b y a U S . ~ 2 ) t h e U S .  
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corporation must be continuing its operations in South Africa; 3) 
there must be an event which necessitates an emergency 
replacement of capital; and 4) the contribution from the US. 
parent m'poration must be solely to return the subsidiary to ib 
operating level prior to the event. 

The Ford transaction did not appear to meet any of these 
prerequisites. First, Ford hdd only a 42% equity interest in 
Samcor, and i f  is not dear that Ford "controlled" Samcor.= For 
example, the State Department concluded that Ford did not 
"control" Samcor for the purpose of compliance with the Code 
of Condud set out in the Act with resped to employment prac- 
tices.= 

The m n d  prerequkite for an exception to the ban on new 
investment is that the US. parent must be continuing its 
operations in South A f r i ~ .  Even Ford's legal c o m i  conceded: 
"Congress intended that new investment be limited to contribu- 
tions essential for the continuation of existing U.S. owned 
business; a condition precedent to the contrib~tion."~ There 
can be na doubt that the Ford Motor Company was withdrawing 
from South Mca. To o b k t e  its failure to meet this funda- 
mental requirement, Ford engaged in a fictitious analysis: instead 
of viewing its cbhv-ent scheme as one transactionI it was 
viewed as two separate and distinct actions, In the first, Ford, 
which is continuing its opemfions in South AfricaI made a 
pmnbsible new investment that met the stahtory reqWmts .  
In the second, which took place immediately a f h  the first 
h-ansackn, Ford withdrew. 

The meaning of the third prerequisite, the occurrence of an 
event which necessitates an emergency replacement of capital, is 
ambiguous. The Senate Report refers to natural &asters, acts of 
God: "in the event of flood, fire or other ommences which 
would force the operation to shut down or operate at an un- 
economical level"* Fozd's senior attorney argued that in the 
absence of statutory language creating limits, it would be an 
unwarranted artificial construction of the Senate Report to 
confine the course to naturaZ disasters. Ford's counsel reasoned: 
"It would be iUo@d to m e  that natural d h s h s  were 
canred out as taking p d e n e e  o v a  economic disasters The 
standard should be and is one of effect on the South African 
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entity. The Act and re&dations give that standad as 'necssary .. . 
to operate in an economically sound manner.' ?he Senate Report 
amplifies, but not n@y clarifies, that stanclard to one which 
'would force the operation to shut down or operate at an 
uneconomical Xe~el'."~ Ford argued, then, that the inability of 
a heavily leveraged, perennially unprofitable company to finance 
a competitively nec%ssary product action should be considered a 
causative factor under the Act equal to a natural disaster. 

Ford did not dispute the fourth prerequisite, that is that the 
contribution from the US. parent must be solely to retuln the 
subsidiary to its operating level prior to the event When the 
event is dgtermined to be long-term unprofitability, however, the 
requjrement appears to be inapposite. 

The Treasury Department acquiesced to the Ford witMrawd 
plan an8 it was implemented in full. The Depment  declined 
to make a public record of its decision. 

The Ford deal sets a dangerous precedent It appears that 
the Treasury Department has interpreted the exemption to p d t  
new investments in companies in South Africa to cure the effects 
of long-term unprofitability. The ramifications of such an 
expansive interpretation of the exception to the prohibition on 
new investments d d  be enormous, With respect to the Ford 
hamaction, the result has been that an o t h d  impennkble 
W o n  of $61 million was made into the South African mono- 
my. This violates the letter and the spirit of the A& 

In light of the Ford ding, this potentially crippling loophole 
should be closed, The Act should be amanded to eliminate the 
exception to the ban on new investments for replament capital 
to allow a company to "continue to operate in an economically 
sound manner." At a minimum, speciiic language should be 
added that dearly limits its application to situations where the 
k d  business has been damaged by natural forces. Complete 
elhimtion of the exception wodd not derogate from what 
appears to be Congress' understandable intention to assure 
invstors who invested in South Ahim prior to the enactment of 
the statute that they would not be unduly pmaliid if their 
investments were wiped out by muses over which they had no 
rnnh-01 Insurance exists precisely for such purposes. Congress 
could authorize US. Government insurance bodies such as the 
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Overseas Private In&mt Corp. to issue p o W  covering such 
(~atastmphic conditions. If such insurance is unavailable, then the 
stakute and the implementing regulations should specScally 
categorize those situations where, and the cimumbmcrrs under 
which, the exception would be available to US. investos 

Import Restrictions 

The Ad includes several prohibitions on imports into the 
United Slates of goods produced in South Africa M o n  =(a) 
of the Act prohibits the import into the United States of any 
"article which is pm, producedt manufactured by, marketed, 
or othemh exported by a parastatal organbation of Swth 
AErica," with the exception of "those smtegic minerals for which 
the President has c d 6 e d  ta the Congress that the quantities 
essential for the amnomy or defense of the United States are 
unavailable from reliable and senue ~uppliers."'~' Sedion 303(b) 
defines a "parastatid organization" as "a corporation or partner- 
ship owned or controlled or subsidized by the Government of 
South Ahica," but not one "'which previously received start-up 
assistance from the South Afsican Industrial Development 
Corporation but which is now privately owned." 

The State Deparhnent, charged by the Resident with 
responsibility for detc ' ' g what South f i m n  o r ~ o n s  
are parastaw has published definitions of the operative tams 
and a list of organhtions it has identified as parastat@ 

The Slate Department has defined an entity "owned" by the 
South African Government as one in which "the South Afrimn 
Gov-mt holds more than 50% of the outstanding voting 
securities of the corporation, partnership, or entity c o r r c ~ e d . " ~  
State Department renu]ations define a corporation, partnership or 
entity as "conirolled'' by the South Af r im  Government if the 
South Afrimn Government mntroIs in fad the corporation, 
parb~mhip or entity ccinc;ierndB This would include situations 
where the South A h b n  Government has the authority to 
manage, direct or administer the affairs of a corporation, 
parh ldp  or entity.& 
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The State Department determined that a corporation, 
partnership or entity "subsidized" by the South Ahion Govern- 
ment is one "at the present time receiving any dinancial assistance 
on preferential tams from the South African Government, other 
t h  that generally available to the public. A corporation, 
partnership, or entity that is receiving a de minimis amount of 
assistance from the South African Government is presumed not 
to be 'subsidized' by the South African Government for purposes 
of the Ad"'" 

The parastafal/non-parastatal distinction in Section 303 was 
intended by its Congressional sponsors as a type of targeting "to 
pressure the South African Government" specifically, rather than 
"those who bear no responsibility for and have no influence with 
that ~ovesnment"~ The distinction made by Congress is based 
on the asflxmption that a clear division can be made between 
public and private enterprises in South Africa. Con- 
assumed that South African Government enterprises muld be 
affected while holding the private sector immune. That basic 
assumption, however, is inconsistent with the realities of the 
South Mean eeonomy. 

The South African economy is one in which private industry 
has been pervasively aided by the Government. It is not reahtic 
to attempt to distinguish corporations or other entities entangled 
with the Government in an economy where Government 
assistance is common and its forms widely varied. The goal of 
not trading with South African Government enterprises, cons* 
qu~ t ly ,  requirs a much broader approach than that taken in the 
statutory or regulatory definition of parastatal. 

The South kfrican Government is involved in industry in 
crucial ways excluded by the State Department's didinition of 
"subsidized." To encourage industries to locate in areas near the 
" ' h o w , "  for example, the Government has provided 
hancial assistance such as tax concessions, loans, reduced 
aailway rates and exemptions from wage reg~lations?~ Govem- 
m a t  assistance of this nature, however, is apparently not 
covered by the State Department's definition of "su-ed": 
assistance "on preferential terms" and not "generally available to 
the public"" Similarly, the Act expressly exdudes as a deter- 
minant of parastatal status the start-up assistance that is frequent- 



ly pvided by South Afdca's Industrial Dev-at Corpora- 
tion= 

lbrkknnore, even gading with a company not m&ving 
d i r e c t s o u t h ~ ~ m t ~ c e ~ t o  theGovem- 
merit's dire& h&t. For example, in the 198485 fiscal year, 
incmne taxes and lease payments by the privately owned gold 
mines alone accounted fm 83% of Government revenuesJ while 
income taxes h all other companies totaled only 16.9% of 
revenwa ThusC atthough these privately owned companies 
arenotparastatals,perse,theygivedirtxteamomicmpportto 
the Govermneslt and, aonsequently, to the maintenance of its 
poIicies of apartheid 

F d y #  two paints must be noted about the efiecC of the 
-tal/non-mtal distinction. While desrrly Cangres- 
sional infent with respect to Section 300; was to p m a b  the 
South African Go-ent rather than to establish as brpad a 
trade embargo as possible, it should not escape attention that 
banning trade with narrowly defined pamstatals results in a 
minimal trade embargo. 

Data is not available on the percentage of South Africa's 
exports to the US. prior to the Act that were from parastatals. 
However, few of the major segments of South African indusfry 
that are owned dinectly by the Government, and thus mvered by 
the exkhg pamstatal provision, produce goods that are exported 
to the US. For exampleJ 40% of South Ahids  fuel re-mk 
areproSdbythethreeoil-hdplantsbuiltbytheSwth 
Ahkin  CoalJ Oil and Gas Corporation ( " ~ n ) J S S  and 93% of 
the muntry's e lde i ty  is supplied by the stabxonfrolled 
Electricity Supply Co-n ("ESCOM*').~ South Africa, 
however, exports neither oil nor elecbidty to the Unlted States. 
Addi~onaUyI South African State President F. W. Botha has 
recently announced a goal of privatizing the South African 
gov-mt~wnd #rrporati~ns.~ The effect would be to 
nullify &don 303. 

Because of the extent of the inkmelationships between 
Gowmmmt and primate enmprk in South Africa, the gpal of 
presmhg the h t h  African Government is not aammpliahed by 
limiting the import ban to products of o ~ b I o n s  " m e d 8  
conblled or mbddhd" by the Government The only realistic 
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way to aEfect thr? Government, taking into consideration its 
relationship to private industry, is to ban all imports from South 
ma 

In addition, the parastatal/non-parastala1 distinction as to 
imports is admhbtzatively unworkable. Fmt, it hits proved 
impossible to gather signiscant data necessary to determine 
which entities meet the statutory and regulatory definition. 

Statistics on ownership of South African corporations are 
published and readily available. Staff at the United Stab 
Embassy in Swth Africa has found it vktudy impossible, 
however, to obtain information about Government control or 
fllbsidization of these corp~rations.~ There is no independent 
source of such data, and the companies at issue are-not 
surprisingly-unwiIling to supply it. There is thus no way to 
ensure that the State Department's list of parastatal organizations 
is complete or accurate. No revisions to the Act or the repla- 
tions c d  cure the problem of access te the necessary data. 

Additional problems arise at t te port of entry to the United 
Stab .  Neither the U.S. importer of a particular product, nor the 
Customs official responsible for determining the product's status, 
can make an independent detmmhation regarding the prdueer 
of every South African commodity imported into the Unit& 
St.& Both must rely on the exporter's chamckrhtion of the 
produds 

Such pmb1ems in administration and enforcement have a 
s l e c a n t  impact on the integrity of the prohibition Clearly, a 
comprehensive ban on the import of gods from South Africa, or 
an embargo that makes distinctions on an item by item basis 
rather than a focus on the identity of the producer, would greatly 
facilitate administration and enforcement. 

Bmr on Uranium Imports 
Tn the years prior to the Act, South Africa earned substantial 

mounts of U.S. dollars from d m  exports to h i s  country. 
section 309(a) of the Act, however, prohibits the imporbtion of 
"uranium ore [and] d u r m  ode.. . produced or mdac- 
tured in South Afria"" Section 309 was Intended 60 t~ ' 

k! 
all uranium trade with South M c a .  As Senator Edward M 
Kennedy (D-Mass.), a chief sponsor of the legislation, stated on 



the floor of the Senate on October 18, 1986, the purpose of the 
Act was "to cut off all imports of the items specified, no 'and, ifs 
or buts' and no loopholes either."gP Following the Act's pasage, 
the Treasury Department was assigned Executive Branch respon- 
sibility for implementing the provisions of Section 309PO 

The use of the tenn "uranium oxide" by Congress must be 
read to prohibit af2 processed forms of uranium and not to create 
a t e c h i d  distinction between a s p d c  uranium oxide com- 
pound and other related compounds which d t  from interne- 
diate and necessary steps in the enrichment process. ShihIy ,  
f'manium ore" as d in M o n  309 of the Act refers to all 
u n p d  forms of uranium, This clear Congressional intent, 
however, has been subverted by the implementing regulations 
promulgated by the Deparhnent of the Treasury. 

The Treasury Department b u d  a "Final Rule" interpreting 
Seetion 309, which concluded that by using the tenns d u m  
"ore" and "oxide" in the Act, Congress did not intend to es- 
tablish a comprehensive ban on Ithe importation of all form of 
uranium from South Africa Rather, the Treasury Department 
m w l y  construed the statute to distinguish between uranium 
ore and oderelated compounds, such as h u m  hexaauoride, 
which are essentially interchangeable and which serve no 
c o m m ~  purpose other than as fuel for nuclear reactors.6' 

In promulgating the P i  Rde, Treasury. sought to distia- 
guish between these various chemical compounds of uranium on 
the theory that Congress intended to ban some but not all of 
them Treasury's Final Rule stated that "[alrticles such as 
uranium hduoride,  which are produced from uranium ore or 
uranium oxide and which the U.S. Customs Service d~krmhes 
to have been substantially transformed outside the United States, 
are not subject to the import prohibition."" 

The issue of whether uranium heduoride is encompassed 
within the definition of uranium ore or oxide is of great signifi- 
cance, as m y  construction of Section 309 which would limit its 
effect to those forms of b u m  found only at the beghmhg and 
end of the ennichment process, while leaving intermediate forms 
of &urn free to enter the United States, would effectively 
nullify the Congressional prohibition on the import of uranium 
The T r e m q  J2epiutmen.Y~ interpretation permits easy &cum- 
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wntion of the sanetion. The canversion of uranium yellowcake 
into uranium hex&uoride involves an expenditure of less than 
4% of the total cost it takes to prcduce nuclear fuel. Therefore, 
the ore c9n be readily and easily bansformed into uranium 
hacafluoride in Europe or Canada and then t r a m p 6  into the 
United S t a b  for Iurther processing. 

The legal rationale employed by the Department of the 
Treamq-the doctrine of ''stbtmtial transforma60n8*--does not 
support the Final Rde. This doctrine was developed tr the 
context of customs law to determine the country of origin of an 
import far duty ppwes and has previously been used solely to 
categorive various commodities in order to assess tariffs and 
tPaee quotas. Substantial transformation has never been involved 
in the context of an absolute prohiiitim on imports of a par- 
ticular product from a pari5cular country. 

Even if reference to the doctrine of dxitmtial tramfarma- 
tion were appropriate in this caseI Treasury's decision to apply 
the doctrine to mmium oxide and heXanuoride runs m t e r  to 
well- principles of customs law. The courts and the US. 
Ctrstoms Service have most commonly exadrid a number of 
fartws to determine if mbstantial transfomtion has ocxurred: 
whetfier a new commodity has been created with a $istinct 
character, hdependent use or value, and a new name.a While 
differat nomenclature distinguishes hduoride from oxide, the 
change undergone in processing from a concentrate to hexa- 
fluoride does not affect its basic character as uranium Rooess- 
ing adds no foreign element. Nor does it sipi.Bcantly alter its 
utility. Hduoride  has no independent use or value outside of 
the nuclear fuel enrichment cycle. It is its ~~ as d u m  
which makes the uttimate product, fuel rods, valunb1,not its 
chemical form as hewfluoride or oxide. 

The effect of the rule permisting the importation of South 
African uranium h d u o r i d e  was a sudden inaease in requests 
for auth&tIon to import that form of uranium Shortly after 
the Act went into force, applications for eight li- to import 
South African uranium hduoride were filed with the Ndear 
lbgdabv Commission (NRC), an independent Government 
agency that mntrok the d u r n  trade In the United StatesP 
The applicants sought licenses to import a total of 3,708 metric 
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tons of uranium, 2,708 tom or 73% of which was to be in the 
form of hduoride. By contrast, prior to the Act, in 1985 and 
1986, IwraQuofide unr~prised only abwt 10% and 946, respec 
t idy,  of the overall b u m  imports horn South A d r i ~ a . ~  
Despite legal M e n ; g e s  by the Cawyers' Committee for Civil 
Rights Under Law a d  OW to the new license applications 
and to existing licenses, the Nuclear Regulatory Co-xon 
granted three of the pending license applimtlons to import South 
African uranium h d u o r i d e  on September 21, 1987.- The 
Commission concluded that: 

. . . [Sledion =(a) of the Anti-Apartheid Act, 22 US.C 
5059(a), bars the import of uranium ore and uranium 
oxide, regadless of its intended a d  use. Importation 
of &er forms of unmi l l~~  is not barred by section 
3091a). South Mrhm-origin uranium oxide which is 
immsfomed into uranium h d u o r i d e  or other 
subslantdally tramformed uranium compounds before 
it is imported into the United States is also not 
banred? 

Thegrantofthoselicenssbythe~~ccreatedthepotenlial 
that twice as much South &can uranium may be imported into 
the United States now than was actually Inaprted in the year 
prior t~ sanctions. The three E m e s  will permit a total of 
1,167.732 metric tons of South African-origin uranium hew- 
fluoride to be imp0rk.i over a three-year period. At the same 
timeI the NRC had under consideration a petition to revoke I1 pre- 
existing Lim to the extent that they authorized the 
importation of South Afrimn4righ uranium. The NRC d d e d  
to limit those & h g  licenses with respect to South African- 
origin hex~uor ide .~  

The NRC's grant of these licenses is amntly under review by 
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit. Regardless of the &5 ultimate nuling on the issue of 
the abuse of the "substantial 4ramfomtionR doctrine, however, 
Con- should ad  to prevent future &lases in intfqmbtion by 
mending the hpag to explicitly ban the importation of dl 
South -can uraniumt regardless of its form, processing or end- 
W' 
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Imp&- 
. * on Other Products 

The Act prohibib the importation of certain other produds 
such as coal, textiles, agricd- products, imn, steel, and sugar. 
Unbrhmabely, both the regulations implementing these import 
prohibitions and She "country4f-ori~ rules used by the 
Customs M c e  undercut the effectiveness of the sanctions. 

Section 320 of the Act proh'bits the imporiation into the 
United States of "hn or steel extraded in South Afri~ra.''~ 0, 
November 19,1986, the Treasury Department issued guidelines 
for the US. Customs Service to determine which products are 
subject to the inport bans impwed by the A c P  

The regdatio~ls do not include f d o y s ,  such as ferro- 
chromium and fefi~manganese.~ By excluding fenadlop from 
the list of banned products, the regulations diminish the 
efIectivems of the san~ons. In 1986, ferroalloys were South 
W s  sixth Leading export, exceding its iron ore 
In addition, South A f r i ~  is the world's dominant supplier of 
fendmmium, with an export value of approximately R500 
million a yearr4 In 1985, South Africa produced 852 tons 
of faochmmium and 331 mebic tons of femmwngan~e.~ 
Thus, in a manner probably not anticipated by C o v ,  the 
regulations fail to nsshict the importation into the United States 
of a substantial parentage of iron produds from South Africa.% 

The Act's approach to the use of wports as an economic 
weapon qphst  apartheid is highly selective. The export of only 
four classes of goods are embargoed: (11 computers, computer 
sofEware, or goods or technology to manufacture oomputers, if 
the computer product is intended for use by agencies of the 
South A€hm Covemment engaged in the enforcement of the 
apartheid policies of that Government;R (2) nuclear materials 
and nuckr technology? (3) items on the US. Munitions List 
that are not exported for rommercial purp0sesP and (4) d e  
oil and dined petroleum p d u c t ~ . ~  Many of these phibi-  
iions, memer ,  merely codify prohibitions already in place prior 
totfiepassageoftheAct. 



With regard to ad ' ' drative enfomxnent, the administer- 
ing agm-pimarily the Department of Canmewe and the 
State Department4ply made minor rn&tIons to a h t h g  
regulatiamm Qn the whole, it is not clear that the Act has 
dmmfidy clad prior loopholes, nor that the Act has resutted 
in the taking of steps by the administrative bodies charged with 
its enforcement that they w d d  not, otherwise, have mdertak- 
ert* 

The only new export restriction is imp& in Seclion 321, 
which bans the export of "crude oil or &ed petroleum 
products which is subject to the judddm of the United Stabes, 
or wMch is exported by a person subject to the jurisdiction of the 
United States."" 

The statutory ban on the export of crude oil and re6ned 
petcolmun products appears to be, on its face, ~ l ~ l p k  It avers 
products within the jmidction of the United States, and those 
under the control of persons subjtxt to US. jukdiction 
However, Come~oe  Depsrrtment regulations reqrtire that, in 
order for the sanetion to come into the product must be 
subject to the jwidietion of the United States, rmd the decision 
maker must aIso be subject to the juridiclion of the United 
States. These regulations exempt re-export from third counbh 
as long as such m q o r t  is not undertaken by a US, incoprat- 
ed entity, or a US, national (including a US. p m m a i t  d e n t )  
actingonhisownbehalf,orarporttothethirdw~was 
underbkm with the intent to tzirmmvent the ~mhibition.~ 
FurtherI the Commerce Department has d e h d  the q r t  . - r e s h ~ c t u o n ~ l y ~ t o a r C t u d e f r o m t h e e x p m t b a n ~ e m i -  
cab.= This is dearly not wxrsistent with Congressional intent. 

These export retrichns are very limited and hardly merit 
the d W p t i o m  "punitive" or "cornprehemive." Bven within 
their narmw scope, however, there are mhtmtial lo~pholea.~ 

The &atcoming of an overly resttidive approach to the use 
of srpaat sanctions is iltushated by the ban on computet 
prmluds and related technology. Respite the mmidhg 
importance of computer technology to the maintenance of the 
apartheid +em and the South A£rican eoonomy, and the ease 
with which access to m m e  can be manipulated, the Ad 
simply bans exports to "apartheid enforcing age-." The 
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remainder of the South Afr im Govecnment is at liberty tO obtain 
U.S. computers and mmputer technology as long as the Govern- 
ment (which has openly e x p l d  the view that it is entitled to 
take any steps whatever to evade foreign sanctions) gives an end- 
user &cation that it would not transfer the computer and 
related products to its apartheid enfo- agencis. Moreover, 
the South African private sedor retains d h i t e d  access to US. 
cornputts t du~o logy .~  

A complek prohibition on the export of US. computers and 
computer t&mIogy to South Africa--South African Govern- 
ment and private &ties alike-is imperative In the absence of 
that there should be, at a minimum, a complete ban on exports 
to the South African Government. At the same time, the end- 
user certification mpkmentI  and particularly its erhrcement- 
through both preand past-shipment i n spec t i o~hou ld  be 
shngthened to ensure that private recipients do not divert 
computers to the South African G ~ v e m e n t . ~  

With regard to the ban on the export of crude oil and 
petroleum productsI there should be a clear prohibition on the 
export or reexport of crude oil from the US., and of any product 
produced from crude oil that originated In the US., regadless of 
the nationality of the individual or entity with control over that 
product. Further, the statute should be amended to expressly 
q u i r e  the GDxmmce Department to include petrochemids in 
the definition of "refind petroleum products." 

Additionally, while C o n ~ o n a l  unmm to burden 
US. exporters with the imposition of restrictions on theif exports 
to South Africa is, perhaps, understandable in this age of 
substantial bade defiatsIB yet the limitation an US. earport bans 
to the four discrete and wd-tested areas of computers, arms, 
ndear material, and petroleum produds is too narrow. 
S p d i d y ,  Con- should at the least include a ban on 
shipment of capital gods to South Africam In 1986, machinery 
and transport equipment represented 272% of all South Africran 
and Namibian imports.g1 The United States is the fourth largest 
supplier of machinmy to South MaPZ As a South African 
bush- has pointed out, resb?&ons on South africa's 
a- to capital gods would significantly affect its economy,93 
and this mdd be done at relatively small cast ito the US. 
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economy. Moreover, as has been the case in other areas, the US. 
lead is likely to put pressure on other industrialized counhies to 
adopt comparable restrictions on the exporl of machinery? 

Multilateral Measures 

When Congress passed the Act, it rerognhd that multi- 
Iateral rooperation was necessary for e f fdve  smdons. 
T h h r e ,  Section 491 of the Act states "[ilt is the policy of the 
United States to w?k international mperative agreements with 
the other industrialized democracies to bring h t  the camplete 
dismantling of apartheid." It also called an the President or the 
Secrehy of State to convene an international conference with 
other ifldus.brialized democracies to develop a c o o h t e d  
strategy no later than 180 days after the Act went into hree. It 
stated further that it was the sense of Congress that the Unititd 
States Ambassador to the United Nations sponsor a Secrrrity 
Council resolution that would mandate that all nations impose 
sanctlom similar to our own. 

The language of this Section of the Act was interpreted by 
the State Department as not legally binding on the President's 
aukhority to conduct foreign &airs. Attempts by Congress 
parti&ly to madate h iden l id  &ions with respect to 
bilateral or multilateral negotiations may raise complex issues,% 
mete are several precedents, however. They indude, for 
example, a provision in the Bretton Wosds Agreement Act, by 
which Congress mandates the %ident to instruct the Executive 
-r to the InCematiod Monetary Fund to oppose the 
extension of d t  to South Africa, unless certifications are made 
to Congress relating to the deds  of apartheid on labor, capital 
mobility, balance of payments, and related standards.% 

The "Gomak Am-t" to the International Develop 
ment Asmiation Act. is mother example. It requires the 
-dent to insbat3 the US. Executive Dkectozs of the Interna- 
t i o d  Bank for Reconstmction and Dewlopment and the 
International Development Association to vote against loans to 
any country which has nationalized property owned by or which 
has repudiated contracts with a U.S. n a t i o d  
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In this case, the Reagan Administration dmegarded the 
Conpdoflal wishes to negotiate muftilateral cooperation on 
sanctions against South Africa. Not only has the Administration 
failed to comply with the spirit of the law, it has actively worked 
to subvert and undermine the efforts of other nations to achieve 
p r d d y  the kind of multilateral cooperation contemplated by 
the statute. Since the Act o m e  into h e ,  the State Dqmtment 
has made no effort to convene an international conference or to 
eoo&te anti-apartheid policies among the indwtdized 
nations of the woru Instead, and totally inconsistent with the 
intent of the Con-, on F e b q  20,1987 and again on April 
9, 1987, the Administration vetoed reaoIutions in the United 
Nations Security C m d  that would have made the same 
sanctions that exist in US. Paw mandatory for other countrie~.~ 
The U.S. is one of six indushkdkd countries that account for 
84% of South Africa's trade.* E a coordinated strategy had 
km achieved among t h e  nations, the impact on the South 
A£ricm economy wodd have been staggering 

Conclusion 

Based on the above analysis, action is wananted on three 
levels: the Executive Branch agencies must improve implementa- 
tion of the sanctions through tighter regulations; Congress must 
take legkhtive initiati~es to close those loopholes that were 
unintentional and Congress must also grapple with the d t y  
that selective sanctions invite misinterpretations %nd evasions 
EBxtive implementation is most d y  achieved with compre 
hensive m d t i l a t d  sanctionsIIS 

Notes 

1. The history of the Act is as follows: On June 18,1986, the House 
passed a bill W 4868) that wodd have rrquiFed the U.S. to 



impose a cornphmive trade embargo of South Africa and forced 
all US. companies to leave South Africa within 180 days sf 
enactment. On August 15,1986, the Senate passed SZOl ,  which 
sought to impme more limited sanctions than the House bill. The 
H o w  adopted this version without changes, thereby etiminating 
the need for a Housesenate conference. The F'rddent vetad the 
bill on September 26,1986, and, in turn, was overridden by ttre 
House on September 29,1986 and the Senate on October 2,1986. 
Gornphmsive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986, Pub. L No. 9944, 100 
StaL 1086 (1986). 

2 Section 3(6) of the Act defines South Africa as including "any 
~ U n d l e r t h e ~ l e e p l o r ~ o f S o u I h A E r i c a . .  . P 
Namibia is an inkmational territory under the de jure authority of 
the United Nations but the illegal occupation of South Africa. For 
all pqmseiI thedore, the sanctions imposed by the Act apply to 
Namibia. The "bentustad' or % o m ~ , w  to which South 
Aftion bIa& are assigned on the basis of ethnic origin are also 
d d  to be part of South Africa for purposes of the Act. The so- 
d e d  "independent" homelands include Tmkei ,  Bophuthat- 
swam, Cislei and Veda.  

3. Executive Order No. 12,!32 cites as its statutory authority, inter nlia, 
the International Emergency Economic Powers Act, 50 US.C. (( 
1701-1706, and the Natiod Emergencies Act, 50 U5.C. (( 1601- 
1651. 

4. Some of the sanctions contained in the 158s Executive Order 
merely reaffimted sandionsalready in place by existing legislation. 
For example, since 1982, the US. has prohibited the export of 
annputers to the South African military, police and aptheid- 
enfDrcQ entities (the "Berman Amendment" to the Export 
Admhbtration Act). Sirtoe 1964, the United States has nestricted 
military exports to the iZepubfic of South Africa and to Namibia. 
The restrScHons on wnventional military hardware are adminis- 
tered and monitored by the Off ie  of Munitions Control ("OMC") 
of the Department of State. The Arms Export Gontrol Act, 22 
US.C. 5 2778 (19821, is the statutory authority for export wntrols 
on military items. Contto11ed items constitute the United Stats 
Munitions List, 22 CFJL 5 121.1 (1987), which is mted by the 
Office of Munitions Co-L Id. g 120.1,120.4. In addition, export 
controls existed on a category of non-miIitary goods, technoiogy, 
and dual-use ibms, i.e, items which have both avilian and military 
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usesl when the &-user is the South African milikuy, police or 
pammilihry. Thse controls are administered by the Cornmefie 
Dgrartment under the authority of the Export Adminisl tion Act 
Ihe Export Administration Amendments Act of 1979,50 US.C. 
app. 5 2405(a) (1982). See 15 C.F.R 33722,3373.1 (1988). 

5. These hkr labor pfdcti~e9 are based on a code of wnduct for US. 
companies in South Africa commonly referred to as the "Sflwn 
PrincipIes." Introduced in 1977 by Rev. Leon Sullivan, they seek 
voluntary commitments from US. companies to desegregslte their 
&&tie, pay equal wages to blackl improve training and 
admwement and the quality of their workers' lives. 

6. On Oaober 2,1987, pursuant to Section 501 of the Act, h i d e n t  
Reagan transmitted to Congeis a report on the extent to which 
siknificant has been made by South Africa t o d  ending 
the system of apartkid and the impact that US. sanctions have 
made. He mncluded that no such progress had been made. 
Rather than r e m m d i n g  additional sanctions as fequirrd by the 
Act, however, he stabed that "the imposition of additional economic 
sandions at this time would not be helpful . . . ." He recommend- 
ed instead a return to constructive engagement, a "period of active 
and creative diplomacy. . . ." &prt To l b ~ o n g r e s s  Putmumt fa 
Section 501 of the Gmprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986, at 7,8. 

7. Since the early the TreasuryI through OFAC, has been 
respollsible for the implementation and enfomment of several 
prohibitions on financial transactions with foreign states ordered 
by the Executive Bran& e.g., the Foreign Assets Control Regula- 
tions resbicting financial transactions with oertain countrie 
governed by Communist Party dominatd governments such as 
North Korea, Vietnam# and Cambodia 31 C.ER pt. 500 (1987); the 
Cuban Ass& Control Regulations blocking a- to and dealings 
in handal and other assets of Cuban nationals maintained in the 
US. or held by US. nationals, id. pt. 515; the Imnian Assets Conbl 
Regulations which froze Iranian assets held by US. regulated 
institutions, id. pt. 535; and the Libyan Sanctions Regulations 
restriaing transactlo-financial and 0th-with Tibya, id. pt. 
550. 

8. See Psoclamatim W14,3 CER 99 (cum. supp. 194P1953); 50 U.S.C. 
app. at In 41982) (Proclaiming the Wtense of a National 
Jbeqemyl; 31 CFB. pt. 500 (1987) (containing the Foreign Assets 



chnhl  lzqpkhs]; 15 CF-R 5 385.1 0987) Cimp- the 
~ e p a r h n e n t o f ~ I P s t r i e t E w r s o n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
KORSI. Vietnam, Chhdb and Cuba). 

9. ~ P r o e k m a b 3 4 4 7 , 2 7 k d , R e e ; . l ~ C 1 9 6 2 ) ~ i m ~ ~  
on all trade with Cuba); 31 C3.R pt. 515 0987) (cmhbhg the 
atban h t s  Chtml Regulatio~~; I5 C3.U 5 385.1 CI9f17) 
(implementing theDepartmentof C a ~ ~ t r i c t i o n s o n ~ r t s  
h t v i n g  North %ma, Vieham Cambodia and Cubal- 

10. Sa Roclamat lon~44 Fed. Reg. 65,58I (1979) (on fmports of 
g&mleum and F l e u m  products); Exec Order No. 12,170,44 
~ed. ~ e g .  6sm om) b w  lranian ~ovemmient ppq~); 

Order No. W, 45 Fed. Reg. 24099 C1WO (phibit@ 
~ ~ ~ w i t h I m d ) ; E x e c O r d e r N a  TZ?21,4SkdRe& 
26#& ('ISSO) prohibiling huvm.cbIm with Iraa; Exec 
Chder No- E$276, 46 46 Reg. 7913 (I=) (termfnatfon of the 
-1; Bxec M e r  No. 12294, 46 kd. kg. 14,111 (1981) 
( s u v i o n  of liti&ation against Iran); and Hxec Order No. 1m3, 
52FedReg.41,940~987I (pfoh'bilingimprlmfrwrIranl;31 CFX 
pt 535 (1986) (antah@ the Iranian Asaeta Control Rqphtians~; 
15 CF.R g 390.6 (19881 (pleventing the use of spedal Ucensing 
p"edures for a h a f t  colltrolled by W. 

11. Sn: Rxe. Order Na 12313,50 Fed Reg. 18,629 0985) (plditing 
bade and cmMn other ~ c f i o n s  involving NIavagua); N CFK 
pt 590 0987) (ambi tbg  PIS&zmguan Trade CDIltrol Regulations). 

12 Snc Etoec. Order No. WI a Fed. Reg. 1354 (1986) (prohibiting 
treae and cer$ltr bmsadhm involving 31 0 . R .  pt 550 

(conhining the Libyan Sn&om ~ ~ ) ;  15 O K  55 
385.7* 390.7 C1588) (ronphmenkhg the Department of Co- 
restridon8 on acports hvoIving LiiY",. 

13. T h e r d y  im@ sanctions agginat Panama are not mmprehek 
sive.. however* See Exez Order No. 12,63!j,53 M. 12,134 
am). 

14. In tW6,40% (R26Jl9 million) of all k t h  kWcm eqmfs wme 
gold F o r a d i s a z s s i o n o f t h e ~ ~ o r m n e c b e d w i t h a n  

on gold. Ser Lipton, ! h d h s  4 Solrfh ndC 
D y n m n i c g o f W ~ , 4 7 4 i r ~ ~ ~ U n i t  
Special Report Na 1119, I-). 
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15. G d b ,  "Prr" " E ~ n R e s t r i c t s B a n k ~ T ~ l o g y  
&psis," lkikhgton Post* !%pL 10,1985, at Al, wL 4, AlO, ml. 1. 
In 1WI Krugerrand sales b the United S t a b  p k e d  at $484 
miIlioh In the first six months of 1985, onIy W B  Won worth 
of KNspmadZs sold In the UnIQd States; Krugmand sales 
have been prohibited sinoe Oebnber 198s. 

la la. While United States exports ta South Africa for the first six 
monthsof1~we!E+warth$128blllion,the~fnrthesanre 
p e r i o d h 1 9 8 5 ~ b p o n l y $ 6 7 5 m f l l i o n  

17. ld. US. share of the oamputer m a r h  in South Africa dropped 
~709bh198Qtn4896h19&4. 

IS. To dateI the United States has the s h n p t  sanctions of 3111th 
Aftha's Eour largest trading parhem, Le., West Gemmy, United 
KingdomandJapan Jnl%JDenmarkwasthefirstWestem 
colurtry to i m p e  a totaI ban on trade with South Africa Nomay 
and Sweden adopted comprehmive trade and investment 
embagws (with some aroeptions) in 1987. Outside of westem 
Etnrvpe, India has had a compIete ban on trade with South Africa 
s h m  1946. Cypruss Singapare, Malaysia and Jamaica (and ofheft) 
also have a total bayoott. See Upaon, supra note 14, at 19; J. Hadan 
d r R 8 m o n d , T l i t ~ ~ k 5 1 , 1 9 9 ( I ~ .  

20. 22 USC. 5 5060 (Supp. N 19861. 

22 A "controIIed South AMcan entity" is defined as mrporation, 
prbfd3pg or other buginess ~ t l m  or entity organized in 
SouthAfFi~~andownedurmntroIled,~yorindirectly,~a 
national of fhe United Sates," or Ua branch, offleI a m I  or sQte 
pprietomhip in South Africa of a national of the United States." 
SaeidgSOMQ). 

23. DelGned as "a ampration, partm&ipI or other business m- 
ticm or entity wggaized in South or utt branch, o f h ,  
!w!y, or sole pmprktorship in Swth Afrita of a persan that 
W e s  or is q a a k d  outside Swth Africa." Id, 5 5001(7). 



26. Of the 256 US. ampa- that have withdrawn from South Africa 
since Jarmary 1,1W, 72 have maintained ties with their former 
subdiades through liaensing and dhbhtion agements. J. 
Kibbet & D. Hauck, LXudment Nun-Eqrrify Ties: Thc Chging 
P & b n  of US. (3rpmte I m M  in Smrth A@ thvesbor 
Responsibility R d  Council, June, 1988). Arm's length 
pumby and sales of gods, servims and bedutology an mrmaI 

1 terms do not contravene the prohibition on nar 
investments. 31 -3. 5 545.418 (1987). Such sales between a 
withimwing parent and a Ir?maining mhidiq,  howeverI muId 
hardly meet the "arms length" test. 

27. Clakme, UIHM, CM Map Restructtrring in S Africa," n& W&g- 
tun Pwt, Oct 23,1984, at Al, ail. 6, A%, col. 1; Leas, ZBM. S U  
Bob Aptkid,"  N.Y. T i m ,  Apr. 4,1988, at MI. 

29. Ford Motor Company of Canada Limibed was the parent entity- 
Fbd Motor Company B e g  on Sou& Africa Msinves-t, 
Letter from Donald Peterson to investors (Nov. 25,19&7E. 

30. The plan also included a $10 million contribution by Ford to a 
number of programs aimed at improving edmtiond and hwsing 
opprhdties and hie legal assiskme to bladr South Africans. 

31. See h agreement signed by Leslie Boyd, Executive Dbector of 
the Anglo Ammicafl Corporation of South Afrira limited and W.D. 
Eroderick for Ford Motor Cornpanr Wov. 24,1987). 

(ij The equity c o n ~ t i o n  was to h employed to retiFe Safnmr 
debt of an equal amaunt prior to dishvestmmt by Ford; (ii) the 
conbibution amount was established thmugh analysis of %mads 
financing nqukments to operate in an economidy sound 
manner, and would not enable Sammr to expand its businem; 0 
th -3 d o n  was h d ' s  proportionah s h  of  ads 
iTmmchg requirement, but it preceded AngIo's cmtki"bution 
because the Fbrd eontrhtion had to be made before dishvest- 
 me^& while the AR& amtrihtions were to be made as required 
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by- Civ) t h e c o n t n ' b u t i o n w a s ~ ~ u y e s a m a o r ,  
with its heavy deM burden, could not srrstain additional debt 
neaerisaryk,Gnaaeeareplacemexttvehi&fortheEsazt&eear 
that aocounted for 6146 of ias ~oImw, and that vehicle needed to 
be repfaced beca~f~e the pnlmary supplier, M, was discontinu- 
ing amponent produetion; and (14 Anglo was to asstfme full 
h a n d  responsIbllity for Samoor after the Ford disineesb3uent 
wouldnoltabw~rboommittotoolinggnddedqmed 
c a ~ ~ ~ s v i a b i i h a d b e e n ~ e ~ t o m i t h t o r r g h t h e  
E b r s e q u i ~ ~ t i o h  

PordMobor Company briefing on South^^^^ 
7,19&7). 

5L S. Rep. Na 3irD,99th Cmg., 2d Sess. 9 (1%). 

35. f 32 Rec H6765 ( M y  ed. Sg,L 12,1986) (shkmmf of Rep. 
Row. 

35. The bmn "controIled South African entity" is definedundm Section 
3(2)0fthekktOmean: 

A) a cmporation, parhemhip, or other assodaticn or 
entity mgadd in South Afrira and owned m amtmlledI 
directly or MkctIy8 by a national of the United Sbks; or 

B) a branch, o h *  agency, or soIe proprietorship in Sotlth Africa 
of a naticmal of the United States. 

37. 22 U S C  @ Ej 5554,5035 (Supp. IV 1986). In detemhhg "mntrolW, 
the S& heparfment rephations quire that a aompaxly: 

Ib) O w n o r o o n t r o l m o r e t h a n 5 0 % d t h e o u ~ v o t i q  
SBMittee ah a foreign Bubsidiary cir other entity t h k  employs 
a t ~ 2 5 i d v i d u a l s i n S w t h A f d c a a n d N ~ ; o r  

(c) Control in hct any other fweigrr entity that employs at I& 
25 individuals in South Africa and Namibfa Such control 
&fa of the authority or ability of the domestic amcan tn 
4 I i s h  or d h d  the g t m d  polich or da-y opera- 
tfDns of a foreign subsidiary or entity in South M r h  and 
NamEb SuJr~~thitym-abilikywillbepmwmdLmder 



tbech#rmstamrep~below,subjecttorebuttelby 
corn- edderroe provided t~ the Depolrhrrent d State at 
t h e t r x n e o f ~ k  

(1) The  do^^ concern benefidally owns or controls (whether 
directIy or fndiredly) 25% or more of the voting d t I e s  of 
theforeignsubeidiaryorentity,ifnootberpersanownsor 
controls (wfiether d k d y  or indfreetlg) an equal or larger 
m* 

Q> The foreign subsidiary or entity is opemu by the d d  
eo~em punruant to tfie provisions of an exclusive manage- 
ment conteach 

(3) A majority of the members of the board of directurs of the 
fweigt mimddky or entity am also medtets of the oompara- 
ble governing body of the domestic coneem; 

(4) The domestie amoem has the authority to appoint the 
ma)oajty of tfie members of the board of dkcbrs of the 
foreign d d h y  or entity; or 

(3 The domestic concern has the authoxity tD appoint the chief 
opera- offim of the foreign subkxiidiary or entity. 

39. S.Kep.No.370,~Cong,2dSesa.9(l~).ScrUFistrburne, 
s0UtitAfrican~ns:WhatAlO:thefnopholesandWhWIN~ 
Gwemnmtal Orphtions Are Policing the Implementation of 
the 1986 Anti-Aprhid Act? 2 (paper prepand for the Pmdural 
Aspects of ~~ Law   tub el b e r d d b  "InkmationaI 
Law InslitUte Paperl. 

Tkproblemreumhsthattfieprovi&nisstin~ A 
lhd ~~ of the phrase "or other aammmx?, as used in 
theSenah Report, wwld d t  in the eeaiiunof seved sroep 
tions to the phibition. It is instmctive to note that a South 
Afciean periodid has interpreted the phrase to mean that if a 
W 5 . d  plant is destroyed by accident or sabotage, the parent 
fl anly be pezmtttgd to restore it to ibs o w  oftm wtdabed, 
andiihn i€ using oubide M. Id. 
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4. L&mfromJudithH Senior Attomeyl Ford Motw Company, 
ta WD. Broderidc W g .  18,1987). 

41. 22 U 5 C  5 5[L530 (Supp N 1986). The paqmph indudes hvo 
o t h e r ~ a s w e u .  Fmt,agridM+arehbedtu 
bearePlpZ~theimportbanfortweI~monthsfromthedahof 
enachtmt Id.I50S3(al(l). T h I s p r u ~ n w a e e f f e c t m e E y ~ e d  
by SecbIon 319, wfileh prohibited importation of a g k u b d  
prod& & d y e  upon the date of enactment Aamdmg to OFAC 
Regdabtons, a mcwe mshidw import pmhibiblon supersedes a l= 
m&i&w pnmbh. 31 CFR 595.413 (1987). 

Seowd, imporb pursuant Ibo a contract entered into before August 
15,1986 were exempt from the import ban untiI April 1,198T. 22 
US.C I 5053(a)@ (Supp. IV 1986). 

42. EXES. Order No. lZrm, 51 Fed. Reg. 39305 (19861. 

43* Swth Af&m kasb$r i  Organizaticns, 51 Fed. Reg. 41,912 (1986); 
52 Fed Reg. 998L 0987). 

44. Sauth AMean Parastatd C h p n h t i o ~ ,  51 Fed. Reg. 41,912, (1986). 

45. 51 Fed Reg. 4132  (1%). 

46 Id. 

47. 51 Fed Reg. 4 1 3 2  11986). 

Ira 132 oong Rec 511,622 (daily ed. Aug. 14,19861 @batemat of Sea 
Lugat). Sdt dm id at Sl1,650 b h k m m t  of Sen. Doddl; id. at 
SII# (statement of Sen. Lugar). 

49. Ka- infra note BF at 908. 

50. South Mian S t a l  OSganizatiom, 5 l  Hed. Reg. 41,912 119%). 

53, K a h q  "EoomrnyJ.D. in AfriEa Srrsrth uf f k  Snhara 1987, at 906,909 
(16th ed. I S ) -  5.4- esbiWsh& 9s a stateowned emlily, becanre 



a publicly hehi corporation in f 479. Id. Nevertheless, "!%sol Three 
(Pty) Ltd." remains on the State Deparbmt'a m t a l  list, 
although "Sasol LkLfR which a- on State's &st list, was 
removed when the list was rwised, "South African P-taI 
OFganizations," 52 Fed. kg. 9982,9984 (1987). 

5-4. Katzen, swpm, at N U .  BSCOM is s paraststal orgmbtion on State's 
list. 52 F d  Reg. 9982,9983 (1987). 

55. South African %be Resident P.W. Botha a n d  in a stabrent 
at the opening of Parliament on Febmaq 5, 1988 a package of 
emnomic reforms Among them were plarrs to primthe large 
gavwnment-owned crmporations. Jaffe, W n d e n W g  Bathe- 
nomics," Th W d y  Mag, Feb. 1Z 1988, at 14, d I. 

55. Telephone cunvasation with former State Depmbmnt slaffer M. 
15, fW). 

57. Tekpltone eonw~t ion  with officer in Custom's Fraud Invest@- 
tian Division (Apr. 29,1988); Mephone conversation with former 
State lkp&mmt sedfer (Eeb. 15,1988). 

59. 132 Cong. Rec 517319 (daily ed. Oct. 18,1986) (statement of Sen 
Kennedy). 

60. Exec Order No. 12,591,51 Fed. Reg. 39305 (1985). 

61. After mining, uranium ore is f l e d  into a w ~ t r a k ,  h w n  as 
"yellowcake," which is an oxide form of uranium. The concentrate 
is then convertec~ int~ a gasarrs form of 
hemflwridM render it m b l e  in the enri&mat prwess After 
tmtdumnf, the d u r n  hexafluoride is reconverted into an o d e  
form of &u,m in order 'to be fabriolted into fuel rods. Sre 
gmedy Energy Idormation Adminisbtion, The Uranium Industry 
Annuol1986, DOE/EIA-W8 (1986). 

63. Set e.g, CS,D. 86-28' 29 Cust. B. & L k  656,658 (1986); C3.D 84- 
ZU, 18 Cust 8. Ik Dec. 1106,lEOE (1984). 
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Iw. 0n~29,1%,fourappEationswereEiled~B~hte 
Transplrt U5A (Lioense Application nllmbers IU-WOOI, I[I45'DQ 
ENMWW3,ISNMm.  O n J a n u a r ~ 9 , A d d N h F u e l s  
~ b t o n n ~ b n i ~  anappli&bton (Lhme ~pplieationnwmber 
ISNM-S7OCl5}. Edlow IntemetIod Company filed applications for 
three licenses on January 1 4  1987 (Licewe Application numbezs 
L S N M m #  fLF870W, Iuaoobl* 

65. See U lavy, Lrsue B r k j  U@tc an US.+th Ajhm Umnirrm 
Trarle 24, 9 (Nudear Control Institute, Feb. 1987); mc R e h  
Figuns on 1985.86 Impmfs of Afdmn Umium, Nucle%r Fuel, 
May 4,1987, at 11. 

Sa T h a s e j o i n i n g i n t b e ~ g e i n c I u d e C o ~ R w a l d V .  
ma-, ~ e r ~ j l n  M. ~ymally, w~uiam n b y ,  m, ~d-d J. 
Markey, Charles B. BandI Bill Rirchrthn snd Howard Wol.pe; 
theN.llclearConteol~tuk;the~Codtteeon~ 
TmwA4k1, h; the Washington Office on Africa; Robert L 
Chvez, an mcmpbyed d u m  miner; Carlas P. Cleneros, a state 
tienab h n  New Mexico; arid Hienry Bric Ismam, a *th Asrim 
& 

67. OftheeightappliEattonsfiledwiththe~~~klI)eeember1986d 
Jarmary 1987 b e  Bupm note bQ), Braunkohle Trrmsport USA 
wi- on July 29,1987 three of its License AppMcatIon n& 
IU-8nlM, IUXXKE and ISNM-. Rwimdy, on wsly,on 13, 
1987, it had withchwn Lbme AppUoation number ISNM-87004. 
On Sepaember 17,1987, Edlow InkmationaI Compy  withdrew 
its License Applkation number IU97006. 
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Decemk 31,1986. 3l CF.R. 5 %2M (1987). 
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d o n ,  or 272% of all South African imports. In value this was 
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THE SOUTH AFRICA-ISKAEL 
ALLIANCE, 1986-1988: PUBLIC 
RELATIONS AND REALITY 

Benjamin Beit-Hallahmi 

Owr the past two years, something has changed in the 
Sauth Africa-lsrael alliance in terms of public relations and 
propaganda, but nothing has changed in terms of the substance. 
We will review here some recent developments in order to 
illustrate the gap between propaganda and d t y .  

Recent events in Swth Africa have made it clear that the 
aprheid regime is in trouble and its end is in sight For Israel, 
such a prospect is txuly frigheg The fall of apartheid will be 
for Israel not only a psychological blow, but aka a strategic 
-Ck of h d d k  COlW€!qUMCJeS. 

In an article entitled, "Why South fical" A. Schweitzer 
expressed the views of the "liberal" Israeli elite regarding the 
aptheid atisis and Israel's alliance with the apartheid regimee 
His pmposis for the fuhue of apartheid is positive, and 
presumably comes from govefnment evaluations: "It seems that 
Israel's government, which continue its contacts with South 

does have a good idea of the outcome of a race between 
white srisknce in South Africa and the doom predicted by its 
domestic critics." And he gives another reason why Israel should 



support apartheid in its hour of &is: 'The Third World, with 
Soviet guidance and Arab h d n g  has been carrying on for 
years an offawive against two state3 tied to the West: Israel and 
SouthA&iea.... ItshouldbedearthatthefstIlofoneofthe 
two will h d  to storming the other one. We will not do 
oursdoes a favor if we hasten tu eulogize Swth Africa, or 
accelemte its dedine b g h  our d d s ,  dip1omatic or other. On 
the contrary, we have to hope that it will overcame the anent 
e n 1  

In line with this thinaang, a new domino theory is making 
the rounds in braid It stat= quite blmtly that the fan of the 
Po- colonies led to the fall of Rhodesia, the fall of 
Rhodesia is leading to bathe fall of South Africa, and the fall of 
SeuthAfricawillleadtothegreateskcrhkIsraelhaseperfaoed 
The essential cozmxfnessl of this domino theory cannot be denied- 
Given that, Israel's d o n  to the apartheid crisis is comprised 
of an offensive m two h a  On the public one, h e 1  will try 
to put mare &anm between its& and South Africa On the 
secret h n t J  Israel will mount a campaign tu help the survival of 
aparthd by all means. This involves helping South Africa with 
'public relations' and mhtantive help in military and c0unttsi.n- 

-m- 
The recent public relations campaign started in response to 

the wmldwide campaign against apartheid and the imposition of 
economic sandions on the part of many clsrunMes. The 
anti-apartheid struggle in the United Stabs was a most important 
stimulusI as the IsraelSouth African alliance was drawing more 
attention The pm-hael lobby in Washington ~.eoognized that a 
problem existed, espdall J fobwing the C o n m d  adoption 
of the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act on 2 O c b o k  1986, 
~ o n 5 0 8 o f t h e A c t t e q u i r e d t h a t a f e p o r t b e ~ W t o  
Congress oi 1 April 1987, dealing with the extent to whit5 the 
inknational embargo on the sale and export of arms and 
m i l i ~ ~ ~ t o S o u t h A f r i c a w a s w g v i o l a t e d .  while 
the Act was berlng debated by Congress, this d o n  was the 
subject of a-ve lobbying by Israel's fiends, but, due to 
time, pllesflw, and oversight, it kmne a part of the final Act 
In early 1987, the prospect of a report to Congress, which woutd 
necessady name Israel as the number one viohtor af the 
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international arms embargo, created a mini-panic in the Israeli 
lobby. 

On 18 March 1987, the "inner cabinet" of the Israeli 
government released a statement, reporting a decision to "refrain 
from new undertakings, w e e n  hael and South Africa, "in the 
realm of defense." When Fareign Minister Shimon Peres, a 
former Defense hrlinista whose visits to South Africa n u m b  
many scores, presented the March declaration to the Knesset, he 
emphasized bra& relations with the United Skates as the main 
reason for issuing it. Mr. Feres lied to the Knesset on that 
occasion when he d e e d  any Israeli nuclear collaboration with 
the apartheid regimes, and when he stated that South Afnican jets 
did not come from hadz 

Typical of reactions inside Israel to the announcement of 18 
March is the cartoon reproduced here, published in Israel's most 
poplar daily two days after the annomcement In it we on see 
Prime Minister Y i W  Sharnir leaning on a stack of papers, 
representing the existing military coopmation contracts with 
Soolth Africa, and making it clear that this cooperation would 
continue. 

Torn M e  and Bob Asher, the leaders of American-Israel 
Political Action Committee, the Israeli lobby p u p  in Washing- 
ton, met with Prime Minister Shamir in July 1987 to p m  upon 
him the urgency of making further public relations moves to 
ward off any possible pressures in Congress. In r q m ~ l ~ e ,  on 16 
September 1987, the Ism& government annou~lced several 
measures, later desdbed as  "sanctions" or "'~trietionsn covering 
relations with Sauth Africa. These measures were dm'bed 
when they were first made public as "symbolic" and "meaning- 

'lb see how "qm-hlic" and " m ~ g l e s s ' "  these measures 
were, let us examine the major ones in detail. The 6rst two 
artides of the official cabinet decision follow: 

I. No new investments in South Africa wiU be approved. 
Proposed exceptions will be brought to a committee codsting of 
the Minisby of P i c e ,  the Bank of IsraelI and the MiniEtry oh 
Fweign AfilFairs. 

2 TheGovgmmentwill: 
A, Prohibit the granting of government loans; 
B. Prohibit the sale and transfer of oil and dl its products; 



C Prohibit the import of k r u v d s  (sic). 

Afl of the above measures are similar to the dtxbiofls of the 
Conmon Market in these mattas. 

To appreciate the d e s s n e a s  of ariicle 1, one should recall 
that all W g n  i u m e n t s  by Israeli individuals or ~ r a ~  
are d y  controlled and restricted. The volume of IsraeIi 
invdments in South Ahica in the past has been hi@ic;ant, 
and Swth Africa in 1907 did not look like a good place to invest 
in any case. 

Concening article 2, one must remember that the Israeli 
goeemment has never given my loans b anybody in South 
A f r h  and, with a faneign debt of over $25 billion, is in no 
pdtbn to do that To appreciate the true meaning of atticle 28, 
one should recaIl that haid has never sold any oil to South 
A f r i q  far the unforhmate reason that Israel has no oil to sell to 
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anyonee The only oil product that Israel could conCe;iMbly sell 
would be olive oil. 

Article 2C, which received the most attention in the media, 
is similarly ridiculous. By Israeli law, the importation and sale 
of any gold coins are strictly forbidden, so no K n r v d s  have 
ever been sold in Isad The true sigruficance of t h e  prohibi- 
tions has been noted in the Israeli press, but has not been probed 
by the media in the United States. 

It is important to realize that the various declarations about 
'k," "restriciions," or "sanctions" on trade with Sauth Africa 
are not backed by any legal machinery, unlike the measures 
adopted by the American Congress or by European governments. 
The September deckation was discussed by Kn& member, 
Uzi Landau, as f01lows: 

I can see the logic.. . the measures are more 
ddmative than substantive . . . I can see the logic in 
passing decisions calculated to ward off extend 
criticism, but such decisions should not entail anything 
more than the barest minimum of substance. It is in 
Israel's interest to preserve ties with South Africa in 
military and mnunerdal fields alike? 

Even the two "meaningless" declarations issued d&g 1987 
drew public criticism from Israelis who found them superfluous 
and objectionable. Some critics regarded these moves as a 
shameful surrender to the United States. An editor of the 
J d m  Post, Israel's English language daily, m t e :  

America has cut off links and Israel is expedd to 
follow suit, Is that not asking too much, and do w e  
have to obey our mentor submissively? . . . w e  have not 
been supplying arms to America's enemies. The 
springboks are in the Western camp. . . . America 
decided, for reasons of its o m ,  to blackball Swth 
A f l k  O u r ~ i s w w e d i d m ~ * . . . .  
Obligations are one thing, servility another; and a 
eriW red line separates the two? 

However, the recent public relations campaign has brought 
about some notably in the US Congress and at the 
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United Nations. In the world body, a resolution dealing with the 
alliance, adopted in 1987, was milder in tone than one adopted 
a year earlier.6 Si@cantly, the text of the m1ution included 
reference to h e l i  "resWoRsr* and talses them at face value, 

The report issued by the US Department of State on 2 April 
1987 (there was also a swet  report) noted that h e 1  was indeed 
actively engaged in supporting the military efforts of the 
apartheid regime. It mentioned that private companies in other 
countries were also mainbhhg erilitq ties with South A£rica, 
but it made it dear that, in the case of Israel, ignoring the 
embargo was a matter of go-ent policy. But the report also 
noted the decision of 18 Uarrh which thus pmved its propagan- 
da d u e  and served its intended purpose? 

Describing Israel's leaders in January 1387, an Israeli 
journalist said: 'They have not learned anything from Irangate- 
that you don't play p e s  with the Congms."$ What lsraeli 
leaders have actually learned is that where the LsraelSouth Aftica 
alhnce is concerned, you can play games and thumb your nose 
at Con-. The 18 PvlIatch declaration, viewed in Israel as a 
joke, was welcomed and praised by Congressman Mickey Leland, 
the rhairaran of the Congressional Black Caucus. The September 
declaration, with the phony restrictions on trade and contactsI 
wasjus taswel ldved .  Thelessonto?xdrawnfromthis 
affair is that Israel can get away with what it has been doing 
because Con- will not dare touch i t  

And what of the continuing reality of the Israel-South Africa 
ahnee? What of the substance? Even now, thousands of 
Israelis are working to inswe the continuing survival of apart- 
heid They work as military advisofs and instnzctors, as 
techni* and engineecrs, as production workers, and as 
diplomatic advisors. An &e by an Israeli columnist dealing 
with thx! Israel-South Africa alliance is appropriately titled "Shd 
Old Aqmintance Be Forgot? And indeed the alliance is an old 
one d not a fecent developmenl. 

The alliance between hael and South Africa is unique 
because no other nation except lsrael has ever had such intimate 
relations with the apartheid regime and such a comprehensive 
commimnt to its &vaL The most si@mnt aspecss of the 
a lknce  are in the fields of military, nudear, and intelligence 



coIlaboration. The total Israeli commitment to supporting the 
apartheid regime has not changed, and is not likely to change. 
The spec& forms of aid a ~ e  determined by the qm%c needs of 
Sukh Africa. FoUowing a long tradition, h a e l  hastens to fill any 
new need and any new deficiency. The Israeli military advisors 
are still there, and will be there as long as the regime survives. 
The South African Defense Forces enjoy every Israeli achievement 
in military technologyI and much of the light and heavy a m m i -  
tion used to defend apartheid coms &om IsraeL 

As we observe the South African Defense Forces in the 
townships, in Namibia, or on their parade grounds, we are likely 
to see h e l i  weapons, Israeli tactis, and Israeli strak@les?O The 
South Aihican idantry carries the Israeli GaM riile, the South 
African navy uses h e l i  missile boats, and the South African Air 
Force £lies the Israeli KIir jet, known in South Africa as the 
Q I d  (Kfir in Hebrew for "young lion," which show that the 
South Africans were not terribly origmd even in t h e  2oolo;pid 
&aim). The n u h  collaboration program, which has been in 
force for more than a generation, continues to move W a r d  
towards fourth- and fifth-generation nuclear weaponry. Only 
recently, Israeli o m  have bew seen on Marion Island in the 
southern Indian Ocean, where Sauth Africa and h e 1  are 
bdding a nuclear test site." 

In civilian matters, the Israeli presence is less substantial but 
no less hkndy. When the United Nations published a blacklist 
of e k  who have perfosmed in South Africa despite the 
international boycott, 26 nations were included. Of these, Great 
Britain was k t ,  the URited States second, and Israel third. 
Visits by Issgeli artists and athletes to South Africa have been 
continuing at the same pace. Israeli tourism to South Afrim, 
which is one way in which Israelis gain a direct atperienoe of 
apartheid" has been growing. It increased by 18% during the f h t  
half of 1987, and was expected to rise by 20% for the whole 
year." South Africa remains a favorite destination for haelis 
who want to go on a foreign vacation, thase who want to work 
h a foreign country temporarily, and those who are looking for 
a new homeland. Even todayI when South Africa does not look 
like an a m d i v e  new home for immigrants, and when native 



South Micans are leaving haelis in search of a pmddng 
future continue to settle in the h d  of apmlheld 

~ ' s s u p p o r t f o r g r a n d a p r t h d h a s b e e n ~ i n  
the form of continuing axifacts with the Bantustm leademhip. 
Despitie the fact tZlat haad does not arrord them diplomatic 
m q d i o q  the leaders of the TVBC states Clhnskei, Venda, 
B o p h u k h a ~ a n d ~ h a v e ~ ~ r n e v j B i t o r s b  
I d  Onty a few hmicaw have heard of such eptities as 
KwaNdeMe or Lehm, but quife a few Israelis find these 
obscurp?names m ~ ~ a s  govamrmt offidals and aadem- 
iar ormtinue their am- in Sauth Africa and Bantustan hders 
go on elljoying Israeli hqitawy- 

The Inkatha movement, led by Chief Ga&ha Buthelezi, has 
enwed bra& support for yeam. ButheldJ the Reagan ad- . . mmstratirm's model of a "moderate" black h d e r  in South 
Africa, vSsi&d Israel in 1985 in what was really the beghnhg of 
a joint propaganda .campaign designed to h & t  the Chief, the 
Israeli pmnment, and the apat.thdd regime, Members of 
Inkatha enjoy the haapihIitymsaved fox other Bantustan leadem. 

Several gmemmmt-tcqpernmenf economic ~ e n b  
were ramved in 1986. They covered such  am^ of mutual 
inkmi3 as hshing rights, acpwt d t s ,  and capital invetmmts. 
These biannual agreements were renewed in the summer of 1W. 

Israel has not played a major role in South Akh's attempts 
to bypass economic sanctions, but it was not became of any Iack 
of readhs to do so. As early as February 1978, before any 
s i ~ ~ t  economic sanckns were W g  contemplated, the 
Israeli]FinanceMinister,~~Wrlich,aMouncedduringan 
~~visittoSoudrkfrieathatIsradwwldbehappy~serve 
astsdconduitforSDuthAfrErrrngodsdestinedhrhEm~ 
Cwrmon Market and the United StatesI) thus avoiding both 
impart duties and p l i ~  smcti~ns.~ This gemrous offer has 
been mewed many times, usually in @pate. An Israeli 
economic delegation, headed by the Dk&mGmeral of the 
Finance Mhisby, llmmand Sham- went to South Africa in 
August 19% and again made this offerJ but was turned down. 
T h e r e a s o f l S a u t h A f d e a d ~ n o t n e e d ~ ' s g m d ~ n o w  
is that other convenient conduits much Closer to home are 
av&Ie. 
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Israel's direct and open support for the apartheid regime in 
its hour of need is especially appreciated by those U.S. leaders 
whose o m  support m o t  be equally d h A  In this case, Israel 
is playing the role of the most valuable surrogate the US. may 
have. As in other cases, Israel can provide vital sewices with 
reliability and dedication. T h o ~ d  they are numerous- 
within the US executive branch who are concerned about the 
W v a l  of South Africa as a valuable ally are heartened by what 
they know of Israel's aetivitis. But many pm-apartheid 
h e r i m  do not wen h o w  half of what Israel is really doing. 

Israel has become part of the history of South Africa, an 
active partner in the war over the future of apartheid. A black 
South African said to an Israeli journalist, 'Tell your g e n d  in 
the Zsraeli army that they are in a losing war."'"ut the end of 
that war will have momentous implications for Israel, together 
wi5h the rest of the world. It is important to realize how deeply 
concerned Israel's leaders are about the survival of apartheid 
Theirs is not the concern of foreign corporations worried about 
their investments. It is a true commitment to something which 
is vital to the sumival of their own country. This is much more 
than most foreignm feel about apartheid. We am expect this 
commitment to continue in various forms, most of which will be 
unpublickd. h e l  will also continue to play the role of the 
middleman between South Africa and the United Stab. 
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SANCTIONS, DISINVESTMENT, 
AND US COlRlPOlRATIONS IN 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Richard Knigh ht 

Future his* may date mid-1984 as a turning point in 
the history of South Africa. Massive protests inside South Africa 
combined with escalating pressure internationally to force sub  
stantial capital flight and perhaps the greatest challenge to the 
continuation of white minority rule in recent history. In the five 
years since then, some 209 US and more than SO British compa- 
nies have withdrawn from South Africa, international lenders 
have cut off Pretoria's access to foreign capital, and the value of 
the rand, South Africa's currency, has dropped dmmatkally. 
South Africa's economic relations with the international oommu- 
nity have been sigdicantly altered. 

This chapter will attempt to Biscuss the effects of sanctions 
and dishvestment over the last five y e a .  and highlight some of 
the continuing US, financial links to South Africa F S y ,  I will 
attempt to draw some conclusions as to the effectiveness of 
intennational al-tempb to pressure the white minority government 
through sanctions and d.isinvestment? 



68 Sanctioning Apartheid 

The Political Context 

Umdoubtdy the greatest challenge to white minority rule 
came from the explosion of political resktance which followed 
Pfetoria's introduction of a new constitution in 1983 with a 
compIsc set of segregated parliaments. In a total rejection of 
apartheidR black South Africans mobilized to make the townships 
ungovernable, black local officials resigned in droves, and the 
government declared a State of Emergency in 1985 and wed 
thousands of troops to quell the "unrest" Television audiences 
throughout the world were to watch almost nightly reports of 
massive resistance to apartheid, the growth of a democratic 
movement, and the savagP police and military response. This 
escalation of popular msistmoe sparked a dramatic expansion of 
international actions to isolate apartheid, actions that combined 
with the internal situation to force dramatic changes in South 
Africa's international economic relations. US corporate execu- 
tives# who hoped that if they just held on for a few years 
apartheid wodd slowly disappear, were forced to face the reality 
of a long drawn out mnfrontation. The writing on the wall 
spelled trouble ahead in South Africa and at home. As a result, 
the agenda sf South Africa's new State President, F. W. de Klerk, 
is dominated by efforts to counter the democratic movement and 
inkmational pmmres. 

The US Anti-Apartheid Movement 

In the US, the bng established movement to impose 
ecammic isohtion on South Africa gathered dramatic momentum 
in this period. Activists seeking to stop corporate mllaboration 
with apartheid hound the way blocked in Washington and had 
developed other straws for exerting pressure on the corpora- 
tions. One major focus of this A r t  was the divestment 
campaign, w e d  at moving individuals and institutions to sell 
their holdings in mmpanies doing business m South Africa. 
Already strong on the ampusa across the US, new student 
pmt& surged after 1984 and the number of colleges and 
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universilk at least partially divesting jumped from 53 prior to 
April 1985 to 128 by February 1987 to 155 by August 1988. 

The divestment mwment was not limited to the campuses. 
Concerned legislators and anti-apartheid activists built strong 
network in aties and sfates and by the end of 1989 25 states, 19 
counties, and 83 cities had taken some form of binding economic 
action against mmpanies doing business in South Africa. These 
activities include divestment by public pension funds of s t m h  
of companies that do business in South Africa and pressure 
wlerted via selective purchase policies, whereby cities give 
preference in bidding on antracts for goods and sewices to those 
companies who do not do business in South Africa. 

AU this I d  activity helped generate the thrust for a victory 
in 1986 when passage of the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act 
was won over the veto of Resident Reagan. What made the 
Coqpssional averside more surprising is that it happened while 
the I Z q n h h  Party controlled the Senate. The Act banned new 
US investment in South Africa, sales to the police and militaryI 
and new bank loans, except those for the purpose of trade. 
Specific measures against trade include the prohibition of the 
import of agricultural goods, textiles, shellfish, steel, iron, 
uranium and the products of state-owned corporations. The Act 
has had some effect in cutting US imports from South Africa, 
which decked by 35% between 1985 and 1987. However, in 
1988, US imports from South Africa i n d  by 14% to $15 
billion US exports to South Africa increased by 40% between 
1985 and 1988. Some of the increase in US imports may be due 
to lax enforcement of the 1986 Act. A 1989 study by the General 
Amunting m c e  mncluded that the US government had failed 
to &rce the Act adequately. A major wdness  of the Act is 
that it does littIe to prohibit exports to South Africa, even in such 
areas as computers and other capital goods. 

In f 987, the Budget Reconciliation Act included an amend- 
ment + Rep. Charles Rangel ending the ability of US firms to 
c i a h  tax d t s  in the US for taxes paid in South Africa. This 
effectively i m p d  double taxation on US coprate  operations 
in South A h k  The sums of money involved are large. Accord- 
ing to the I n t m d  Revenue ServiceI taxes involved in 1982 were 
;Oi211,593P00 on taxable income of 5440,780,000. The US Chamber 
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of Commerce in South Africa has estimated that the measure 
increases the tax bill for US companies h m  5?.5% to 72% of 
profits in South Africa. Mobil Corporation dted the Rangel 
Amendment as a major factor in its decision to withdraw from 
South Africa. 

Table 1 
Trade With Sonth Africa, 1985-1988 ($ million) 

US Exports us Imports 

In August 1988 the House of Representatives passed a new 
sandions bill mandating the withdrawal of all US companies 
from South Africa, the sale by US residents of all investments in 
South African companies and the end of most trade, except for 
the import of certain strategic minerals. The bill did not reach 
the Senate floor but the fact that such a sweeping bill got as far 
as it did alerted both the South African government and US 
business that significant further sanctions were likely to be 
forthcoming. 

The impact of the anti-apartheid movement has clearly been 
felt by US companies. It has si&cantly raised the cost of doing 
busin- in South Africa, adversely affecting corporate image, 
threatening the ability to raise capital and maintain domestic 
markets. Gone are the days when, as in 1980, David Pack& of 
Hewlett Packard stated, "I'd rather lose business in Nebraska 
than with South AEria"  
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Some 2r00 US companies have disinvested from South Africa 
in the Iast fiV4 years and US direct investment has declined from 
$23 billion at the end of 1982 to $1.3 billion at the end of 1988. 
However, many of those companies which have dishvested 
continue to do business through licensing h a g  and 
distribution agreements. 

Table 2 
US direct investment in Smth Africa by type of i n d m  

hdl ion)  

End All PP Munu- Whole- Bunk- Finance Ser- Other 
Ymr Idus- tm fachrr- sale ing and oioa 

kia lermr ing T d e  Insur- 
a m  

Legend 
S = supprewe$. D h d  investment is a measure of the value of the 
foreign subsidiaries or associafes of US companies. Depxbrmt of 
Commerrt: figures include only those ooapimies whose ownership 
p dkedy from the US €0 South Africa. Not included would be 
a company which has a subsidiary in a third m b y J  which in turn 
has a Swth Afriwn subsidiary. 
Source: US Deparbent of Commerce 

Despite the Iarge number of corporate withbwals and the 
prohibition of new US investment, which came in effect in the 
fourth quarter of 1986, the value of US direct investment in South 
Africa %etually increased between 1985 and 1987. However, the 



basic trwd is d m  A nmnk of major ~ ~ e n b s  book 
place in 1989, very W y  bringing direct invefment below $1 
biui0hZ 

A Viulnerabh Economy 

Net only are US corporations &investing, but, as the 
acmm-pnyhg table shows, those of many other m t d e s  as 
w d  S h  mid-1984, South Africa has d h e d  considemble 
capitaE Wt, as a n d t  of corporate ~ v ~ t  and because 
of the repapent of hreip loans. Net capita mopement out of 
South A h i a  was R9.2 billion in 1985, R6.1 WLon in 1986, R3.1 
billion in 1987, and R55 bsuion in 1988. This trend is continuins 
with R1.7 billion in capital outflow in the hrst two qumkrs of 
1989. One elfect of this apital outflow has Lxxn a &tic 
decline in the inkmationid &ge rate of the rand This 
means that imports are increasingly expen&e. It has also helped 
fuel South Africa's irtflatian rateJ which at 12-1596 per yea, is 
much higher than its major trading partners. 

The h k h  African governmmt has attempted to limit the 
amount of capital outflow. In September 1985 it imposed a 
s p k m  of exchange control and a debt repayments standstia 
Under exchange control, South Aihicran residents are g e n d y  
prohibited from removing capital from the country and foreign 
investors can only remwe investments via the financial rand, 
w h i c h L W a d a t a 2 0 % ~ 4 9 % P l b m t c o m p a r e d t o t h e  

. cmmmdalrand. T h i s m e a n s t h a t c o m p & ~ t ~ v e s t  F sq#bn$r fewer d o b  for the capital that they wi-w- 
Few argue against the thesis that the South African ecronamy 

was developed with foreign capitid This was q x d d l y  true of 
the gold mining industryJ which is central to the apartheid 
economy. Most South &can economists agree that without 
foreign capital, Swth Africa will not be able to fund the neces- 
sary imparts for e 0 ~ n d  growth at more than a margins rate 
This is because in order fur the economy to powr South Africa 
must import capital goods and other inputs for production. i 

Cumntlp it has dif6culty in paying for ev- it wants to do. + 

T h e d e s t e r o n o m i c a c p a n s i o n i n t h e S a r t h ~ ~ y  
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in the first half of 1988 put such a strain on the current {trade) 
account, that in August 1988, Pretoria slapped a hefty sur- 
on capital goods imports. At the same time, the government in- 
d fuel prices by 152, despite the fact that the world price 
for petroleum had been dropping. If South Africa had a net 
M o w  on the capital account (especially loans and investment), 
it would be able to fund the necessary imports for economic 
g r o a  

Table 3 
Cumulative disinvestment from South Africa and/or 

Namibia, with number of maporations at end of 1987 

Australia 
Canada 
France 
West Germany 
Netherlands, 
Norway Swe- 
den, Denmark 
Switzaland 
UK 
US 

Total 

Disittuestment Divesting Remaining 
Number 

17 - 32 
21 3 12 

6 1 15 
10 - 128 
12 3 27 

Sotrrce: Businmi IntemafionaI, based on UN Economic and Sodal 
Council E/f 988/23,8 February 1988. The figures in this table do 
not match those uted in the text for several mason, including that 
of the time perid covered. 

South Africa needs not only foreign -pita1 but also foreign 
technology. South Africa imports 95% of all computer equip 
ment, and could not build a car, truck, or other sophisficabi 
item without imported technology and components. While some 
South Africans have talked about a "siege economy," in reality 



South Africa is heady dependent on foreign input. TIE Swth 
African Board of Trade and Industry notes that although import 
replacement has Iong hem government policyf medundh  
imports as a percentage of gross domestic product has only 
declined h m  20% to 19% between 19SO and 1986. South Afrim's 
economy is simply not large enough to develop high-tech 
products. Even the mining industry depends on capital goods 
imported ftom the US. and other countries. Henri de Viersf 
chairman of the Standard Bankhvestment Corp, put it succinctly 
"In this day and age there is no such thing as economic self- 
&* and w e  delude ourselves if w e  think cWferent.. . 
South Africa needs the world It needs ~~1 it needs skills, 
it needs technolow and a b w e  all it needs capitat" 

A Way to Go 

US investment in South Africa is dearly not at an end. 
More than 130 US companies stiIl have s d x k h i e s  in South 
Africa. And products of US companies an! avaiIable via 
licemin& franchising, and distribution agmments. As a d t f  
US companies and their pducls  are found a m  the speetnun 
in Swth A£rica. Supexmarkets in South Afriea often look & 
supennarh in the US with Kellog's cerealsI Colgate toothpastef 
and Coca-Cola Swth Ahkart miners use cofltinuous miners, 
drlll bits d ofher equipment from such companies as Joy 
Technobgk, Baker Hughes, and Dresser Industries. The 
chemical products might well come from American C y d  
Co. or E L Du Pont de Nefnours and Co. Computers come from 
IBM and Hewlett-Packard. A person reading a magazine will see 
advertisements designed by J. WaIter Thompson. 

Petroferan Indushy 
Nowhere is the strategic nature of US investment in South 

Africa more clearly shown than in the oil industry. This remains 
the case today, although seveml US companies, induding Mobil, 
have dishvested For many years the largest US investors in 
South Africa were Mobil and Cat- (a joint venture of C h m n  
and Texaco). In 1985, US petroleum companies (pdmady MOM 
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and CaItex) had a net income after taxes of $75 million, a p p G -  
mately o ~ ~ h a I f  of all US non-bank affiliates in South A f r h  

CaItex Petroleum Carp., the US parent of the Caltat group 
of compmksI is 50% owned by Chevron Conp. and 50% owned 
by Temca hc. Upkrdate information on Calkx is M t  to 
come by as the company is extremely secretive about its opera- 
tions in South Afrim Caltex is =Mated to haw $350 million in 
assets in South Africa* and is reported to s e m h  1,185 filling 
staticm, of which some 393 are company owned. These filling 
stations give Calb a 20% share of the South African market. In 
1!380 Calm Oil {SA) Bty.) Ltd. had 2257 emplups or 17% of 
Caltar's employees world-wide. Cdtex operats a 100,000 barrel 
per day refineryI which repregented about 63% of the company's 
mid-wide capacity in 1980. Caltex also owns 34% of So& 
African Oil Refinery (F'ty.) Ltd., a 3,000 ban& per day lube 03 
fiery. 

The US presence in the South African oil ind- wauld be 
much larger if it were not for the efforts of the anti-aptheid 
movement Ashhd Oil sold all its South African operations in 
mid-1986. For a short time, Ashland had maintained licensing 
and distrihtian agreements, including the sale of $300,000 a year 
in Valvoline prod-. However, when faced with the possible 
loss of a $12 d o n  contract with the City of Los Angels, 
Ashland quickly termhated its tics to South A k k  "Our 
reIationship with L a  Angeles was clearly more impartat than 
our small and somewhat limited relationship in Solrth Africa," 
said Ashland corporate attorney John Biehl. 

h 1989, Mobil Oil, which had over $%XI million in asseis in 
Sauth Ahica, disjnvested. Because of its strategic involvement, 
Mobil had been one of the foremost targets of the anti-apartheid 
moveme& Mobil had also headed corporate &rls to oppose 
sanctioms and dbhvesfment. Mobil's disinvestment is a major 
victory for US anti-aprtheid activists. 

US oil companies have claimed in the past that they were 
nat rqmmible for the actual importation of the oil into South 
AfricaJ which is done by the government, but they did refine and 
market pebrolm The US companies, combined with the UK 
company British Petroleum and the UKINethlerlands company 
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Royal Du&h/SheIl, &ed the vast majority of petroleum 
conrmmed in South Africa. 

US oil companies have never denied that they sell to the 
South African policy! and militsty. They get around the US . . gcmmmmt restrrctrons prohibiting sales to the poke and 
miIitarp the oil they sell in South Africa has not bexi 
exporb3d or reexported h m  the US. Justifying &g oil to the 
police and military has not been a problem for US oil companies. 
As d y  as 1981, MoZlil told its sharehoMers: 'W denial of 
supplies to the police and military forces of a host country is 
hardly consistent with an image of responsible dbenship in that 
cop~lztry- The great bulk of the work of both police and military 
farces in every counhy, including South Africa, is for the benefit 
of all its inhabitants." 

The oil companies have been out in front as companies 
attempting to present an image of oppositian to aparthieid Shell 
takes out adverthnents in the Wakly Mail, an ''akrnative" 
newspaper in South Africa, saying it is far a free press Mobil 
had beat one of the leading companies behind the Sullivan prin- 
ciples, and, after the abandonment of the @ndpIes by the Rev. 
Sullivan, the principles' rebirth as the ' 'Stahent of RindpIes." 

Motm Indrcsfry 
South Africa's reliance on foreign technology is clearly 

demonsfrated in the motor industry. There is no such thing as 
a "South Afrimn" m-. Despite years of a 'qtxal content" 
progmq 40% to 50% of the d u e  of input into produced in 
South kfrica is imprkd. Two of the largest US investors, Ford 
and Getled Motors, have withdrawn from Swth Africa but their 
products continue to be made in South A f r h  under liceme 
Ford vetricks have long been soId to the police and military. In 
1986, in its last proxy statement before ending ownership in 
Suth Africar Ford d t w l  that if it ceased wIes to the police and 
military in South Africa, it w d d  lose all government sales and 
no longer be ecclnomidy viabk. Ford has made it dear that 
although it no longer has any ownmhipe it is going to continue 
to pro* not ody the designe but the management and 
-% as&ancet without which, Ford mahiahsf the South 
Afrimn operations wouId W y  not be able to continue. 
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G d  Motors (EM) had made a loss in South A k h  for 
several years prior b its withdrawal. Now GM cars are made 
d e r  liceme by its former ma-, renamed nenamed M o b  
CorpCorp, which now also &lssembles h 2 l . l  trucks. 

Early in 1988, as international pressure on cornparim doing 
business in South Afrim continued trr gmw, the Jap- 
company Toyota announced that it will hait the number of cars 
made in South mca South African motor companiest reeogniz- 
ing their own vulnedility and the danger of h m d n g  pressure 
on their suppliers, recently agreed to suppres sales data, the ~~ of whir& they said, was aid& advwtes of sanc 
tions. "Wikh sales risg, SA companies don't want to put more 
pressure on their Japan- principles. Delta SA, for instance, 
mpresents Ism's second biggest market outside Japan; ob- 
serves the Financial Mailf 

Compu- 
All US compukr companies have ended their direct invest- 

ment in South Africa, but almost dl have continued licensing and 
distribution agreements. US maidname canputen3 q e s e n t  
almost 50% of the market. South Africa is totally dependent on 
im* OMnpum and South African -gn display 
immyhg  conam about the possibility of computer =dons 
'%iambme computers are one of the items mast ~~dnemble to 
sanctions and this m o t  be replaced by a locally marmfactured 
product," noted one South African business executive recently. 
This year we are able to import computers but who latows what 
& s i ~ w i l f b e W y e a r ? ~ t e t h e U S b a n a n t h e &  
of cornputem to the polire and milibuy, sales are not prohibited 
to any of the 1,000 private sector companies which handled up 
fa 60% of military pduction in Seuth Ahh.  

Companies that no longer have ownership in South Africa, 
but continue to do businez~s through distribution agreements 
indude Amdahl Cmp. (diwstd in 1987), Cantrol Data Carp- 
(1988), Honeywell Inc (1986), InbmatiOnal Bmirma Machines 
(I=), and Unisys (1988). 

Inkmational Busbum Machines (fBM) sold its South AMcan 
mrbsidiarg in October 1986. The South African company was 
renamed Infannation Sedca  Management 0 with avnership 



vested In an employe tntst named TSM Trustees. By October 
1987m had h e d  a joint ventwe with a large South African 
conglomerate, Barlow Rand, a company with close ties ta the 
South African m i l i q .  This new company is d e d  Technology 
Systems  in^^ (-1. EM T m  d I3arlow Rand each 
own 28%, the reminder is publicly owned. rn has two subsid- 
iaxb, EM and Reunert Computers, which had previody been 
a s t h i d b y  of Barb Rand The one, b e r t  Computers, sells 
Japansemde Hitachi mi plug-compatible m d n h m  mm- 
puters in apparent competition with IBM computers sold by 
This ISM-Barlow Rand mamiage appears to haee been designed 
to circumvent 8andims. Brian Mehl, the managing directur of 
ISM, commented, "What we've done with Technolorn Systems 
In~tiadis~tethebestofdworldsforour~erein 
that we"- immediately created an alternative wum+we've got 
m~ and we've got the leading IBM-compatible supplier." 

IBM products continue to play an important nole in the South 
African annpuber mi&&.. h estimaaed 40% of h t h  U c a ' s  
insldld mainframe c~mpufm base is of IBM origin, and the 
company had a 1985 market share of 20%% 

The terms of the Unlsys c f i s inwent  demonshk the 
concern South Ahhn  campanies have about king cut off h m  
their scmce of supply. In August 1988 Unisys solci its Sauth 
A4Im dm to a b a l  company, M d e s  DatakorI for 
R132 mikn M d l t l s  Datakor, which will continue as the 
Unisys diabibutor, insis@ on same protection for itself from a 
pc&ble future cutoff af Uniqs products. Unbp &vd only 
R B 1 2 ~ i n e a s h ~ t e l y ,  ththebdancetokplaadintnrst 
in Europe and paid to Unisys in quarterly instdlmmts over four 
years, provided Unisps conkhues to supply the South African 
company. In addition, M m d e s  Datakor d d e d  a tpn year 
distributing agreements where the n o d  Unisys agreement 
needs to be renewed annually. Such a long-berm agreement 
m a k e s i t m o r e ~ f o r U R i s y s t a ~ ~ j s t o p s u m , 1 y i n g  
its produets to the Suth African companyy 

The disinvestment of ControI Data Corp. in November 1988 
wasverysimilartDthatofUnj9. ControlDatasoldtoaSouth 
Africananmpany. OnEy~%afthepurchasepdcewaspaid 
immediately, the rest to be paid over five years, provideti C o n d  
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Data continues to supply its h e r  rmbsiw. Control Data 
cited US law prohi'biting the financing of any expamion of its 
South African operations as the reason for its disinvestment 
Control Data retains the right to reenter South Africa if condi- 
tions warrant 

South Africa is dependent on the US for computer software 
as wd ss hardware. Most Japanese minfmme computers sold 
in South kfrica are ~ ~ ~ c o m p t i b l e  and run IBM or other US 
software. Software from most major producers is cbfrihted in 
South Aflim The software they produce is cenld to the 
running of a modern economy. In March 1987, IsM became the 
sole South A$imn W b u b r  for Hogan Systems, a US company 
that spddizes in software for banks. Since Hogan runs on a9M 

' e computers, the use of Hogan by these banks helps 
hardware sales. For example, Volkskas, which uses Hogan, 
recently purchasPd RM] million worth of hardware h m  ravL 

This continued availability of software raises some inter- 
&ing questions abut the implementation of corporate decisions 
to distance themselves from apartheid. Microsoft, the maker of 
the computer operaling systems MS-DOS and OS/2 announced 
in April 19% that it had ended "direct shipment of its software 
to the Republic of South Africa and terminated its relationship 
with its local disfributor."' Yet dearly Mi~osof t  products are 
available in Swth A.€rica, as without them no IBM or IBM 
compatible v n a l  computers could operate. Lotus Develop 
ment Corp, has taken a stronger position and considers the use 
and sale of its software products in Sollath Wca a violation of 
mp@&t4 

Eledrmim 
Wsfhghouse E l m e  Corp. closed its South Afslcan o m  

in 1987 but still has contracts with m M  for the Koeberg nuclear 
power plant. In addition, Westinghouse has s e v d  distributes 
and licensees in South Africa, primarily for electrid equipment 

The Motomla ease is another victory for the antiapartheid 
movement Motomla sold its South Africran operations to Allied 
Techn010gies (Altech), a South African elwbonics company. 
Motorola produck are now made under license in Swth Africa, 
including its highly regarded two way radios. However, as a 



d t  of pressure from -pal govenunents in the US, 
MoiomIa has a n n o d  that it would not renew its licensing 
agemerits wifh A l k h  when they expire in 1990. 

S d m g  a Confirsed W t  
It is impassible In this chapter fo look at each of the- 

corporate w i t h d r a d  In general, where a manufach;lring 
co'poration with plant in pIace withdraws, the company sells its 
South Afa'mn rmbsidiary either to l d  management or to a 
Swth Alhi-Mlmggny. Znthesecgsesad --&does 
takepbandcapitalGPJa~&$SouthAlrice,butinmastcasesthe 
product nemains thmugh k d n g  and disttibutiofl agreements 
In some cases no actual dSnv&mt has tdm plaoa A 
number of companiw have simply sold all or part of their South 
African options to Buropean or other US companies, frequent- 
ly as part of a corporate m g .  

I t ~ t h a t t h e ~ ~ o f U S o o m p a n i e s * ~ g  
hSouthAfricawfllamtirme, Andasthenumberofanpa- 
nies dedinesI it wiU be i n d g l y  d i E d t  for those who 
m m h  to justiQ their continued presence in Swth Africa Some 
o o r n p n k  will sever dl ties. HoweverI it is afso true that m y  
of those who do wi-w h m  South Africa wiU continue to do 
business h u g h  nonqllitJr ih* This continued a m t i o n  
with the apartheid economy will be a focus of the US anti-apar- 
W d  movement 

Bank Loans 

SDuth A€iicars foreig;n debt increased signifmtly in rand 
tenna between 19B and 1985, althou* the inmeme h dollar 
tennswasI~dramatic Bytheendof19MUSbanklaansM 
reached $r27 billion, h t  20% of Swth M s  fore@ debt. 

But as anti-apartheid pressure in the US grew, an in- 
awshg number of US bids  modified && lending plicks, 
some prohibiting Ioans to the South African govcmmexltI athers 
stopping dl loans to South Africa By the end of 1985, fourteen 
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Table 4 
Foreign debt of Sonth Africa 

End Year Rand (miltion) DoIhr hffiQ'ld 

So- South African R m e  Bank 

statesI nine counties, and 58 cities had adopted policies either 
withdrawing funds or limiting other business with banks making 
lwns to Swth Africk The pressure to deny future loam to 
South A6ica was not taken seriously at that time by the South 
Afriran government, but it made a major impact on the thinking 
of US b a n k  Banks w e  also conoernd about the !h&h African 
economy and by the rapid rise in South Afsica's debt. Real gross 
domestic fixed investment had been decIining since 19tQ The 
structure of the South African debt was parkicularly disturbing. 
Debt with a maturity of less than one year jumped from 56% in 
1982 to 68% in 1985 to 82% in 1986. South African banks were 
borrowing money internationally with short-term maturity and 
loaning it out as long-tenn lcans in South Africa, on the assump 
tian that the loans would automatically be rolled over as they 
mamd 

In December 1984, Seafitst adopted a policy of no new loans 
to Swth Africa, followed by the Bank of Boston in March 1985 
and First Bank System, also in 1985. Even more si@c.mtPyI in 
July 1985, North Carolina National B a d  Corp., the regional bank 
with the k r p t  l&g to South Africa and the only regional 
bank to have an office in South Africa, ended all new loans. It 
appears that many other barb, while not acting publicly, limited 
their loans in this penid. 



The rapid rise in US bank Ioahs to South Africa came to an 
abrupt halt in mid-3985. Between March and September 1985, US 
bank loans to South Africa declined by $757 million In August 
1985, Chase Manhaftan quietly told its customers in South Africa 
it would not roll over loans. Most US banks which had not 
already ended new loans to South Akica quickly followed 
Chases' action. 

Table 5 
US bank loans to South Ahitxi 

End Year P m f  of South 
Afnm's TOM Debt 

163 
19.4 
19.4 
13.8 
13.1 
l2.8 
11.8 

Sorwe: Federal F Y  Institutions Examination Council 

The US banks' actions caused a panic in South Africa At 
the time, US banks had autstadhg loans of $35 billion, of 
which !EL8 b&n had a maturity of one year or Iess. Fated by 
the pmp& of massive capital flight, the South A£rian govern- 
ment m e d  in, and in September 1985, it imposed a debt 
s t z u v ~  and r e i m p d  exchange controh. 

Two "Interim &mngemmtS"-the semnd one expires in 
June 1990-were negotiated h e e n  the Swth African govan- 
ment and a 'Tdmid C o w '  of fiAeen intematiod banlcs, 
represmfhg some 300 b W .  The US representative5 on the 
Tedtnird Committee were Citioorp, ManufacAmrs lFhover, and 
J. P. Morgan 

The exacf tenns of h e  two interim ammpents  are not 
known. According to press reports, the Semnd Amaag@md 
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lasted for about three yea.., during which only 13 parent of 
eapital was repaid. Citimrp told the Africa Fund in early 1989 
that it had received only about 5% of its principal back5 

Despite the fact that anti-apartheid activists put presflue on 
banks to use the debt arrangements to put pressure on the South 
African government to push ahead with reforms, a Third Interim 
Arrangement was announced in Odober 1989 that dktively 
reschedules $8 million of South Africa's foreign debt inside the 
s t a n d d l  The new arrangement runs from 1 July 1990 to I 
January 1993. During that period, South Africa will have to pay 
foreign banks appmrdmately 2 0 9 ~ s  $1.5 billion--of the debt 
inside the standstiU By 1994, a fourth agreement will have to be 
reached for the repayment of the remainhg $65 billion. 

South Africa's problem is that it owes about $12 billion 
outside the standstill, some $2 bilhn of which is due in 1990. 
The debt repayment schedule under the Third Interim Arrange- 
ment is aimed at limiting the amount of debt inside the standstill 
that needs to be paid during this key period. Chris Stals, 
chairman of the South African Reserve Bank, commented: '1 am 
relieved we no longer face a aisis in June 1990, but this does not 
mean there is less p i su re  on the balance of paymenk We will 
meet our narr commitments as we did the previous ones-with 
di&ulty. Economic policy wiU have to remain restrictive, 
q e u d y  considering the large payments of debt outside the net 
falling due next year." 

h order to get ihk agreement, South Africa had to work 
hard. F. W. de Klerk released eight long-tenn polifid prisoners, 
including Walter SisuluI in October 1989. The US govefnment 
advocated "giving F. W. a chance" and a p c e  period of at least 
six months. But the Mass Dtlmacratic Movement in South Africa 
issued a strong call for financial sanctions and for no debt 
rescheduling and Walter Slntlu d e r n n e d  the new agreement. 

It shwld be noted, however, that South Africa did not get 
waything its way. Despite the fact that the dollar figure of 
money mved  by the standsfill has dropped from $12 billion to 
$8 %80n, it will be paying back slightly more than during the 
k t  agreement. In factI 20% of outstanding capital will be paid 
back during the coming 3 1/2 year period compared to 13% 
during the last three year period. Combined with payment of 



debt outside the standstill, South Africa d be faced with mn- 
s i d d l e  capital outflow. Minisber of Finance Barend du Pleir; 
admitted, "AD South AErirrurs must realize that the oountry faces 
tough time in the next four years in which we have to pay back 
$8 billion in foreign debt" He also said that %uth Africa would 
have to adopt strid internal policies to h i t  the growth of the 
economy. 

No information has been provided on the intmst rate to be 
paid One British banker told the New Ymk Tima h t  "the rates 
are relatidy high . . . . They are penalty rates of interesta The 
same banker noted that when banks renegotiate terms of Ioans to 
Latin American countries, they often reduce the rate paid. 

ExifLorurs 
The new a-ent a h  has a pmvision whereby banks can 

remove their debt from the standstill by conver~ing their debt fo 
long tam loans. Under this provision, banks will get no prin- 
cipal payments for 7 1/2 years and then will be paid back in 
equal six month payments over the following 2 1 /2  years. A 
similar clause &ling in ihe Second Interim Arrangement was 
exercised by Citimrp,. South Africa is encouraging banks to take 
this option as it eases the immediate payment problems. Quis 
Stals remarked: "We already faced substantid liabilities up t c ~  
1997 and it was prudent to avoid more pressure during this 
period The repayment of these loans will be bunched in three 
years beginrung in 1998." 

It is difficult to determine how xtany banks have exercised 
the exit clause, but US bank loans with a maturity of over five 
yeats have in& from S 7  million in March 1987 to $747 
millian in June 1989. This implies that at least $590 million has 
been crmverted under the Second Interim Arrangement to long- 
term E m .  

Citicorp and Manufa- Ifanover are two prominent 
banks which have converted some of their outstanding lwns, In 
Febnrary 1989, Citicorp exercised one of the exit clauses by 
converting !$660 mdIim in short-term loans covered by the 
Seeond Interim Arrangement into a len year loan Citiarp will 
receive no repayment of principal until with full payment 
by 1 W -  Citioorp was critkhd for this action b w  it 



removed the immediate pressure on South M m  at a time when 
it was fadng serious capital outflows. To protest Citico'p's 
action, Wetrhester Countyr New York withdrew $49 million 
from Citicorp. 

Maintaining pressure on banks that continue to collaboPate 
with South Africa is aka the objective of a bill which Con- 
gessmm Wdter Faunby QWashington, D.C) introduced in 
the House of Representatives shortly before the announcement of 
the Third Interim Ariangement. If enacted, the bill would 
impose a series of financial sanctions against Sou& Africa. It 
would quire US bank to insist that "not less than 20 percent 
of the principal" on loans be paid back each year; prohibit 
converting bans to long-term loans under the exit clauses and 
holding exit l m  a k  31 December 1992; and ban trade 
finan-. 

It is clearly very important for South Africa to keep its 
connections to the major banks of all its trade partners. Ssuth 
Africa continues to be able to get trade &ts and to have other 
links with international banks. South Africa has been able to 
rake some $600 million in l o w  backed by gold resemes M d  by 
the South African Reserve U In early Odober 1988 t .  State 
President P. W. Botha used the opportunity presented by the 
funeral of West German leader Franz Josef Shau6s to visit Europe 
and meet with Swiss bankers and businessmen. In late October 
the Johannesburg dty council announced that it arpected to 
secure a $19 million loan. Anti-apartheid activists are keenly 
aware that foreign banks will make loans to South Africa if they 
seem profitable and if they do not face anti-apartheid pressure. 

Portfolio Investment 

LE investment in South African companies listed on the 
South African st& exchange is over $4 billion W, L Car, the 
London stc&brokerr estimates that about 25% of South Afrim 
gold mining shares, worth about $25 billion, are owned by US 
citkmw. Davis Borkkum Harer a Johannesburg stdcbmker, 
estimates US ownership in all South African mifling (not 
just gold mining) at 1496, worth R14.3 billion ($4.1). 
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This stock is owned in a number of different ways. A 
number of gold and other mutual funds own stock in South 
African gold mines. In this case, investors buy s h  in the US 
mutual. fund, that then invests in South African gcId shares. 
Two such mutual funds are Intematiord Investors ztnd the 
Frankh Gold Fund with some $300 million and $69 miIlion 
rqwctively, invested in South African gold shares. One 
company# ASA La, m e d  same $998 &on in South &can 
stock, primariIy in gold mines, in A u p t  1987. U d i h  a mutual 
fund, US investors buy rn stodc on the US stock market. Stock 
in m y  5011th African companies is a k a  available through 
American Depxitory Receipts (ADRS). m~s are receipts issued 
by a US depository bank to promote trading in a foreign security. 
The bank h o b  the foreign securities and the ADRs are issued 
against then Dealers in ADRs of South Afrlmn companies 
indude Citicorp, Chemical Bank, ZNing Trust, Morgan Guaranty 
Trust and the Bank of N w  York. 

The Anti-Apartheid Act's prohibition on new investment in 
South f i e a  has been interpret4 to mean that herican 
residents cannot purchase South African stock issued after Che 
e f f d v e  date of the Act, Stock issued prior to that date can be 
bought and sold, The August 1988 bill passed by the US House 
of Representatives would mandate the sale of all this stock. The 
poddity of such sanctions has had a depressing effect on South 
ACric;an gold share Notes W. I. Car, "the threat of huther US. 
disinvestment has made South African gold shares unaccleptable 
to the international investor." If Americans were forced t~ sell 
this stock, if would have a signik5-t downward ptesfllre on 
South African gold stocks, and h i t  the ability of the goId mines 
to raise much n d e d  new apital 

h t h  Africa has a continuing need for foreign capitaL 
Without new foreign capitalI in terms of loans and invesbnmt, 
South Africa's economy cannot grow at a more than marginal 
rate. A few examples are worth citing. 
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The gold glining industry has historically been dwdoped 
with foreign capital With gold providing 40% of South African 
exports, it is vital to the economy. Yet South Africa's gold 
prrduction declined 40% between 1970 and 1987. To even 
maintain current production levels, South African Hlining 
cornpanis will have to invest large sums of money in exptora- 
tion and new mines. When Sufh A€cim companies need to 
raise money to h c e  new mines, they W y  issue stock, much 
af which is purchad overseas. Already US citizens 'are 
prohibited from buying new stock and if such sanctions are 
extended, it would be difficult to see how South Africa mdd 
afford to undertake the necessary expenditure to develop new 
mines. 

Prior to the imposition of fbe debt standstill, South African 
state mrporations, such as -OR (armaments), ESKOM 
(el-dty), sAso~ (oil), and m R  (steel) all bomwd extensively 
overseas. Many South African companies also borrowed on the 
international market. All have had to drastically revamp their 
capital expansion programs as a result of behg cut off from the 
foreign capital markets. They now have to depend on the 
domestic capital market. 

Foreign techn010gy is as important to South Africa as fareign 
capitaL The anti-apartheid movement has been less s u d  in 
Mocking technology than it has been in fordng companies to 
withdraw. But South AfrLran businessmen are inaemngly con- 
cerned that they will be cut off horn needed foreign technology. 

The development of the Massel Bay gas field demonstrates 
the link between foreign capital and ~ o l o g y .  At least 20% of 
M d  Bay will be foreign s o d ,  without which the develop 
ment could not be undertaken. Without the necessary trade 
fmimce, this key foreign input m o t  be purchased. 

Unless South Africa abandons apartheid, the logic of the 
situation is that there will be more sanctions in the future, not 
less. Although the Bush administration opposes additional 
sanctions, this does not mean that it will be in a position to stop 
such legidation. Urhile welcoming the fact that the Republican 
Party maintained control of the White Hwse, South African 
Foreign h-fhbter Pik Botha cautioned, "A Bush victory does not 
mean that South africa has escapd sanctions." 
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South Africa's new M e n t ,  F. W. de Xlerk, faces a series 
of mntradictions in his effort to modernize apartheid. If he eases 
up and allows more political activity, the world will once again 
see massive demonstrations against s a - d e d  change which does 
not lead to a unitary dgmocfatic state. But if it does not ease up, 
no changes made will have the slightest adbility either at home 
or abmd 

A combhation of growing rdstmce and capital Qight has 
severely challenged the long d v a l  of the aptheid 
system. The witMrawal of numerous US and UK companies is 
a significant victory for the anti-apartheid movement. Yet many 
corn@= confinue to aperate in South Africa, either hn~thnntgh 
direct investment or through licemhg, franchihg, and distribu- 
tion agreements. Recent event have demonstrated how vul- 
nerable the South African government is to international 
p m  Now is the time to inerease that pressure until the end 
of apartheid and the installation of a unitmy democratic state. 

Notes 

1. Disinvestment is dehed as the selling of equity ownemhip in 
h t h  Africa A annpany &invests if it sells its ownemhip in a 
Swth MQUI rmbsidi;lrjr (50% or more owned) at afflliak Cless 
than 50% owned). An individual or company (such as a mutual 
fund) may a b  own shares in a South African mmpany, the gelling 
of which is also amsided disinvesbmt. Divesbent is the 
7 where an individual or an institution sells its securi.ties 
(sboctcs or bonds) in a company that does business in South A h b .  
Nun-Equity lies are l i e &  disWibution or management agree- 
ments between US companies and South Afrkm campanies. A 
distribution ageanent can be inched, such as a case where a US 
company gives a European mmpany world rights outside the US. 

2. Theprimasymnfortheinmbehveenl985andlWwasthe 
reinvestment of profits by those companies which had not 
dishvested was p t e r  than the capital outflow fmm Swth A&a 
as a result of disinvestment. Another factor is the change in the 
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rand/d& atehaDge rateI which also c b n p  the doIlar value of 
US immdmea The General Aao-g Q£6ce (GM) has aomput- 
d t h e v a l u e s l U S ~ i n w s b n e n t i n S o u t h A f r l e a , a d ~ f o r  
ex- rate fluduations, as having i n m a d  from $2R4 billion 
in 1984 to $2.23 billion in 1986 befare declining to $212 in 1987, 

3. Because the fmmdd rand rate fluctuates considerably at a d b m m t  
ofbehveen2036bo~Wofthe 'a ldrab&thisaIso  
malres i td iEf iar l t tDoonvert therandtodo l Iarshr~  - .  
dmmdhg Motrawer, the author c b s  mt knaw the dab the 
money is actually mmoved from South A f r h  

4. Lotua pducb, e8peckiIly Lotus 123, are widely adkble. It 
wouldbein~gforbtustotryto8ue~ofits~u&h 
South Ahica for violation of copvright, 

5. FaUowbg the debt e&mbtm, Citioorp had ended new cmss border 
loans tD Swth Abim and, in mid-lWt sold its South African 
subsJdiary to FIrst NationaI Bank of South Africa. First Natianal, 
the h g e t  bank in South Africa, is the former subskkq of 
Bardays Bank Cifimrp was the onIy US bank to have an achtal 
mbsidhry in Sw& Africa, although several others did have officm. 





THE IMPACT OF SANCTIONS AND 
DISINVESTMErVT ON BLACK 
SOUTH AFRICAN ATTITUDES 

TOWARD UNITED STAmS 

David Hirscbmann 

Introduction 

In clarlEying the s p d c  purposes of this chapter, it is 
necessaty to make reference to and distinguish it from two 
surveys of black South African opinion on disinvestment, Based 
on a survey of black production workers d e d  out in 1984, 
Lawrence Schleznmer concluded that roughly 75% were opposed 

%rr, as quoted by the First National Bank of South &a in a 
b m h n  explaining to its dients the si@mce of the change from 
&days, which had withdrawn horn South Afrio, to First National, 
which had taken aver Barclays' interests. 
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to disinvestment and roughly 25% were in favor.' In a 1985 
study, Mark Orkin found that 24% supported disinvestment, 26% 
opposed it, and 48% favored conditional disinvestment (When 
asked if they would still support disinvestment if there w m  
serious job lasses for blacks 26% said y s ,  26% said yes only if 
there were il few jobs lost, and 48% said they were opposed if 
there were any lsss of jobsZ) There have been criticisms of 
Schlemmeis methcul01ogy and questioning of Orkin's intaprefa- 
tion that his results demonstrated a majority commitment to 
disinvestment. It is possible to argue that the d t s  are not as 
ronhdidnry as they might appear and that their meaning is as 
follows: About 25% support disinvestment unconditionally, about 
25% oppose it, and about 5096 both support it if it will help end 
apartheid and oppose it if it will muse serious economic 
disadvantage to black South Africans. This apparent contra& 
tion might be cUicult for policy makers to deal with, but it may 
well approximate the reality? 

The study on which this chapter is based had a broader 
purpose, namely, to assess black South African attitudes toward 
the US, the extent to which they may have been changing, the 
reasons for these changes, and to relate the changes to i n d  
radidhtion. In-depth interviews were conducted with 93 
wban black South Africans comprising a reasonably v t a -  
tive cznsssection of ideological tendenaes, political affiliations, 
prnfessb11~~ and age r;ategoEies. With the exception of five or six 
people who may be regarded as national leaders, the groups 
were made up mainly of second- and third-level regional and 
local leaders and organizers.' 

The results of the fitst round of interviews-with 45 people 
during the period June through August 1986-revealed a very 
widespread and dramatically i n d  hostility toward the US 
on the part of those interviewed. This was as true for younger 
as for older people and for both more and less radiml members 
of the group. In simple terms the US-and most pointedly the 

a- 
. . tion-was seen as a serious hindrance rather 

than a eource of support for black liberation There was 
considerable anger and disappointment contained in these 
~~ The only exceptions were suppot.r-ers of Chief 
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Buthelezi's lnkatha movement, who were consistent in their 
support for the US and its policies toward South A f x k  

In the months of June through A u p t  1987 a second round 
of interviews were conducted with 65 people, 17 of whom were 
also interviewed in 1986. Between the two rounds of interviews 
four notavmthy events ts wwhich related to US-South 
African relations. These were the Anti-Apartheid Act passed by 
CongressI the acceleration in the pace of American companies 
dbbvestin~ the meeting between the US Seaetary of State, 
George Shultz, and the President of the ANC, Oliver Tambo, and 
the appointment for the first time of a black American Ambmsa- 
dor to Pretoria. 

Because of the legislative restrictions included in the state of 
emergency rrgulati- it was decided in 1986 not to ask direct 
questions about sanctions and disinvestment. It was nevertheless 
abundantly clear from the response that most of those inter- 
viewed were in favor of both. President Reagan's oppositim to 
these steps was without doubt a major cause of their feeling of 
hostility toward him and his administration. So too was the 'LFS 
failure to have any high level official contact with the ANC. The 
possibxlity of the appointment of a black ambassador was 
disclIssed with only a few people; they were all opposed to the 
idea 

On the d a c e ,  at least, the US appeared in the in- to 
have complied to some extent with these demands. In the course 
of the second round of inkdews questions were therefore asked 
about each of thae steps, and their overall impact on attitudes 
to the US. In simple terms, did h e y  cause people to change their 
minds? This chapter is based on the 65 interviews carried out in 
the second round. The first and main part-cally on 
responses to the sanctions legisIation and disinvestment-is not 
intended ta be of statistical value As explained, beeause sf 
legislative restrictions, intenkvees were not asked directly to 
express approval or disapproval of these acts. Rather they were 
asked to give their opinions on certain questions relating to these 
issues. The purpose therefore is to convey something of the 
content and bone of the debate about sanctions and disinvestment 
that has been taking place among black South Afrimns. The 
second, concluding d o n  is intended to have some statistical 



relevance: people were asked directly whether these new polides 
and actions amounted to a meaningful change in policy and 
whether this had influenced their attitudes toward the US. 

The Sanctions Act of October 1986 

In October 1986, overriding the veto of the President, the US 
Congress passed the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid A a  of 1986. 
hbmiarrees were asked whether they thought sanctions had any 
impact, matierial, psychologiml or otherwise, and whether they 
thought black South Alricans had been pleased by the passing of 
the Ad. 

A large proporlion of the group were clearly not familiar 
with the contents of the Act. Most of those who were s m c a l l y  
asked about this admitted that they did not know much detail 
about tfie Act, and they did not think that most others did A 
university rsearch assodate said: "People are pleased with 
anything anti-South African. If it puts South Africa on trial, 
g o d  But people are not familk with the details. Even I am 
not familiar with the details and I am a resear&er." 

The explanations given for this apparent lack of attention to 
an Act which, the previous year, had been seen as so important 
were varied. One interpretation (mentioned by a few people) 
related to the mindding of the passing of the Act with a moment 
of great pressure on black South Africans. Also, because of the 
st& of emqpcy, black organizations were not allowed to call 
m d g s  to inform &eir followers of the mntents of the legis- 
lation. People had come to rely on their organizations for the 
dissemination of this kind of information Sanctions came at a 
time of severe official restriction on black political communica- 
tion; there was little opportunity to explain or to hold open 
discusion. A few people mmmented that their lack of knowl- 
edge resulted from their having been in prison at the time of 
enactment and for a further eight or nine months thereafkr. Yet 
others argued that they themselves, as well as people they knew, 
did not take the contents seriously because of a deeply felt 
mistrust of and cynicism about American actions in South Africa. 
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This last point was confirmed by the fact that one of the 
most common responses (mentioned 34 times) expressed some 
form of suspicion about the motives behind the Act. Other 
comments varied h n  charges that the sanctions w a  too weak 
and implementation was ineffective, to arguments that any gains 
had already been eroded by intensified pressure and that 
sanctions were nore an "Amexkan football" than a method of 
liberation, and to the acknowledgement that there may have been 
exaggerated qedations of what sanctions could achieve. 

Suspicion of American motives was e x p d  by a number 
of people. A middleaged woman from the eastern Cape 
maintained that "m a vote of Con- we can't believe. We 
want to discover what the trick is." A young university lecturer 
said: 

Anti-Americanism is so deeply felt. America 
would not do anything that is not in America's interest 
Aka this was an election year in Arnerim and this 
decision war; part of h t  process. 

An official of a trade union affiliated with COSATU remarked: 

The Black w o r k  is very suspicious of the sinceri- 
ty of American po6cy. What is passed in America an$ 
what is hplemenkd are very difderent things- We also 
~thatsanctionsarevq~ctrlttopolicefirmly..  . . 
The West has a tendency to go public in tenns of 
propaganda on these d&ons.. . still it was wel- 
comed by the working class.. . only afternards they 
learnt It WBS meaningless. 

An almost equal number of conunenb (32) indicated a posi- 
tive response to the passing of the Act. Some of these respon- 
dents went on to say that they later b e a m  Wusioned because 
of the apparent lack of impact or of implementation. A journalist 
obsewed: 

People are rejoicing to see tensions build up 
between Retoria and Washington. People rejoice when 
they see the Solzth African Government lose friends. 
America, being one of the biggest allies of South Africa, 
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tudes developing h m  Pretoria and Washingion 

H e  went on to explain that for a variety of reas~exnainly 
that 8a~ctions were not producing d t s - l o c a l  issues had 
-me more pressing and dmt, An Azap OW said that 
2hadbastepintherightdirection,butthatlackofEoordtna- 
tian with Western go-ts would render it hdkctive. A 
pm-d man in Duiban, while acknowledging that no 
material impact was dkemible, nevertheks felt that it was seen 
as a "positive signaln to pmgresdves in South A€rica It had also 
introduced Sou& Africans to the amplexities of Am- 
politics, to the difkmces between the Reagan administration, the 
Congress, and the people. H e  saw it as a vicSwy h r  the An- 
ti-Apartheid Mwment in the teeth of opposibion from the Presi- 
dent. Two others who were positive about the passing of the Act 
based their satisfaction on the defeat of R e a p I  rather than on 
the &pikame for South Alrica. 

Assessments of the impact on South Africa of the sandofls 
may be divided into four main types: no impacl; a negative 
impact on blacks; a negative impact on whim; and an inab'ity 
to assea;- The most coplplon nzqmnse (mentiad 34 times) was 
that it had no or wry little impact (Ten said no effect; four, very 
little impael; hurI no eEFect on the South Afrirrrn govemnen~ 
eight no economic -, four, very little econoaic effect; thnee, 
it would not bring the government down; and thee, the 
govanmat had prepared in advance and therefore it could have 
no impact) A professional lwel manager said that South Africa 
had skkpiled shtegic supplies in advance* and a b e d  
further &at the Swtb fin economy had long been stntctured 
in respnse to poMfid d idmlogical d d  rather than to 
market b, and therefore if w d d  be able to adapt to the new 
pxessrnresl A W e r  said that South A f i i o  had done its 
%onrework" and was d y ;  and a community o r p h r  
mmented: 

The Swth African Government is very strong. 
b f n m p b w  Was Very high a n F J J  It has ~ d e  
verylitttediffismcetoourauffering. I t t t h e  
Government on a very Iwu sale. PeopIe were p l d  



bemuse they thwght the Government was not as 
strong as it is. We have l h t  quickly. 

As regards impact on the black population, a senior kvd 
aanawsfated: 

Black people aooept it. The Black man is hmgy 
whether he is worling or not worldng. When he gets 
sackes we are sorry, but his brothers and sisters wiU 
help. Nobody is going to die. We will help. 

Twenty of the respcmses included comments to the effect 
that bhdc paopIe had sufferwt as a consequence of sanctions (13 
said that it had caused unemployment; five, that it had worsened 
warking umditim; and two, that black people were not pleas4 
by its e k t ~ ) .  The Thetewkwees that were mast can- of its 
having a d e l e t d ~ t ~  effrrct on blacks were primarily people who 
were opposed to it in the firat place. In the wonds of an WQtha 
organizer: 

It is having e&cb. But the effects it is having are 
not the ones intended. It has hurt Blacks more than 
Whites. Next door is the manpower building dealing 
with unemplqmmt Pmple in large numbers are 
Iining up outside Sanctions helped Whites to rally 
round the Government-they felt h t e n e d  and 
b e c a m e m o r e ~ t i v e .  Thiswasreaeaediethe 
Won The Frogressive Fed& Party was washed 
away and the Consenrative Party became the dicial ~~ The National Party won an outstanding 
majmity- And Swth &oops are hitkg neigh- 
boring mun- Black people are still detained in 
large numbers. People in the forebnt [of Black 
politirs] are thinking twice about this. People are nat 
pleasect And the social pmgpms of these c o m e  
are ended or reduced. 

Fiftegn commmb da red  to some negative ef£&s on whites 
or/& the p e m m a i  (& said that it had ikmtemd the 
government k3 some way; five, that it had affected the econmy 
negatively; three, that whites had suffered: and one that whites 



had suffered psychoIogically). "The Governmmt did panic," said 
one middle aged woman. A graduate student a g e d  

Government felt threatened I1 h o w  the conse- 
guencer; of wnctions, and the power of sanctions in 
arousing militancy and revolutionary instinets on the 
part of the exploited and unemployed, and that it 
breeds anger. 

It has had an effect on the economy. It has a c h d y  
stalled quite a few things. There is a lot of u n c ~ r ) r  
about the cumtinuation of American companies and on 
projected investment. 

A community activist in Cape T m  

I am very happy the bill passed. It has had 
effects. Thousands of people have lost pb, not only 
Blacks, but also Whites, and certain White firms have 
gone bankrupt 

A worker supemisor in a private o ~ t i o n :  

I have to mix sanctions and disinvestment. People 
are p I 4  with both In the short tam it will harm 
Blacks but in the long term it will bring hieration 
White people will also suffer because firms will dose 
down. I € I l ~ m y j o b I d b e p l ~ ~ u s e t h e  
White man will also be in trouble; because I will 
become a criminal and deal wi& the White man 
directly. Whenever he is at work he will have to 
employ a guard at home mil so will have to pay for it. 
He will realize that he is forced to do all this because 
of Government policy- 

By contrast, four people made the point that the major 
impact of sanctions on whits was to mobilize and urufy them. 
Yt mobilized [them] in order ta overcome it It sent Whites back 
into the laager and caused more hatred." 

It was dear from most of the comments that concrete and 
conclusive evidence on the effects of sanctions was in short 
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supply. Ten answers spedfidy included this point: it was "too 
soonn or "too early to be able to assess the effects; "no data 
were available"; "there was an economic recession unrelated to 
sanctions"; "open debate on this is restrict&; and "the Govern- 
ment and the White media control the facts." Certainly at the 
time the interviews were undertaken) analyzing short- and 
long-term impacts and distinguishing between dihent causes or 
@C cansequences remained very problematic 

Disinvestment by US Firms 

In 1984 seven US coqanies pulled out of South AhbI  in 
1985 this rose to 40, in 1986 to 50, and in the h t  half of 1987 (at 
which stage the second round of research was undertaken) 33 
more companies left This brought the total number of com- 
panies which had dishvested to 130, and indicated an accelerat- 
ing trend4 htewiewees were requested to structure their 
answers around the questions of whe&er they considered the 
~ v e s t m e h t s  to be having any impact of any kind and whether 
they felt black people were pleased by the deparhue of the 
companies. Answers, quite appropriately, were multifaceted and 
therefore di£6cult to dassi€y and quantify. 

By far the most common response (mentioned 35 times) was 
that the processes involved did not mount to disinvestment. 
Eighteen comments, many made in conjunction with the first 
point, daimed that dishvestment had had no politid or 
economlc Twenty responses, by contrast, stated that bIacks had 
s- as a consequence. Included in the answers were ten 
coments asserting that black people were pleased; and ten 
disagreed. Ten argued either for more careful targeting of 
sectors, or h r  a dilferent form of disinvestment more advantage- 
ous to workm, and six people said that Cmm and other 
leaders were rethinking the whole issue. 

The dominant point made was that the companies that had 
announced they were withdrawing were not in reality disinvest- 
ing. What would have satisfied the definition of rid dis- 
investment was not made clearar Based on my understanding of 
discussions in 1986, it was generally anticipated that disinvest- 



rment would amount to a dosing d m  of facilities and a 
complete withdrawal of the mrnpnies, together with tkk 
products" their technology, and their expertise. Unavoidably, this 
would cause hadship for black pmple who would be unmploy- 
ed, but whites would also suffer, and it was necessary ta put 
pressure on the South A€rican economy and on the gmmment. 
With the exception of Wak (which many people codhmed h d  
withdram in a red aost companies had not done this, 
leading to considerable cynicism and doubt about the intentions 
and M t y  of these companie. What then was actually 
happening and how did the intentiewas interpret the process? 
First, a senior manager (strongly pro-private enterprise] with a 
firm in the eastern Cape: 

It amounts to a management buyat .  General 
Motors becomes Delta Motors, and the current White 
managers are put in a @tion where they can pur- 
chase the company outright. Young people, Afrikaners, 
cwld not have bought the companies in their individu- 
al capacity. The Satth African Government has 
beoone involved in zlssisting them. Vo'llrskas Bank has 
risen to prominence as a merchant bank-hm being a 
small savings bank for the AHams community. So 
the Governmentlr through V0hka.s helped these people 
to buy these companies, Immediately the new owners 
could make bold statements that they would renew 
contracts with the South Ahican Government and 
Defence Force-US companies wuld not do that--and 
they were not bothered with the rsporrse of Bhck 
trade unions to that. In addition those corporations 
that left did so for e ~ ~ m m i c  reasons, not politid ones. 
They were not pmfitabfc any more, partly because 
wages are not as low as they used to ba 

H e  proceeded to give the example of Ford, whichI he said, 
had built a maeation center for bhck workers '"to gain Brownie 
points under the Sullivan Code." When the company left, it 
reneged on ib commitment to its black w o r k s  by allowing 
t h e  facilitiles to pass into white hands. An Azapo mpporter ex- 
phined: 
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When we investigate these actions we see a 
pqdution of mtrol by one r m m r  race wer 
anotherer It is just a change of masters . . . . They are 
indigenizing appmssbn. Now Afdanm wil l  be mare 
d because theg are not responsible to International 
public opinion. h p o  is for btaI disinv&znent 
Peopk should pack up and leave the country because 
weareinammpigntoix,LateSouthAfrica Wean 
not interested in selective or conditional didn~eshent. 

A businessman who had gone to considerable length to 6nd 
waysforblackbusinessmento~ov~som~ofthesecom- 
panies' interests a p e d  despite a very diEerent a p c h  to the 
topic 

we are s ? e g  m a n a w t  buy-outs, which have 
not included Blacks. Top White guys in management 
have become instant millionairest and Blacks ramin 
dcggn as kfam It is racism The White people who 
take aver are not putting their own money into it. We 
fried to tala! aver Coca Cola. Fhmcial ~ O I ~ S *  

badcs~hereandintheUSrefusedus. TheyoIpened 
their ch-Irs and sipred for WhitesI but not fm 
B l a h  So far there is no unemployment because it is 
dl a hick Kodak is the only acception. 

h agr4ng with the above mmmenls a man who worked 
far the UDF added that the forces calling for disinvestment now 
farrnd that they had bet mntrol of the p-, and had become 
alamed at the way in which it was being handled. 

Our viav is that the trstnsfer of ownership is not 
ending Anmiam involvement in South Ahica. There 
is a mintmum degree of upset for the ruling b, but 
it still has access to the products and the ttxhmlogg. 
msinlm&lmt has has worked out with the local 
ruling class and we have lost control. Now &ey are 
opening up share marketa to Blacks. One company is 
pZacingsharesintrustsathatemployeeseanbuyup 
thesharesavertime Thisispositiveinthesenseof 
creating invo1vement of the indigenous middle class, 



but at the same time it is isdemhhg and dividing 
sorne of the farces of the opposition. They have 
opposed the State's attempts to create and coopt a 
Blaclc middle c9ass; so now &investing companies are 
trying to do the same thing. So the h d e  unions want 
codtation on this before companies leave. We don't 
know what the new parameters are going to be. 

The notion that this selling to white management amounted 
to a public relations trick-'They are not withdrawing. n e y  are 
not disappearing. Their products go on being madew-was 
widely accepted Further there was a f&g that to the extent 
that they acted at all these corporations were responding to 
econoglic realities at home or/and in South Africa, rather than in 
support of black h i t i a n .  

The next mwt fmpently mentioned comment was that 
black people had su€€ered as a result of the chinvestmenk A 
senim executive with a private foundation explained: 

There has not been much effect on the emnomy. 
At the same time as the companies are being taken 
over by South African private en@rprise, Black w o r k  
are not enjoying the same privileges as before. Work- 
ers are also unhappy about not being informed in good 
time of the WitMrawaL N o w  there is a ay: Why do 
you leave us? PeopIe are scared of losing the privi- 
leges they had under the Suttivan Code. 

An Inkatha OW a h  saw the results as negative He gave 
as an example his own brother, a father of many children# who 
had lost a job. 'This is why people are beroming hoboes." The 
only person who attempted to present some kind of statistical 
evidence on this topic was a trade unionist who supportd disin- 
vestment. He felt that the results had not been significant 
'"Possibly 3000 workers have lost jobs as a result compared to 3 
&on unemployed in total" 

Ten comments claimed that black Swth Africans were 
p l d  by announcements of disinvestment. A woman student 
in Cape Town, while acknowledging that the did not smm to 
be much change, said that blacks were very pleased to see 
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anything that helped end apartheid, A legal adviser explained 
her sense of saWetion in this way. 

Suffering has not increased because of disinvest- 
ment. The companies which are leaving are the same 
ones which did not pay a living wage and exploited 
Black workers. If they had paid a Eiving wage we 
would welcome them to stay. Blacks were not better 
off when they were here. We are very happy when 
they go. Pmple iue pleased because they see the 
premm building up. 

Interoiewees who argued that blacks were positive aEso 
asserted that disinvestmats were having an impact on whits. 
A trade union organizer said that it had made a psychoIogical 
impact on the government, which had led to strong anti- 
American feeling in Pretoria. A graduate student argued that 
when Bardays Bank announced that it was disinvestin& m y  
Abikaners woke up to the fact that in the 1980s things had 
h g e d -  

A unionist affiliated to felt that it had created 
uncertainty among whites and that this could be seen in the 
number of whites, particularly professionals, taking the "chicken 
m," that is, emigrating. About ten commmts supported the 
opposing view, namely that blacks were not pleased by the disin- 
v&mmt There were also a number of people who admitted to 
mixed fe&n&s about the experience so far. For example, a 
lawyer employed by a legal advice bureau said: 

Obviously some people have lost jobs. It must 
affect them because there are no other jobs. My 
concern is that they are Paking away our workers' 
elforts in the form of prafib. We fear that capital 
created by w o r k  is leaving the country. 

And a priest in the eastem Cape: 

It raises lots or problems. Workers have fears, but 
they also see that the G o v m e n t  fiears disinvestment 
more than they do. Others feel a better option would 
have been to strengthen the military wing of the ANC 
Most people in the democratic movement feel that the 
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military option cannot be openly enmtvaged and 
therefore we are dd to encouraging disinvest- 
ment.. . but we have been rdismmged by these 
oompanies simply being bought out 

There was also a p u p  of people who were of the opinion 
that ~ T U  in partiah, but also other leadersj were rethhhg 
their strategy on cl ishment .  A researcher in Durban 
e x p h d  the significance of this: "It all depends on CO~ATU. 
People don't so much have theie own opinions as they depend on 
sigdhnt actors, and they M o w  suit-Tuw Mandela, -TU 
on say anykhhg4 it is taken as come&" A manager argued 
that leaders who had earlier d e d  for sanctions would not now 
openly admit their m because they would lose face, Y suspect 
though that there is less enthusiasm for it" An offidal of a union 
amabed to COSATU suggested: 

People are -thinking and coming with idea of 
haw tfie campaign should be handled We don't want 
money to go out d the country, or that we should lase 
jobs. This won't remove the Government, and putting 
ppleoutd~~~kisnotgoingtosolvethepblem . . . . 
What people would like to see happening if psible, 
is to have companies plll out so as  to leave a direct 
impact on the South African Gov-t rather than 
d f e d n g  the employees only and immediately. For 
example, if access to technology could be limited it 
could cause problems for their pmjeckj and the Gov- 
emmmt would be hrced to do SO- We are not 
looldng for something dramatic like &ousan& losing 
jobs per day and then wait and see if the Gove~nment 
wil l  take nolice There is rethinking about this in 
-TU: they want a more conmete approach than just 
a generalized support for anything that puts presswe 

These opinions came both from people who s u p r t d  and 
pe0pk W ~ Q  did nOt CCSATU and dkhve~tmmL It k3 
however important to emphasize that ~ T U  has since stressed 
on a number of d o n s  that its policy remains unchanged. 

The large majodty of the p u p  intemiewed would have 
been in favor of disinwsbnent and sanctions the previous year. 
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This was a key reason for the hostility felt tow& the US then, 
parti&ly the Reagan administration. Clearly, a good number 
of them still did believe in this strategy. For these people, the 
i n W v e n e s s  of sanctions resulted h m  their very partial and 
insincere implementation For them, thenI strmgthened and 
more comprehensive sanctions and complete disinvstmmt were 
required to have an impact on the South African government 
Another group would acknowledge the lack of effectiveness and 
seriousness of purpose of the withdra* and in c o v e n c e  
would be looking for more rrarefuly targeted, and maybe 
selective actions: actions that operate more directly against white 
intemis and the government and less immediately against black 
people. Others again have b m e  cynical that capitd will ever 
respond substantively and positively to their struggle, and feel 
that other strategies need to be stressed. Yet others fear that 
evenWy capital might effectively withdraw, and their reading 
of even the miniid effds experienced so far frightens them into 
believing that growing numbers of black workers will be 
unemployed and will in fact suffer seriously. The minority, 
primarily Inkatha members and some management personnel, 
opposed thwe measures from the start, and believe their 
arguments have proved to be well-founded. They claim that 
blacks are already suffering from these actions and will continue 
to do so as long as they are being implemented. Facts are in 
very short supp ly -4 ,  where and when available, are and will 
be dit3cuEt to analyze. So at this stage perceptions are all 
inportant It is vesy early to make assessments, and extremely 
problematic given the pressures brought to bear on black 
leadership over the previous 15 month or so. 

1986/87: A Meaningful Change in US Policy? 

Q w s h  If yuu take amount of the follmOMng actions of the US 
during the ppst ym-the sanctions Ima, the mpldly inrrerrsed pace of 
d i s i w t ,  the meeting befween Shultz and Tmnbo, mrd the 
appojnfmenf of a Black Ambasah* you see all of this as mount- 
ing to a h g e  in A,mrhm policy toward South Africn? And so, 
horn meaningful is Urnt change? 
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Asikpd: 64; No change at aII: 35 156%); A uey minm h n g c  I1  
(18%); A small dtmrge 11 (18%); A substartiid changtz 5 @%I; 
Lheri&/mndiW 2. 

~ ~ B h e s e ~ ~ y o l r ; t o E h a n g e y o u r 1 ~ ~ ~  
m f c f h U S ?  I t r o t h e r ~ ~ h a w y a r b e ~ o n r e l e s s e r t ~ M o r m m e  
mCfltid m has yatr attitude mnainwi u&nged? 

A s M  63; Attifudk temmtemmned unchanged. 52 (34%); Mme m'tiaal: 
3 (5%); Less critic& 3 (5%); Wgif and see: I 0%); UncertdnIm- 
difionaf: 4 (7561, 

Since there was so o v e r w h ~ g  a negative response to the 
appointment of a black ambassador, and this seemed of less 
i m ~ e e t h g n t h e o t h e r a c t i o n s ~ i t s e e m e d w i s e ( ~ a  
few responses to the first guestion indieatad that this was I d d y  
to deiract horn the point of the questiod to refrain from 
in- thia in the list of US actions taken. Given the hostility 
eqmsd during the 1986 interviewsI the most ~~t issue 
of con- to the seoond of these pstions was whether there 
may have been any reduction in the degree of criticism. 

In brief, these d t s  mean that tlweqwtm of the p u p  
saw no or precious little change in US policy; and about 90% had 
not redud the level of hostility felt to& the US as a 
co-ce of the actions referred to. Very dearly these four 
steps had made amost no impad on black attitudes towards 
Am* The concluding d o n  of the chapter will attempt to 
suggest explanations for the lack of inpact and the continuing 
hofmty. 

President Reagan's opposition to the Anti-Apartheid Act and 
to ~ ~ e 6 ~ t  detracted from its impact on black Swth 
Afri- The fact that Con- took the--at that stage- 
u n d  step of overriding the President% veto was not seen as 
a victory. Pmily, for the interviewe the fact that the most 
important leader in the US, both substantively and m d y ,  
is opposed ta these actions may mean that they therefore carrg 
less wei&t Bladr South Africans were abviously suspicious of 
the sineeriLy with which the law would be implemented tmder 
thesechumtan- ltwouldseem thatinthisregardthey had 
good reasom for doubt, since many of the pvisiorts have not 
been put inta practice, or have been interpreted in such a way as 
tQ limit their hpact 
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The fact that cxrrporations have disinvested under pressure 
both political and econsmic, rather than doing so in order to 
strengthen the cause of liberatton, has reduced their meaning for 
black South Africans. There is a widely held view that compa- 
nies are leaving bemuse profits are down, or because they are 
under threat of losing business abroad. The manner in which 
disjnv&ment has been taking place has strengthened these 
doubts. Management sellouts to l d  white managers, or to l o d  
or foreign companies, at discounted prices and with all produc- 
tion systems and licensing arrangements continuing, have meant 
that d%hv&mmt has turned out to ?x a very diffment process 
from that anticipated. Coprations are not leaving; no mi& is 
d t i n g ;  pressure on the government is not that significant; 
some white businessmen are in fact benefitting and some black 
workers, probably not many in number yet, are e g g  Blacks 
called for a parti& type of action against apartheid. They feel 
they have been tricked. 

The R e a p  a-tition's continuing c d  on the ANC to 
renounce violence continues to cause hostility. It was widely 
seen in the following tern: as selective, since the US itself uses 
violence when it deems this necessary and supports violence 
when it thinks it is advantageous to its interests (the US should 
by now be aware that black South Africans have a very long 
W r y  of peaceful resistance which made no headway); as un- 
&tic, given the govenunent's handling of black opposition; 
and, ultimately, as serving as an excuse for refusing to sugporl 
the movement. The overt support given to UNlTA also centin- 
ues to cause a great deal of anger among black South Afkam. 
This is seen as putting the US Eirmly into a military alliance with 
the South African government. For some it therefore becomes 
difficult to see how the US can ever s i n d y  oppclse the govern- 
ment when it has chosen to fight on the same side. 

Capitalism, with which America is so closely identified, is 
under haeasing suspicion in South Afrim As khis study has 
demomtmtpd elsewhere, blacks are coming to identify capitalism 
with apartheid. In tandem these systems have exploited them for 
a long timetime There are those who make the point that true 
private entqrise does not operate in the country. Nevertheless 
most people interviewed do appear to identify the system as such 



and to feel that it has brought very few benefits to black South 
Ahicam. Those among the interviewees who identify America 
as imperialkt therefore go en to make the case that America will 
not willingly undermine a capitdist system from which it is 
profiting. 

Anger toward the US has been growing for same h e  now, 
possibly for a demde, and mom parli&1y since the R e a p  

* * abwmstmtion has h e n  in office- The reasons for this change in 
attitude emerge h m  the interviews. Suspicion is themfore high 
Uberior motives for any apparently positive move are therefore 
always sought (It remains to be s e n  whether the Bush ad- 
ministration's actions will change these attitudes.) 

Finally, the history of events ever the last two years inside 
South Africa will have affeded the response. The South A h h m  
government has &kclively and cruelly delayed the progress of 
the black struggle. There has been a great deal of suffering. This 
may be only a temporary setback. But h the meantime blade 
look around and ;see i n a d  oppression and a deimimating 
political situation, and they must come to the conclusion that, 
whatever foreign pwers are doing it is having no positive 
impact. 
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THE IMPACT OF NEVV SANCTIONS 
A G ~ S T  SOUTH AFRICA' 

Roger C. Riddell 

The debate abaut imposing or extending the range of 
economic sanctions on South Africa' needs to be placed Lirst in 
the context of the likelihood of achieving the objectives desired 
and, second, in relation to other, alternative methods of achieving 
thase objectives. In the case of externally imposd sanctions 
against South Africa, the ultimate objective is to move the 
country forward to the establishment of a free democratic society. 

In relation to the means chosen, the first question to raise is 
whether and to what extent South Africa is vulnerable to 
sanctions taken by other countries which will, either M y  or 
indirectly, affect the countrJ7s economic ~ ~ c e .  Briefly, the 
answers are that Seuth Africa is extremely vulnerable to a range 
of sanctions which, as a whole, have already had a major impact 
on the prospeck for economic growth through adversely 

'An earlier version of this article was presented as testimony at 
hearings before the African SuKommittee af the US H o w  of 
lkprazltatives, March 1m. 



affechg business confidence in that country. As the President 
of the South African Foundation stated at the end of 1987: 

. . . there is no doubt that the (sanctions) package has 
had an adverse effect on domestic confidence. This 
lack of confidence is again and again emerging as the 
most important single fador inhibiting growth in this 
country: 

Additionally, spe&c sanctions have had a more direct 
impact on different subsectors of the economy even if their 
precise outcome is difficult to determine because of the eompled- 
ty of factors. Continuing sanctions and extending their range is 
likely to deepen these efbects. In general, the more measures 
taken by increasing numbers of South Africa's economic partners, 
the greater is likely to be the effect and the less M y  that either 
evasive action or counter-measures or other adverse frends will 
over-ride the effect of sanctions, 

Assedng and determining the precise impact of &&rent 
measures is complimted by a range of fadow. Five of these in 
particular n d  to be highhghted. First, at present and in the 
foreseeable future not all countries are likely to impose compre 
hensive sanctions against South Africa; hence, the immediate 
effects of sanctions imposed by one country will be couterbal- 
a n d  (to a greater or 1- degree) by other measures taken by 
third countries wishing to gain from the initial economic 
intervention. Second, South Africa's economy is affeded 
externally by a host of factors other than the sanctions mently  
imposed or likely to be impctsed, such as the price of gold, the 
value of the American dollar, and the prospects for world trade; 
in some cases these can reinforce the effeets of metioms, in 
others they san reduce the effects. Third, the impact of sanctions 
can be affected by the extent to which countervailing adon is 
taken by the Sauth African authorities and business community. 
Fourth, the impact of sanctions will be affected by the time 
period in which the sanctions are imp& And in this regard, 
experience from other countries suggests that where sanctions are 
not comprehensively imposed by all economic partners or where 
there is not one dominant economic partner, it will require same 
considerable time-a number of years-before the adverse effeds 
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of the sancliom begin to bite. Fifth, and finally, experience also 
shows that it is hquently not necessary for sanctions .to have the 
widespread economic impact intended for the politiml outcome 
to be achieved: if the sanctioned muntry is convinced that the 
threat of impsing sanctions is genuine, and if the country is 
Pulnerable economically to such action, this is often &dent for 
progress towards the desired politid action to be set in motiom3 
It is within this context of some uncertainty over specific results 
of sanctiens that the rEisolssion about their effectivenes and of 
@le new measures must be conducted. 

The South African Economy 

In common with most modem developing econonaies, South 
Africa has an economic structure vulnerable to akrd iduence 
a d  m ~ m .  Its growth and development have been and 
continue bo be detamhed to a large extent by its external 
economic, financial, transport, and technologid relationships. 
High and susbinab1e lwels of growth and development can only 
be achieved in the contat of continuing these international 
relationships; without them, low levels of growth and develop 
ment will ensue, which wiU be u n s u s ~ l  because of th& 
fueling khc already serious lwels of politid unrest and mpres- 
sion. With radical changes to South Africa's internal s t r u w f  
dependence upon these external relationships could, in theoryf be 
reducedI and some peaple in South Africa at least have placed 
this issue on the agenda for discussion It needs to be stressed" 
however, both that there is no evidence that the necessary radical 
steps to effect substantial s t r u c t u d  change are being taken and 
that wen if they were taken it would be five years or more 
before their impact would be felt. 

The best way to appreciate the e x t d  v u l n a t y  of the 
South African economy is to look at its growth and development 
in historid cormtext. For much of the 1960s, the South African 
economy achiwed growth rates of 6% or more each year; in the 
1970s (and in common with many other similarly-struchrred 
economies and for similar reasom) average growth rates fell to 
3% a year, In the period 1980 to 1987, however, annual p w t h  



rabes have chopped to just over 12% a year. In 1987, the South 
African economy pw by an estimated 2.5%; for 1988, year 
propctions and estimates vary from 2.5% to an ( o p M d y )  
high rate of 4%. 

The high gFowth rats of the early period were made 
possible by the following factors: a rapid expansion in extend 
trade; large inflows of foreign capital, skills, and tduwlogy; and 
the development of exkrnal transport mu&. While South A k h  
was adversely affected by the oil price rises and high levels of 
inaation of the 197% positive growth rates were sustained not 
only by the maintenance of its e x t d  'trade, technoIogy, and 
skills-absorption polides but, additionally, by substantial foreign 
bornwing. 

;Loohg ahead, for a number of years there hiis been a 
consensus that in order to absorb all its work-seekers/xhoal- 
leaven, the South African economy will have to grow by 
between 5% to 6% a year. To the extent that this fails to ocnar, 
o v d  unemployment wlll increase. 

With levels of low economic growth recently achieved, the 
expansion in black employaent has been mbhak there has been 
no net increase in black employment since 1977 and only in the 
gold nining i n d w  have net additions (=me 30,NM in the 
1980s) taken pIace. Between 1982 and 1986, only some 22,000 
new jobs were mated each year whereas aver 300,Wl were 
needed to absorb alI the jobaeekers. Recent estimates are that 
black unemployment in 1987 totalled at least two d o n ,  over 
251 of the total black workfarce. But in the urban areas, where 
recent levels of violence have been most pronounced, both 
aggregate and especially youth unemployment rates among 
blacks are even higher-ie Pietmmribburg 30% and 85%, 
e v d y ,  in ~d-1986.' 

The Oeerall ImpLicatiom of Sanctions for the 
Economy 

The dilemma h t h  Afrlca fa- is this: high levels of 
economic p w t h  are required to absort, hereasing numbers of 
job se&zmI but this requires further extend economic and 
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financial contactsr especially with the indusbialked and more 
advanced industrhkhg nations of the world. h e r  levels of 
arternal contact will lead to lower levels of domestic economic 
growth, raising unemployment levels and fueling domestic 
u ~ e s t  It is here that the "sanctions element" comes into the 
economic equation. Impeding or restricting South. Africa's 
exportsr cutting off or dudng its crucial imports, mskichg 
reducing, and halting loan finance, including trade creditI 
impeding the transfer of technology, disrupting transpart and 
communications links--all these have the &xt of lowering 
p w t h  r a b  for the economy. 

At present, given the past accumulation of c o m m d  
foreign debt, South Africa requires expanding lev& of expo* 
to run a quite substantial current account surplus on its balance 
of payments to honor its debt repayments while at the same time 
importing the 05 machinery, and equipment it nrteds for high 
levels of sustained growth. Recent figures and those projected 
for 1938 indicate that South Africa has been quite successful in 
achieving a current account surplus. 

Table I 

Current Account Surplus 
Rand (Billion) US$ (Billion) 

5.7 2.6 
7 3.1 
6 3.0 (estimatel 

3-4.6 1 . M . 5  (forecast) 

Initially it would appear that success in manag$lg the 
current account has Dccurred because of a rapid rise in exprts. 
Indeed the value of South Africa's total "pcrts has risen from 
R20 billion in 1980 to I325 billion in 1985 and to R42 billion in 
1986. However, measured in mRs, South African exports fell by 
25% b m  SDR 21 billion in 1980 to SDR 15.7 billion in 1986 (a 
farge part of the sustaining of exports being due to the predomi- 
nant place and world price of gold, gold amun.ting for some 
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a reversal of their four year policy of "easy" money by raising 
interest rates to 10.5%. While the effect of such policies will be 
to reduce the pressure on imports, it will a h  dampen down 
aggregate growth in the economy. Economists h t n  the Anglo- 
American Corporation judge that for South Africa to &row at the 
required 5% a year some 10% of all investment will have to come 
from abroad, amounting at 1985 prices to about R3 billion a year 
to the end of the decade. 

As highlighted in the February 19.88 edition of the Standard 
BanKs Ewnomic ReoEeTo of South Africa, the seriousness of the 
balance of payments consbaht necessitates controlling the rate 
of wnomic expansian However, it con'tinues, "unless condi- 
tions change signilkmtly in South Afrka's favor, the surplus on 
the current account of the balance of payments will probably be 
sudfident to support a satisfactory rate of domestic growth only 
for this year." It is within this context that consideration needs 
to be given ta particular sanctions. 

The Vulnerability of South Africa to Puticulajl 
Sanctions 

I shalP lo& briefly in turn at three areas of sanctions-- 
general h c e ,  private investment, and external t r a d s n c e n -  
tmting h more detail on external trade sanctions. 

General Finuncial Sanctions 
There is no doubt that the decision of major international 

banks in July 1985 to call in short term loans and fxeeze new 
lending to South Africa not only had a major impact on worsen- 
ing the already adverse business chute within South Africa but 
sent shock waves through the authorities bemuse it raised the 
possibility of South Africa being isohted b m  access to foreign 
finance. More comtely, it led the authorities to declare a 
moratorium on debt repayment and to freeze repayments on $14 
billion (58%) of its total outstanding debt of !§24 billion. None- 
theless efforts to stem the outflow of capital have been far from 
rmasessful; thus it is estimated that South Africa has sustained a 
net loss of capital of some R15.5 million (US7 d o n )  in 1985 



and 1986 (equivalent to some 6% of gross domestic product) due 
to dividend outflow, a net outflow of capital and thaw debt 
repayments which have h permitted. 

By early 1988, and hlIaving agreement with the banks in 
March 1% and February 1987, total e u t s ~ g  debt still stood 
at some $22 billion (despite repayment in excess of $5 billion 
sinoe 1985, largely bemuse of changes in the rate of the Rand 
against the US dollar). Under the latest agreement-repaying 
in- on the f r o m  debt and interest and prinapal on the 
o u t s t m ~  debt--South Africa will have to pay out some $12 
billion a year to 1990 in debt repayments. On cllrrent fmmds this 
would give a debt sentice ratio of around 10% a year. However, 
since January 1988, additional pmvisions have been announced 
by the South African authorities which would allow foreign 
creditors either to use repayment of principal caught in the 
frozen debt net to buy loml property or equity or else to 
repatriate money through the medium of the financial Rand On 
the basis of current exchange rates, t&ng up the latter option 
would reduce repayments in US dollars t e r m  by one-third. 

Besides the agreement by the banks to conform to substan- 
tial hezing of debt repaymenfs, there is evidence to suggest that 
extend financial restrictions have eased. For instance, South 
Ahkm public carporations managed to raise R695 million ($363 
rnillion) in new foreign loans in the first half of 1987, $441 million 
of short term frozen debt was converted into long term debt 
between July and September 1987 under the provisions of the 
I987 debt d e d u l i n g  arrangements and a part of the $33 
billion Oargely, one fllspects, export credits) have also been rolled 
over. 

Qearly the m a t  effective means of maxhkhg the impact 
of h a n d  measures against South Africa would be a combina- 
tion of the following raising the outflow of capital through 
disinvestment, halting alI new loans (including trade credits) to 
South Africa' banlcs refusing to eliminate or downgrade their 
medit position either by taking up the recent offer to liquidate or 
redm their &is, and, finally, to raise again the issue of the 
timetable for repayments by demanding earlier repayment of alf 

due amounts. 
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Specific actions that could be recommended would include 
the following 

1. Extending the restrictions currently in force for US 
banks to embrace trade credits and to tighten the 
nurent leeway allowed on rescheduling presently 
owed debt; 

2. Putting pressure on mC countries, at minimum to 
extend restricflons on long term lending to South Akka 
to include short tlerm lending as well; 

3. Putting pressure on Japan to strengthen its voltlfltaq 
ban on bank loans to South Africa and within this area 
to restrict both Iong term and short term lading 
including bade credits of both Japanese bank and 
trading h m .  

4. Putting pressure on Switzerland to advise its banks to 
adopt restrictive legislation (at present there are no 
restrictions on Swiss banks). 

M a &  Fammgn Invesfmmt 
There is no dwbt that disinvestment by Western (and 

largely U.S) cornpanis has added siwcantly to the undermin- 
ing of confidence in the South Mriean economy. Clearly, too, the 
ban Iby the U.S. and other countries) on new private invesiment 
into South A£rica has not only adversely affected d d e n c e  but 
has made and will continue to make a contribution to the 
shortage of foreign exchange and investment capital in the 
country. In addition, it has helped to halt the flow of new 
investment where there is stdl no domestic legislation to prevent 
such action. 

There are, however, a number of areas causing concern to 
those wishing to see a more substantial impact of disinvestment 
on the South African economy. First, the impact of dishvestment 
on the balance of payments has not been as great as m y  had 
expected, partly because the selling of assets has frequently been 
well below "mar~t" pries but also because of restrictions on the 
oufflow of funds. Crhese are only permitted through the 
financial Rand so they usually need to be matched by equivalent 
f l o w s  from new investment or non-resident transfers.) 



The second issue relates to the high proportion of companies 
which have maintained non-equity and technological ties and 
agreements with the new companies h t  have been formed. 
While these arrangements have certainly put some pressure on 
the balance of payments, h u e  of far higher royalty payments 
being piud to the parent cornpanis, it has also meant that the 
crucial techarologi0]1, servicing and market links have not been 
severed. In additionI the trade legislation d m  not appear to 
prevent parent companies with subsidbies located in countries 
which do not have an export ban to South Africa from using 
those subsidiaries to supply former South African subsidiaries. 
FinallyI reports suggests that whereas US legislation prevents US 
computer and related companies from supplying equipment to 
~tutions of the South African state, where disinvestment has 
ommed the new companies are now bidding for government 
contracts. To the extent h t  equipment and parts origkting 
from the parent company are still supplied to South Africa, the 
potential for a subsbntid expansion in trade to assist the efficient 
operation of the apartheid state is enhand 

Specrfic actions to address these and other anomalies would 
include the following 

1. Mending current US legislation to include a ban on 
the reinv&ment of profits of U5 companies within 
South Ahim and a ban on subsidiaries in third coun- 
tries from supplying restricted company products to 
South Africa; 

2 Putting pressure on other munhies to tighten their 
investment bans. In this regard spedal attention 
should be given to the case of Taiwan, as some 120 
Taiwanese factories have been set up in South M a ' s  
homelands in recent years with total investment of $100 
million, Additionally a number of mc countries, which 
have only a volmtwy ban on new investments into 
South Africa, should be persuaded to adopt US. a@ 
norms. 

Tr& Sanctions--South African Exports 
Over the last four years South Africa's exports have 

averaged some 27% of p s  domestic product. Recent trends in 
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total q m f s E  in Rand and US. dollars, are Shawn below. They 
~ a 1 i s i n g ~ i n e ~ p o r t s a f t e r l 9 8 5 a n d t h e ~ f a l l  
in Swth A€rican q m r b  to the United States in 1987 following 
the pawing of the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986. 

Table 2 

Yem Total Expo& (billion) Total Exporfs to US 
Rand US$ US$ 46 of SA 

(billion) Expnfs 
1984 253 16.9 2.6 15.4 
1985 35.7 162 2.1 13.0 
1986 42.1 183 2 5  13.7 
1987 a 7  21.6 1.4 6 5  

The most important South African export prod- banned 
undex cufient US legislation are: agricultural products, uranium 
(with &puke c o n c ~ g  uranium hduoride),  c?oal, iron and 
s t d  products, and t d a .  The total export value of all these 
products from South Africa amounted to $43 million in 1985 
(26% of total export earnings), but the value of these exported to 
the United States only mounted to $741 million, 17% of the total 
expork of these pducts  and 4.5% of total South Afxican exports. 
As can be seen horn the table above, the fall in South African 
exports to the United States in 1987 of $1.1 billion coincided with 
an overall expansion in the US dollar value of worldwide South 
Ahbn exports of $33 billion. 

Short of an, effiective worldwide ban on the importation of 
all South &can pduce,  three major issues need to be ad- * by the United Stab in the worldwide attempt to restrict 
the export of South African pducts: increasing the numbers of 
countties imposing a ban on products already subject to US 
legislative restrictions, extending the product range of South 
African exports sub* to legislative restriction, and consideration 
of action to be taken against third countries through which South 
Africa channels its restricted exports onto the world market. 
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I shall look first at the products currently banned by the US 
legidation. It is clear from a discusion of each of these products 
that a major mpkment js to put presswe on other leading 
importers of these products (in most cases EEC countries and 
Japan) to impose measures similar to those currently imposed by 
the United States. Without such action the impact of the United 
States' ban will remain weak. 

F d  and Agricultural Products. These exports account for 6% 
of total export earnings from South Africa and hence are an 
important area for +cting the country's foreign exchange 
earnings. Before the 1986 US trade sanctions were imposed, the 
United States imported only 13% of South Africa's total exports 
of hod and agricultural products; over 65% went to EM= 
countries (53%) and Japan (13%). Howwer, with few minor 
exceptions m d ,  Denmark), there are no legislative restrictions 
on inports of these products from South Africa to either the EEC 
as a whole or to Japan. 

Umniurn. If all uranium imports from South Africa to the 
United States were to be banned, this would (on 1985 trade data) 
account for 46% of all South African uranium exports. However, 
in total, uranium exports only account for less than 2% of total 
South African foreign exchange earnings. The current ambiguity 
concerning US imports and the fact that Britain and France in 
particular have no legislative ban on either South Africa or 
N d i a n  d u m  exports point to the need both to remove the 
ambiguities in regard to the US legislation and to put pressure on 
the EEC (and Japan) to impose sanctions on the import of this 
range of products. 

Coal. US coal imports horn South Africa constituted only 
2% of total South African coal exports in 1985. Together Japan 
and the mc imported 87% of South African coal exports in 1985. 
What is more, valued at some $1.3 billion in 1985 and constitut- 
ing a far more homogeneous product than the wide array of 
different food and agricultural exports, expanding restrictions on 
coal exports especially to Britain, Japan, South Korea, Italy, 
France (where a partial ban does exist), and West Germany will 
have a major impact on Sou& Africa's export eamhgs. 

Inm and Steel. Prior to the 1986 legislation, the United States 
imported a signi6cant 31% of all South Afri(lilss iron and stel  
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exports, themselves valued at $1.2 billion and amounting to over 
6% of total export eamhgs fXom South Africa While Japan and 
the EEC have also passed legidation imposing a ban on Swth 
A h k n  iron and steel products, an important exception relates to 
fwmdoys. To increase the worldwide impact of restructions on 
h n  ;Lnd stgel products, the ferroalloy exception w d  nead to 
be removed while, in addition, specific action will need to be 
taken €0 persuade Taiwan, which has substantially increased its 
imports of South African products, to take action to restrict 
and/or dimhate its imports of these products. 

T&. Textile exports from South Africa amounted to less 
than 3% of its total export earnings in 1985, of which less than 
20% Went to the United Sbte~ .  The bulk of thw expo& go 
the EEC, which imposes no restrictions on such imparts, al%ough 
Benmark, in conjunction with other Nordic countries, forbids 
such imparts as part of its universal ban on South African 
imports. 

Tmde SanetiowSouth Afiimn Imports 
Recent trends in South fican imports and the U.S. 

mnbibution are shown in the table. As with total South African 
e q ~ r t s ,  the US contribution iis small and has been B g .  
However, as the previous discussion has highlighted, the 
potential demand for both total and US imports is higher than 
the actual figures indicate. 

Table 3 

Ymr Total South Afrimn Of which, US 

Rand 
lmpwrs Erports 

US$ US$ % 
tbillion) (billion) (billion) 

21.7 14.8 23 
23.0 10.4 12 
27.0 112 12 
28.7 145 1.3 



The exclusion of oil and armament imports for many years 
in South W s  detailed import figures, leachg to 31% of total 
imports under the category of " u n s p ~ , "  means that more 
detailed analyds of the rompition and origin of imporb cannot 
be undertaken. Nonetheless it is apparent that the single most 
important imported item is oil and that the most important 
general category of imports is machinery, the latter accounting 
for nearly 30% of all imparts and valued at $32 ndhn 

To impose an dftxthre ban on machinery and on tdm010gy 
services in general u n d o u ~ y  requhes not only a harmoniza- 
tion of action by the United States, the IP;EC, and Japan, but also 
and in particular the cooperation of Taiwan, South Korea, and 
Latin American counbries such as Chile, all cornfries which South 
Africa has been cwrting e s p d l y  since the mid-l980s, In this 
regard, the p W  ban on the export of conputer equipment to 
South by leading pducer nations needs to be extended 
while the United States needs to consider ways of restricting its 
companies from exporting these goods to South Africa via 
s u ~ e s  in third countries. 

Oil. About 65% of South Africa's oil requirements are 
obtained from abroad: oil meets some 20% to 25% of the 
economy's primary energy needs and accounts for 80% of the 
energy consumption of the tramport sector. It is thus apparent 
that efkkive oil sandions muld cause a sipping: blow to the 
South African economy. Und recently, however, international 
allention on ~~g oil sanetiom and mouniing an effdve oil 
blockade of Soulth %ca have been f a y  muted. A major reason 
for this is not b u s e  over fifteen years of limited oil ~nctZ.ons 
have failed to have an impact on the South African economy- 
between 1974 and 1984, South Africa had to pay an extra Rand 
22 billion -10.7 billion) over and above market p k e s  to 
ohin its oil quiremen&, a price equivalent to 10% of its export 
amings. &Rather, the reason has been that conventional W o r n  
has indimid that the South Africans have between five and 
seven y m '  domestic supply of oil fron a combination of covert 
storage and the expansion of the SWL oil h m  coal plants. 

Recent work, however, by Dr. Conlon of New yore 
s u e  that South Ahica has no more thgn six to seven months' 
supply of oil. It m t r y  has io import some 14 million tans of 
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crude oil a year. The absence of legal provisions to enforce the 
oil embargo in some countries, weaknases of enforcement 
practices, and the fact that South Mca is able to pwcbe  oil 
"on the high seasw am three areas that need addressing. Japan 
and Hong Kong have no ban on the expork of crude oil to South 
Africa, while West Germany opetates only a voluntary ban And 
of the Arab oil producers" reports indicate that Iran has been 
supplying South Africa with a proportion of its impart require- 
ments. 

Fidw Trade Issues: Combating Sanctions E w d m  and 
widening fhe Net 

There is no doubt that Swth mca is concerned about the 
impact of tmde reslcrctiom, as can be seen from the Mtutional 
decisions it has taken recently to respond to the widening of such 
sanctions. Not only has if attempted to stimulate trade with 
third counaies, nost n d l y  those in Asia, but it has established 
q d a l  departments for "unconventional" trade in dBerent 
ministries with the purpose of assisting in the evasion of 
sanctions. In addition it has extended even W e .  the list of 
p d u &  which are not individually recorded in its OW trade 
staiistics; since Septearber 1987, detailed trade statistics covering 
over 50% of its &anal trade are no longer published. 

A number of more important feature need to be highlight- 
ed. First, major successes have been achieved in diverting 
exports prhdarly to Taiwan and South Korea, neither of whom 
publishes detailed trade &&tics by country of origin Total 
South Mcan-Taiwan trade has risen from $235 d o n  in 1985 
to $546 million in 1986 and to $911 million In 1987, accounting in 
1987 for 2.6% of total South African bade. Announcements made 
by Taiwanese officia?s suggest that plans are in train bo expand 
total trade Mid to reach $3 billion by 1990P Met&, steel, 
minerals and food and agricultural produets top Taiwan's 
imports. There is thus lsttle doubt that Taiwan, and foreign 
investors located the,  are ben&hg indirectly from the US 
South African trade ban. It is dear, Zoo, that h e l ,  at least in the 
past, has been a major channel of .trade for products bannd by 
other countries, euch as and steel products. Howw- 
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er, it does appear that pressure already applied by the United 
States has led to an a- seaIing down of these mtacts. 

Inthis~th~isdearlyscopefortheUnitedStatesto 
put p- on thrzse of its clw d b  who have traded mvertfg 
with South A f r i ~ ~ t - k a e l ,  Taiwan, and South Ko-t mini- 
mum, to publish their detailed trade s t a W a  More substantial- 
ly, the possibility of removing bilateral trade pferenm (where 
these exist) should be placed on the agenda for discussion if it 
a n  be shown that these these and other countries have benefitted 
as a d t  of USSouth African sanctions. It should also be 
pm&Ie for the United S t a b  W hold disamion with the IMP (of 
which South Afria is a manh1 with a view to putting presmre 
on South Africa to the issue of the condmmt of 
inkmatid trade movements or to restrict regdar borrowing. 

Mention has been made already of the exknt that Soufh 
Afrim hales with Japan 1987 trade data show that Japan has 
now become Swth Africa's 1-t single tmding p-, wikh 
total trade vatued at $427 biUion in 1987,62116 higher than total 
US trade In Yen terms, Japan's exports to South Africa rose 18% 
in 1987, although imports from South Africa rose only 1%. 
Although in Yen terms total SoYth African-Japanese trade has 
fallen by 24% horn 1984 to 1987, it is equally clar that, bo extend 
the effectiveness of trade sanctions against South A h h ,  Japan 
will have to play a leading paR 

Another issue am- the disguising of the origin of South 
Af&m trade. US tmde stalistb for 1987 r e v 4  for 
that US imporb from Swth Ahicar's neighbor, Swaziland, ruse by 
116% h m  US$l1 mitlion im 1986 to $24 million in 1987, while 
Mswamts exports rcrse by 173% over this period.' The senior 
conmemid official of the Swaziland government is on record as 
complaining of South Africa selling gtxxk under the Swaziland 
labet 

The W question conmnhg sanctions on South Af&iOs 
exports relam to a passible extension of the range of produds 
which could dfdveIy be included in an import ban by South 
Africa's trading partners, short of a madatmy 
baa Whilethemoregeneraliagues,ahadydiscussed,affhe 
d g d k a m e o f t h e p r d u c t t o S w t h ~ t h e ~ O f  
major trading pmtmm imposing sanetiom and the ability io 
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disguise the product's origin w d d  apply to any set of mnunod- 
ities, mention needs to be made in particular of gold 

Gold not only aceoats on its own for about 33% of South 
Africa's total expork earnings, but the taxadon of the gold 
companies provida a major source of revenue to the South 
African government. The importance of gold to the wider issue 
of trade sanctions becomes clear when it is realized that for every 
$10per~~riseinthegoldprice,SouthAfricaearnsanach 
a W o n ;  in other words, a rise in the gold price from $444 to 
$480 would m effect lmneel out the total effect of the import ban 
imposed by the United Statw in 1986. 

Without dhuising in detail the m&a and posikihties 
of imposing gold sanctions against South Africa, a number of 
points am be highlighted- Although South Africa has conven- 
t i d y  had a a t i o n  for being a l o w a t  gdd pduoer, this 
is changing. In 1987, the average cost of producing gold was 
R29m per Idlogram and the average price received by the 
mines was between R29,oOO and R30,OOO. Mining costs, which 
have risen by over 15% a year since the early 19&, increased by 
18.7% in 1987. To break even in 19M, the mines will require a 
price of about R34,OiM a kilogram. If the rand/$ exchange rate 
remains at 47 cents (South African), then a gold price of $612 an 
ounce will be needed for the average mine to remain in profit.' 
The gold price was about $450 an ounce in mid-March 1988. I€ 
it does not move up si@cantly, either fhe mines wil l  be set to 
lose money in 1988 or else the government will have to engineer 
a substantial fall in the value of the Rand (to about 40 cents), 
which will itself raise the price of imports. 

SipifhnzPy, tootoo, South Afiiears role as a gold mining 
producer has been d e d  in recent years. In 1984, South African 
gold production was 683 tons, accounting for 59% of total 
production and 47% of total world supplies of gold (the differ- 
ence accounted for by Eastern bloc and central bank gald sales). 
'In 1987, South African production dropped to 605 tons, 95% of 
total world produetion and only 36% of totad suppEs. As far 
1 9  Shemon Lehaan Brothers judge that South African 
pduetion will dmp to 585 tons, only 46% of total production. 
Clearly, for South african gold production to to aagain, as tfie 
gov-ent would like, it is nwessary first for the price to rise 



signi6cantly so that the mining mmpanies can cover their nrrrent 
production costs and for world demand to w M p  supply. 
HoweverI over the last four years the world supply of gold has 
d e d  demand by inm&ng amounts: by 204 tons in 1984, 
rising to 436 tons in 2987, the latter figure amounting to 32% of 
total world producliong 

The implication of this discussion wauld appear to be that 
contrary to the viarr put forward by some commentators that the 
impact of non-gold trade sanctions will be indktud overall, 
unless &nultanausly the gold price were brought down, it may 
be su£6cimt merely to attempt to prevent the gold pice h m  
rmg. 

The Impact of Comprehensive Western Sanctione 
on Black Emplopmt 

There are in %uth &a no comprehensive data on curwrt 
employment levels bmken down by racial rmb-pup and the 
esfimates that have b e  made of emp10ymmt and unemploy- 
ment rates both differ markedly horn each other and are subject 
to fmpent revision. It should thus be apparent that ang attempt 
to predict with accuracy p m k  levels of employaent and 
unemplayment d t i n g  h m  the imposiiion of &om and 
separathng thew out from other deets  on the emnomy are going 
to be crude in the actreme. (1985 estimates judge that of 6.4 
million ppIe in formal mpluyment, 63% were black; yef 
although amounting to some 75% of the population, b l d s  
a c a m t  for only 28% of diqmable income, rising to 41% 70th 
the jnclusion of the Asian and Coloured communities,) 

Nonethdess some broad generabations can be made. As 
comprehensive sanctions will have a major impact on reducing 
levels of aggregate grow&, they will have an adverse effect on 
emplqment in %he absence of government policy to compensate, 
unemployment Iwds wlEl increase. As some 63% of dl f a d  
sector employees am black and as the dependency ratio for black 
workers is higher than that for whik workersI nuwe b W  
empIogees and potential employees wil l  be affected by sanctions 
than their white compatriots. Additionally, as h o s t  aU 
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unddled workers are black and as many of the leading expo- 
industries involve labor-intensive operations, it would appear 
that black workers are both absolutely and proportionately more 
vulnerable to many h-ade sanctions than white w o r h .  

A Iurmber of q p h t i o n s  have analyzed the anticipated 
loss of black employment resulting fsom sanctions. For instanceI 
the Federated Chambet of Industries ( F d  has projected forward 
the growth and emp1cyyment effects of the imposition of campre- 
h d v e  5anctions (80% of non-gold and strategic metal trade) 
over a m y e a r  and a five-year period. The d t s  of the 
a d p i s  of the FCI indicate that over a twa-year perid aggregate 
growth wil l  fall by some 10% and employment will fall by 
312,000; over a five year period, aggregate growth d have 
fallen by marly 30% and employment l o s e  would total 1.13 
million. Of this empIoyment loss, 80% is i s t e d  to occur in 
secondary industry, services, and commerce, 16% in agrldture, 
and only 4% from within the mining indu~b-y~~  

One p b l e m  with these estimates is that lack of information 
at the industry level and lack of presentation of detailed assump 
tiom precludes the possibility of &&g the projections."' 
Another problem with the projections is that no assumption has 
(app"nf3y) been made in relation to alternative employment 
o p p o ~ t i e s  or to possible govenunent action b stimulate non- 
trade related employment A third coneern dates to the 
accuracy of the data on which the projecliom are based. For 
instance, since the projections were made, government estimates 
have revised upwards employment in the lnanufactudng &or 
from f 3 d o n  to 15 million. The effect of inm'p~mting these 
new {and more accurate?) figures into the M model would be to 
dter their numbers by as much as 13%~:~ 

But perhaps the mast important problem with debating 
potential job losses in the South African economy as a d t  of 
mtctiom is that such exercises fail to place the issue of employ- 
ment and unemployment within its broader context, Without 
substmtia sanctions there are W y  well over two ndlion 
unemployed blacks in South Africa and sanctions the 
economy has failed to absorb between 159,000 and 200poO nav 
enhnts t~ the labof hrce each year since the Soweto uprising of 
1976. At least 16- maybe as high a figure as 3 0 k f  the 
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black workforce is amenfly unemployed. It was revealed in the 
official p e g  of the South African parliament in 1984 that 
the number of people living below the poverty line in South 
Africa rose ham 4.1 million in 1960 to 8.9 million in 1980, 
acamting in 1980 for some 30% of the total population. In other 
words, the worst case scenario outlined by the ~ ; ~ l r  would make 
little sipifbnt difference to what has already been happening 
in raxclt years. 

It is within this context that one needs to place the evidence 
of a high pmportim of black respondents to opinion m e y s  and 
of, for instance, the unanhm declat;ation of the second annual 
congress of the Canfederation of South Mean Trade Unions 
(CDMTU) held July 1987, which support the international 
cam- of sanctions. 

To iElustrate these sorts of problems, a few brief comments 
on empIoy~tent and the coal industry can be made. The coal 
industry e m p I v  about 110,90a people, and about 25% of total 
coal produetion was exported in the mid-1980s. The anti- 
sanctions lobby has made much of the large job losses which it 
is claimed would result in the industry as a result of coal 
sanctions. However, some pertinent facts need to be highlighted. 
First, wtput levels of cwl production doubled to 172 million tons 
in the past 10 years without any increase in employment 
Second, the export loses incurred in 1987 as a m d t  of sanctions 
were in large measure compensated by higher domestic sales. 
Indeed, compared with the dah by the South Afrimn Chamber 
of Mines that 30jiKWl jobs w d d  be lost in the indusby as a result 
of sanctions, the effects so far have beem negligib1e. Por instance# 
the bulletin of the South African Coal Industry, SA Conl Insight, 
stated in its fitst edition (February 1988) that only 2,798 workers 
had lost their jobs due to "sanctions compounded by weak 
u?arkets*" 

South African Sanctions and the Front Line Statesu 

In discussing the sanctions issue in relation to the Front Line 
S t a b  (m), three intendated dements need to be ad* the 
effects on these countxies of continuing dedine of the South 
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Afiiixm economy; the vulnerability of the ms to retaliatory 
actions which South Africa might take as a result of increased 
inter~tional sanctions; and, finally, the costs to the mS of the 
attempfs to mainbin the apartheid system within South Ahica 
I will discuss ea& of them briefly. 

There is no doubt that South Africa dominates the regional 
economy of southem Africa; it generates $3 in wealth for every 
$1 seated by all $he nine member countries of the Southem 
Afrioan Development Cosrdination Conference (-1 on a 
quarter of the land area and with one third of the population 
Thirty percent of all s m  imports come from South Africa and 
it is the destination of 7% of the region's exports. A d d i t i d y I  
about 70% of the extra-regional trade of the land-locked counbis 
of the region passes through South Africa, while Sauth Africa 
provides employment for probably about 15 million foreign 
nationals from the region. Within the overall grouping some 
countries are more dependent upon and interbkd with South 
Africn than others. Lesotho, Swaziland, itnd Botswana, joined to 
South Africa by a common Customs Union, are partidar1y 
vulnerable to influences within the South African economy--over 
80% of their imports come from South Africa, over 80% of their 
trade pses  h g h  South Africa, and, in the mses of Swadland 
and Lesotho, over 40% of their exporks are purchased by South 
Aftica. 

The simplAut misleading-condusiorr to draw from this 
level of dependence is that sanctions should not be imposed on 
South Africa, as the sADcc countries will be seriously and 
adversely affectd by such adtion. If this were the camplete 
p i e ,  it wouid stand at odds with the most complete joint 
statemmi of the grouping in 1986 on the sanctions issue, namely 
that even though individual s m  c o u n h  may not be in a 
position to implement their own sanctions, their vulnerability 
should not be used as an excuse by others for not imposing 
sanctiofls* 

Mdes the political and moral wish of the leaders and 
people of the nations to see a quick end to the apartheid 
system, there are economic and strakgic reasons for such a 
seemin&pervmstance. 
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South Atirica is curen* impasbig major and sigdhmt 
cmb on the economies of the region through its r e g i d  policy 
of deshldhtion. The dependence of the n-ring states on 
South Africa's hnsp~rt  network has been inksdied by direct 
and lndired South Mmn action espedally over the last eight or 
nine years, d t i n g  in higher freight and insurance costs and, 
through the loss of foreign exchange, reduced i n h a m  trade 
Additiwrally, war damage idicted an emmmic and d d h  
targets by ilkgal South Afkan  incursions deep M d e  the 
independent states has reduced production lwels and d i v d  
scarce resources to defense, repair, and rddditation. As a 
msu& almost one in ten of the populations of these countries 
have became either refugees or displaced pemms over the past 
eight years. 

While it is not easp to acxrurately assess the economic casts 
of diFect and indirect South African action against its eoenomic 
neighhm, %DCC data put the cast at $10 W o n  from 1980 in 
1984 34 perhaps an additional $9 billion in 1985 and 2986. This 
is equivalent to about 10% of the combined GDP of the sADcc 
states. It has in no manner been compensated by foreign 
zmktance. Total foreign aid to the 5ADcc  states in the seven 
years born I980 to 3% amwnted to only 80% of the costs of 
South Afrian destddhtion policies, 

The SADCC states favor international sanctions because they 
Mwe that i n d  inkmational pressure provides the best 
hope of bringing apartheid and its regional costs to a rapid end, 
bringing =C's most costdfedive transport and trade routes 
into operation a* and making possible higher levels of 
economic gr4w-h It is their assessment that the potential costs 
of f m h r  sanckns against South Africa must be weighed 
against the extremely high of Sovth Afrimn databikation 
and ddinhg or falling ram of economic p w t h  

A further factor in the regional equation which merits closer 
examination is the claim that an escalation of i n t ana t id  
sancticns will be even mare damaging because it will lead to 
furfher delihate action by South Africa, d t i n g  in even 
greater economic damage. An initial response to such a dain is, 
of anme, to ahowledge not only that this is possible but idso 
that this type of action has already osnuYed in a sysfmnatic way 
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with even the low lwel of sandions in the pre-1985 era The 
M d i q u e  population and economy, for example, have simply 
been laid waste by the combined action of South Africa and the 
M o d i e  Resistance Movement (lbamo). As Chester 
Crocaer explained to Cory7ess in June 1987, South A€rican 
support for Rmamo is the main reason for the spread ofhnditqr 
and rebellion in that country. 

There are, however, reasons why South Ahica would not 
wish in i m w r  be seen to i m ~ w i s q r e a d  additional 
economic hardship on ib neighbors. One factor is that to do m 
w d d  be likely to enmurage the international m m e t y  in its 
resolve to damage the aparkhd economy. Perftaps a more 
substantid reason is that South Africa obtains mnsidexable 
economic benefits from its regional economic relations and these 
will become relatively more signiscant to it as restrictions are 
p l a d  on its non-southem African in tmt i~ml  trade. For 
hhnce) .  in the mId-l980s, South Africa had a net trade surplus 
with its sAncc neighbors of abut  $1.3 billion, roughly equivalent 
to the total value of 1987 US imports from South Africa. The $13 
billion constituted over 40% of South Africa's current account 
surplus in 1987 and exceeds the amount it has committed to set 
aside for foreign debt repayments to 1990. In short, South Africa 
has an important long-term interest in not retaliating within the 
region against sanctions imposed internationally even if short- 
term military objectives conflict with these objectives. 

The preceding discussion provides the context for discussing 
the steps that might be taken to assist the Front Line States in 
their striving for peace and prosperity in the region. 

There are three areas of action for which the prs seek the 
assistance of the international comunity. These are: the rapid 
ending of the a w e i d  systwn, help in resisting the covert and 
overt acbn of Retoria' and help in assisting in the process of 
dhmgagment of the prs' economies h m  South Africra q & e d  
for their mshined economic growth. What is more, to be 
M v e ,  policies in these three areas need to be ~ordjnated by 
meam of a combtent straw on the southern A b h n  region 
agreed e, at minimumI the leading Western industrial oountrks. 
Specifically this meam first, a co-ordinated policy on sanctions 
against South AfricaI second, substantidy i n d  and 



harmonized offidal aid programs aimed both at emergency needs 
and at economic rehabilitation stimulating economic p w t h  and 
assisted thirdly, by technid assistance, technology trader, 
investment, and enhaneed hde. 

At present, however, the policies of the West are far from 
harmonized, and in certain respects they are rnuhtally contradic- 
tory. Some counbies have imposed sanctions against South 
Africa whereas, in the case of others, South Africa has been able 
to expand trade to lessen the impact of effective sanctions. Some 
governments fund development projects which they know risk 
being destroyed by insurgents out of South AfrIca or supplied by 
South Africa. Yet little is done concretely to persuade South 
Africa to pull back from its escalation of the r eg iod  conflict. 

From Economic Sanctions to Pol i t id  Change 

That further economic sanctions would have a considerable 
and adverse impact upon the South f i m  economy is now 
widely accepted both h i d e  and outside gove~nment eircles. For 
instance, as the Minister of F i c e  observed in his 1988 budget 
speech, the economy is one '%unstrung by ~ancti~ns."I~ It is 
necessary, however, to ask whether m e n t  and extended 
sanctions will assist in the process of achieving a free democra~c 
society in that cauntq. Some tentative points can be made. 

Whatever success sandions have in moving South f i c a  
further on the path to democracy, the effect of sanctions is likely 
to be only margird While external pressures can help, few if 
any people believe that their effects will be a major factor in the 
i n t a d  poIitical dynamics that must necessarily remain the 
c r u d  element in the pmess. But will sanctions have a positive 
(albeit) limited effect in achieving the politid objectives sought, 
or will they, as the critics ague, have a perverse and opposite 
effect of frustrating even further the achievement of thw 
objectives? 

There are a number of factors, some positive and some 
negative, which support the case for increased sanctions from the 
viewpoint of the political objectives desired, In the h t  place, 
there has been no mndusive evidence during the 1980s that the 
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dkmative sbategy of amshudve engagement or dialogue with 
R&da has led tu change in the intended ditecticn Indeed 
there is evidence to suggest quibe the opposltte. For instanceI as 
Resident R e a p  observed in his Pall 1987 statement k, Con- 
-, '1 regret I am unabIe to report significant progress leading 
to the end of apartheid and the lestablishaent of a rum-- 
demwacy m Swdt Afiio."" 

More recently, after two by-elections held in February 1988, 
the Foreign MhbtqI Pik Both, outhed a nav totlgh policy of 
disregarding trim fnom other countries." The effect of this 
policy was ccmfjnned in mid-hrlarch 1988, whm former M d e n t  
Both chose to arkidate his intention to ignore mnshhable 
pressure from Merit Reagan, Prime Minista Thatcher, 
Chancellor Kohl, and the Secretary-General of the United Natiom 
to intervene an behatf of the Shaqxville Six. (It was the actions 
of the Supreme Cwrt which led to the stay of exeation wen 
though under the South African constitution the State M d e n t  
has the power of clemency in such cases.) A week Jater' fomer 
M e n t  Both used his powers to intervene to prevent the trid 
of six soldiers charged with murder in Namibia." 

Not only has it became more evident in the period from 
1986 that the South African government has become inmeaskgly 
u n q  to be M u d  by the world's leaders, but events 
withinSDuth~suggestthatitisliEoelyto~oalpthrough 
punitive action rather than persuasion that the goverimmt will 
move fidm on the road to creating a demoaatic free society. 
A nuder of factom flustrate this. 

In the first placeI there has been the increased stifling of 
black oppifion within Swth Abh.  Not only is the slate of 
emergency becoming a pamment feature of South A6ric9n life, 
but the action taken in February 1988 to eliminate in eftkt the 
power of the swenbeen leuling, sa-functioning demccmk . .. a n d  
tradeunianoag tugetherwiththenewpowerstoclow 
down qpdt ion  juurnals and newspapers has dealt a mwtal 
blow to what were already scarcely functioning processeg of 
d e d c  -tic opposition. 

In addition, the pvefnment's proposals in relation tm 
fwthahg the dammatic pmcss have been more asmefic than 
suhhtive and have k n  spurned wen by the trdtiomlIy 



cmpemtive black m-m& For instame, the govemmenfs 
p p a b  of September 1987 to set up a Wrty-rnenhx national 
cound to advise the M d e n t  on the constitutional future of 
Swth -hailed as "one of the most fundamental reform 
sbepsaEnce1910"--failedtodrawsupportevcslfromeitherChief 
B u W  or o ~ t i o l l s  Eke the Soweto C h i c  haxiation. 
Aocording to the p@, no one who has saved a prison 
~ o f a y e a r m ~ w o u l a , i n 9 n p c a s e I b e e l i g i b l e f o r  
election to the proposed d 

Sipibntly, tm, the h t h  kfrican pvemment haa made 
it clear that it is not its inbention to oversee volunjarjly the 
etldingofthe~falsbGucturesoftheapartheidsysbem. 
As the Report ~f the Merit Persons of the Cornonwealth 
obsmmt 

. . . while ttre government claims to be ready .to 
negotiate, it is in truth not yet prepared to negotiate 
fundamental Ctrange, nor to countenance the cteation of 
genuine demwmfic shwhms, nor to face the prospect 
of the end of white domination and white power in the 
M I e  fututa Its programme of reform does not 
da~ddbutseehcsbk,veiZalessinh~mapEaoe. 
Its quest is paver-shubg without d & g  overall 
white contnoLm 

Subsequent events amhn that this andysb, as reiterated in 
the M d e n t ' ~  report to Congress, is still ahtanmy correct 
For instanoe, in 1987 the South &can President's Cand l  
adPiseSagainstdismantlingtheGroupbAct-h-tion 
which residential rights on the basis of race, In 
Deceniber 1987, the decision was made to put yet another 500JlM 
black South Afdam under the homeland system. The swing ta 
t h e r i g h t b o t h h t h e 1 W ~ ~ n d m t w o ~ e n t  
by4- conhns that the far right has w e d  in sigdiame 
and inauence over the pasf year;l indeed the effiects of this 
influenee have h e n  spelled out in the rstmbm . - onrightsand 
freedm of maciation reEerred to above. As was reparted in a 
r d z k t d  report of the South African Catholic Bishops' 
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The ~ r n ~ l e  atfitude of the Wk W e n t  at 
tAe~umferencewith~ofow:bishop6segms 
to supply final proof pitive that the State Resident is 
totally closed to any ov-es of reason or moral 
persuasion. 
It aplpears that the only way that the South Akicm govern- 

~ t c a n b e ~ e d t o g i v e u p i t s r a s i s t p o l i & i s w h a i t i a  
c o n ~ t h g t S l l C h p l i c i e ~ c a n n a l o m g e r s e c r w t h e ~ o f  
whiteSwthAfck~ AsszutionsraisethecosttoboSauthAfrica 
of operating its apartheid system and adversely affect. Ehe 
welIbeing o f t h a  who benel3, they have a chance of moving the 
South Afdcm authorities in the direction of change towards the 
& b t  of denaczacy in that sad country. 
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TRANSNATIONAL 
M;CrlNUIFACmNG-X;INma 

LINKS 

Ann Seidman 

In the postwar era, qwkdly  after the Shmpville massam 
in 1960, tramnational corporations, backed by bank finance, 
invested heady in Swth African manufachuhg industries. 
They played a major role in transforming South Africa into an 
industri9]ized subcenter, strengthening the minority regime's 
capacity not only to repress the black majority at home but to 
dominab the entire region' The contradictory consequences 
rendered South Africa's economy both more capable of nanufac- 
turing many of its own moderndor requirements and more 
exkrdly dependent and vulnerable to international pressures. 

Examhation of these contradictory tendencies may canbib- 
ute to insights needed to design more effective sactbns which 
the US could impose either unilaterally or in cooperation with 
the other developed countries, qecially the HEC and Japan. 

merit Reagan's assmthn that the 1986 Congressional 
sanctions did not work reflects his own dmhi&ation's refusal 
to implement them and utilization of every possible loophole to 
reduce their efhdveness.2 Nevertheless, the addition of 
p r t i d a r  features could enhance their ~ v e n e s s .  Further- 



more, as Randall R o b i n  emphaswd, if-instead of jaining 
Britain to veto UN Cound sanctions-the adminkbation 
pursued Congress' mcmnmmdation that it take the initiative in 
introducing and enforcing intemakional measures, sanctions 
would have a far greater impaeL3 

This chapter focuses primarily on the potential use of 
sanctions to end the role of US transnational manufacturing 
corporations, backed by US banking capital, in building up South 
Africa's minoritycontroUed military-industrial complex It 
adopts Richard Moorsom's criteria for judging sanctions' 
potential e&& 

The t i m d e  for sanctions to be effective depends 
mdal ly  on the level of internal resistance: they would 
be one p m  of many bearing on the apartheid 
regime. They muld exert considerable p m .  
Furthermore, the &location would be mulat ive  . . . . 
The +C effects are not predictable, but almost any 
measures would have a rnoraleboosting effect on those 
struggling for justice and democracy, since even a 
minor sanction can muse a sudden loss of business 
confidence and the economic equivalent of panic.. . . 
At a minimum, &us sanctions could force South 
Africa into major and costly adjustments to a siege 
economy, and in the longer run grind it down. When 
added to the in- confrontation that appears 
unavoidable in view of the rejection by the South 
African government of paths towards peaceful change 
sanctions could be dedsivel" 

Adapting this view, this chapter examines: the way transna- 
tional corporate mufaduring investment foskred the &ansfer 
of high technology into Swth &can industrial growth, 
heightening minority control whlle aggravating black unemploy- 
ment the implications for the potential effectiveness of sanctions 
on the intensification of South M s  industrial dependence on 
foreign technology8 capital, and markets; South Africa's possibili- 
ties of utilizing transnational corporate and banldng linIcs for 
sanctions busting and the benefits for US workers of sanctions 



that &e&dy block off US tramnational finns and h e i d  
Mtutimm' con!ddions to induMalization under apartheid 

Manufaddng Gmwth and the Dichotomization of 
South H c a ' s  Iiconomy 

Fueled by tramnational corporate capital and tdmologyI the 
rapid grow& of South Africa's man- sectar in the 1960s 
and 1970s amkabed the dicholnmization of South Africa's 
politid economy along race and class lines. On the one hand, 
it accekafd the mmxntration and centralization of caw in the 
hands of h e r  £inns, dominated by locally based mining 6nance 
houses, partidmIy the Anglo American Gr~up .~  On the otha 
handI it contributed to the further unemployment and mar- 
sjnalization of the black labor force that inten&ed presams for 
lihmticm By the late 19709, dired tramnational corporate 
inv- had multiplied to almost 40 pemmt of aR manufac- 
turing investmaL US oil majors helped the state expand South 
Africa's ail rehbg capacity to the laqest on the continent. 
Although their initiat capita idow spurred the post-Smpdk 
boom, howeverI their South Arhimn business never eonsfituteri 
much more than one percent of their worldwide sales6 l?urthe 
more, hmdngly,  instead of bringing m new capilal, the 
~ t i o n a l s  reinvested a share of their locally generated profits 
and local (5~pital 

More imp- than the new capital they invested, the 
~~ handend to Swth Africa increasingly sophisticat- 
ed, capital-intensive tedmolo@es. As Table 1 showsI they sold 
ma$ of tbh $7 billion worth bf South African output inside 
South A£rica A h g e  part of these sale constitubed advanced 
tdumIo@es that aqpented the productivity of the minority- 
controlled mdern sector without necessitating the uppding of 
black B l d k  

The US oil majors made about a third of US Swth Af&m 
affihs* total sales, helping South Africa wade the international 
03 boycott by refinin% and selling imported crude dL7 Other 
mmuEactn&g dfiliate made two fifths of the saki half of them 
selling ChemiaJs, machineryI and m p r t  eguipment. Despite 



Table 1 
Sales of US affiliatd operating in South N c n ,  by 
sector, 1984 (in millions of dollars and as percent of 

total U.S. Sales in South AfriEal 
- 

Afliates in: Sails I$ % of 
million) St& 

All ind~WAes 7,407 100.0 
Within Southm Africa 6825 921 

Petroleum 
A l l m a n h M g  

F d  and kindred produds 
Chemicals and allied products 
Primary and fabrlcakl metals 
Machinery except electrical 
Electrical and e k b m i c  equip 
ment 
Transportation equipment 
Other 

Wholesale trade 
Fmceb 
Ekmices 
Other indusbies 

Notes 
a. Include only majority-owned affiliates of non-bank United 
States parent companies: k, it would not indude firms, Iirse 
Clqdm, which M a minority share in ik affiliate when 
it sold it to the An@ kmerican Group's Sigma. 
b. Excludes banking, but indudes ins- and real estate. 
Somoe: US. bparmal of Comnerre, UnW Stu& D k c i  
Mign I- Abm&@mtions of U.S. Pmcnt Compmics 
and Their Fammgn miates, P d i m h q  1984 estimates (Wash- 
ington, D.C: US. Dep&mmt of Commerce, 1985). 

the g r a d  of their investments in manufa-& however, the 
importance of US affiliates' wholegale trade suggests their sales 
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of imported madhay and equipment continued to be important 
boSouthABxL 

Those who object that sanctions might hurt blacks never 
point out thatI on balance, US ~nanufacturhg investment senred 
to reduce black employment. At the peak of their South African 
in~eSbent# US firms directly eglployd less than two percent of 
South Akica's black labor force. At the same time, their import 
and manufa- of high tech machinery a d  equipment -bled 
relatively scarce skilled white personnel to manage the qanding 
modern s x b r  and the growing military machine while maintain- 
ing and heightening controls over an increasingly restive black 
labor force8 To put it bluntly, their advanced technical inputs 
saved M y  to help build up the integrated military-industrial 
complex that perptwted minority rule. 

The rapid spread of computers throughout South Afrlea-- 
giving it one of the highest, if not the highest, per (white) capita 
use in the world-qreswts only one asp& of the accelerated 
introduction of advanced tedmolagies supplied by US transna- 
tional coqmrations. The modemhtion of the domestic transport 
industry facilitated the shipment of goods to and from ports and 
aties tluou&hout the nation and the region, as well as the 
movement of troops and police throughout the townships and to 
the bordera The increased use of electronic devices facilitated 
automation of manufa-& mining and even agricultural 
operations, augmenting productivity while reducing the nuatber 
of blacks employed per unit of output. The chernimls industry 
not only produced synthetics that replaced l d y  grown, more 
labor-consu.mhg cultivation of fibers, but helped South Africa 
acquire the potential for manufacturing napalm and other 
& d e a l  weapons. 

By €he 1980s, the Sauth Afrimn regime's deliberate policy of 
encouraging investment to "reduce dependence" on black labor, 
coupkd with the impact of the international crisis, had generated 
growing numbers of black unemployed. Official statistics do not 
adequately record black unemployment. They parti&ly ignore 
the qxdd plight of black women, f o r d  to supplement their 
families income by leaving home to take wage employment for 
whites. Unofficial data suggest that by the mid-1980s as many 
as 30 to 40 pencent of the black labor force had access to neither 



paid jobs nor landg Forced removals and unemployment pushed 
about 12 to 14 million blacls-about haIf of fie black popu- 
lation-hto a struggle for bare survival in the batustaw. For 
blacks, the spread of mechanization and automation throu@out 
the esonomy, spurred by US tramnational corporate injtxkbns of 
capital and technology, spelled fewer pb oppartunities and 
growing hunger. 

Increased External Dependence 

The post-SwviJle growth of Souh M c a ' s  mufachuing 
industry sttengthmed minority control of the economy, but in 
t b  nespects rendered the economy, if anyhing, more extamally 
dependent and hence more subject to the impact of sanctions. 
The new factories required imported inpub which the 1 4  
ecommy could not prculuce; the foreign exchange to 6nance 
thczq and mpanding external markeb in which to sell their 
output 

First, as the large share of US bus ins  in wholesale trade 
(see Table 1) suggests, South Africa remained particularly 
dependent on Lransnationals for sophisticated e l m a  
equipment and parts, basportation machinery, and chemical 
inputs. Its d o m h  industries achieved neither the economk of 
scale requked to render a basic chemicals industry viable, nor the 
technological s6phMhkion kr design and  man^^ advanced 
elixhnics and  porta at ion equipment and machinery. As 
Table 2 shows, in th@c '99&0s, South Africa imported large amounts 
of these from the US. In exchange, the US bought crude 
mate&&, including uranium, d, steel products, and "miscella- 
neous" manufactures. 

Furthmore, South Africa's man-g industry, and 
particularly the transport sector, required oil The US 
tional, F~UOT, engineered South A6ica's giant d - f s o r n ~  
prom %SOL The South African Finn& Times reports SASOL 
"was financed with state money and, though privatization b k  
place some years ago, the mmpany is effectively mntroIled by 
government through the state's residual 30 parent equity stake" 
Yet, under the 1986 sanctions act, the US State Department 
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m o v e d  SAWL from the list of South Ahican parastatah barred 
from US trade." SASO~, however, produces only part of South 
Africa's oil needs. For the rest, South M c a  has to rely on 
expensive backdoor d& to import all the oil refined in its 
transnational corporate and parastatallwund reheria As Table 
1 s h ,  US oil majors conduct a major share of US business in 
South Africa, refining and selling oil imported from sources 
outside the US in violation of international boycotts. 

If more effective sanctions measures ended South African 
import of more sophisticated equipment, chemicals and oil, they 
w d d  impact important sectors of the minority-run modem 
economy. At the same time, since the majority of the black 
population neither buys the output nor works in the more 
sophisticated industries, most would remain relatively unaffecled 
In fact, the former Rhodesian (now Zimbabwe) experience 
s u p &  sanctions might benefit blacks by forcing white-owned 
mines, farms and manufacturing industries to rely more heady 
on more labor-intensive, Myidwised technologic" 

Momver, South Africa's manufacturing seAo~ tequired 
external markets to sustain its profitability. In the 1970s and 
early 19&, as long as the market absorbed the manufacturing 
industries' growing output, transnational mufaehving firms 
reaped profit rates two to three times those in their home 
countries?2 

But apartheid impused sharp h i t s  on the domestic South 
A£ricm market. The black majority, unemployed or earning 
wages below the poverty line, could dord to buy only a fraction 
of the planufa- &is growing output. The main c i d h  
component, the high-income minority of five million whites, 
remained Iess than half the size of the population of New 'fork 
City. Although the military budget multiplied six times in the 
1960s, arrd six times again to exceed $3 billion by 1983,13 it 
provided too narrav a market for South A W s  burgeaning 
industry. kr, the 1980s government borrowing, devaluation of the 
rand, d rising import prices slimdated idation, further 
reducing the domestic market. 

The neighborhg countrks, especially Botswana, Lesotho, 
S- and Namibia within the South African Customs 
Union, however, remabed captive markets. Table 3 shaws h f  



Table 2 
Major United Statea Expmbj To and Imporb3 From South 

Africa, 1983-85 (in millions of dollam and aa p-t of totall 

1983 1984 1985 

$ % $ % $ %  

ch* 
Marlufa-# 
including elechi- 
d 
MaCIIhv, trims- 1,lM 51-9 972 429 573 475 
Po*egui~~n- 

*) 095) (11-3 (73) (32l (59) (4.9) 
Coats proc, etc) (I221 (5.7') (124) (5.4) (80) (6.6) 
Miscmh 187 8.8 193 85 121 10.0 
Sub-total 1,732 813 1 3 9  70.4 979 81.1 

AU exports to SA 2 , D  100.0 2265 100.0 1- 100.0 

U S ~ f m m S o r c t h A f r i c a  
M e  maten'als 164 7.8 184 7.1 190 8.7 
Mineral fuels, etc. 51 23 48 1.8 76 3.4 

(Coal pmt mm) (30) (1.4) (24) (0.9) (43) Od) 
t%?mkah, e k  223 10.6 189 7.3 193 (8.51) 

luw (198) C9.4) (145) (53l (140) (64 
M U W k A m &  1 M  49.7 1,429 55.4 1,324 60.8 
SyWasbYcMtlf 
material 

steel glfSF.1 CW (121) (32l) (124) (287) (191) 
w r ~ m  and (153 (On (34) (131 (22) (1.0) 
&ys) 



(Nickel and al- (21) (1.0) (191 (0.7) (141 (0.6) 
hys) 
~~ 462 22.0 516 201.0 159 72 

Sub-total 1,944 92.4 2,366 91.8 1,942 89.1 

All imporis from 5098 100.0 2577 100.0 2,179 1043.0 
SA 

URibed S t a b  Deprhmt of Cornmeroe, U.S. F-gn TM& 
HigMights, 1985 (WS Deparhnent of Cornerr*?, 1986) 

Table 3 
Botswana, LesothoI and S w a z b d  as markets for Smth 

African goo&, 1982 (in d o n s  of dollm and as a percent 
of their exports and imporkd 

Botswana 
Lea tho 
Swaziland 

Imports 'hrn Exportsf0 Defidtintrade 
South f i c a  South Africa withSouth 

Africa 
$ % $ % $ % 

595 84 56 17 539 76 

435 97 21 47 388 86 
481 83 126 37 61 

Smme Calculated h m  Joseph HanIon, A p W s  S d  F m k :  
h t h  Afrtcds War Against Its Neighbors Wddlesec Penguin Boob, 
19861, using 1582 UK-US exchange rate 



Bo- k t h o ,  and Swaziland all depiwldtrd on South Africa 
for owr 80 paant of their imports, while their exports to South 
A h i c a ~ f r u l e s s .  

Malawi, Zimbabwe, and Zambia, the lam p r d  by the 
himnational MoneSary Eund (IMF);' provided additionarl outlets 
for surplus South ;kfiirran goods. Nev&uh~, the majority of 
their impoverkhed ppdations only buy a Iimited &we of Scnrth 
Africa's manufactured praduds. Their murow high income 
groups buy some sophtsticakd c o m e r  items. The mines 
( o h  partly gov-ent owned, but managed by transnational 
co"parate partners) and comamciaI farms (still predominantly 
whiteowned) buy machinery# equipment, chanid inputs, and 
refined oil products. 

Table 4 indicatis that in the 19&, the indnpendent Miam 
comtrb outside the South k f r i m  Cusbm Union buglit a 
little o m  five peroent of South Akbss e x p b .  Economic 
dif6cuIties, as w d  as their ~ve~nmenls' efforts to red- their 
d~en~onSouthAfricd,cutth&imporbhmSdhAfrica 
to a 1984 low of $616 d o n  worth of goods. By 1986, howwer, 
as South Africa's surrogates, WA in AngoIa and MNR in 
Momrhikpe, br@ed dtmative transport networks, they 
increased the dollar value of their imports £mm South Africas 
F ~ a r e , t h e y p ~ f a r r n o c e t h a n t h e y s o l d ~ t O S o u t h  
Africa, b&g up a chronic defkit. Ewen when they reduced 
their prdmes, h t h  A f d o  reduced ib imports from them, so 
substantial defidt5 remaine8. 

Even when added together with the fmports of Botswana, 
Lesotho and Swaziland, the independent A6ican cuuntrics 
purrhased littl e more than 10 percent of South Africa's exports, 
Howe~er, they bought a much higher propth-pbat,ly 45 
pmmxt-ctf its rnanufa& exports, making a major cunhibu- 
tion to the v iab i l i ~  of Sauth M s  mimuhchdng mzct~r:~ In 
addition, the hard currency payments thq make to cover their 
chronic balanoe of trade and payments deficits with South Afnm 
contribute foreign exchange that hdps South MCB purchase the 
capital goods and qipment its manufa&urhg industry 
k, ramh aperntid 



Table 4 
South African bade with Africa, 1980-1986 fin millions of 

dollars and as percent of South African trade)' 

I980 1982 1984 1986 
$ % $ % $ % $ %  

Note 
'Excludes South A M m  h d e  with Botswana, b t h o ,  Swadand, 
and Namibia, d within the South African Customs Union a d  henee 
much mone heaviIy reliant on imports h m  South Ma; Ib) the 
independent African d e s  as a whole buy far more (mostly 
manufachmd goods) !%mi South Afrim than they seIl to it (mostly 
crude matmidsl. 
Soarre: PnkmatbnaI Monetary Fund, Uirediotl af T d  Statistics 
Y d k ,  1987 Washington, DC: IMF, 1987). 

The dependence of South Africa's manufacturing industry 
on the neiglhring states underscores the importance of two 
types of complementary measures required to make makesanctions 
a m  South Africa effective. First, the independent landlocked 
southem A h h m  states need assistance to develop alternative 
routes to the sea to import manufactures Uley now buy h m  
South Africa (as well as export their own d e  materials). In 
parti&, the US Congress should prohibit all forms of direct 
and indirect support fw the South Ahican puppet f~fce'  m ~ ,  
whieh has set as a primary target the Ben& railway..'' 
Lhwke,  Congress must reject proposals to aid the MNR which, 
like WA, d e l i h k l y  disI.llpts road and mil transpod to 
Mcmmbique's PO&. 

Second, Congress and the anti-apartheid movement should 
exert pressure on the US government, international apcies?' 
and US trammatid to assist the independent countries to build 
up their own industries and facilitate their efforts to buy the 



manufa- iglports they require from sources other than 
South Africa. US government measures should include not only 
reaching double taxation agreements with South Africa's 
rteighbcm, but also opening up c a m  offices to assist US 
exporters and investors to hnd viable opportunities within the 
national and regional plans of the SAKC member states)9 and 
providing export credit through the US Export-Import Bank to 
finance the sale of appropriate US equipment and machinery to 
facilitate implementation of those p h . *  

Third, in the late 1970s and in the 1980s, South Africa 
became increasingly dependent on foreign lrrans to 6nance its 
continued import of ess~ t i a l  capital goods, including dectroniesI 
IransprE equipment, and chemical materials, as well as its oil 
and military irnprts-the last two categories rendered more 
expensive by UN sanciiom. E-cy consortiaI frequently 
organized by the UShased Iliticorp, the world% largest bank, 
provided loans to South Afslean government agencies and 
parastatals as well as khe private and banking sectors. 

As their most important Aurction, these loans financed the 
conhued imports on which South A£ricaas military-industrid 
growth depended. Since money (including hard currency) is 
fungible, it mattered less which sector-public or private 
received these loans than that they freed foreign exchange which 
the South Afnlmn gov-t and its parastatals, as wd as 
private be, used to buy essential oil and strategic military 
hardware or the nwhhery and equipment mphd to produce 
it, 

The international anti-apartheid movement s u d y  
docused on ending bank Iwns, first to the South A€rican govern- 
ment, then to the private sector. The 19% US compromise 
sanctions have now prohibited both kinds of long tern loans. 
But two impartant features of the banks' continu& role in 
financing the South &can regime remain untouched-trade 
h c e  and the rescheduling of outstanding loam. 

Chris Stabl South Africa's Minister of F i e e ,  underscored 
the imp-- of trade finance when he o k d  

If the world banking communiv SEtouId effectively 
exclude South Africa from intemationaI trade and 
payments systams, it would be a much more effective 



sanctions measure than the trade sanctions applied by 
governments. It would put us on a barter q s b m  
overnight." 

An amendment to the 1986 compromise sanctions, intro- 
duced by Senator Charles Mathias, permits US b& to continue 
to provide crucial short-term trade finance to South Africa. Even 
those US b a h  that sold their South African assets to South 
ktiican inkrests retain correspondent bank relationships and 
continue to provide short term loans to finance Sou,& Africa's 
imports and exports. Repeal of the Mathias amendment and 
extension of sanctions to halt the banks' continued financing of 
South A6im imports constitutes a necessary step to help end 
the inflow of strategic sophisticated technologies. 

The serxlnd faature of thtl largest banks' continued financial 
assistance to South Africa has been to reschedule its large 
outstanding debt to Western banks, estimated at $W billion 
Bishop Tutu and Rwerends Boesak and Naude publicly request- 
ed the banks not to reschedule the loans. In response to anti- 
apartheid psmres, the banks initially made a big play about 
refusing to roll over South Africa's debt, so South Afrim simply 
stopped payments altogether. And, as the South African Face 
Minister noted, a number of s d  American aeditor banks 
earlier in 1987 f o d y  declared some South african loans to be 
"nort-performing" and moved to "attach" (seize) South African 
assets. The move awld have easily stmhxl a world-wide 
sc~amble to attach South African assets. But the &fair was 
hushed up by some of the big US banks, which moved quickly 
to pacify smaller creditors by taking over their South African 
loans.= 

Under a s M  of s e a q ,  the big banks then proceeded to 
d e d u l e  South Ahica'a foreign debts twice, once in February, 
1986, and again in late Narclr, 1987. The current arrangement, 
due to expire March 1990, gives South Africa repayment terms 
that look generous when compared to those i n u p a d  on Latin 
Anmican g~vernmenfs.~ Over the next three years, Swth Africa 
must repay only $1.4 billion of the $13 billion it owes the 
bansnational b a d ~ . ~  The US Congress could prohibit hvther 
rescheduling and provide for seizure of South African assets in 
this country if South Africa agah refuses to repay. 
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Sanctiom Busting and Transnational Corporate 
Links 

In response to international anti-apartheid pressures, 
includmg the 1986 US san&ons, US transnational man- 
mrporatiom and banla altered fie c h a ~ ~ ~ e l s  through which they 
transfer and h a m e  the high tech South Ahids minority needs. 
To close them e n e I y  will r@e specific rn-, some of 
which may neclessitate further research, 

By 1989, about 330 US f- had taken steps to reduce their 
visible presence in south Africa. Most m-g &ms, 
however, agreed to continue to supply technologid knowhaw, 
inputsI and, in some casesI finance, to Sautlr African firms.= For 
example, after IBM and General Motors sold their Ssuth African 
affiliates to local firezs they continued to sell their ~ l o g i e s  
to them, The local fimrs can sell their output to the Swth 
African government and ib agencies as well as to private buyers. 

Several US companies like Ford sold their South African 
holdings to the AngIo American Group's S i p ,  incrtrasing that 
group's monopolistic domination in the transport sector of the 
Sorrth h c m n  economy. Chtysler had earlier sold a maprity of 
the shares in its Sou& f i l c a n  affiliate to Sigma. Both Cbyder 
and Ford companies continue to sell their fechnologies to 
kahg advantage of US banks' short-term trade h c e  in the 

P- 
The tramnationals also helped the Anglo American Group 

to further cen.tralize its controI over South African ~~ 
in~tislations.~ In 1987, the British Bank, Barclays, which together 
with Standard owned about two thirds of South Afrim's banking 
assets, sold its South African business in its entirety to the Anglo 
American Groupw CiLimrp, which had links with Anglo 
through ~ O R C ~  (see below), followed suit. The Group united 
their holdings to create €he National aank of South Africa. This 
change of legal status gave the Bank more M o r n  to deal with 
South -can government agencies and parastatals. It did not 
end either former parent company's continued provision of trade 
k c e  to keep esseniial imports coming into South Africa. 
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l b c o p b h g  that financial instituions play a aitial role in 
South Africa's efforts to evade sanctions, Pretoria selected 
De-smond Kmgh to roardinate its secret measures to t-dramvent 
the psesent roundfs During WI, the South African government 
had seconded Krogh to head the Rhodesian (now Zimbabwe's) 
Resente Bank, a key institution for directing scarce foreign 
exchange to finance circuitous trade routes; he held that post for 
almtrst two years after Zimbabwe attained independence. His 
appointment suggests that South Africa intends to draw on his 
extensive experience of assisting Rhodesia to evade UN sanctions 
by stnmg&enhg ib direct control over banks and other fhmdap 
institufi0~. 

The potential implications of the transfer of US manufactur- 
ing and financial as&s to the Anglo American Group q u i r e  
s p e d  emphasis. Anti-apartheid activists have pointed out that 
tranmatiod mufachxhg £hm, like the big tobacco transna- 
tional, Rothmam, may use their overseas affiliates, including 
those in the United States, to market South African products 
abroad in violation of san~tions.~ The Anglo American Group, 
however, has far more extensive links overseas, including those 
in the United States than any other South African-based transna- 
tionaL In the 1970s it turned over many of ib US holdings to 
MINORCO.?" Through MENORCO, the Anglo Group cemented ties 
with Citicorp, whose former head, Walter Wriston, sat on 
MINORCU'S bcrard. It aIso acquired shares in Wall Street's biggest 
investment house, Phibm Wornon. 

h addition to its links with the highest &nandal d e s  in 
i%e United States, the Anglo American Group has a history of 
meriting politid ties with feading US government of€&k Its 
longstanding connectiom with the Englehard Company for many 
years provided it with contacts in Democratic administrati~m.~~ 
The Anglo Group owns a controlling share in the US Navmont 
Mining Company" which provid- it with another channel to the 
Whih House. Newmont shares ownership ~~ the Bechtel 
Corporation in P d d y ,  the largest US coal mining h m ~  Before 
joining -dent Reagan's Cabinet, both former Seaetary of 
Defense Casper Wehberger and Secretary of State George Shultz 
worked for BechteL 



Scraps of evidence suggest that in the past, Caribbean ties in 
relatively u m m e  Caribbean off-shore b a s s  have aided 
South Africa to evade the international community's efforts to 
impme sanctiom. For example, violating the UN embargo on 
military exports to South Africa, the US Space W c h  Company 
illegally shipped US manufactured military weapons through 
Antigua to South AfrlcamS Both the Netherlands Antilles and 
Dominica served as bnshipment points for tank- to load up 
with oil to evade international attempts to block oil flows to 
South In the face of growing anti-apartheid sentiment 
directed at transnational banks, M][NORCO, Anglo's relatively ~~ Bermuda oflshore finance platform, may provide 
a convenient location for laundering continued financkd &ansac- 
tions. T h i s p o s s i b i l i S y r e q u I r e s ~ e r d .  

Meanwhile, however, given the potential use of transnation- 
al corporation networks to evade sanctions, the Congress should 
ppose  measures to promit their direct or indirect participation 
in continued sales, semkhg or financing the transfer of advanced 
techn01ogies to South Africa. These measures should include 
prohibitions on any ldnd of licensing agreement to employ US 
tdwologies, as well as the seconding of US personnel or training 
South Abican personnel to operate t ~ o l a g i e s  previously sold 
thwe. 

Since the United States played a leadership role in designing 
and implementing NATO sanctions devised t~ thwart the transfer 
of sophisticated technologies to the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe, its administrative agencies have expedence in formulat- 
ing and implementing these kinds of measures. Given the . . a m t i o n ' s  Mure to d r c e  the 19% sanctions, however, 
the Congress must provide a monitoring r n d m i s r n  to ensure 
the formulation and impIIementation of appropriate measures in 
ihiscase. 

Why US Workers Should Support Sanctions on 
South African Manufacturing 

Some British opponents of sanctions argue that sanctions 
will cost British w o r k  A case study of the shift of 



mufaduring jobs from the US southeast to South Africa 
sup;gests, in contrast, ht--especialy within the h e w o r k  of 
appropriate industrial and agricultural development s t t a t e g i e  
sanctions auld contribute to increased employment and inmmes 
in the United States.36 In economic sectors as widely different as 
tobarn dtivation, coal mining strategic m i n d ,  steel, W e s ,  
hi& tech, and hum, US tmmwtional corporations took 
advantage of the post-World War II technological revolution to 
shift nanufachdng operations away horn low wage areas like 
the US southeast to still lower wage regions like %uth Africa. 
Besides aggravating unemployment in she US southeast, where 
jobless rates exceed the nalional average, in a real sense these 
shifts put the wages and working mnditiom of that region3 into 
competition with those of near-slave labor shaped by aparkheid. 

To munmarize its hdings in four relevant areasI the study 
shows that in the early twentieth cenhuy, taking advantage of 
low wages and cheap iron and coal,38 the United States Steel 
Company introduced steel production in B a g h a m *  AlabamaI 
transforming that city into the 'Titesbur& of the South+" After 
World War 111 however, instead of investing to improve produc- 
tivity in its Birrtin* plants, it transferred a share of its profits 
to four subsidiaries in South Africa, helping to build up that 
countrfs steel indus-. By the 1980s, as South Africa began to 
ship steel to US mketsIJ) US Steel (just before renaming itself 
USE) dosed down the last of its B d $ m  st& work. The 
multiplier effed raised Birmingham's o f f i d  unemployment rates 
a third ahwe the national average. 

Secondly, a global shift in the textiles and apparels industry 
c u h h t e d  in a 1986 loss of 43 jobs a day in North CarolinaI the 
primary beneficiary of an earlier movement of US h n s  seeking 
lower wages inside the country. US transnationals helped move 
some of these jobs to South Africa in two ways. First, US h m  
Sike C* established SubSidiaPies to sell hpmkd bynthetic 
fibers to Sauth Abhm firms for making textiles and apparel. 
Seoond, US mer&m&g h n s  like Sears RoebuckU1 bypassed 
US textiles firms to impart cheap textiles from Swth Africa By 
1987, Taiwan t d e s  cornpanics had established 75 factories in 
South Afiicm baniustam where they paid wages equivalent to 
$7 a week-only a little more than No& Carolina workers 



earned in an hour. Dekdhe work is needed to determine how 
much of the t&i!es sold in the US with a "made in Taiwan" 
label may acfually come from South A€rica. 

Thirdly, in the 1970s and 19&, high tech 6lnns and military 
contractors, attracted by the US southeast's low wages, moved to 
its urban centers, contributing to a mrghkation of the nml, 
largely black popuEatZon, and a dichatcmbtioa of the reejonal 
economy not unlike that in South Afria In the early '80s, some 
of the biggest &ms, like mM, rrr, a, and Burroughs, expanded 
their assembly and s a h  of high tech items in South AEriGa while 
cl- down plants in the US southeast. Some also mntracbed 
with d e r  souhast firms that kept caskS including wages 
down For example, Sa of H u n M e ,  Alabama" contracting to 
manlrca-e IBM personal computers, threatened to move if its 
employees unionized. When ISM sold its. South M c a n  asseb to 
alodSauthAtrican6irm,itamangedforthecontinuedlocal 
assembIy and sale of its products on a contractual basis not 
unIiketbtwithSa ThiseMbIedre~toshiftitsmanufa~g 
p-t no risk to its own capital-to whichever region 
offend the lowest wages. 

Affiliates of a nuaber of the US southeast's leading military 
mntracbn+includhg United Technohgies, Goadyear Tire and 
Rubber" General Electric, General M O W  Hughes Airrraft-- 
operated in South Africa. lkmmably, they transferred &ere 
some of the high tech discoveries made through militq-related 
regearch paid for by US taxpayers; whether this transferral ended 
when same (not all) of these firms sold their Sou* African assets 
warainsapressingqueslhnfor£wtherresearrh" 

Finally, smeral USbanmational handal M t u t i o n s  loaned 
funds deposited by their US dients to finance the shift of the 
region's manufama capacity to South Africa. Qticorp, the 
worldas biggest bank, led in mobilizing international capital for 
loans to South A h h  ahr the Soweto uprising. But the leading 
$ouIkwkm regional bank, North CarolinaNational Bank @m), 
actually loaned more of a percentage of its assets to South M c a  
(including the government) than any other US bank Even after 
Citicorp sald its South kfrican w e f a  to the Anglo Ameriarn 
G m p ,  NW retained its South African offlce in JohannesmQ 



~ m ' s  chairman, Hugh McColl, commented, Y think it's [South 
Akh's] one of the most wonderful countries in the world . . . ."# 

From this ppective,  US workers stand to benefit from 
sanctions that hasten the liberation and development of South 
and southern Africa. On the one hand, they would no longer 
face the unfair competition fostered by transnational corporate 
effsrts to m a x h h  profits without regard to the welfare of the 
people on either side of the Atlantic. On the other hand, 
development and rising incomes of the Independent states of 
Southern A€rica, and eventually of a liberated South Africa, itself, 
will foster far grater mutually beneficial trade. 

F m  a more positive viewpoint, southern Africa, including 
South Africa" comprises a land area as big as the Uniaed States, 
with a population of over 100 millian people. Available data 
suggests that the US sells about eight times as much goods, per 
capita, to developed cmtries  as to Africa. Once the South 
Ahican p p l e  win their liberation, they will undoubtedly 
d l i s h  a floox under heir wages, ending the unEair competition 
that acts as a drag on the working and living conditions of US 
workers. As the peoples of South and southern Abio work 
together to build a balanced, i n t e p t d  regional economy, they 
wiU provide a growing market, up to eight times as large as at 
present, for US machinery and equipment. In short, the full 
liberation and development of South and southern Africa would 
lay the fowndati~ns for inmasingly productive employment 
opportunities and rising living standards on both sides of the 
Atlantic 
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THE OIL EMBARGO AGAINST' 
SOUTH AFRICA: EFFECTS AND 

LOOPHOLES 

Oil is a key factor in the racist reghe's illegal occupation of 
Namibia, in the ads of aggression against the People's 
Rqnd~lic of Angola and other neighbouring states, and in the 
berror, r epdm and death meted out against the peoples of 
Narmii and South Africa. 

PESlXNT SAM NUJOMA AND m E N T  0. R T m *  

Without a doubt, oil is South Africa's most vulnerable point 
of dependence on the inmtionral c a m e t y .  Oil is thie only 
strategic raw material not found in exploitable quantities, yet it 
is vital for the South African economy, its military forres, and 
police apparatus. South Africa has to import about two thirds of 
its need for h p i d  fuel-about 14 million tons of crude oil a 

This was a pint a@ by President Sam Nujoma of m m  and 
President 0. R Tambo of ANC to impose and enforce an oil embaSgo 
a-r South m c a ,  7 March f 9E5. 



year-fnrm overseas by means of large oil tankers. The remain- 
ing third is covered by production from three South Africa Coal, 
Oil, and Gas Corporation (WL) plants converting indigenous 
coal into liquid fuels. South Africa has spent large sums of 
money on oil arploration, mainly offshoreI without striking 
sizeable oil finds. 

As a result of the enfoxed reorganization of eneqy 
consumption due to the replacement of oil by coal, sASQL 
products, nudear energy, and contingency measwes, the use of 
oil has now become conmtratd in those areas where it is 
virhrally impossible to substitute liquid fuels. These areas are the 
transport sector and the military and police forces. Offidal 
statistics on oil consumption are not available, but estimates 
show that the transport sectm accounts for the largest proportion 
of total mnsurnption-about 80 percent. Traffic by road, sea, and 
ah is totally dependent on liquid fuels, Even the railways, 
despite the extensive d -based  electrification programg have to 
rely on diesel fuel for 30 percent of their total energy co-p 
tion. The other main conmrmers of liquid fuels-the military and 
poIitx fmxs-amunt for about 10 percent of total consumption. 

Oil is a strategic and essential commodity for the survival of 
the South African government. Without oil, the South African 
milIt;iry d d  not maintain its armyI air force, and navy. 
Without oil, the military and police could not i d e  and occupy 
the bladc townships M d e  South Afiica and maintain the system 
of apartheid Withwt oil, South Africa could not continue its 
invasions and bombings in Angola, Bobwarm, Lesotho, 
Mozambique, Swaziland, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 

A mandatory oil embargo against Suth Ahica, impo6ed by 
the United Nations Security Council, has not yet been implement- 
ed bemuse of opposition from two permanent members, the 
United States and the United Kingdom. b c e ,  which in the 
past repeatedly vetoed a mandatory oil embargo, abstained from 
voting in the M t y  Coundl meeting of 8hrIarch1988. 
However, there dogs exist a voluntary international oil embargo 
supported by an overwhelming majority in the UN General 
AssembIy as was shown on all occasions when the oil embargo 
was c l k u d  as a separate issue. The resolution of 20 Novem- 
ber I987 on the oil emharp was adopted by I30 to 4 votes, with 
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12 abstentions. The member states vohg against were the 
United States, the United Kingdom, France, and the Federal 
Republic of Gemany- In addition, the oil emlmp  is endorsed 
by all main oil-qmrhg countrb, including member sta- of 
the Orpimtion of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and 
the Orgmhtion of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries ( o m ) .  
An oil e m b q o  has afso been included in a package of restrictive 
mwswes against Swth Africa by the European Commuriiky and 
by tile Commonwealtkl 

South Africa"s Counterstrategy 

The existing voluntary oil embargo has forced the South 
Af&m pvernment to develop a counterstrategy aimed at 
reducing its dependence on imported crude oil. The result has 
been that the government centralized and restructured its oil 
prcxwement apparatus and reorganized energy consumption in 
several economic sectors. Furthermore, the oil embargo has 
d t e d  in the emergence of an elaborate system of offidly 
enforced secrecy and legislation, both to protect the identities of 
the s u p p h  of embargoed crude oil and to insure the smooth 
operation of f ie  oil procurement apparatus. 

The main impact of the oil embargo, however, has been the 
h d a l  burden on South Africa's economy. Circumventing the 
oil embargo has forced %uth A6ica to take costly measures in 
the field of synthetic fuel production (SA.WL), to pay large 
premiums above the price of imported crude oil to traders and 
middlemen, and !B establish an extensive strategic stockpile of 
oil. 

Oil-hm-Coal Production ( S A S O ~  
The construction of three SML plants at an estimated cost 

of $10,000 million has reduced South Africa's crude oil imports 
by 25 to 30 percent This partial self-suffiamcy, however, tends 
to deerease in b e  This is partly caused by a steady growth in 
domestic consumption of petrol and diesel and partly by a 
decline in the pmdurtion capacity of the SAWL huhllati011~ due 
to a drop in their thermal efficiency. As a result, accoreling to 
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SASOL'S chinam, D. P. de Villiers, South AErica's dependency on 
imprted crude oil will steadily grow in the years ahead: 

The fuel consumption of the Republic of South Africa 
is inmesing and the ability of SA~OL to bring about 
production increases in its three existing factories will 
decrease in time. This makes South Africa more 
dependent on imported petrolem' 

SASOLYs expIoitation is also highly unprofitable. The price at 
which SA skso~ pduces  lipid fuels is estimated at $75 per 
barrel of oil equivalent. Lastly, a major problem with the SASOL 
prooess is that it produces too much petrol and too little diesely 
a ratio of 23:1, against a 1:l ratio from oil refineries. Road 
t m q m t e m  and the police and military require diesel, not petrol. 

No additional plants using SASOL technology are planned by 
the South African government or by private companies. South 
Africa cannot afford to build more capacity in order to achieve 
e m  near autafchy in fuel production. To bring about 70 percent 
s e l f d d m c y  in 1995, it has been estimated that another 
invesbment of $16-ZON million would be requhd. From 1995 
onward, one new plant would have to be constructed every three 
years to maintain the then existing level of production capacity. 

As a strategic response to the oil embargo, new synthetic 
fuel pmjeds are under consideration by the South African 
government. All of these are still in the feasibility-study phasey 
and no definite decisions have yet been made. These projects 
have in common that, if d e d  through, they would largely be 
dependent on foreign technology and capital. 

Oil ntuJ Gas Exploration 
In its search for oil, the South African government, through 

the state owned company, WEKOR, has akeady spent at least 
Ra50 million, mainly on offshore exploration. However, sizeable 
and commercially viable oil deposits have not been found since 
S m O R  started its operations at the end of the 1960s. Only a 
relatively small deposit of gas has been found south of Mossel 
Bay. A~~ to SOEKOR, the Mossel Bay field has reserves of 
1m billion standard cubic feet. sOmOR expects to yield a 
production of 25,000 barrels a day in 1992 by conversion of gas 
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into liquid fuels. This volume would meet about 5 percent of 
South Ahids total liquid fuel consumption. Total of the 
M d  Bay project are estimated to be in excess of It5300 
a o h 3  

s m *  stockpile of Oil 
The South Ahican government has has h i l t  up an e x d v e  

stdcpile of oil, which is reported to be about 5ve times the eize 
of a stockpile used in similar indwfrhlhd c o u n ~  In several 
fgrilitie~ spread over the c o u n ~ ,  d e6timabed to Wver about 
H-km months of QUde oil consumption (16 to 17 million tons) 
i ss tod  Inrealitg,thestockpile£luctuatesunderthehfhence 
of world marbet prices of crude oil and of the Rand-Dollar sate. 

Facing a sharp fall of the Rand against the US Dollar during 
1984 and 1985, the South African government tried to keep the 
petrol pump price at its 1984 level by heavily drawing on the 
strategic &&pile However, this could be merely a termporary 
measure. In January 198!5, the government was foIOed to raise 
thepetrolprlcebymore than4Opemnt, whichbcmted the 
domestic rate of inflation (which was already 15 percent) even 
higher. Compared with 1983, the met of imporkd aude oil for 
South Africa doubled by the end of 1985. The Swth Afrlean 
gov-t has taken advantage of the drastic fall of world 
market prices d d e  ail in 1986 and replenished its straw 
gtoCkpik4 

Reoent mearch hdings by Paul Codon, a well-known New 
Y d o i l d ~ t , ~ t h a t S o u t h ~ c a ' s s t r a ~ ~  
of oil is in fact mderably smaller than presently pmmmed. 
Aoowding to him, the total strategic oil storage aapadty in Sorath 
Africa "is d e r  no conditions more than 50-60 mipion barrels," 
or between 7 and 8 million tons-equivalent to six or seven 
m t h s  of d e  oil imports.5 

Official Secrecy and Draconian Legislation 

Secrecy rules the oil trade with South Afrim On the one 
hand, Ihe Swth African government insists on strict secrecy and 
protects it suppliers, because the counhy's vulnerability to an oil 



ernbarga must not be revealed to the outside world. Therefore, 
it has p d  numerous laws which make it illegal for anyone in 
South Africa to M o s e  any information on oil-dated matters. 
People bfrhgi"g these laws face heavy fines and passible jail 
terms. On the other hand, the oil companies, oil badas, 
shipping companies, and other suppliers involved are anxious 
not to lose their hidden identities because they fear expasure as 
viobtocs of the oil embargo. 

Changing market conditions in the international oil and 
shipping trades, an oil glut, and the overcapacity of tanht=s have 
not altered the rule of w m q .  This was exp- by the South 
Affimn h&nister of Mineral and Energy Affairs, Danie Steyn: 

We are receiving more offers because the oil is running 
out of the suppliers' gars, and they do not knaw. what 
to do with it. However, every offer contains the claw 
We will give you oil but nobody must h o w  about ip 

In South Africa, 02 mmpanies are regulated from top to 
bottom. Longstanding laws direct the manner in which oiJ 
companies produce, transport, djsbihute, and price their 
products. Regdations govm ev-g from the number of 
service statians a company may opm to whether a firm must 
maintain its own security forcw to protect it horn possible 
sabotage Companies face heavy penalties if they reveal whether 
the South African government has compeUd them to sell their 
products to controversial buyers such as the police and the army. 
The goveri-ment also requires companies to participate in its 
program to build up a strategic stockpile of oiL 

The main laws regulating South Africa's oil procurement 
apparatus, the strategic stockpile of oil s k y ,  S-, and ib 
system of finandng gude d purchases are briefly discussed 
below. 

The N a W  Supplies P m c u r m  f Act was passed soon after 
November 1977, when the United Nations decked an a m  
embargo against South Africa. The government can use m@a- 
tions of this law to force foreign-ownd companies t~ produce 
strategic oil products for South Africa Oil cornpanis are 
requid to set aside a cabin portion of theh refined oil for 
governnmt purchase. In compliance with the South African 



regulations, the oil companies remain silent on the role they play 
in South Africa. M e  Steyn explained the reason fox this: 

We are still in an embargo situation; there is no ques- 
tion about that. No oil company would happily supply 
to South Africa because they would h o w  that they 
would be in a lot of trouble in their own country? 

The N a h l  &y Points Act coven oil companies and allows 
the government to take over company facilities and place military 
persome1 on the prenises during emergencies. The Act 
empowers the Minister of Defense to d h e  as a national key 
point any place or area which is of sbategic hprtance to the 
functioning of the South African state. Once such a d h t i o n  
has been made, the owner of a key point is legally obliged to 
take steps to s m  it with measures which must be adequate to 
satisfy the Minister of Defense. 

7 k  Pettoleurn Pmdmts Acf of 1977 assures oil suppliers that 
&eir business is kept strictly codidentiat The act was tightened 
even further in I979 and 1985. It carries a penalty of up to seven 
years imprisonment and/or fines up to R7,W against anybody 
"who disdrrses information relating to the so-, manufacture, 
hmsportation~ destination, storage, consumption, quantity or 
stoek level of any petroleum product acquired or manufactured 
for or in South Africa." Explaining to Parliament why new 
provisions were added in the Pemleum Products Act of 1985, 
Danie Steyn said that Plyblimtiom in his country could confirm 
allegations made overseas. He explained that oil traders were 
sensitive to such a posstbility and were concerned that the 
coupling of their names with South Africa could jeopardize theis 
contacts with other countries. 

They made it very clear that, if we did not put an 
immediate end to the publication of their name in our 
newspapers, they would discontinue their oil supply to 
us! 

Ths State OiI Fund Act of I977 was spedal legidation to 
ereate a state-controlled s&cture by which the South African 
government could evaluate its involvement in the proammat 
of crude oil, in parti& the raising and monitoring of secret 



funds. The main funds invoIved are: the State Oil Fund (MF) 
(which was transformed into the Central Energy Fund [ml in 
1985), the Strategic Fuel Fund (SFF), and the Ecplhtion Fund. 
The volume of these funds are kept secret, although they are 
raised by taxpayers' and petrol comers' money. The funds 
are h e e d  by various levies on liquid fuel consumption. 

The WF was established to finance the construction of s ~ s a ~  
plants two and three. Because these plants are on stream now, 
the SOP was changed in 1986 into the W, which covers the costs 
of research, and development and s o~ction of all energy 
projects in South Africa, including all expenses for soma CEF 
subjects the whole strudure of d e  oil purchases and all 
connected handal tramactions to control by the government, 
which appoints a s  board of directors. It is significant that 
these directors control not onIy a, but aLso the Equahtion 
Fund and the m. 

The SPP was originally aeated to purchase oil and stockp1e 
it for strategic purposes. Since 1977, however, spp has become 
the state's monopoly agency for South Afrids oil purchases from 
abroad. 

The EquaIisation Fund was established to compensate the 
s ubsichies of Western oil companies refining oil in South Africa 
for their abnormal costs of crude oil pwchass from abroad. 

The Costs of the OiI Embargo for South Africa, 
1979-1987 

Between 1973 and 1984 the Republic of South Africa 
had to pay R 22 billion more than it would have 
n o d y  spent. There were times when it was report- 
ed to me that w e  had enough oil for only a week Just 
think what we could have done if we had that R 22 
billion today . . . what could have been done in other 
areas? But we had to spend it because we couldn't 
bring our motor cars and our diesel lxlomotives to a 
standstill as our economic life would have collapsed. 
We paid a prim, which we are still m i k i n g  from 
today? 



rite Oil Embnrgo agargarnst South AJhz 

The foUowing table Iists the estimated cu6ts the South 
Mrhn g o v m e n t  has had to make to import the m d e  oil the 
country nds.1° 

Table I 

Yenr EstimfedCostof EstimatedCosfof 
Crude Oil (in US$ Embargo (in US$ 

million) million) 

During the past nine years, South Africa has had to pay at 
least US $20,000 million extra to circumvent the present voluntary 
oil embargo. Part of the cost is not included in the above table. 
Due to the introduction of SASOL products on the South African 
market, existing refineries m e d  by Western oil corn@- are 
f o r d  to operate below capacity. The oil companies are 
compensatd for this underutbation of their r&nbg capacity 
by the South African government Furthmore, the lm of 
pokntial export eamhgs on coal which is now co-ed by 
%SOL {about 35 million tons per year) could be included. Other 
extra cask are caused by the pouuting effects of SASOL's chemical 
processes on the environment For example, SbSOL consumes 100 
n6lk1-1 liters of water a day, while the country is short of water 
resourcest particularly during drought periods. F d y ,  other 
casts which are not quantified here should be taken into 



consideration. Among them are the expense for repairs due to 
sabotage and the costs of preventive security measures. 

Loopholes in the Oil Embargo 

All major oil-exporting countries have a policy that their oil 
should not reach South f i c a  There is virtuaUy no more "non- 
embargoedM rrude oil available on the world market. Neverthe- 
less, South Africa still manages to obtain aude oil from the 
outside world, albeit at considerable cost, through a number of 
loopholes related to the origin of the a-ude oil, shipping compa- 
nies# oil tradersC the transfer of technology and capital for oil and 
gas exploration, and oil majors with South African subsidiari~. 

R d  by the Shipping Research Bureau indicates that the 
bulk of the oil shipped to South Africa until January 1985 
originated in a very limited number of oil exporting countries, 
espedally in the Persian Gulf area: Saudi Arabia, the United Arab 
Emirates, Oman, and Iran. The other main source of South 
Africa's crude oil imports until late 1986, was the Far Eastern 
Sultanate of Brunei Obviouslyy monitoring and enforcing 
publicly pmdahed e m b q o  policies of the above mentioned 
countries is urgently needed 

The embargoed crude oil is carried to South Africa in 
tankers owned by mainly Western shipping companies. Norwe- 
gian shipping companies have especially been heavily involved 
in this secret trade. According to the Shipping Research Bureau's 
research hdings, up to 35 percent of South Africa's need for 
imported m d e  oil has been d e d  on Norwegian owned or 
managed ships. Shipping companies based in a range of other 
mainly Western countries, especially Greece, the United King- 
dom, the US,, the Federal Republic of Gemany! and Singapre, 
have also been involved 

Exeept for Denmark and Norway, no other (shipping) nation 
has taken any steps to prevent shipping companies under their 
jurisdiction to sail to South Africa with oil And even the 
Norwegian measure leaves a large loophole: it covers only 
instances where shipowners are aware at the time of concluding 
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a charter party that the final destination of the cargo(es) involved 
is either South Africa or Namibia 

The aude oil on board the tankers is usually sold to South 
Africa's SFF by oil traders. Three companies deserve special 
atlention: Transworld Oil, based in the Netherlands and Bermuda 
and owned by the Dutchman, John Deuss; Marc Rich and Co., 
AG, bayed in Switzerland and owned by Marc Rich; and 
Marimpex, based in the Federal Republic of Germany and owned 
by Gert Lutter. During 1979-1983, Transworld Oil delivered at 
least 25 v t  of SDuth Africa's need for imporid crude oil. In 
October 1987, the company issued a statement to the eflect that 
the company had recently stopped delivering crude oiI to South 
Africa. According to the Shipping Research Bureau's research 
£indings for 1981-1985, Marimpex delivered at least about 9 
percent of South Africa's needs, and Marc Rich (still personally 
wanted for tax evasion in the US) at least about 6% since 1979. 
The Bureau has not been able to identify the owners of the 
renuhbg 160% of imported volume. 

Despite their prominent involvement in the secret oil trade 
with South Africa, these companies appear to have no diffidties 
in -ding with those oil-exporting countries whose oil, contrary 
to their offitial policies, regularly ends up in South Africa. 

In the field of oil exploration, a large number of companies, 
especially from the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of 
&manyI are invoIved in the transfer of technology to Suth 
Africa- At the same time, a small number of British-based 
subsidiaries sf South African companies are participating in 
North Sea oil production. The huge SBL plants could not have 
been built without capital and technology transferred by 
companies based in the Federal Republic of Gennany, France, 
and Switzerland. None of these countries have taken any steps 
to prevent companies under their jurisdiction from assisting the 
South Afsican government with capital and technology in its 
searchforoiL 

Lastly, the oil embargo is violated daily by the subsidhies 
of five Western ail majors owning refineries in South Africa: 
Royal Dutrh/Shell, British Petroleum, Caltex (Socal and Texaco), 
and Total Oil. 



Titening the Oil Embargo 

It is clear from the examples given above that legislation, 
monitoring and enforcement are still wptly needed to close 
the loophols in the oil embargo against South Africa To quote 
the United Nations Intefgovefnmental Group to Monitor the 
supply and Shipping of Oil and Petroleum Products to South 
Afiim: 

20. It has been noted that many States have not 
introduced legislation or comparable measutes to 
enforce the oil embargo. In some cases, even 
declared policies have not been M y  obse~ed.. 

21. Technical measures such as 'end user' &cation 
and other restrictive destination clauses in oil 
contracts would, if mpulously implemented, 
assist in halting the flow of oil and petroleum 
products to South Africa. However, these clauses 
are in many caws either not implemented, neglect- 
ed or subjected to cheating and fakScation. 
Furthemore, legal action against companies and 
individuals involved in violating the oil embargo 
is rarely undertaken and penalties are not fie 
wently imposed" 

Legdative or comparable measurw to tighten the oil 
embargo are enumerated in great detail in UN General Assembly 
Resolution 42/43F of 20 November 1987. Jn paragraph 3, 
members states are requested: 

(a) To apply strictly the 'end users' clauses and other 
conditions concerning restriction on destbtion to 
rnsure compliance with the embargo; 

(b) To compel the companies origidly selling or 
purehasing oil or petroleum products . . . to desist 
from selling, reselling, or otherwise transferring oil 
and petroleum products to South Africa and 
Namibia, whether directly or indirectly; 

(c) To ees'tablish strict mntrol over the supply of oil 
and petroleum products to South Africa and 
Namibia by intermediaries, oil companies and 
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traders by placing rqmsibility for the ful6lJment 
oftheron~ctonthefirstbuyerorsellerofd 
a d  petroleum products who would, &exdore, be 
bible for the action of these parties; 

(dl T o ~ ~ b y S w t h A h i c a t o o t h ~ s w r c e s  
of energy, including the supply of raw matdds, 
technical know-how, i3nalIda.l asskhme and 
transport 

(e) To pmhibit all assistance to apartheid Swth 
Abira, including the provision of finance, kdud-  
ogy, qipment or pmmnel for the p m s p x h g  
dewlopent ar production of hydnmdmn re- 
sources, the wn&uetion or operation of o i l - h -  
coal plants or the development and operation of 
plants proclueing fuel substitutes and additives 
such as ethanol and methanol; 

@ To p- South African corporatiom b 
maInWnbg or expading their how in oil 
companies or properlies outside South Africa; 

(g) Ta taninate the transport of oil to South Africa 
by ships flying their hgs, or by ship that ulti- 
mately are owned, managd or charkd by their 
nationals or by companies within their jv ' ''- 

With respect to monitoring and enforcement ofembaSgo policies, 
the resolution reguests member s t a h  

0 To develnp a system for registration of ships, 
+&red or owned by their natiad, that have 
unloaded oil in South Africa in contravention of 
-im*; 

(i) To impose penal action against cornpanb and 
individd that have been involved in violating 
the oil embargo; 

(9 To &ather, t?xcbn&e and dkalhate -w 
q m h g  viohtions of the oil embarga 

Ueaily, as long as important Western states such as the US, 
the United K h g d m ~  the Federal Republic of Germarry, Frame 
and Swittethd do not support a mandatory ail embqo against 
South m, lovholes will remain. Hawwer, it is equally 
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obvious from the findings of the Intergovmental Group that 
il a number of states which do support the oil ernbargo wauld 
see to it that their offidiy prdaimed embargo plicies were 
strictly adhered to, the present oil embargo could be tightened 
substantiallyy 

Notes 

1. The dl for an oil e- is also widely supported by many 
inEematiud organizations such as the Non-Aligned Stab ,  the 
Orgmhtion of Ahiean Unity (QAU), the League of Arab Stdtes, the 
World Council of Churches (wK), the Lutheran World Fedetation 
(LWF), the W o r W  Group of the International b u r  Office @n), 
intematiod trade union bodies like the International Confedem- 
tian of Free Trade Unions (I-) and the World Federation of 
Trade Unions (m), the Inkmatiod Transport W o r W  
Federation {ITF), Westem seafarers* and docked ranions m-t- 
ed by the Maritime Unions Against Apartheid, the Organization of 
African Trade Union Unity (QATCN], the European Parliament, the 
kssodation of Western Buropea" Parhentarians for Aetiom 
Against Apartheid (AWBPAA] and the Sodalist htematiod (a. 

2 Financial Mil, 4 Oaob  1985. 

3. See the Shipping Research B u m ' s  Nwle t t t r ,  Nos. 7 and 8. The 
Shipping Fbewch Bureau (SRB) was founded in 1980 by hvo Dutch 
non-governmental anfidpartheid organizations, the Holland 
CbmmiM on Southem Ahica (HW and the Working G m p  
IC;ainos (Christians against Apartheid). The SRB conducts researrh 
andpubIishesreportsmthewayshwhichSouthAh.iotri~to 
obtain its aude oil imports to counter the e d w g o  which is 
imposed by virtually all oil-pducing 0~ul Ir ies~ Additional 
objectives are bo do researrh on legbhtive and other measures 
making the oil embargo more effective and to inform gov-b, 
intergovernmental and non-govemmwtil prganizatiom about 
findkqp in order to strengthen the existing oil embargo. The main 
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reports published by the SRB contain extensively v d e d  data 
tegarding all i d d e d  crude oil defiveries to South Africa which 
took place within a spcxi6c period. The main report, South Africn*s 
Lifeline, Vbiutions of the Oil Embarp, was published in S e p a k r  
1986, and cover5 the period January 1983 to Jarmary 1985. A 
follow up repost-, covering 1985,1986 and the first six months of 
1987, was published in late 1988. The SRB also r e l m  OCQsional 
w e y s  detailing nurent developments repding crude oil 
supplies to South Africa. 

4. SRB Netasktfm Nos. 5 and 6. 

5. SRB Newsletter No. 10. For Conlon's findings see his South Africa's 
Oil Eqdmfian (UN Centre Against Apartheid, Notes and 

Documents 8/85, Ocbober 1985); South Afn'az's Attempts Lo Reduce 
Dqmdence on imporfed 027 (LN Centre Against Apartheid, Notes 
and Documents, 9/85, October 1985); and The SASOL LiQllejkation 
Plants: Eumomic Impiiulfions and Jmpct on South +$ Ability to 
Withstand an Oil Cutoff CUN Centre Against Apartheid, Notes and 
ihcummts, lo/=, October 1985). 

6. H m  uj Assembly l y t e s  (I-Iansard South Africa), Col. 2587, 21 
March 1985. 

7. %id, Q301.5855,20 May 1985. 

8. Ibid., CoL 5863, 20 May 1985. 

9. President P. W. Botha, quoted in the Windhoek Adwttiscr, 25 April 
1986. 

10. The table is based on the following assumptions: that between 1979 
and 1982, ail imports averaged 15 million tons per year and the 
average s w i t e  was 30 million tons (2 years ansumption); and 
that between 1983 and 1987, oil imports averaged 14 million tons 
per year and the average stockpae was 17 to 18 million tons (15 
months consuplption). In 1979 and 1980 the average price of a 
b a d  of crude oil was US $35 with South Africa paying an average 
p d u m  of $6 per b a n d  In 1986, the average prim per barrel 
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was $13 with an awmge premium per barrel of $2. Xn 1987, the 
average price per b u d  was $173 with an average premium of 
$150. (For these dculations, see Secref Oil Deliwerks to South Afrirn 
1981-1982 (Shipping Research Bureau, 1984) and South Africa's 
LijWine Violntions of the Oil Embargo 1983-1984 (Shipping Research 
Bureau, 1986). 



HIGH-TECH SANCTIONS: 
MORE BARK THAN "BYTE?" 

Thomas Conrad 

Introduction 

There are few products that are intrinsidy violent or 
qressive by their nature. Weapons-which are manufachud 
expressly to kill and cause pain--are an exception. But even 
things that are not intrimidly repressive can be used to violate 
human beings if they get into the hands of the wrong people. A 
clamp used by a plumber to stop a leak in a pipe can also be 
used by the police as a thumbscrew to extract a confession from 
a political prisoner. Similarly, computers, which can be used lor 
a variety of helpful applications, can also be used to design 
weapons, file fingerpsints, or store names for segregated voters' 
roles. In the hands of the practitioners of apartheid, computers 
are vital to white minority rule in South Africa, 

High-Tech Sanctions: A Look At the Record 

The high-tech sector is the one area in which the United 
States has had the longest experience enfordng sanctions a* 
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South Africa. Thus a look at sanctions in this sector may be 
instructive as we discuss expanding sanctions to other areas. 
Have controls on high-tech exports to South Africa served to 
distance the United States horn apartheid? Have they prevented 
American ttxhnoiogy from reaching the military or being used tci 
enforce apartheid? 

Sanctions in the form of export restrictions against Pretoria 
were first put in place by the United States in 1963 in response 
to the United Nations arms embargo. In a corollary to the anns 
embargo, US controls were expanded to bar certain high-tech 
exports to military and certain government end-users in 1977. 
These controls were most recently tightened in 1986 pursuant to 
the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act. Thus the United States 
has had ten years of experience enforcing a partial ban on high- 
tech & to South Africa, and nearly 25 years of experience 
enforcing the arms embargo against Pretoria. In evaluating the 
effectiveness of these sanctions it is important to look not only at 
the last year, but the last several years. 

The record of implementation and enforcement has essential- 
ly yielded mixed d b .  One area of success has been a halt in 
official US government-to-government arms kmsfers to South 
Africa pursuant tci the United Nations arms embargo. Most 
o f f i d  arms transfers are handled under the Pentagon's Foreign 
Military Sales program of the Military Assistance Program. 
These hnsactions are subject to public scrutiny and there is no 
indialion tkat there have been any such shipments to Pretoria 
for s e v d  yem. 

Whatever comfort may be taken in the fact that official 
government-t~govemment arms shipments have been stopped 
is offset by the volume of private high-tech sales to South Africa 
This commercial trade in mditary, dual-use, and other advanced 
technology overshadows whatever other success the United 
States may have had in distancing itself from apartheid. Its 
sfrategic sipiiimce for the survival of the status quo in South 
Africa cannot be overstated. Because of this trade, Pretoria has 
continued to enjoy access to a vast array of crucial products 
including computers, software, laser technology, electronics, 
instrumentation, and communieatiom equipment, which are 
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exported by American companies under licenses issued by the 
US government, 

The 'Wiring" of South Africa: An Overview 

Computers have undergirded South Africa's white power 
structure since they were first introduced to the country in the 
19%. Pretoria was qudc to recognize the vaIue of the computer 
in sfreamlining government operations and managing its majority 
population IBM South Africa rpceived its first order for an 
"electronic tabulator" in 1952 from the governmenfs Division of 
Electronics? Since then, IBM and other US and European 
suppliers have helped "wire" South Africa, putting strategic 
technology at the disposal of the government and private end- 
users who have used it to consolidate their power. 

Imporled computers have played a key role in enginering 
the very system of racial classification that has made apartheid 
possible. By 1955, Retoria had already automated its population 
register, streamlining the hated passbook system which covered 
all people designated as Africans. IBM had bid on the passbook 
system in 1965 but lost to its British competitor, ICJ,' As a 
consolation, Pretoria gave BM the contract for the "Book of Life," 
an identity system which covered all other p u p s ,  including 
 in^, "C010~1=eds," "Cape Coloureds," and whites, US 
suppliers such as Burroughs, NCR, and Control Data outfitted 
other branches of thg South African government with advanced 
hardware. 

US equipment also found its way into the hentory of the 
security forces. Before US controls were expanded in the late 
1470s, IBM sold hardware to the South African Defence Force and 
installed equipment at the Simonstown Naval installation. 
Mohawk Data Sciences sold equipment to the South African 
police for use in a nationwide suspect tracking system3 

In the face of the international arrns embargo, h t h  Africa's 
indigenous arms induiby has made great strides in the local 
manufacture and assembly of counter-insurgency arms (many of 
them modelled on foreign weapons) and other mifita~~ systems. 
Imported computers and electronics have been critical to this 



effort. Through the 1970s and early 1980s, companies such as 
Mohawk Data Systems, Sperry, and Hewlett-Packard sold 
equipment directly to mwco~, South Africa's government- 
owned weapons conglomerate. IBM, Control Data, and Amdahl 
helped supply Pretoria's largest research agency, the Council for 
Sdenmc and Industrial R d  

Although Siemens, IU, and other European firms also play 
an important role in South Africa, on balance, non-US companies 
have been no match for American computer firms. At the end of 
the 1970s, US compmk together essentially controlled South 
Africa's computer market. By 1980, a local industry m e y  
showed that US companies were selling 75 percent of a l l  the 
computers in the country and handling 77 percent of all the 
rentals.' 

US companies say they have lost some business because of 
government controls on exports to South Africa, but they have 
remained a driving force in the market. Aceording to the 1986 
South Africnn Computer Users Handbook, ~ B M  was still in first place 
in 1985, followed by ICL, with Burroughs in third place and 
Sperry in fifth (Burroughs and Sperry have since merged)? 
While their home offices were dealing with strong public anti- 
apartheid sentiment, US computer vendors in South A£rica were 
doing a brisk business: in 1985, no fewer than six of the top ten 
computer vendors in South Africa were USswnedP 

The Pretoria government is itself one of the biggest eonsum- 
ers of import& computers in South Africa Accordhg to local 
industry sources, government purchases make up more than 40 
percent of all electronics purchases in South Africa (which 
include mmputers and other technology)? IBM said in 1987 that 
less than ten percent of its sales were to the government6 More 
than 50 percent of Control Rats's sales and approximately 30 
percent of Burroughs' sales were to the public sector? 

Because the South African government regards computers 
and electro~cs as strategic commodities, Pretoria has publicly 
embraced a "Made in South Africa" campaign, seeking to 
stimulate the development of a local high-tech industry. Strides 
have been made in the local production of microchips, and in 
electawptics; l d y  made peripherals have begun to appear on 
the market. Yet despite offitial encouragement, the South 
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African high-tech sector is far from self4a@nt. In fact, the 
campaign may well have been designed as much to boost public 
morale at home and project a spunky "go it alonew attitude to 
overseas suppliers and foreign critics, for South Africa is still 
overwhWgly dependent on US and other inkmatiad 
suppliers. 

When alf is said and done, 75 percent of Sauth Africa's high- 
tech produck are sW imported-most of them by forpip 

Disinvestment by US computer companies is not 
likely to have had a significant effect an the predominance of US 
computer companies in South Africa. In mast casesI although the 
companies have packed up, their products continue to be 
available. 

The US minicomputer company Wang LaboPatories figured 
out how to "stay in while getting out," pioneering a strategy of 
" h t h  Ahicmization" &at has been adopted by other US 
companies facing disinvestment pressure- Nearly ten years ago, 
Wang announced iis "withdra~d~ from South Africa, leaving its 
sales to be managed by a local firm, General Business Systems. 
Wang has for several years been able to claim that it doesn't have 
a subsidiary in South Afrim, yet sales of Wang hardware have 
been brisk, inmeashg as much as 45 percent some pears. "Ear 
from hurting us, I feel the withdmval has probably sbengthened 
us in the South African marketplace," said a qmsmtative of 
Wang's South African distributor.'' Wang says that it has since 
ended its relatiomhip with its %south African distributor. 

The Impact of Export Controls: Dealing with the 
"Computer Siege" 

Not long after the Commerce lhpartment tightened controIs 
on computer sales to South Africa in 1978, a South African 
business analyst explained why computers are Pretaria's AchiUes* 
Heel: "No other sector of the economy is as utterly dependent as 
the computer ind- is on the multinationals . . . it is a sector 
k g h  which stranglehold can be applied on the whole 
economy," warned the spedist  in an article entitled, 'flow to 
Beat a Computer Siegewu 



Despite the new US restridom, the computer siege never 
fully materiidiiwl. How was South Africa able to maintain its 
access to US technalogyl Pretoria was evidently able to circum- 
vent Washington's ban on direct sales to the police and security 
force by exploiting weaknesses in the US regulations. In 
addition to Pretoria's own ~ e f u l n e s s ,  though) evidence 
suggests that the US companies themselves may have helped 
thwart US controls. According to a South A b k m  study cited in 
a cable from the US mission in Pretoria which was released to 
the American Friends Service Committee under the Freedom of 
Mormation Act, 

Multinationals, including U.S. subsidiaries, are deter- 
mined to undercut any sanctions adon and haw: 
already made plans to mmouflage their operation 
through subterfuges arranged with affiliates in other 
cotl l~tr ies.~~ 

Throughout the past ten years) US vendors have insisted 
that they have abided by US expod reguhtiolls. Yet an admis- 
sion by a local industry leader in 1986 cast serious doubt on these 
&hs. Pointing to the 1978 resaictiom on sales to the police 
and military, she said, "It is interesting to note that despite the 
1978 legislation, a sdxhnt ia l  amount of US. computer equip 
ment is m ~ t l y  installed in South Africa in those very entities 
which were embargoed!'" 

Are the Current Sanctions Viable? 

In asssing the effectiveness of current export conbols it is 
helpful to look at a few case studi-instances in which 
advanced US technolugy fad its way into the hands of 
objedionable ox repressive end-users in South Africa before the 
regulations were expanded. H o w  have tZIese transactions 
o d ?  Is it probable, or even possible, that the new repla- 
tions implementing the Anti-Apartheid Ad of 1986 could prevent 
them drom d g ?  The answers to these qu~tiom will help 
determine whether the cutrent sanctions are accompfishing what 
they axe supposed to. This chapter will examine three cases: 
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Case One: US Techtrology for "Commercial, Non-Military Use" 
In 1980, the Financial Ahi l  reported on an advanced new 

workplace surveillance system that was taking South Africa's 
mining industry by storm.'' The innovative new "Labour 
Information System" is a locally assembled electronic network 
which automatically reads workers' coded ideni33cation cards, 
and "provides full information on every worker, from his ethnic 
p u p  to his merit rating, and also keeps tabs on where every 
worker is at any one time." A microprocessor made by the US 
manufacturer Ontel functions as the most crucial part of the 
---the "electronic brain" which controls the network The 
'labour Information System" has been installed in 25 South 
African mines. 

"A general-purpose computer could have many applica- 
tions," said a US On@ representative. "We don't have knowl- 
edge of what they use it for," he added, Ontel stopped selling 
equipment in South Africa after it arranged for a local corpora- 
tion to manufacture the microprocessor. 

This case apparently involved a straightforward commercial 
tramaction in which Oritel simply sold its microprocessor to the 
makers of the "Labour Information System" and later sold the 
know-how for the microprocessor itself. Despite the repressive 
potential of such a system, it seem unlikely that the expanded 
US export regulations put in place in the wake of the Anti- 
Apartheid Ad would prevent any transaction of this type from 
&g because Ontel's partner is apparently a avilian entity. 
The Conmerce Department regulations have little e£fect on US 
sales to avilian companies and end-users in South Africa. 

Case Two: US Technology for 'Won-Military Gozlemmetrt Use" 
For several years, IBM computers have provided the brains 

for much of South Africa's transportation system. In 1978, it was 
reported that the railways had established a new computerized 
tracking system based on two IBM central roc ? -unitsthat linked up 600 terminals across the country.' The network, which 
also uses Data Generaf and Westinghouse equipment, permits 
ope"at0x-s to monitor the exact load, location, and destination of 
any f i g h t  in the country. In January 1986, the government 
announced &at it planned to spend at least R13.7 million on IBM 
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hardware and R5 million for IBM software (it was unclear if the 
new aqkiition upgraded the existing rail monitoring system or 
whether it was for a new application)." 

In South Africa, government operations that may seem 
harmless and non-objectionable often are crucial to the smooth 
firnctioning of apartheid and the security establishment South 
e m ' s  transporntion system is formally under civilian control 
but it is of e n o m u s  strategic si@cance to crucial industries 
and the South Afrimn military. The railway system has obvious 
c i d h  value. But it is also the chief means of moving weapons 
and military supplies around the country. 

The strategic significance of the rail system was especially 
evident in the case of the military occupation of Namibia, 
According to a South African military journal, approximately 90 
percent of the weapons and military equipment arriving at the 
Defence Force's huge logistics base in Grootfonteiq Namibia, 
came by rail--80 to 90 freight cars every month.'' Thus the 
railway played a vita. role in the war system, and because the 
network was hosted on IBM equipment, IBM was directly 
implicated. 

In addition to sales to national agencies, US vendors have 
saturated government agencies on the local level with US 
hardware." Often overlooked, these local whittxontrolled 
government bodies are in many ways the "'shock troops of 
apartheid." Their front-line role in implementing the repressive 
system has largely escaped smtiny. NCR, in pariicular, has had 
great success in penetrating this market. NCR hardware is used 
for "public administration" in the municipalities of Steknbosch, 
Lydenburg, Zeerust, Kokstad, B 1 0 d n t e i n ~  Walvis Bay (Na- 
mibia), and many others, Burrough, JBM, and Wang equipment 
is also installed at loml agen~ies .~ 

It must be assumed that "non-objectionable" government 
agendes and parastat& front for those state agencies that are 
dearly off limits for US suppliers. According to one local 
speciaht, "There is a lot of underutilized capacity in gov@nunmt 
computer installations, and there is no way the U.S. authorities 
will be able to prevent this capacity from being shared by the 
defence and police departments.'a1 
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There are numemus other indances of c u m  des of 
equipment fn government departments, parahtatSI and local 
a g e n d ~ t i t i e s  w h i a  because they are &emib1y non- 
military, are assumed not to be involved in repressive, militarily 
significant or other strategic activities. Although some of these 
types of bnsact io~~ may receive additional scrutiny because of 
the Anti-Apmthehi Act, these sales have apparently not been 
stopped- Ammmes from South African government agencies 
can hardly be taken seriously. Yet as long as the d o r  rmsives 
a pledge from a pvernment agency that it won't dimst q$p 
m a t  fa other embqoed pvemment users, and as long as the 
agency a p e s  to an end-use check, the transaction is likely to be 
l i d  by us o f f i w  

~ a s e m w  ~ h l o g y f ~  ~ ~ - ~ ~ - t a l  ontmercian 
~~ 

The 1986 issue of an annual guide to the computer industry 
in South Africa shm several instahtiom of US hand- at 
companies involved in local military productiomP Samples 
indude: 

c4mPmry AvPrr of Expertise US Hnnttrnme 
I m W  

E S P  Specialized Digital l%pipm~nt; 
l3ktronics IBM 

Sandoctr- 
Austral 

NavaE 
Communications 

--wcy 
c o m m ~ ~ o m  gear 

Digital Equipment 

NavdStrikeCraft Burroughs 
and amnored vehicles (Unisys) 
for police and 
militaryuse 
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Components for anti- Data General; 
personnel and other Hewlett-Packard 
projectiles 

These are five of approximately 800 local military subcon- 
tractors that supply the South African Defence Force and provide 
goods and services to the government-owned -OR weapons 
conglomerate. Access to advanced imported computers is of 
profound strategic importance to Pretoria in overcoming the arms 
embargo. Given the size of South Africa's indigenous weapons 
industry (now the world's tenth-largest) and the relative freedom 
US vendors have had to do business with it, these installations 
probably represent the tip of the iceberg. The hardware listed 
above was installed before the Anti-Apartheid Act went into 
effect, but even the previous US export controls were supposed 
to have prohibited sales of equipment that could be used by or 
for the security forces. 

Do Hewlett, Digital Equipment, Unisys, and the other 
companies listed (or their representatives) continue to provide 
sofhmnJ services, and spares for these insidlatiom? Are US 
companiesJ or go-between firms that represent them, stil l  
permitted to sell advanced technology of this kind to civilian 
arms-makers? Although systematic public monitoring of these 
transactions is impossible, it seems unlikely that the new 
regulations will have halted or seriously hamhampered commercial 
sdes of this type. South African arrns companies are undoubted- 
ly prepared to provide any end-use guarantees required to get 
the hardware they need. Once the companies control the 
equipment, the United States is powerl- to prevent them from 
using it for military applications. 

Conclusion 

As has been shown, despite the sanctions that have been put 
in p h  over the past several years, Pretoria has managed to 
maintain access to much of the US technology it needs. While 
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the restrictions imposed pursuant to the Anti-Apartheid Act of 
1986 were a step in the right direction, they have not halted the 
flow of computersI advanced electronics, and other "slrategic 
inputs" to South Africa. 

Perhaps one of the greatest weaknesses of US high-tech 
sanctions to date has been the implicit assumption that Pretoria 
will quietly abide by them. "Boikot B r e k e n " d o 1 1 ~  
? m s h g 4  a national pastime in South Africa. It is fostered by 
the government and it involves government apu5es, local 
commercial hns ,  and multinationals. Pretoria knows the stakes 
are high and has vawed to "fight dirty" to maintain a- to 
foreign technology,x a point that was driven home recently when 
the press reported that an official of a South African avilian fbn, 
A v i d  Pty. Ld, and others, were indicted for having provided 
79 loads of military aircraA components to the South Ahican Air 
Force from 1980 to 1987.25 

It is axiomatic that once US technology reaches Swth Africa, 
it is potentidly at the disposd of the Sauth African gommment, 
its security forces, and its arms industry. Given Pretoria's 
wdlingness to engage in subterfuge, and given the companies' 
complicity., it must be assumed that virtually any US product 
destined for any end-user in South Africa can be d i v d  or 
used ~ ~ v e l y ,  regadless of what promises have been made, 
or what post-shipment inquiries take place. Under these 
conditions, to license high-tech exports to South f i c a  is to wink 
at trade in repressim When all is said and done, the one 
element that would make high-tech sanctions work has been in 
shortest supply: the political will to make sandions stick. 
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GOLD ANP) INTERNATIONAL 
SANCTIONS AGAINST 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Ian Lepper and Peter Robbins 

Gold was first produced in South Africa ahmt exactly a 
century ago. Since then the metal has become insepdle  h m  
the history, economic structure, and foreign relationships of 
South Africa and from apartheid itself. It provides about half of 
Sauth M s  foreign income and 13% of its Gross Domestic 
Product (C;DP). Of the South African govenunent's tax revenues, 
13% corns M y  drom the gold glines and perhaps another 
10% horn taxes en asdated  economic activity such as the mine 
supply indusp and income tax of workers in the gold sector. 

The profits of gold mining in Swth A€rica far exceed the 
cost af m i n d  wages, an almost unique phenomenon in such a 
labor intensive industry* HoweverI the interests of the black 
mineworkers, whose labor provides these riches, are hardly 
eonsidered by the mining companies. Thirty-five thousand of 
them have died in mine accidents. In 1986 alone, there were 702 
sllch deaths. Many h a  this number have been injured 4 
have received little or no compensation. The black mineworkers' 
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wages average one seventh those of the white miners, and the 
majority are paid far below the poverty line. The gold mining 
companies, bastions of South African "free market enterprise," 
have, with government assistance, constntctd mechankm and 
laws to prevent any competition for labor. Above all, practically 
every black mheworker and his family must suffer fhe untold 
miseries of the migrant labor system, 

The reaction to a century of this kind of injustice in the lust 
for gold and the failure to diversify from a gold-based economy 
has now made South Africa extremely vulnerable to a gold 
sanction (see Appendix 1). 

Swth Africa is unquestionably important as a gold produc- 
er, providing over a third of world supply. But only 5% of all 
new gold appearing on the market each year is put to any 
practical industrial use; Wer, almost all the gold ever pro- 
duced in the history of the world (equivalent to 50 years of 
p-t output) is available to the market. Gold is so central to 
the South Afrlmn economy that it alone can provide sufficient 
profits fox the sustained oppression of the country's black 
majority. Hence, effective sanctions in this area would have 
more effect than other measures short of military action. If all 
gold sales from South M c a  ceased tomorrow, it would have no 
impact on industrial activity in the rest of the world. On the 
other hand, the South African economy would be catastrophically 
da==aged 

The authors of this chapter are convinced that powerful 
trade sandions against Swth Africa are a necessary part of the 
struggle to get rid of apartheid with the least possible b l e e d  
and damage to the industrial infrastructure of that country. It is 
not, however, the purpose of this chapter to prove that point or 
even to argue for it 

Them is no doubt that an effective gold sanction would be 
an extremely powerful measure. It is the practical problem of 
implementing such a sanction, in order to make it e&xtive, that 
this chapter tries to address. Just ten JUHLbO jets would be 
required to export all of South A6ica's gold pToduction each year 
and there is likely to emerge considerable scope for smu- of 
that gold on to world markets. Furthermore, the scope of such 
smuggling would be enlwnced as the gold pice rose with every 
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new act of trade and other form of economic smcti0~1~ against 
the apartheid regime. Gold sanctions should be comhucted with 
a view to m;udmize the negative impacts on the South African 
economy at the minimum cost to the rest of the world, including 
other gold producers. In addition, there would be no point in 
taldng any step which would bring into question the role of gold 
in the w o w s  monetary system; indeed, there is no reason to do 
so. The aim would not be to depress the international price of 
gold, but only the price received by South eta. A key feature 
of this propased policy is that it does; not fundamentally conflict 
with the interests of the gold market. The more aunhies that 
adopt the policy, the greater will be the incentive for the markets 
to parkipate in policing it. 

Our strategy is designed to fulfill thee objectives. Its 
effectiveneis would be inswed as more countries adopted it 
However, even if a small number of countries boycotted 
apartheid gold, it would make a si@cant impact In doing so, 
these countries would demonstrate that action could be taken to 
reduce the benefits to South Africa of its mast valuable export 
and set an example for ever wider international acceptance. A 
further positive aspect is that the economies of countries 
adopting the policy would in no way be damaged. 

The key elements of the strategy are as follows: 

1. A ban on all imports of newly mined South 
African gold or gold shipped d i r d y  from South 
AfricaI including products containing such gold; 

2 The release of gold from national reewes  of 
sanction-hrking countries, on a monthly basis, of 
equivalent quantities that would 0th- be 
imported from South Africa; and 

3. The establishment of a fund to f3nane a training 
program for students chosen by the South African 
b a t i o n  movement to learn the advanced skills 
of mining and marketing gold 

The source of gold is dBicult to trace, unlike most metaIs. 
Its detailed chemical composition (including trace elements) 
cannot readily be identified with the country in which it was 
mined (see Appendix 2). This means that if South f i m  chose 
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to smuggle its gold, cast in molds and stamped to look as though 
it has bgen produced in Medm in 1926, it would take a great 
deal of scientific investigalion to prove that it was not Even the 
most rigorous scienac tests d d  not disfhguish between 
newly mined South Africa gold and gold that had been mined in 
South Mca fifty years ago. Althaugh the South Africans would 
need the cooperation of some unscmpulmrs international gold 
dealers they muld smuggle at least some of their gold into the 
marM even if all muntrk dedded to ban its import There 
seems, therefore, no point in &g a sanctions program totally 
dependent on preventing all srnugghgs Doing so may well 
prove countt?rproductive. If a Large part, but not a& of South 
AErica's gold were smuggled, the shoaage of gold in the market 
would drive up the price of the gold that wap sold to a high 
enough level to mmperwte for the loss of volume. 

A realistic strategy must allow for the danger of price 
increases due to sanctions and for the probability of some of 
South M a ' s  gold being smuggled onto the g ~ l d  market with 
the assistance of the dealers. The policy must, therefore, insure 
that the world price is kept steady and that the deal- charge 
the South Africans an extremely high price for their cooperation, 
The price obtained by South African exporters vvill then be 
reduced rather Lhan tmhamd. 

h qi te  of cheap labor, South African gold mines are now 
less pmfitab1e than gold mines in most other parts of the world. 
This is b u s e  sf geological facturs and difficulties that South 
African mining companies have in adopting new technology due 
to the low level of the Rand and other trade and financial 
sanctions. With a gold price of $US 400 or less, the mines on 
average are barely pmfitable. However, at preswt, the gold 
mines are a massive conbibutor to government funds. Even a 
moderate fall in the h m e  which the mining companies derive 
from gold sales would present the government with a serious 
dhnma It would either have to subsidke the gold industry or 
allow the value of the Rand fo fall to the level which would keep 
the mines profitable. The k t  choice would entail the govern- 
ment either losing the necessary funds that it needs for the 
oppmsim of the black population or taxing whites (the only red 
source of income tax revenue) to compensate hr this massive 
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1- of inmme. The second choice would cause a massive rise in 
the cast of a l l  imports and seriolls extra inflation Whatever 
hap-, the economy is severely damaged. So let us lmk at the 
stmtegy in detail 

1. A bm an all imports of m l y  mined South Afiuua gold or 
phi s w e d  d i d y  fnmr South Africa* including products 
wntninmg sKdt gold 

This ban should apply nationally. At an international level, 
this should be supported by a United Nations Security Council 
resolution for legislative embargoes to be imposed on imports of 
South -can gold and products containing such gold from a 
certain date. In addition, p m e  would be needed to insure the 
support of wrtain non-governmental Mtutions such as bullion 
refmas. There ase only fifty gold refineries in the world whclse 
product is acceptable to international gold deal-, so the South 
Africans would have to use at least one of these to disguise 
smuggled metal coming into the market. 

There would be no point in disallowing the movement of 
gold exported from South Africa in previous years, since this 
would only distort gold prices. There would always be the 
chance that a certain country may collaborate with the South 
Mcam by buying its new gold and exporting its old gold to 
sanctions-taking countries. This could not be done indefinitely, 
however, bemuse of the large quantities needed to be sold each 
year. It would also h m e  quickly obvious which country was 
doing, this substitution, and steps would need to be taken to ban 
inports of any gold from that country. It is unlikely, however, 
that any country would wish to build up massive stmks of 
W b l e  metd 

Even with the ban on newly mined gold, importing 
aimtries muld expect some to enter their markets in disguised 
forms; but by making this illegal the onus for compliance ean be 
thrown on to the individual gold importers. Convietion for 
committing such atn offensg should r d t  in c o m t i o n  of the 
gold (and a suitable prison term), and the gold should then be 
sold by the government concerned. Such a policy would have 
par t iah  repeMvssions in the world's gold trading centers (see 
Appendix 2). 
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The ban would ereate a secondary market in new South 
Afrimn gold. The priw h u n t  between this secondary market 
and the open market coutd be substantialI due to widespread 
implementation of the ban The South African gove~nment and 
mining companies would haw to k d  "middlemen" prepared to 
chamvent the ban. Naturally such people would demand a 
large compensation for taking the risks involved, with the heavy 
cost Ealling on the mining companies and the South African 
government. The South Africans wcnrld have the Wer 
problem of finding middlemen-who wodd need to be aiminat- 
ly minded to take on the task-who could be trusted with the 
$US 8 billion worth of credit needed to shift enough gold to 
represent present earnings (see Appendix 3). 

2. 'Fhe telease of gold m t h a l  tesemes of ~ ~ ' o n s - t o k i r t g  
wutsfries on a morathly basis of equiztaht apadities of gold 
that wmEd othwise be inrpmted from South k@cu 

The cost b South Africa of avoiding sanctions may be 
compensated for by gold price increases, if measures are not 
takgn to increase gold supplies from other sources to make up 
for potential reductions in South African sales. This is becaw 
the gold market is greatly affected by perceived heats  to &e 
supply of gold; this is magnified by the effects of hoarhg and 
dishoarding. The mere threat of trade smxfions at present tlends 
to push up the gold price, on the asrmmpfion that supplies must 
be affected in the long term Any sanctions on gold must 
thedare compensate for this by guaranteeing a long term extra 
supply of gold, to take the wind from the speculators' sails. 

Fortunately the huge international st& of gold, ~~- 
ly in national and internationsl reserve holdings, faditate this. 
klnrast all wuntris of the wmld have, for historical reasons, 
kept a large part (currently 40%) of their m e s  in the form of 
gold They have so mu& of it ifl fad 435,000 tons in the West 
alone at the end sf 1985 compared with South Afrisan annual 
production of 600 tons) that if they sold even a small proportion 
it would drive down the price of the unsold balance. 

A measured approach to sandions should use these 
to exploit the ef&iciency of the international gold market, rather 
than fighting it. Cauntries banning the import of new South 
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African gold should commit themselves to compensating for the 
loss of supply to the gold markets, and to using their r m e s  to 
do so as necessary. This would mean that they should cease 
purchasing gold for reswves and compensate for the loss of 
South Ahion supply to the market with rephi- monthly sales 
from their central bank resew=, to be continued until representa- 
tive government is 6 l i s h e d  in South Afrio. As Appendix 4 
shows, many countries could sustain such sales for decades. 
T h w  with only small stocks should aim to p d  countries 
with large stocks to "swap" their sales with gold-rich countries 
to make up the shortfall, and should concentrate generally on 
ensuring that mapr gold-holding organizations and countries 
play their part. 

To support this policyI a gold pool could be created based 
on gold contributions &om central banksI the Intematiod 
Monet;iry Fund (IMP), and the Bank for International Settlements 
(BE). The pool would sell gold on a similar basis whenever the 
price d e d I  or threatened to exceed, a presaibd maximum. 
Providing that S o d  African gold exports were being e£ktively 
policed, the pool could also be permitted to buy in gold mldy to 
replenish staclcs when the price fell markedly below this lev& 
The pool could be administered by the m. 

The threat of such a sales program being implemented 
would not only discourage increased ho&g but wodd have 
a devastating effect on perceptions for the future of the South 
African economy under apartheid. 

Combined with the ban on imports, the monthly mpensa- 
tory sales element of the sbategy would have many positive 
aspects: 

1. The gold price would fall only if South Africa was 
allowed to avoid the sanctions despite widespread 
imprernmtation This means that In spite of large 
potential profit margins In sanctions bushn%, the 
market would have an incentive to support the 
sanctions (see 2 below). Price movements would 
also make the way in which avoidance was being 
orgamed apparent so that targets for international 
pressureI ie., smuggling countries, could easily be 
identified. 



2 The gold market could well profit from the uncer- 
tainty involved without being threatened by it. As 
soon as implementation began to spread, it would 
be easier and more profitable for the market to 
assist in policing the policy than to continue trying 
to break it. After dl, there are 90,000 tons of gold 
in the world to deal in, so who needs South 
Africa's 60 tom a year? The market is already 
tightly controlled. If South Atiica lost the support 
of the dealers, the business of breaking a gold 
sanction would be nearly impossible. 

3. Counfzies undertaking this type of sanction would 
not lose money. Converting part of their gold 
reserves into a mixed basket of international assets 
should give them adequate s&ty and the added 
h e f i t  of intenst on those securities and reduce 
gold holding charges. 

4. Countries strongly opposed to apartheid could 
jusiifiabry concentrate calls for action against those 
countries with the largest gold stocks, such as the 
US, mc, and Japan. 

5. This policy would effectively demonsbate that 
South Africa was vulnerable to goId sanctions, 
even if undertaken by a minority of nations, 
without any harmful effects to their own econo- 
miles. The ban on the import of newly mined gold 
must extend to products containing such gold. 
This could, of course# apply to such items as gold 
saap and alloys containing gold, but the most 
obvious itam would be jewelry. 

The United States has long implemented a very successful 
import boycott of Cuban nickel. This boycott not only covers 
pure nickel but exkads to d produds containing this nickel. 
Importers are required to supply certification that this is so. Any 
suspect import- must be prepared to submit to an hspxtion 
of the books and works of the plant in which the goods were 
made, Failure to do sci would d t  in losing the US market for 
all time. World prices for Cuban nickel are consequently very 
low and, in spite of that country having the second largest nidcel 
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deposits in the world, its nickel producing capacity is largely 
mdeveloped. Similar methods of policing gold products 
mn-g South African gold should be adopted. 

3. The establishment of a find to fitrrrrrce a training program for 
students &sen by the South Apcan liberation m m m t  to 
learn the skills of mining and marketing gold 

As the end of apartheid draws near, gold s p d t o r s  would 
be expected 60 buy goM This is because of the suspicion that 
gold supplies would be disrupted by sanctions or by unrest at 
the mines and the speculators' belief that a black government in 
power ifE South Africa could not "run" the mines. 

There are strong arguments supporting both these predic 
tiom. Nevertheless, given the AWS Freedom Charter declaration 
to nationalize the mines, a representative government once in 
power will need loyal and experienced mining engineers, k c e  
experts, geologists, and marketing experts. It is therefore 
important that a nucleus of personnel be kmhed--and seen to be 
trained--to be ready to advise the new government of the policy 
options that are available to it and to maintain production A 
small number of comtiies could find the resources necessary to 
do so. Such a move would help destroy the argument that a new 
democratic government could not run the mines efficiently, 
discouraging the market from "talking up" the gold price as the 
apartheid regime crumbles. It would also help the new govern- 
ment to bring the country back from what will inevitably be a 
very damaged skate. F d y ,  it will help to ensure that South 
Africa's other mind products will continue to flow to the West 
after independence. 

Conclusions 

Gold's key role in sustaining the South Afrlcan reghe 
economidy has p m h d  consequences politically, socially, and 
militarily for the country. The longer the revenues keep flovving 
in, the longer it wiU be hefore the South Afrimn regime is moved 
to consider any alternative to its present course aimed at 
maintaining white supremacy over the black majority. 
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The financial importance of gold has always made it a 
di£f idt  target for inkmatiod sanctions, Today, however, we 
can start to separate South Africa, the largest gold producer, £ram 
a market that is m y ,  many times larger than its annual produc 
tioh SOuth Africa represents a lower and lower percentage of 
world production each year, so much so that all the needs of the 
world's jewelry makers and industrial users can be met from 
other producing muntries. The gold market can survive many 
years without South Africa. The obvexse, however, is wtainly 
not true 

Without the profection of gold, white South Africa would 
not be able to afford either its repressive apparatus or its high 
living standards. Without gold, the regime w d d  have to switch 
from empty rhetoric to a real search for a peaceful transition. As 
this ssay shows, the gold revenues can be reduced and, with the 
right will, can be practically halted. 

The proposition for a goId sanction has only been seriously aired 
in the last two yeam Until then, very little research had been conducted 
into the e£fecfiveness of such a measure. Recentty, however, there seems 
to be a gmwing undersLanding that, far from being protected by its gold- 
based economy, South Africa has a golden Achilles heel. Gold lost its 
convertability with majar mh h o s t  two d a d e s  ago and the 
gold market has become much more Eke the market for any other 
commodity. Most of the myth and mygtery which prokkd  South 
Africa's role in the wor1d's monetmy system by virtue of its mppfy of 
gold has been stripped away. In June 1988, representatives of the 
Afrian Natiod Congress, South West African People's Orgmktion, 
the British Anti-Apartheid Movement, and the End Loans tu Seuth 
Africa organization set up a body oUed the World Gold Commission 
(wGC). This M y  has the spxi& task of denying: Suth Africra income 
deriving from salm of .&OM EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE the launch of the wee, Italian jewelry 
manufachmm (who alone imporL OI~LLM of all m y  mined South 
African gold) have pledged themdves to find gold from albemative 
mums, a spokesman for the Union Bank d Switzerland has stated that 
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his bank is looking for differrnt gold, Senator Edward KennecEy has 
instigated an official h p k y  into the feasibility of a gold sanetion, and 
many national and international anti-aptheid and church bodies have 
d e d  for a consideration of a gold sandion. 

Appendix 2 

Banning the impart of new South African gold into the United 
Kingdom 0 could pose some difficulties for the world's gold market 
if not undertaken comedyY The gold markets are u n d  k l r s e  of 
the hormgeneity of the medium, which is measured the world over in 
t a m s  of lmits of weight of pure metal. The market is very liquid, 
because huge quantities of the metal and W are available to i t  
Supply or demand mn be increased many times over aImost instants- 
neody I  simp1y by moving stacks of bars or clrrrency around in bank 
vaults or an papes. They are probably the mest efficient and purest 
major mark& of any sort in the worId. Throughout the day, a true 
open market price is set at which a large volume of standard purity gold 
is traded between many participants. The market is accessible bo any 
partidpant with the necessary - and has to opate fairly 
between investom to maidain its credibility. There are only a small 
n& of approved rehers the world over, and movement and 
regishation of bars is gleticuIously recorded. There is absolutely no 
W t y  of any gold being traded much less wd by a custom of the 
market without total knowledge of the origins of the individual bar 
b g  known. In addition, none of the s e v d  gold markets in the 
world, such as Hong Kong, Tokyo, and New Yark, can operate without . * *  
mmfamng the same gemem1 rules as the others. These are ideal 
d t i o n s  for control during the period when sitnctions apply. A single 
gold market, obliged to impose the ban, would police the ban world- 
wide' motimted by the threat of I+ problems in just one dealing 
center. 

In order to distinguish gold mined in one M d  from that mined in 
another, it is ps ib le  to use a technique known as isotopic analysis. 
Most gold is refined to a purity of 99.5%. The other 05% of the bar is 
made up of tmce dements. These elements in turn consist of the several 
isotopes in which many  elements naturally emu+ A rnass spectrometer 
is able to quickly define the ratios of these isotopes to each other. T h e  
ratios are a "6ngerpht" of the gold, and gold h m  no two mining areas 
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are the same. It would br! costly and t i m e - c o d g  to analyze weq 
gold bar that passed through customs, but the system could be ilsed 
whae strong supporting evidence of fatsifimtion of origin was 
w 

South Africa produces over omthird of the world's gold and 
would therefore have to w many smuggling routes in order to spread 
the sales aver a wide mge of markets. It could not, for insbnceI hope 
to seIl its entire production h$, say, Singapore and Hong Kong, 
which have limited gold resews and no gold pmduction of theh avn. 
!h@cEon would imaediate2y faIl on any camby which s u d M y  
became a major gold exporter. 

Enhpreneurs who w d d  be the kind of people pFgrares to do 
this smuggling work and who operate this ldnd of unsaupulolls 
busin%ss are not internationally renownd for their probity. As was 
proved m y  time3 during the period of UN s~nctIo11~ on Rhodesia, 
many Instances of major baud were mmfnitted against the Rhodesian 
gowrnment sanctions-busting .organizations, which were hardly able to 
bring legal pmedhgs against the perpetrators. Furherm0reI the 
people who presently markt South Africa's gold ane highly experienced 
and htdigent: it would be unlikely that crooked amateurs a d d  sell 
gold at anything dose to the market price. 

So the aost of South African gold would not simply be 
the added immprt a d  finandng msts involved in sending the 4 
on its long and circuitous mute to the final buyer. There would a h  be 
the probable as& of remelting and casting in differPnt molds, restamp 
in% fwging s@cation documents and d c a k  of origin, huge 
commissions paid to middlemen, unburable losses due kt fraud 
b m w e  middlemen will certainly be unable to pay for the gold before 
they themselves have been paid and could then abscond with the 
money), and losses due to far from perkt marketing abllity. Even then, 
only a tiny fraclion of presenl production could be soId in these 

It is passible that a large erdsting golddealing cwntrg like 
Swibdand could allow its banks and refineries to circumvent gold 
~~ This would be wy d h l y ,  howewer. In the fitst place, it 
wwld be quickly reqpb4  from the state of the gold market, 
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published tmde figures, and the state of W c i a l  &irs in South Africa 
that apartheid gold was getting out to the market. The chances of 
keeping the shipments hidden from airline and airport workersI van 
drivem, bank clerksI etc, would be very slim. Any amateur sIeuth could 
easily find out which country was importing the gold. The opemtion 
would be so large that the Swiss goverrunent would have to be a party 
to fhe program. The South African gold trade is an important but very 
tiny part of world or even Swiss handal activity. The chances of the 
Swiss government sacrificing its position in the international gold trade 
to defend apartheid annot be high. And, as has been stated earlier, the 
earnings in the gold market would not be affectd by a ban on South 
Mrimninpors. 

Appendix 4 

As Table 1 shows, eight countries (the United States, West 
GermanyI Swibland, FranceI M y ,  the Netherlands, BelgiumI and 
Japan) and hve inkmational organizations (the IMF and the HMCP) hold 
27,400 tons of gold, or 80% of the Weds  resmes, between them This 
is equal to 40 years' produdion $om Suth African mines, Acmrdingly 
there should be two "strings" to the sanctiore firstly, a m d  
disposal of part of the national m a ,  and, secondly, pressure on these 
major hmders to cease their purchasw and join the program In 
particular, those nations with very little or no gold to sell amid seek 
"swap" sales by camtries with a proportionately large holding. India, 
for instance, with reserves only sufficient to cover seven years' fabrio- 
.tion if new South African gold is excluded, wuld use its regional 
importance fo press Japan and Taiwan to adjust its poliaes. 

In the last few years the gold price has been propped up by 
purdrases from just two muntrkI Japan and Taiwan. Althwgh both 
these countries am very friendly towards South AfrimI the first being 
South Ahica's top b d i q  partner and the semnd being i& bp new 
investor, neither country chose to buy the hundreds of tons of gold they 
have purchased in the last t h e  years directly from Swth Africa. The 
purrhases were made in the US in a cynical attempt to make both 
countries' massive positive balance of payments with the US look 
smaller. h purchases nwertheless helped to increase the price of 
gold tremendously for a short perid just when South Africa needed a 
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high gold price because of its debt crisis, Both buyem have lost a p t  
deal of money with the recent fall of the gold p r i e  

US 
IMF" 
Germany 
mCPP 
Switzerland 
Prance 
IMY 
Nethdmd 
Belgium 
Japan 

Top 10 

Austria 
p o w  
Canada 
UK 
spain 
Taiwan 
velwzda 
India 
Lebanon 
Aus& 
BE3 
Sweden, 

dm 
Swth Mfica 
Saudi Arabia 
ww- 
G r e w ~  
Ti=* 
Romanla 
Libya 
I n d D d  

Table 1 
Gold m e s  and Corvmmptinn 

Reserves, 1985 Consumption, 1981-19&5 

Million a. V ~ l w  ($ Meh.ic Fabrirntirm Y m '  Yem 
mX&)ut Tom (tuns) Supply SA 
$49010~. supply 
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Note 
a. Fi&urw for ~~ are doubtful, althwgh given by MF. 
So- (11 International Wnetar)r Fund; (2) H u r a p n  Monetary 
Cooperation Fund; (3) Bank for International Setthmenta 





SANCTIONS AND FINANCING 
SOUTH AFRICA'S FOREIGN TRADE 

John E. Lind and David J.  Koistilzen 

The financing of the irnpo* of capital goods is crucial to the. 
maintenance of the South &can economy became South Africa 
produces for export primary products like gold and d while 
insporting finished goods and the machinery which it needs to 
keep its mines and industry rudng. 

In September 1987, the governor of the South &can 
Reserve Bank outlined an optimistic scenario for South African 
growth which required, among other measuresI) "an increased use 
by South A€rican importers and exporters of foreign trade and 
suppliers' =edits. . . ." Since there is general agreement concern- 
ing the i m v c e  of trade credits, this chapter tries to answer 
in quantitative terms the question: How great would be the 
damage to the Swth African wnamy if dl foreign trade finance 
W W  N t  off! 

Fmt, the total a m m t  of trade finance is sthated ffom the 
total .trade volume, assassuming that no general purpose lending is 
available. The d t s  vary from $5 billion to $8 billion for 1985 
to $7 billion to $11 billion for 1987. These numbers are found to 
be roughly ronsomt with the foreign debt fi- of South 

after the trade finance was extracted h r n  the total South 



African foreign debt. This extraction was permitted by the 
m c y  distribution of the South African debt since 80% of the 
Sauth African imports are in mmdes other than U.S. doflars. 
That isr the payment of South Ahican imports is usually in the 
currency of the exporting country. In contrast* 80% of South 
&can exports are denominated in U.S. d o W ,  but these 
exports require only a rehtively small oubtanding amount of 
trade fuwm. This h o l e d g e  plus two further assumptions 
permit a rather far reachmg analysis of trade finance. These 
assumptions are: (1) that South African government guarantees 
for foreig~l debt primarily cover the debt of the government and 
pamsktd corporations, and (2) that the guarantees of a foreign 
country are primarily for debt denomhated in the currency of 
that foreign country. 

Finally, after knowing the amount of trade finance needed 
to h c e  South Africa's foreign bade, the question is: could 
South Africa easily cover this amount by its present mm-ves a .  
other foreign assets? At best, the sum of all these assets would 
be roughly e q d  to the lower estimates of the neoessarJr bade 
hame. Thus if all the major trading parhers of South Africa, 
q W y  the U.K, US., Gemany, and Japan, were to cut off 
trade &is together at one time, South Africa would face a 
major Uquhfy &is comparable to the September 1985 banlcltlg 
crisis, but one much mom ciiffidt to circumvent. in 1985 the 
amount of debt was greater, but within a few days, trade d t s  
were exempt from the moratorium, permitting trade to proceed 
but at a lower volume. Thus it was the trade d t s  that 
meliorated the 1985 crisis and permitted trade to continue. 

Part L Trade Finance: The Volume Required 

What Trade Fimmm Is und How I t  Works 
Trade aedits are used to finance h a s t  all international 

sales of goods. Bulky pods are shipped over long distances, 
taking horn a week to over a month to arrive in the port of 
d e t i o n .  Raw materials and semifinished materials such as 
steel are further manufactured, and imported hished goods 
must be distributed. The cost of the goods during the bansport 
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must be borne by some one, and the cost of the goods during 
W e r  processing and/or distribution may also be included in 
this trade h c e .  

Finally, when a large installation or plant is being built, long 
term financing is needed until the plant begins to earn revenue 
This may include finandng to the supplier of gods since there 
are large produdion costs which may not be covered by current 
revenue. Major capital projects typically require finance extend- 
ing for 5 to 10 years. 

When South Afcica had a good credit rating in the first half 
of the 1980s, trade h c e  for capital projects could often be 
raised through general p q o s e  borrowing on the capital markets 
of Landon, Fhddwt, and Zurich. That is, bonds were issued and 
large loans horn syndicates were available. 

Now capital purchases must be finmced by trade credits 
tied to the specific items being purchased. For exampIe, in 1987, 
the offidal German export promotion bank Kredi-t fuer 
Wideraufbart provided a credit of DM33 million ($18 million) 
for a telephone system for the South African Post and Telecom- 
municatiofls Adminkbation.' 

In the discussion below, the rather broad time ranges for the 
tams of bade finance reflect the variations in trade hancing 
mgements .  Some trade credits only cover the period of 
transport Others include financing for manlrfachuing before 
shipment and some include finance for manufacturing and/or 
&&iblltion after shipment. The latter processes may be 
rehaneed locally instead of being part of the trade finance. If 
the export promotion banks in the OECD countries sbp guaran- 
teeing trade credits for exports to South Africa, banks and 
suppliers will be less w i h g  to give generous terms, and l o d  
finandng will become essential. The choice of the type of trade 
fbmce depends on various factors including differences between 
domestic and international interest rates. 

The length of tern of bade credits varies according to the 
type of merchandise being sold. Standard items are: 

A. Consumabk, d manufactured items, spare parts, 
raw materials, farm products: 30 to 180 days 

B. Industrial and agricultural equipment, general aviation 
aircraft: 180 days to five years 



C Industrial plants, commercial jet aixmft, locomotives: 
5 to 10 years2 

Trade finance mn be provided by the supplier or by the 
buyer direcCly involved in a transaction, or these parties can 
bring in a bank kr play an intermem role. 

Suppliers' and buyer credits are the most straightforward 
examples of trade d t s .  For a suppIieis d t I  an exporter 
provides the f i n a n ~ h i p p i n g  the product and eoUecthg 
payment with intenst h m  the buyer at a later date. This time 
lag allows for transport halfway across the globe in the case of 
South Africa and giva the buyer an opporhmity to assemble the 
payment money. Sales on open account itre a commonly used 
farm of supplier's credit. Here a h, typicidly a large corpora- 
tion, ship goods to a subsidmy or a regular customer and 
receives payment at a later date. In the case of a buyer's d t ,  
the pudasa  obtains the credit and pays the shipper M y .  

Banks may paaidpate in suppliefs or buyer's d t s  by 
Iending a firm the funds which allow it to provide suppliers or 
buyers d t s  through a credit facility. B& can also pmchase 
at a discount the paper held by firms which have provided 
suppliers credits. This practice is known as forfaiting. 

Banks play a direct role in other types of trade lending 
through letters of d t ,  revolving credit facilities and other 
mechanisms. Under such arrangements, a bank pays the 
expo* at the time the goods are shipped and later collects 
payment from the pmhser, in addition to a fee for its senrices. 
Banks in the importing and/or exporting country can take a role 
in such a transaction 

The Role of Gmtem-t Trade Promatiots Agencies 
Most industriaEized countries have government agenaes that 

promote foreign trade by faditating trade finance. The structure 
of these programs varies horn country to country. Some agencies 
primarity h e  privately armnged trade d t s  against losses 
arising from political turbulence artd c o m m d  risks. Most 
countries offer both inamnce and actual trade finance. Table 1 
provides a lists of these agencies for South &a's  major trade 

F-. 
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Table 1 
Government agencies providing guarantees andlor ctedits 

for trade of the major trade partners of South Africa 

Asency Seroice 

Export Credit 
United Khgdom 

GuamnteEls only 

Guarantee Department 
CECGD) 

Federal Republic of G e m y  

AKA-Ausfuhrkredit (Private) 

Export-Import Bank 
Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry 0 

United State 

Gllamnts 
Guarantees 

Credit 

Credit 

Credit (Guarantees) 
Guarantees 

kport-Import Bank Permitted to p t  credit or 
guarantees for South Africa 
only under very special 
circumstances 

Since capital goods exports require risky being arrange 
m a t s  with years-long terms, the trade promotion agencies in 
most m k i e s  concentrate on iimuing these kinds of sales. 
Agencies do assist in the export of consumer goods as well as 
imprk that are crucial ~KUIWM inputs, 

The most important role trade promotion agencies play in 
regard to South Africa is promoting expo& by domestic 
producers of capitd goods, Except for the mining industry, state 
owned authorities and corporations in South Africa dominate the 
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basic industrial mrs which account for mud., of the buk of the 
country's imports of capital goods. Thus trade promotion 
agencies in the induskdkd countries which facilitate trade 
finance with South N c a  are almost always dealing directly with 
an agency of the South Afrimn government. 

The Vulrrme of Outstanding Trade Credits for South Africa 
Estimated from Trade Dafa This calculation is of the basic 

finance needed to maintain trade at the 1985 level, assuming that 
trade d t s  were used for this finance rather than the general 
purpc~se borrowing whieh was common up through much of that 
year. Thus the esihmte is made for the type of credits which are 
now in use since the h e  when the debt moratorium was called 
in September 1985. The general level will be similar tn that 
required for 1986 and subsequent years. A breakdown of South 
Afrim's overall trade by country and major commodity is given 
in Tables 2 and 3. 

Table 2 
South African exports by country of destination for 

1985 

South Afthn 
Exports to 

-Y 
United Kingdom 
Switzerland 
United States 

Japan 
I ~ Y  
Fmnce 
Other O E D  
Other 

Total 

Gold 
(US$ million) 

Tofal 
(US$ million) 
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Table 3 
h t h  African imports by some for 1985. 

Machinery represents SITC 7? 

South A@an Machimy Torcrl 
Imports fNmr (US$ million) (US$ mdlionl 

G-Y 
United -om 
United Stabs 

Japan 
I ~ Y  
France 
Other OECD 
other 

Total 

For most corntries the volume of new trade finance will 
roughly equal the total of imports plus exports. However, gold 
sales make up roughly 45% of annual South African exportsI and 
we asmm that d e s  of gold do not require n o d  trade h c e .  

Sou& Afrimn mining companies sell their gold to the South 
African Reserve Bank (SAIZB). The  ARB probably pays the 
companies in m d  at the h e  of deliveq or very soon thereafter. 
The  ARB seIIs about 80% of the metal to dealers on the London 
and Zurich gold markets and most of the remainder to wholesal- 
ers in Italy, who 4 it to jewelry mufa-. 

SaPes by the SARR to the huge financial institutions that 
control the London and Zurich markets probably take place as 
follows gold is b o w  to the European centers and immediately 
&bed to the W s  gold bullion account At the time of sale, 
the metal is debited from the gold account and the amount of the 
sale minus a commission is credited to the SARB'S amency 
amount. Since payment is immediate, no trade credits are 
needed. Since the Reserve Bank chooses to sell about 20% of its 
gold to Italy when it could easily sell dl the metal in London and 
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Zurich, it seegls W y  that the Bank had similar arrangements for 
immediate payment with Italian institutions as welL 

With no foreign currency credit needed for gold sales, the 
total amount of trade finance used by South Africa in a year is 
asswned to be roughly equal to the sum of imports and non-gold 
exports, In 1985, South Ahhn  imports totall& $10.5 biJlion and 
non-gold acporbs were equal to $93 billion' Thus trade a-edits 
for 1985 should equal about $19.8 billion. 

The length of these trade credits debmines the total aed ik  
outstanding at a given moment. Total ouistan~gs, rather than 
total trade credits allocated in the course of a year, are the crudal 
figures The outstanding amount of credit, which is constantly 
coning due and being reissued, represents the amount of h c e  
needed to keep thC foreign trade sector of the South kfricrm 
mnony running. 

To estimate sutstandings, South Africa's foreign trade in 
1985 was broken down by major commodity groups and assigned 
trade d C s  varying in length according to the guidelines in the 
Internah2 Finance HandbwkI noted above, and after conferring 
with a banker involved with trade finance. 

F d  products and mast raw materials were given a d i t  
terms of 30 to 60 days. Light mnsumer goods such as clothing 
and sterros and intermediate goods such as steeI and auto 
components were assigned terms of 90 to 180 days AgriculSural 
and industrial machinery were assigned terms of 180 to 360 days. 
And inst.tions of heavy industrial plants were given terms of 
five years* 

The sum of these categories of trade d t s  (30 to 60 days, 
90 to 180 days, 180 to 3M) days, and five years) are added 
together. This total is then divided by the number of times a 
credit of fhiS length would roll over in a year. Thus a credit of 
30 days would expire and be granted for another tramaction 12 
times in the came of a year, anri a credit of 60 days six times. 
Hence, the $7.78 billion of South African exports assigned 30 to 
60 day ceedits is divided by 6 to 12 to give a range of $548 
million t~ $1.30 billion for the amount of t h e  aedits outstand- 
ing. 

In the ease of credits greater than a year in length, the $58 
million in trade that falls under this category is multiplied by the 
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factor needed to keep the amount of outstandings constant That 
is a steady state mnciitim with new loans reglacing previous 
ones as they are paid up. For five-year u-edits the factor is 3 and 
for seven-year credits 4. This gives total long-term outstandings 
of $1.67 to !EL23 billion5 

This estimation method gives a range of outstanding credits 
needed to finance a l l  of South Africa's trade of $4.99 billion to 
$831 billion far 1985. South Africa primarily exports raw 
materials and basic industrial inputs which were assigned 30- to 
W a y  terms in the above scheme. Its imports, by contrast, 
include a d e t y  of industrial goods which have trade credits 
with longer terms. As a result, the outstanding trade credits of 
$3.41 billion to $5.65 billion needed to finance imports is about 
three times greater than the $1.02 to $2.05 billion in oustandings 
needed to finance expo*. All these results are scaled to trade 
figure for 1985 and 1986 and they are s u m m a r i d  in Table 4. 

The exporting country provides trade finance in most cases 
of international sales. Where credit is provided as part of a sales 
transaction, the exporter or the exportefs bank usually receive 
delayed payment far gaods after they have been shipped. 

Since South African imports require about three times the 
oubtanding trade h c e  as the countrfs exports, and since the 
exporting countries g m m d y  provide trade finance, it is logical 
to q e c t  that foreign countries provide about three quarters of 
the credit needed to finance South Afnica's foreign trade while 
South Africa only provides about one quarter. 

m i u r n -  and Long-Tmn Credits Estimated fiom Capital 
Investment Data 

The total annual imports of capital goods, requking medium 
and long tenn &tan&& will now be estimated from entirely 
di&rent source data in order to provide a better evaluation of 
the possible error in the fEgure of $558 million for 1985 estimated 
above frum trade data. Here the starting point will be figure of 
total investment in machinery and equipment by the South 
African economy as a whole. 



Tabk 4 
-tee of the hdde d t e  n- to finance 

h t h  Mria's &ts mbtanding in billim of US. 
doUm 

1985 1986 
Tra& Estimated Trnde Esfimated 

Financing Finnncing 

South Africa Eqmb 9 3  ST 1.3-21 11.0 ST 15-23 
(dudin& gold) 
='PO& 105 ST 2.0-4-0 105 ST 21-42 

LT f "7-2.2 LT 1.S2.4 
Total (excluding gold) 19.9 ST 334.1 223 !%C 3.66.7 

LT 1.7-22 LT 1.S2.4 

Legend 
ST: Short-tenn d t s  of Less than one year. 

LT: &&dim- and long-term a d i t s  of one year or greater. 
~ g s o f ~ w i t h a ~ o f 6 v e y l l s a r s " p ~ t  
aboatt .?mettmgs~adnewIendingifineachysartk 
apwlendingqds tbeamamtaf d b p a i d  of€. 

As on be s m  horn Table 5, these inmxtment figures lie 
between $5.1 billion and $55 billion for 1985 and 1986, of which 
between 25% and 30% is investment by public mrpations. 
What fmction of this investnent Is in foreign purchased machfn- 
ery and eguipment? An estimate of this fraction is only adable 
to us fm the Blechidty Supply Commksion DSKOEA), but it is 
fortunately the k p t  public copratioh First JBKMS invesrt- 
menf in machinerg and eguipent is estimaM from that of d 
public aqorationn as proportional to their gross investment and 
Is found to be $121 billion for 1986. Eskom's foreign borrowing 
in 1986 was $164 million or 14% of this total inv&m~t  in 
machinerg and equipment This bormvhg was pmmmbly all 
k& trade d t s p  sinae the mratorium had M y  been 
~pandthus i t~bthe typeof f inane ingthatmncerns  
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us now. A figure fw the total pmdms of foreign machinery 
and equipment af !W%I &on is obtained by d g  that this 
14% applies to khe economy as a whole. 

Table 5 
Smth AfPiean capital investment in billions of US. 

d o W  

All sectors' 
Public cqomtions' 
E S K O - ~ ~  

1. South African Reserve Bank, Quarterly Bull&. 
2 Calculated by scaling from the Public Corporatior!s on the 
basis of Gross Investment in billions aE dollars: 

2985 1986 
Public Corporations' 2.72 232 
ESK& 215 1.62 
3. ESXM Rospekt, Boersen Ztung, 23 l k c a k r  1987 

This figure of $693 million is 25% higher than the figure of 
!WS million calculated h m  the trade data The $693 million 
could be high because of ESKOM'S relatively high capital intensity 
compared to other sedors of the economy. On the other hand, 
the ~ m o ~  bornwing of $164 million in 1986 may be low kcawe 
of czmy over horn the large amount of borrowing in 1985. 
Nonethehs, the agreement is quite good considering the 
&&rent bases of two estimates. 

C o l r s i s w  of fhe M m a k  of Shor&Tm Credits 
The suggestion given above that the Swth African exports 

may be primarily h a n d  by South W and that imports 
mqukhgshort-term financing are h d  through foreign trade 



credits can be checked for consistency against the known assets 
and liabilities of Swth &I% 

In order to cover their exports, the South African private 
and banking sector would need short-term m t r ;  abroad greater 
than the required export trade Wee of $1 billion to $2 billion 
Short-- claims of the South African bank sector on foreign 
banks were $1.04 billion at the end of 1985 and rose to $1.76 
billion by mid-1987P Short-term claims abroad of the non-bank 
private sector of South Africa were $12 billion at the end of 
1985.' The sum of the bank and private sectors is $2.2 billion for 
the end of 1985. This amount would just permit the $1 to 2 
billion in export finandng since part of the non-bank assets 
represent deposits of individuals abroad that are not available for 
trade finance. 

Certainly there are not sufficient assets in the private bank 
and non-bank sectors to permit financing the short term imports 
without using g e n d  purpose medium- and long-term assets 
and borrowings. 

Part 11. Foreign Debt and Financing Since the 
Moratorium 

Total Debt 
The sectors of the foreign Wditors of h t h  Africa's foreign 

debt are shown in Table VI for the end of 1985 and 1986. The 
total debt decreased during 1986 for several reasons. During this 
period $05 billion was repaid on the $10 billion of the debt 
which was under a standstill agreement with the foreign banks. 
This standsfdl ageemat was precipitated by a moratorium on 
payments declared by Sauth AErica in September 1985 and it has 
been extended tmtil mid-1990. 

Payments were made on bends and no new issues were 
hated because of the credit conditions caused by the moratori- 
ua However, the £ i ~  in Table 6 seem to belie this, since the 
amount of outstanding bonds hmeased in dollar mountsin 1986 
when no new bonds were issued. Indeed, bonds falling due 
during the year were paid off, so the debt should have d d  
This contradiction is srpzained by the fact that half of the bonds 
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are denominated in Deutxhe Mark and they appreciated by 27% 
against the US dollar during the year. Thus if no bonds were 
redeemed during the year, the value of the outstanding bonds as 
expressed in dollars should have appreciated by 13% just because 
half of tfiem are in Deutsche Marks. The increase would be wen 
greater because other bonds are in Swiss francs and other 
currencies which have also appreciated relative to the d o k .  

Payments were also made on the portion of the debt 
guaranked by foreign g o v ~ t s  and on recent trade ad i t s .  
HoweverJ Table 6 shows an increase in non-bank aedifs. Here 
again the TabIe resects an appreciation of foreign currencies of 
the major trading partners of Sou& Afriea dative to the dollar. 
In reality there has ken a slight decrease of this lmding. 

The following analysis will take up each of these areas of 
credit in detail and we will want to h o w  whether funds have 
flowed into or out of Swth Africa by sector of the creditors and 
by sector of the borrowers. The only way these h can be 
calculated is if the currency distribution of the debt is knownJ for 
otherwise currency appreciations can not be distinguished from 
money flows. Table 7 shows this mency distehtion in the 
debt as a whole and by borrowing sector of the South African 
emnomy.. The latter is deduced from South African government 
guarantees of debt by currency, which cover all debt of public 
authorities and public corporationsJ like ESKOM, as well as some 
perd trade credits. 

When looking at the bank and private sector, the interbank 
lending can be immediately separated out because it is almost all 
in US. dollars. This contention is supported by the following 
facts. First, h a s t  all of the interbank debt is under the 
standdI agreement, so no new lending is likely to have occurred 
since Sepkdm 1985. Then when this debt is e x p d  in 
dallars it has decreased roughly at the rate of the speci6ed 
repayment schedule. If the interbank debt were denominated in 
other currencies, it would have inaeased greatly in dollar terms 
under the standdl because of the appredation of these amen- 
c k  &tiye to the dollar. The latter has not been the caseJ and 
thus the interbank debt is in dollars. 



Table 6 
Foreign debt of South Afdca in billions of U.S. dollars by 

Borne 

End 1985 End 1986 

TofaI OEW Total OECD 
Country 
G m n -  

Country 
Gwran- 

tees' tee# 

Foreign Banksb 17,459 

BE reporting 17.003 
counwc 

Reglaining OECD 0.456 
countriesd 

Nombank lenders 269 
including o f f i d  
credit agencies' 
Bond$ 
IMP 

Notes 
a. Amaunts guaranteed by instrumentalities of the governments of 

the OEW member oauntries including 4 s  given by official 
finandng agencies. See notes d and e. 

b. The sums of the and o m  data are essentially identical to the 
IMP data thet are reported by the individual debtor o~unhies in 
Infemntionaf Finmccial S W f f i  as the sum of "Cmsdbrder 
In- Liabilities by Residence of Borrowing Bank" and "Goss- 
Border Bank Credit b No- by Residence of Bormwers." The 

sums are $17.47 billion and $16.12 billion for 1985 and 1986, 
qxd ive l  y. 

c Mohtrihj Vistrrhtiotl oJ Intmal.im1 Brmk Lending, Bank for 
Inknational Settlements (a, oonsolidated amunts of banks in 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Ikwnark, Federal Republic of Germany, 
Ehkud, France, k h d ,  Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, 
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Nomay, spin, Sweden, flvibland, united Kingdool, United 
States, and xnapr off&re Ftrrther analpis using central 
banlcdatayMdsthefalIowing&imatesofbankdebtiWlionsof 
US. d o h  for the end of 1% UK, 3.6; US 3.0; Germaay 19; 
Swibdmd 17; 7; 2& Japan 1.6; o h  24 

d. Skrfistics on EXffflllJ Indebted= &mk and T n a f e W  Nm-W 
Extend Clabns on Indmidual Emuwing Counhirs land Terrjtmies 
BES/OHCD, includes EJS reportlng area plus chima p m n t d  by the 
governments of Australla, Greece, New Zedad, and Portugal. 

e The t o t a l m t  afnon-Wnon-b is 039- bydifkmm from 
the blal debt reported by South Africa and all debt that on be 
~I~oEIW by categories. The total a l t  of norr-bank deM given 
inthistableis~theupperboundfarnon~debtbecazl~eil 
r e p m a &  themmaintier and t h u s t h e a ~ t i o n o f ~  The 
guaEaateea porttwC fmm d. d, indudes insured supplied d k  
a n d a t p d i t s e x t e d e d b y o ~ ~ r t ~ ~ ~ ~  

f. 1986c South Afrtaur Reserve Bank quoted by Fhncid Adad 
[supplemmt), 9 O E t o h  19W- 1985: Scaled h m  1986 usingthe list 
of bnds in J. E Ilnd and D. V. Espaldon, South A@ds Debt uf tk 
T h e  qf Crisis (Caniccor, 1W, Appendix B. Early DM bond issues 
w ~ ~ t o h a v e b e e n ~ t o r e d ~ t h e o u t e ~ g b t h e  
1986 Iwel. The increase in the dollar amount of the bonds between 
1985 and 19186 is pmdy a reflection of the appt5ath-i of the 
Deukhe Mark in whfch half the bonds are denominaaed. 

g. South dfrian Restme Bank, QrurMy BuIWn, Man& 1- 

At the end of 1986 the interbank debt af South A k b n  
banks amounkd to $72 Won according 50 the Bank for 
Inkmatimal  en^ IBIS)! Thus the tenaining $8.0 billion, 
made up af the nemaining $3.0 billian of debt in dollars plus $25.0 
W n  in various other c x u ~ ~ u e s ,  is the debt of the South 
African private non-bank sedor. The final principle in the 
f a h v h g  analysis Is the fact that the governments of the d m  
OD member amdries, prefer to provide guarantees and trade 
laansintheirowncurrencies,adinafew~onlydeaIin 
t h & a w n w .  M T h i s w i I I w i l f t i n ~ i n g ~ W  
Qeditsiromthe without guamllteea 



Table 7 
South African external debt at the end of 1986 by currency 

and sector of the debtor economy lin US$ billion) 

Public Sector 

Currency Total Botrds Public Bank & 
Authorities Pfinrrk 

b Stxton 

US$ 
DM 
UKL 
swfr 
Frfr 
Japan Y 
Other 

Total 

Sorucerr Total debt by currency: Sauth African Reserve Bank quoted 
in ESKOM h q & t  in the h e m n  Zeibng ( ~ ~ ) ,  23 December 
1987; Bonds: Bonds are &mst entidy public sector £mmcbg, for 
either pub& authorities or public mrporations (see note d in Table 
6); Pvblic hthon'fis  mrd Public CoJpomfJons: Told debt guaranteed 
by the Swth A f r i a  pvemmmt, Gonernnrent Gcaefte, No. 10930, p. 
13,25 SeptembeF 1487, for 31 March 1987, less bonds. 

Total Debt F o r e  Banks 
At the end of 1986, the total debt to foreign banks was $16.1 

billion, of which $7.2 billion was the debt of South &can banks. 
It should be remembad that this interbank debt was the 
principal cause of the debt moratorium of 1985, because South 
African banks had been borrowing excessively in the short term 
interbank market to finance long term capital lending in South 
Afria When this short term debt began to be withdram" the 
resulting liquidity aisis f o d  the calling of the moratorium 

The portion of these debts that represents trade credits is 
impossible to ascertain. This is so because what in times of gad 
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credit ra- is a general purpose loan becomes, in h e s  of poor 
credit ratings, trade finance linked bo +e trade transaction. 
However, some information is avaiEable on bank trade d t s  
which are insured by government of the OEcD member nations, 
and that is described below. 

Xnsured Bank Cwditg 
The bank creclits for trade that are insured by O E D  member 

countries dropped from $20 billion at the end of 19815 to about 
$1.8 billion by mid-1986 and has remained at that level through 
mid-1937. Unlikr! interbank lending which is primarily in US 
dollars, trade d t s  tend to be denominated in the l d  
m u e s  of the country exporting to South Africa Only two 
c o d e s  provide public data on these gumanteed bank trade 
d k .  

The US does not now generally provide insurance, and has 
only $0.358 million of a $3.1 million Expork-Import Bank 
parantee to run off the books? 

The only other country that reports insured bank credits is 
the UK, and they have remained relatively constant, between 
$0.87 billion and $0.81 billion in dollar terms, since mid-1985. 
These UK insured bank trade credits made up about 45% of the 
total ~ ~ ~ g - i n s u r e d  bank d t s  in mid-1987. If all the pounds 
sterling expoflve of banks in the UK is in trade d t s  ratha 
than general lending to South Africa, then these guaranteed 
d t s  are esm.tially all in pounds sterling. Thus total UK 
gumantees since mid-1985, expressed in pounds sLeriin5 w d d  
have d m  by 30% rather than remaining roughly constant, 
as they appear in dollar temrs. 

Mid-1985 is close to the imposition of the moratorium on the 
Sauth M c a f i  external debt in September 1985; thus we see a 
declining trend in the lending o! pounds sterling since the 
moratorium's imposition. This trend is masked by the conver- 
sion to a depredating dollar. The yen and the Deutsche Mark 
have appxbted with respect to the d o h  even more than the 
pound. Thus it mn be said with reasonable certainty that bank 
credit guarantees have canhued to drop throughout the perid 
between mid-19% and mid-1987 when expressed in the curren- 
cies in which these d t s  are denominated. The total decrrease 
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in the bietwm mid-1985 and mid-1987 is at least as 
great as the 30% that is given by the pound sterling figures for 
that pied. 

In the case of Japan, we a n  assume that insured banks 
credits are almwt zero. Flrst, mmost trade d f s  that are 
guaranteed by Japan are made in the form of official ffnancing of 
the Exprt-Import Bank rather than as innrred medie of the 
Minisby of International Tmde and Industry (m) and the 
Bxport-Import Bank Thus guaranteed bank trade d t s  are not 
common Secondly# it is the Iending in yen that is likely to be 
under J a p e s e  guarantees and two-thirds of it is to the South 
African public sector. Sine Japan has a policy that banks should 
not make loans to Lfie Sauth African government, this twethirds 
should nat be guaranteed bank As a r d t  of the 
weight of these arguments# we assign a value of zero to the 
Japanese paranteed bank d t s .  

What do these various currency f i v  mean in terms of the 
amount of goods delivered on the dodrs in South Africa? 
ZniWy, ,some of the local m e n c y  prices are locked in through 
contpactsl However, some exporters in countries whose curren- 
cies have appredated wiII cut prim to stay competitive with 
d o h  denominated goods in the hope that &ge rates are 
-acing ody a short fluctuation. These exportmi can not 
maintain these price cuts over a longer time frame bemuse the 
price clats reduce fqmrters' profit margins sigrti6-a y. Thus in 
the medium term the graphs of appreciated currencies will 
somewhat u n d d u e  the mount of physicni exports and the 
graphs of depreciated currencies will tend to overvalued physical 
expo*, leaving the amounts of physical v r t s  lying some- 
where between the two. In the long term, the assumption that 
prices are fixed in the domestie currency of the "porter is 
pmbably more a m & .  

Non-3mk Credits 
NQI~-bank &ts are the other major sotme of d t s  now 

available to South Africa. These include private suppliers' d b  
and both supplier and buyer d t s  from government adi t  
agencies like the Japanese Export-Impart Banlc and the German 
trade finance agency, K m l i U t  fiir Wiederaufbau The $2,882 
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billion in non-bank credits at the end of 1986 in Table 6 is 
sthated by subtracting horn the total debt of $22593 billion the 
sum of the debt to the foreign banks, the bond holders and the 
IMF. Since all ~ T S  in the various data accumhte in this 
difference of $2.881 billion, it is not highly accurate. 

This non-bank d t  appears to rise in Table 6 from $2.25 
billion at the end of 1985 to $2.88 billion at the end of 19&6, with 
the QECD rnemberanmtty-guaranteed-portion f i g  from $1.08 
billion to $1.36 bilpion Thus there appears to be an increase of 
both the total and the insured portion between the end of 1985 
and 1986. However, these inaeases are attributable to currency 
exchange rate changes as shown below. 

Figure 1 shows the insured portion rising rapidly after the 
debt standstill in late 1985, By converting this debt into varlaus 
currencies and setbing the vertical currency scales on the right 
hand side of the figure to coincide at the mid-1985 data point, 
f i p  1 shows that if aU the guaranteed debt were in Deutsche 
MarksI there would have been a general decline in the amount 
of this guaranteed Deutsche Mark debt. Assuming a fixed price 
for goods in each currency, this means a decrease in the physical 
amount of goods exported to South Africa with OECD guaranteed 
financing. If the expbrls were in pounds or yen, the amount 
mdates and $ only very slightly higher in mid-1987 than in 
mid-1 985. 

The amount of German exports financed by non-bank 
~ t u t i o n s  is plotted in Deutsche Marks at the bottom of figure 
1. They amount to about 20% of the tatal OECD member country 
guaranteed non-bank aedits, assuming that the German data 
refer mostly to guaranteed &ts. The German credits remain 
relatively constant throughout the time period when e x p d  
in Deukhe Marks' but they would show a spurious increase 
since 3985 if they were expressed in dollars. 

Estimates of the amount of nan-bank credits and guarantees 
in all the various cummaes must be made before we mn see if 
the amount of goods delivered has increased or decreased over 
time. Table 8 gives our estimates with an explanation in the 
notes to the table. The UK portion of the non-bank d i s  is 
roughly &mated at $250 million at the end of 1986, while the 
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largest contributor is Japan with $580 million or 43% of the total 
as suppliers' credits. 

Figure 1 

Non-bank d t s  guaranteed by the member countries of the 
OECD. Suppliers' credit3 and d i s  of official export financing 
institutions in billions. 

Totd non-bank i n s d  credits, expressed in US dollars, are 
taken from reference 2 in Table 6. Scales on the vertical axes for other 
currem5es are set so that they mindde for mid-1985 just before the 
morabriun It is thus evident that much of the increase in the 
insured and gumnkd  credits expressed in dollars d t s  from the 
fdlling value of the dollar, since these credits remain more or less 
constint 

Non-bank d t s  of the Federal Republic of Germany, insurance 
not specified, are expressed in Deutsche Marks h m  Table llc of the 
S i t u W i d e  Behf te  zu dol Monntsberkhten der Deutschen Bu&&nk, 
Series 3, ZuhIutfgsbilnnzsfatistiliL 
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Table 8 
Instrred d t s  to South Atiica by OECD member cotmtries at 
the end of 1986, by type of =Iditor and cursgncy exclusive 

of dollars, expressed in billiom of US dollars 

~ o f n r  Insured Credits, o ~ c d  
Without Bank Nun-Bank 
Bonds 

DM 
UKL 
Swfr 
Frfr 
Japan Y 
Other 

Notes 
a. See Table 6 for source. 
b. See Table 6, footnobe b for sourceufce 
DM: Nonhnk d t s ,  Table Ilc, Sfatische Beihefte zu den 

~ ~ h f e n  der DeursJren B u h b a n k ,  Series 3. 
L: See notes lo Figure 1 for bank gumntegs. Total gurvantees are 

estimated for the end of 1985 from the e ~ ~ ~ r e p o r t e d  amount for 
all Africa. This amount is sided by the percent of AM- trade 
with h t h  M i c a  and yields about $1.2 bilIion h r  mtd 
supplied credits to South Africa. Only $1.0 billion is avdhble 
in pounds s t d i n g  and $0.75 billion is already allocabed to bank 
credits, as explahd in the note to F i p  I, IPhhs leaves $025 
billion for non-bank d t s .  These must be inswed suppliers' 
d t s  since the ttK does not d M y  provide buyefs d t s  
through a government export bank. 

Swfr. Switzerland has little trade with South Africa other than 
imporb of South Alrican gold on a w u n t  ThereEore non-bank 
crediesareminimal. 

Frfc Non-bank credits in Frfr and "other" &es am obtained 
between the Zotal Insured amaunt of $136 mend the 
estimat@dcrediCshD~L*Swfr,dY. Theremainderis 
apportioned between fmna and "others." 
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Y: When the o u t s w & s  of f 3 p r t  credit. of The Export-hprt 
Bank of Japan for Africa, given in its annual report for 1985, are 
d e d  by the percaatage of Afrimn trade with South Africa, the 
mer for Swth kfrimn supplied d t s  is 30% of the total for 
A h h ,  or $052 billion. Unfortunately, the 1986 annual report 
mixes supplied and b u y d  credits, so that the suppliers' 
d t s  cannot be isolated. Within the a m c y  of this estimate, 
the total yen expclsure of W.58 billion is probably inmued. 
Buyers' credits are probably not provided, at least for the $0.40 
W o n  of lending to public mrparations shown in Table 7 
because of the prohibition by Japan on lending to the Swth 
African govmnmmt. Thus we assume that all the Japanese non- 
bank aedits zue suppliers' a d i t s .  

Other: Non-bank amount apportioned by difference from the btal as 
intherrrdseofFrfh 

By using the currency distribution at the end of 1986 and 
ammhg that the distribution remains relatively constant o v a  
tine, the value of the non-bank guarantees and d t s  at the end 
of 1986 can be calculated back to mid-1985 through the exchange 
rates. The result shows that there was no change in the amwnt 
of each currency and that the variation in the dollar amounfs in 
Figure 1 is all a result of the exchange rate variation between 
mid-1985 and the end of 1986. Some decrease then oacurs in 
1987. Lf the value of ggoods is constant in a given currency, this 
result meam that there was no change in the amounts of goods 
w v d  6rom mid-1985 until the end of 1986. 

Looking at the htal non-bank credits, both insured and 
uninsured over the year 1386, the total i n c r d  in dollar terms 
from $225 billion to $288 billion, a 28% increase. However, to 
determine the real change in the amount of goods delivered, a 
currency distribution must be obtain4 for all non-bank eredits. 
Such a distribution is sthated by scaling the machinery exports 
for O E ~  member countries h m  1985 to 1986 by the ratio of the 
total exports in those two years and by scaling the $288 billion 
of non-bank d t s  using these estimates of machinay exports 
in 1986. The d t s  are listed in Table 9. The distribution of 
cummdes of the exporting countries in the ranahkg debt is 
d e n t  to cover a l l  these expo& in domestle currencies except 
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for the UK where $0.15 billion in US doUars would be rqumL 
Using this cmmmcy distributionI the $2.88 billion at the d of 
1985 would have represented only $2.45 billion worth of 
currends a year earlier. Since non-bank trade credit at that time 
was only !W!3 billion, there was a real increase in non-bank 
trade crecW during 1986 of 8%, ammirig that prices remained 
constant in each mency .  

Summmj of F o e  Credits 
The analysis given above provides a general pichue of the 

South kfrican exposure of foreign banks and non-banks which is 
outlined in Table 9. If exposure to South African banks is 
omitted, foreign b a r b  have provided credits of $8.94 billion to 
the public and private sectors of South Afrim at the end of 1986. 
Nan-banks, that is other bushes= and officiaE financing 
agencies, have provided $2.88 billion. Having nuw anallyzed 
non-bank adtors,  further insight can now be gained on the 
banking sector. 

Subtracting aU the currencies in the bond and non-bank 
distribution of the total debt leaves $32 billion in various 
currencies other than dollars (DM 0.6, Swfr 0.6, Frfr 8.8 and other 
currencies 1.0, all expressed in billions of dollars). These 
amounts more than adequately cover the undlocatpd $0.97 billion 
of guam&ed bank credits not yet amounted for, leaving anather 
$22 bUion in bank dQ which are not guaranteed 

Thus h o r n  trade credits amount to $2.88 billion of non- 
bank Qedits and $1.80 billion of gumanteed bank d b ,  
totalling $468 billion Of the mnaining $7.14 billion of foreip 
bank d t s  to the South Afrimn non-bank sector, $22 billion are 
not denominated in d o h  and are thus more W y  to b 
d h d y  with trade. This analysis suggests that 
outstanding trade d b  are about $6.9 billion. This amount is 
just above tire upper baund estimated in Part I for South Ahican 
import d t s  in 1986. 
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Table 9 
Total cseditg (in $US billion) of foreign banks and non- 

banks in South Africa, 31 December 1986 

l3mds 
Guntry Total Tofnl OECD 

wtWtthout Gourn- 
Inter- ment 
bank Guaran- 

teed 
2.32 0.83 
1.06 0.0 
1.45 

UK 3.62 
us 2% 
Germany 1.87 
Switzerhd 1.68 
France 203 
Japan 1.56 
Others 2.41 

Total 

Nm-Banks 
T0hP OECD 

Grraern- 
menf 

Guaran- 
teed 

0.4 0.25 
0.4b 0.0 
0.9 0.21 
0.1 0.0 
02 0.16 
0.6 0.58 
0.4 0.16 

Est. 
Tot. 
Exp. 

Notes 
Without Interbank Total bank exposure less interbank lending. 
OECD Governmat Guarankes: Guamtees by pvemments of oam 

glemtrer counh-ies given separateIy for bank and non-bank 
d t s .  The latter includes credits by government trade finance 
agenaes. 

a. Very mugh estimates by scaling the total of $2.8 billion by the 
machinery experts of ~ach country for 1986. The I986 values 
were obtained by scaling tbe 1985 0- statistics for macbwq 
to 1986 by total exports for each year. 

b. US data for nowbank uedits are given as $50 million in Table CM- 
IV-5 of the Trerrsuy Bullletin, Department of the Treasury. 
Howwer, claims on subsidiaries are not included and thus it is a 
lower b o d .  

Ktunmr &ding Since the Moraton'um 
The one sector of the South African economy which is 

h a m  to have received foreign funds since the moratorium has 
been the public sector, both public authorities and public 
corporations. 
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Hearsay evidence suggests that Swiss and/or German banks 
lent about $400 million in early 1986 to the public authorities for 
oil pufihases to r e s W  their reserves at a time when the price of 
oil started dropping rapidly. Since oil is sold in US d o M ,  these 
1 m  were presumably in do-. When we look at the 
Bundesbank statistics, an assumption must be made about the 
currencies in which the South Afr im lending is made in order 
to permit the calculation of the money flows. Only the figure for 
banks in the UK is available, and it show that 80% of British 
bank exposure $ in US dollars. Using this same percentage for 
the Gennan barb, a flow from German banks to South A$ica of 
about $130 million can be seen in the h t  half of 1986 and this 
is primatiIy in the first quarter. This inflow to the South African 
public sector is against the background of a much larger outflow 
from South African banks to the German banks. While this 
calculation is not very accsurate, it suggests that the larger portion 
of these oil loans may be Swiss. 

ESKOM, a public corporation, reported $164 million (R3n 
million) in foreign loans in 1986, and projected a total of $465 
nillion (R929 d o n )  for 1987. The Reserve Bank already 
reports a net inflow of $340 d o n  to public corporations in the 
first half of 1987. Where is this money coming from, and can 
these flows be seen from the side of the supplying b& and 
other institutions? 

First, some of it is generated i n t e d y  within South Afria 
When a South African debtor pays off its foreign currency debt 
which is under the standstill agreement, the money is deposited 
with the Public Investment Commission (HC). If these funds are 
not needed at that time for payments under the agreement, they 
wiU be lent out (reinvested) with South Africa in the public 
&r. Some of these funds are also being directly aqujred by 
ESKOM. Thus the standstill agreement is providing a pool of 
foreign funds for the government. 

Secondly, export credits are still available from all the major 
trading partners. Only the US has cut off gov-ent guarantees 
and lending but private sector trade credits are permitted. As 
Larry Harper, ESKOM's general manager of finance, stated, "If we 
place orders overseas using credit lines with overseas institutions 
we can still fund at least 85% of our import requirements . . . . 
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There has been no indication that that sort of h a m e  will be 
wlthdra~n."~~ 

The epmue of UK banks in the South African public sedor 
has been rising continuously sfnm the end of 1985, especially in 
the first half of 1987. Using the fact that 80% of UK bank lending 
to Sou& Africa is in dollars, the flow to the South African public 
sector in the first haJf of 1986 would be about $160 W n  while 
that in the first haif of 2987 would be about $170 million In the 
latter case the flow is almost completely compensated by a 
deenease in unused rodtments  which suggests that the flow 
was a d t  of a draw down on an already commiW loan or 
I w n s .  German bank data s u p t  a net flow into the South 
A&m mn-bank sector, including the public sehsr, of about $40 
million in the second quarter of 1987. Remember these flows are 
net flows or flow into South Afrim minus any repayments of 
existing loans. Thus the actual idlows are huger and have 
probably risen even more in the second half of 1987. 

Three credits for a total of DM 32S million are known to 
have been accorded to the South African Post and Teleccrwnu- 
nications Administration in 1987 for finandng telephone offices 
by the German reconstruction bank, the Kreditmstalt fuer 
Wiederaufbau (Kfwl." The Fratkt.furter aUndYchau in January 
1988 had qiorted that these credits were for =OM, but the 
German Embassy stated that this report was incorrectU 

Note that a DM200 million bond issue was floated in 
Deoember 1987 for e m o ~  with a mgktration date of 1 April 1985. 
The lead managers werr Dresdner and Commexzbank. EmoM 
received the funds in 1985 b m  the underhtersI so the issue 
does not represent an inflow of funds in 2987. 

Part EL The Effect of Cutting off Trade Credib 

Dr. Gerhard de Ko& Governor of the South African Rgserve 
Bank, in his "optimistic scenario" for 1988 foresaw the possibility 
of a 4% p w t h  in the South African economy:' This scenario 
rrqu iredamong*~"an increasedusebySwth  
African importers and acprbxs of foreign trade and suppliers' 
d l s  with a consequent improvement in the capital amount of 
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balance of payments." The question for this chapter to answer 
is, fust what eftect would the cutting off of trade d t s  have on 
the South African economy? 

Because many of the present trade credits are in the form of 
suppliers' credits, such a ban on trade credits would most easily 
be enforced by each of South Africa's trading partnw requiting 
a proof of payment for each item as it is shipped into or out of 
their country. 

The Economy 
The avemge growth rate of the South African economy 

during the 1980s has been very low. The best linear fit of the 
p w t h  of the p s  domestic product between 1980 and 1986, 
indwive, is 0.88% per year according to NedbankS In seeldng 
answers as to why the growth rate has been so low, Nedbank 
enmerates several constraints on the economy. Among these 
mnshints are the 'low ebb of entrepreneurial confidence" and 
"the completion of major infrastrudural programmes of the 
p m t a t d  corporations." The latter point highlights that this 
small p w t h  has been led by the capital spending of the 
parasbtals like ESKOM. In fact, de Kock in his abovementioned 
address siates that an essential requirement for a take-off of 
economy in 1988 is a "Wet revival in real hxed and inventory 
investment" and that a growth rate of 4% can be achieved only 
if there is a marked increase in the total spending in capital 
outlays on plant, equipment, and construction, 

As was explained in Part I of this chapter, the essential 
machinery involved in capital outlays must be purchased abroad, 
and thus financing for these purchases is crucial to the 
implementation of this plan of economic growth. The lack of 
suEaent capital outlays is in part the result of the low ebb of 
e n t r e p r e n d  confidence arising from the political problems in 
South Afrimn and from the imposition of sanctions from abroad. 

This lack of confidence is exemplified in the IMF figures for 
errors and omissions in the South African balance of payments 
figures. The ermrs and omissions are an indication of 
unreported capital flight under circumstances like the imposition 
of US sanctions in the last quarter of 1986. Indeed, in that 
cprkr, the m s  I n m f i o n n l  Financial Statistics reports that 



errors and omissions were over $1 bilIion, signifying massive 
capital flight. Note that the South African m e  Bank tried to 
explain this $1 billion outflaw as a shift from e x t a d  to domestic 
financing of foreign trade by their usual combining of reported 
short term capital flows with errors and omissions. Thus if 
sanctions continue to be scald upward and/or if the politid 
scene continues to worsen, the entrepreneurial con6dence will 
continue to ebb even with funds available from the present 
positive flow of funds in the balance on current account. 

ExOds present expansion plans are a tramparent use by 
the government oi a parastatal to prime the economic pump 
through capital investment with hope that the ripple effect will 
raise the entrepm& confidence and create more in-ent 
EsKoM's ex-pansion, with five new pwer  stations under 
consbudion, is 'based upon the premise of a 7% annual innvase 
in the demand for electricity in a country whwe central bank 
govemfls most optimistic hope is for a 4% growth rate and 
whose average real growth has been under 1% for the past seven 

Y-. 
The financing for capital equipment for these power stations 

is coming born prior cornmihnents, new suppliers' d t s  of 
foreign banksI some suppIim' medits h m  foreign govenunent 
export agencies, and foreign funds lucked in by the standstill 

The prohibition of trade Q@dits by South M c a ' s  
major trading partners (US, Germany, UK, and Japan) would 
exclude most of the sources and force South Affica bo depend 
upon those funds lacked in by the standstill agreement 
However, these h d s  all become due in mid-1990, along with 
$1.1 billion of bonds coming due that year, making the use of 
these locked in f h d s  very penlous. South M c a  is obviously 
hoping that the economic and political situation will be 
suf£icientIy good that these debts can be rolled over at that time. 
OtherwiseI there will be a & Pike the one of September 1985. 

Sanctions Agaitwt Trade Credits 
Haw much licplldity does South Africa have if trade d D i  

ceased being granted by foreign banks, corporations, and 
government agencies in the major exporting countries to South 
f i m ?  Certainly the overb&g of the South A f r i a  banks 
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up until the moratorium in 1985 was prompted by the very high 
domatic South African interest rates and relatively low 
International capital market interest rates. This fact suggests that 
as much trade finance as possible was sought abroad at that time. 
Foreign dollar and domestic rand interest rates did not begin to 
converge until late 1986 and early 1987. There have been no 
large outflows of recorded short term capital since the lwgbmng 
of 1986 which w d d  suggest, as the Reserve Bank emineously 
proposed for the fourth quarter of 1986, that there has been a 
major shift toward domestic finance of trade since the 
maratorim 

Thus even if South Africa were providing the $1.8 billion to 
$29 billion of its own export finance in 1987, imports required 
about $27 billion to $5.3 billion of short tam oubtandings. 
Annually new medium and long term funding of $0.7 billion to 
$0.9 billion was required and any cut-off of trade credits would 
require raising this mount plus an equal amount to pay off long 
term debt horn previous years that is coming due. brig term 
ouktmdings would climb to $2.1 billion to $28 billion over five 
yeazs.1 Thus the totd bill for imports in the first year: a£tm all 
tmde credits were cut off, assuming no other sources of creditI 
would be $4.1 billion to $7.1 billion. In the succeeding years the 
mount of new money would be reduced to the amount of medi- 
um and long term funds for capital imports and service on the 
prwiolls debt. However, the economy would be saddled with 
large amounts of foreign exchange tied up in trade k c e  and 
not o t h d  available. 

The primary effect of the cutting off of Wde adits is the 
sharp impact of raising $4 billion to $7 billion in foreign ex- 
change in the year the sanctions are enforced with most of that 
capital being necessary in the first three to six months. This 
assumes that al l  major trading partners act at the same time and 
the effect is reduced propofionally if they do not 

A s  of 30 September 1987, the South Afrim Reserve Bank 
held foreign assets of $3.70 billion of which $2.61 billion was in 
gold resmres. For these gold reserves to be u-, they would 
need to be swapped for foreign currencies. These resaws are 
building up partly to keep an overrmpply of gold off the market 
in order to maintain a stable price. The banking system held 



foreign assets of artother $0.96 billion. F W p  foreign depolsib by 
non-banh were $1.75 bWm. These assets represent the glain 
smmes of foreign exchange that can be quickly tapped. 'Dhe 
R m  Bank and banking system assets of $4.66 billion are most 
a~xesiktle while the foreign deposits include individwd accounts 
which have no relation to imports and are thus i n a d l e  for 
these pllqposes. Cornping these numbers with the $4 billion to 
$7 billion reqvired t~ finance the trade indicates that South Africa 
would face a finandal c r k  if trade d t s  were mt off by its 
major trading partners, for South Africa could barely cover the 
needs at the lower estimate of the trade finance by liquidating 
almost all of its foreign mserves. 
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SANCTIONS AND SOUTH AFRICA: 
AN ANALYSIS OF SOUTH 

AFRICA'S STIRATEGIC MINERAL 
EXPORTS 

Sanford Wright 

Sanctions and South Africa's Strategic Minerals 

S w d  of the minerals that South Africa exports to the 
Western Countries are considered to be strategic, leading many 
people to conclude that the West is consequently vulnerable to 
South Africa. When -dent Reagan issued his Executive Wer 
on 9 September 1985 to implement sanctions against South 
Africa, South African Resident P. W. Botha reacted to these 
sandions by threatening to implement his own sanstims- 
centered m m d  an embargo of strategic mind e x p o m g a i m t  
Westem countries. H e  stated, "My message to the United States 
and the British Commonwealth is that by digging a hole for 
South A£rica they muld end up harming themselves. If South 
Africa w e  to withhold its chrome exportsI one million Ameri- 
cans would lose their jobs, and the motor industry in Europe 
would be brought to a standstill."' 
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This threat was immediately given credibility by various 
parties. Rep. Don Fuqua (D-Fla), chairman of the House Science 
and Technofogy Conunitte, aqpd that Batha's threat should be 
taken seriously since a cutoff of chromium could have serious 
economic consequences for the United States. Suddgn and 
pro1cmged loss of supplies c d d  hurt the auto industry in 
parficuh" he said, and perhaps cost jobs? 

This position, which may be termed the "resome denial 
theory,'' is also presented from the additional perspective that the 
Soviet Unionr in (~111Elsion with socialist governments in souhr~ 
Africa, would deny these ninaals to the West. This argument 
has been put forth by the South African g o v m e n t  in an 
attempt to d i d t  its opposition, particularly the liberation 
f o m .  This position gained additional support recently when 
Jonas Savimbi, head of the ~ r ~ s r ~  guerrilla force that is using 
Swth African and United States' support in an attempt to 
overthrow the Angolan government, visited Washington in 
Febfuary 1986. Reacting to the warm reception by President 
Reagan and ahinbtmtion officials, Savimbi declared, "If you 
lose Angola to communism you lose southern Africa. By losing 
southern Africa, you lose a m  to strategic minerals that are 
critical to your e~norny."~ 

The four minerals considered to be strategic are chromium, 
vanadium, m p e s e ,  and &e platinum p p  metals. The W 
three are considered to be strategic as a result of their role in the 
~~ of steel, and platinum is considered to be strategic 
h u s e  of its use as a catalytic agent. 

Recent research has clearly demonstrated that the level of 
United States' imports from South Africa is more of a conve- 
nience than a dependence, since various alternatives to South 
Africa's exports are available.' Western European counfries a d  
Japan would be more affeded than the United States by a South 
African cutoff, since their level of South African imports is 
higher, However, Empers automobile industry would not be 
brought to a halt, as the alternatives adhble  to the United 
State are also available to Europe? The probability of South 
&ca stopping its a p a r C s  is very remote, as the various 
available alternativesI including subditution, alternate rmpply 
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solrrcea, and resycting industries would permanently dhinbh 
the need for South Africa exports. 

cmpssmm 03-U)  has inbodwed new legisla- 
tion that will strqthen sanctions against South Africa A major 
section of this bill bans all imp* from South Africa 

except for any strategic mind with respect bor which 
the Resident cmliiies to the Con- that the -ti- 
ties of such minerd which are ewmtial for military 
USES d masm&Ie secure domestic suppies and 
that substitutes for such minerals are not available6 

The Comprehensive ht3-Apartheid Act of 1986 required a 
report to Congress on the extent to which the United Stateg is 
d-dent on the importatiofl b m  Seuth Africa of the four 
m i n h  mentioned W reportI which was r d d  in Septem- 
ber 1987, highly ovemtated U.S. dependence on these minerals 
from Sauth Africa For example, the report stated that 

For p p s e s  of this report, dependence is defined as 
the percentage of US. conrmnption of a given corn- 
nadity supplied by South Africa. Factom other than 
production, import levels, and consumption w e  not 
aonsiad.  Albmative SQ- of supply h m  other 
producers for m a W  such as chromium and manga- 
nese were not taken into account. P d i l i t i e s  of 
substitution, invatmy changes, variavariations in M e  
patterns a d  e f k b  of price changes were also not 
considered in preparing this report7 

This H e ' s  comparative aralys5 of khe major Western 
countries' reliance on South Afrio*s strategic mineral exports will 
utilize 1986 data in order to assess the cr&illty of South 
Africa's threats and to assist in the development of cumat 
m U ! l i o ~ ~ ~ ~ n .  

The Resear& Data 

Research on South African exports of strategic minerals is 
very diffidt, since hetorla refuses to disclose the neazsmy data 
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and many minerals are retraded among the user countries, 
mdking their origins d B d t  to trace. Several countries that 
import these ~~ refuse to identify their sourceI which is 
very likely to be South M c a .  In addition, the h e r d s  are 
divided into various subunits according to such factors as the 
grade of ore and their processing into femodoys. However, data 
from various reliable so-the U.S. Bureau of Mines, the 
Japan Tariff Assmiation, and the European Community-have 
been utilized to c011~tnzct tables 1-4. 

Analysis and Discussion 

The four tables together demonstrate that Japan is more 
reliant upon South Africa's exports than either the European 
Community countries or the United States. However, reEiance 
does not mean dependence, as the following analysis will 
demonstrate. 

Table 1 indicates that Western countries have a high reliance 
upon South Africa's i%omium exports. Within the European 
economic community, Eritain in a a j o r  importer of Scuth 
African chromium. However, Britain has a large stockpile of 
strategic minerals, and it kas been reported that the U.K is 
disposing of some of these minerals, including chromimB 

South Africa accounted for one-third of the world's chromik 
production in 19868 data for the world's fermehromium produc- 
tion are unavailable. However, vast duamium m e s  exist in 
other ccruntries, particularly in Zimbabwe, Brazil, India, Turkey, 
and Albania In 1986 these four countries praducd 3,330,000 
short tons of chmnite, which would be equivalent to eighty-eight 
percent d South Africa's produckions of 3840,000 short tons*'0 
A cutoff of South Afrilran inports would be a &xnulw for the 
development of domestic chromite resources and comfmction of 
femxhmmim p d g  capacity. 

A m t  US. Bureau of Mines study found that the National 
Deferw: Stuckpile was adequate to meet US. demand until new 
supply saurces could be developed, should total disruption of 
chromium from the Republic of South Africa and Zimbabwe 
raccur." The vast majority of chromium is used for decorative 
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purpows, p h a d y  on autornobik If this practice were 
dismnhued, then the need for chromium would be substanfiaUy 
emhished 

Table I 
1986 Chromium Imports by Cornby 

lmpmting Counhy Chrumiurn: Fmm Impmts frrmr Solrth 
and ~ u t a ~  ~mpmfs A .  

Amount P m t  

United States' Chrornite 
(Short Tons, st.) 
4 

(secret countris) 

mAl5 

Chromium 379,867 56.7% 
b e h i c  tons, at) 
@%= 

Notea 
a. Buneau d Mines, Ptcprint Jmm fhe 1986 B u m  of Minar: Minmrls 

Ymkuk, Climium, 1m Waslhgbn, B.C, Superintendent of 
DoYments. 

b. J a p  Tariff Assodatian, l ap  Erporfs & Imports, cimmalifv by 
Coutrtry, 86.121987: Toyh. 

c Em- S t a L W  Office, AnaIyw Tabk 4 
Forcigrt Tdk MMEXF., Imp&, Prod& by Gnmhk, 1986, 
1987. 



Table 2 
1986 Platinum Imports 

I-*8 PIatinurn Irnprts from Smfh 
A , ,  

Amount Percent 

Platinum 
@==='=I 
31,1643,682 

Notea 
a. Bureau of Mines, Prrprinf fnrm the 1986 Bumu of Mirres Mincmls 

Ymbmkf Platinum Group Metab, 198T: Washin@n, D.C, 
inkindent of Jhcumenfs. 

b. Japan Tariff Association, lopan Erports 8 Impmts, Commodity by 
CotnQ, 86.121987. Toyko. 

U d s  Title III of the Defense M d o n  Act, bhe US 
Departmat of Defense began d m h g  a request for propods for 
the purchase of high-purity chromium metal from supedoy 
scrap to sthulate domestic recycling of s u p d a y s  that contain 
h m i u m .  Implementation and support of this p r o p 4  would 
greatly assist the development of the domestic recycling indwiq. 

Table 2 p r e ~ ~ t s  data on platinum, which is the major metal 
of the six comprising the platinum-pup metals (PGhl). The 
second majar metal b p a l l a d i ~  h 1986 the USSR mdl the 
Republic of South Africa accounted for ninety-five permit of 
world mine production of PQvI with South Africa accounting far 
46 percent of the world's platinum prod~ction?~ Table 2 
indicates that the United States and Japan are not highly 
dependent upon South Africa's p l a k u n  exgorts. Plsltinuw is 
mined in the United Skates, but production figures are not 
known, as the mining companies refuse to disclose this data. 
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Piduction h m  the Stillwater c o m p l ~ ~  in Montana is acpected 
to begin in 1987, which will be a si@cant addition to arrrent 
prsduction. 

The European Commllnity data on platinum imports is 
inmmpIete and consequently it has not been included 

Table 3 
1986 Manganeee Imports by County 

Irnpwtr-ng County Manganese: Form Imporfs Jrom Smth 
and Total I m p &  Afrim 

Amount P m t  

United State$ Manganese Ores 
(short tomI st) 
325.608 

Manganese Ores 724#406 
(metric tons, nt) 
137,496 

Mangslne Ores 
(tons) 
2,690rn 



Notes 
a. Bureau of Mines, Prqnint fwm the 1986 Bureau $Mines Minerals 

Ymrfrwk, Mangrtnese, 1987: Washington, D.C., Suprintendent of 
Pontmenb. 

b. Japan Tariff Assodatlon, ]apt Exports & Zmprts, Commodity $r 
Counhy, 86.12,1987: Tqko. 

c. E- Communi~ies Statistical Ofice, Analytical T d k  of 
Fmegn Trmde: NLMEXE, Imp&, hniucts by Countrb, 1986, 
1m 

Platinum is virtually indestructable, and recycling industries 
of automob~e catalytic converters have begun in the United 
S t a k  

Industrial use of platinum and palladium is principally for 
automobile and petrochemical catalytic converters. A majority of 
platinum is used for nonessential purposes. For example, Japan 
uses over fifty percent of its platinum for jewelry, a practice that 
could be easily eliminated. 

Platinum is being inmasingly viewed as an investor 
mmmodity. Johnson Matihey aC has estimated that investment 
d d  In North America has gown from virtually zero in 1981 
to perhaps 22Om ounces in 1986.U The Isle of Man, near the 
United Kingdom, is marketing a one ounce platinum coin called 
the Noble, and it has been reported that several countries, 
including Canada, China, and Mexico were considering issuing 
platinum coins?' 

Table 3 indicab that the Western countries have a low to 
medium level of reliance upon South AEca's manganese exports. 
South &ca accounted for 15 percent of world manganese ares 
produckion in South Africa produd  a large quantity of 
ferromanganese and dimman&anese; its percentags of world 
production of these alloys are not available. 

Supplies of manganese ores are abundant, which resulted in 
downward pressure on prices in 1986. The seabed provides an 
additional source of manganese nodules, and studies are 
continuing to dekzmhe the economic feasibility of mining and 
prtxeshg these mefals. 



Table 4 
5986 Vanadium Imports by Comtay 

I m p t b ~ g  h n h y  Vanadium: Form Imporb fmm Swth 
a d  Total Imports A@ 

United States. Ferrovanadium 1,275,226 
% Vanadium 
Pentoxide 
(pounds, lbs.) 
2,942370 

Vanadium Bear- 4,312,056 
ing Materials 
V m & m  Pat .  
Content &.) 
7,188,764 

Vanadium Ore 
(metrio tons, m.t.) 
68 
670,625 

Noaeo 
k B-N of &fhd ~dl&IJ SUJTB~~S~ V d h  h k t W l b k T  

2986, W o n  of Fermus Metalst Wahington, D.C# March, 
1987: pp. 8 & 9. 

b. Japan T a M  hmxkttion, Jppm SI Imporfs, CamMdify by 
CbmQt 86J2,lW Toyko. 

c n/a 3 h t a  mt avaihhh 

The United States imports much of its mganese from 
Mexico, Brazil, and Gabon 

T&le 4 indicates a high level of vanadium inpork from 
South Africa. South Africa provided 46 percent of the world's 
vmdiu  in 1985.'~ Them was a eontinpled downward pressure 
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on vanadium in 1986, which forced major producers in Finland 
to close their p h t s  beciause of unprofitability. F h h d  had 
supplied 85 percent of US vanadium imports In 1983." The 
producers in Pdand were rendered uncompetitive because of the 
low price of the rand Praspctive and past producers in North 
America and Oceania either delayed or shelved plans for new 
mines and extraction fadlitie~.~ The US ferrovanadlum market 
was further complicated by the South African producers 
resuming shipments of the ferroalloy after a hiatus of seven 
Y-. 

An international boycott of South Africa's strategic minerals 
would not severely harm the military or i n d m d  capabilities of 
the Westem countries. Short-term disruptions in supplies wodd 
expectedly result in higher prices. However, this tempomy cast 
w d d  be ofket by the long-range benefits that would weur from 
the development of recycling industries, the development of 
substitution industxies, and the development of domestic 
remurces. In fact, it is U d t  to understand why Western 
countries, the United States in parti&, have allowed South 
African exports to be promoted at the scpense af kh& own 
domestic production. Almost all of the uranium-vanadium mines 
in the Uraven Mineral Belt of western Colorado have been closed 
permanently or placed on standby as a result of the 1981-84 
oohpse of the domestic d u m  ore markeLm Domestic 
producers of t h e  sbtegic minerals simply a d d  not compete 
with South Africa's exports. 

Wetem countries could simultaneody confront apartheid 
anri assist Southern African development by replacing their 
imports of these minerals h m  Ssuth Africa wlth imports horn 
other Sauthern Africran countries. For example, it would appear 
logid and prudent for Western c o ~ t r i e s  to replace their 
Chromium imports h m  South Africa! wit31 those from Zimba- 
bwe, which has &dent chmmiwn deposits to supply one- 
fourth of he world's recyuirements. 



Failwe to include a ban on strategic minerals as an integd 
part of a sanctions phq vYilP help render the poky h&ktivee 
14s divestment policies and trade m b m p  decrease the d u e  
of the randI South A€rica's mineral exparts will bemme more 
internationally competitive, which wiU result in in- sales 
and i n d  government revenues; in addition, it Htill assist 
%uth Africa in developing a monopoktk position in inbemation- 
al markets. A plandahy mpr&ensive sanctions palicy that 
includes s&ate@e minerals is the only way to break this cycle and 
to pressure the Botha regime- 
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THE FRONTILINE STATES AND 
SANCTIONS AGAINST 

SOUTH AFRICA* 

Douglas Anglin 

The emergence since 1985 of international sanctions against 
South Africa as a live politid option confronted the Frontline 
Sta- (FLS) with an agonizing slil- Politically and ideolog- 
i d y ,  all the Frontline States are fully committed to complete 
m a d  and materid support for the liberation struggle hide  
Sauth Afrim. At the same time, they are compded to weigh in 
the positive contribution to the common cause that their imposi- 
tion of punitive sanctions on South Africa would make against 
the economic, d t a r y ,  and domestic political costs that they 
would thereby inwitably incur, Yet, the alkmative strategy of 
s d g  d e t y  through non-participation in sanctions offered no 
p a n t e e  of h u n i t y  from retribution. Indeed, FMoxia has 
already demonsfrated both its ability and its eagerness to hold its 
black neighbors hostages as a detment against coercive action by 

'The support of the Sxkd Sdmces and Humanities Iheada 
Council of Canada, in ambling me to uruiertalre extensive visits to 
southern Africa in 1885,1987, and 1988 is gratefully ahowfedged. 



the w d  cmmunity. How the Frontline States, individually 
and o o ~ v e l y ,  perceive their predicament and have q d e d  
to the challenge is the concern of this chapter.' 

In policy terms, the sanctions debate in southern Africa has 
revold arolund fmr analytically distingu&habIebuf hxh5cably 
Intendated hues .  These are the extent to which the Frontline 
Stab hgve been prepared: 

1. To c o d  their diplomatic and other resouroes to 
the inkmatlonaI mpaign for ow~lprehdve, 
mandatoryI and efktively enforred sanctions; 

2 To participate actively in meaningful economic 
memms against South Mea either as part of a 
coordinated international &ort or, if need be, 
4-Y; 

3. To take pze-emptive action, on the basis of system- 
atic co- phming to mininrize the adverrse 
a,nsqmces of sanctions and duce  FIS vulnera- 
bility to South African retaliation; and 

4. To act energetically to counter South African 
stratagems for circumventing sanctions. 

The inknational movement to mobilize world mrpprt for 
oocrc3ive measures against South Africa has bad a long and 
ch* history. Sandions have been omtd to the endhis 
debam across the full range of South African-related issues. In 
addition to the ddenge apartheid iW posed, Pretoria's earlier 
open underwriting of rebel Rhodesia during UDr, its continued 
bdlipmt occupation of Namibia, and iits axrent purposeful 
destabikation of its black neighborn have all promptd app& 
for punitive acticm Since the early when independent 
Africa Emt made ib presence felt on the world stage, penemptmy 
demands for comprehensive mandatary sanctbm have been 
routine features at annual d o n s  of the UN General Assembly 
and other international bodies. Yet, despite mu& eloquent 
oratory 4 innumerdble ritualistic rewlutions, for years there 
was Ii#le pro- to d, principally because of the stubborn 
opposition of South W s  major trading partners? 

The first inthation of W e t e m  wUhgness to appear even 
slightly more mpndve  came in the aftema& of the Soweto 
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massame, with the adoption of a mandatory UN arms emE,argo 
In 1977. However, it was not unt3 1985, following the dramatic 
exahtiion in the scope and scale of state repression and popular 
resistance within Sautt.1 Africa, that the international community 
mme to treat the economic sanctions optien seriously. Despite 
desperate and devious rearguard maneuvering on the part of 
M d e n t  Reagan and Prime Minister Thatcher, the Common- 
wealth, the American Congress, and somewhat timidly the 
European mmunity" were each eventually driven to adopt a 
series of measures which, while differing in their range md 
impact, added up to a sigruficant breakthrough. As the domestic 
&is in South Africa deepened, sanctions acquired a currency 
and a adbility that even the most cautious and supine leader 
could no longer rompletely ignore. 

The more favorable climate of international opinion on 
sanctions forced Pretoria's neighbors for the first time to face up 
realistically to the profound implications of even limited 
economic measures for their fragile political economies. Since the 
early 1980s, the fate of the Frontline States had been the subject 
of considerable concern in African and international forums, but 
little of substance had emerged from the protestations and 
promises it Itad generated.' Now, with sanctions on the political 
agenda an8 South Africa intensifymg its cross-border incursions 
and other destabilization efforts, the prospect c d d  no longer be 
ignored 

The &st serious sounding of government opinion book place 
at a summit meting of the Southem. African Dwelopment 
Coordination Conference (SADCC) in Arusha in August 1985, when 
all six Fronthe States as well as Lesotho mme out firmly in 
support of full sanction~.~ Since then, they have continued to 
add their voica and v* to the chorus of demands for immedi- 
ate comprehensive milatory sanctions. Neverhlessr the only 
politically relevant catalogue of measures has been the Nassau 
"progpmme of mmmon action" enshrined in the Commonweal& 
Accord on Southern Africa of October 1985. This operational 
agenda provided, k i t r  for an initial installment of nine "mea- 
sues" intended for immediate adoption and modest ef~~ugh that 
even Mrs. Thatcher could safely subscribe to them. The decha- 
€ion also contained a second contingent list of eight additional 
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and generally more siflcant items held in reserve for consider- 
ation in the likely event sicat the South African regime failed 
within six months to record "concrete pmgressl* towards 
"dismantling apartheid and erecting the structures of de- 
nm~y."~ Responsibility for testing Pretoria's intentions in 
terms of five defined criteria was delegated to a review commit- 
tee of seven heads of governmentJ including two frontline 
leaders: Pwsident Kaunda of Zambia and Prime Minister Mugabe 
of Zimbabwe. The committeeI in turn, assembled the Eminent 
Persons Group which strave v h s l y  but umumesfully 
to ppersuade Retoria to embark upon a meaningful dialogue with 
reprtsatative South African blacks. 

The EX was finaUy f o r d  to concede failure when, in May 
1986, the South African Defence Force (SADF) demonstrated its 
utter contempt for the Commonwealth good offices mission by 
launching simultaneous aerial assaults on three FIS capitals-- 
Gaborone, Harare, and Lusaka-at a time Pretoria was sup 
posedly negotiating in good faith? WhenJ therefore, the mini- 
summit met in London in A u p t ,  members were quickly able to 
agree-with only Mrs. Thatcher dissenting-on full implementa- 
tion of the Nassau package (augmented by three further mea- 
sures). They also joined in appealing to the fuZt Commonwealth 
and the wider international conununity to follow suit.' Accord- 
ingly, Robert Mugabe returned to Harare in an exuberant mood, 
pledging prompt Zimbabwean compliance, and urging other 
frontline states to join in the great ausade fully and fearlessly. 
It marked the peak of political commitment by southern African 
leaders to action on sanctions. Since then, the momentum among 
southern African states for early implementation of even partial 
sanctions has slowly slackened For Zambia and Zirnbabwe in 
particular, this meant an aagnizhg reappraisal of their obliga- 
tions and options. 

Shortly after the London meeting, the ns leaders assembled 
in Luanda to reassess the situation. Kenneth Kaunda as Ichair- 
man pleaded with his c o l l e a p  to endorse the Comonwealth 
list of sanctions. "0th- they are not worth the paper they 
are written on!' The response was disappointing. By now, 
Botswana and Mozambique had czlrchted the likely economic 
and military costs of compliance, and had concluded that their 
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anm- simply could not sustain them. A o c o ~ ,  the 
summit had to content itself with a weak and ambiguous 
c0mm-e that merely "exp& satisfactionA witfi the 
d&iom reached in Londad The position was further d&ed 
[and ckXed'E the hUowing day at a meeting of s ~ ~ c c  ~ L ? L E & I  of 
sWe. "Although individual SADCC menrhm stakes may not 
tiumselva be in a psltfon to impose smwtions," they declared: 

1. sADCC m e m k  states' vulnmbility should not be 
usedasane4[cusebyoth&rsfornotimpshg 
sanctions; land] 

2. SADCC member states will do nothing tu b o a m i h e  
the effectiveness of sanctiom imposed on h t h  
A£rica by the international mmmunity.'@ 

Since then, modest measures have been takn to loosen ties 
with !buth Africa, but inevitably p p  has been slow, despite 
the amost imshtible tyge some 1eada-s have felt to tempt fate 
by sfrildng out boldly with some dmwttc  gesture of debme. 
In appenZing to the ColTLrnonwealth Conference in Vanmuver to 
institute "new and a d d i M  measures" against South Africa, the 
Frontline States reported that, for their part, they 

rnnlinued io maintain a reshined stance against the 
aparkheid n@me Same of them continue to have no 
emmmic nelatians whatever with the apartheid regime. 
O h m  are reducing theirs through the diversiozll of 
their exports and import9 from the South African prb. 
More could have been done but for South Africa's 
policy of deddilhtion which has disrupted the 
altl3rnative tramport routes." 

Thgr might ~ ~ t e l y  have added that shree of Moz~um- 
hhpe's neighbo~s had M y  made major military investmeats 
inetenand~~~neytoprolect thoseout l~tothe~  tkcudty 
of these routes reerains an essential precondition for any further 
ms action in confnmting South Africa.'' 
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The optimism that infected the sanctions movement in 
southem Africa as well as globally during the heady days follow- 
ing the resurgence in 1984 of popular resistance to apartheid 
within !buth Lhca  was gromded in three o ~ t i o d  assnp 
tions. These were: 

1. That effective international pressure on Pretoria 
was now politically within the realm of possibility; 

2 That as a result, the collapse of the apartheid 
w e  codd r d k l i d y  be envisaged within the 
forseeable hiltwe; and 

3. That the msb and ~ ~ e n c e s  of full n;rs partid- 
pation in sanctions w d d  not prove m @ W l y  
painful or protracted. 

However, by late 1986, cordidence in each of these pillars of ns 
policy had begun to erode, n-sitating a radical reassesmat 
of sanctions strategy. 

En the first place, internationd support for sanctions did not 
p v e  as solid m as assured as had been expeckd. Earlier, it had 
been mdgn.tly anticipated that, in the event fie initial install- 
ment of sanctions turned out f~ be inadequate, prompt actions 
wodd be takeen to stiffen them. Instead, the political problem 
now was not so much how to reinforce them but how to hold the 
line against the threat of retreat in the face of mounting "sane 
tions fatigue: especially among South Africa's principal trading 
partners. Their response to p r ~ ~ m e s  to confom had ranged 
from haltheartednless to opem deftanre. Psime Minister Thatcher 
and Resident Reagan in particdm wasted no opportunity to 
discredit sanctions in the hope of ultimately dismantling thea 
In the process, they rendered invaluable senrice to the Pretoria 
regime in bolstering its own massive public relations campaign 
to subvert sancti~ns-ironically~ on the grounds that allegedly 
they had not worked. Comquently, the climate of mpport in 
important sections of Westan opinion became steadily less 
receptive to the PogLc of sanctiom. The use of economic sanctions 
is now commonly, though wrongly, perceived of as an obstacle 
to "pea& negotiations" &er than as the last slim hope of 
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cotvcing Retoria to the conferen- table and thereby minimbhg 
the danger of an inevitable tragic descent into umntraled 
violence. 

A second shift in outlook has been the gradual r a p i t i o n  
that the final denise of apartheid is unlikely to b@. realized as 
soon as or as certainly as had appeared probable at the height of 
the turmoil in the tomhips. The widespread and unrestrained 
resort to state repression, the partial return of international 
business confidence (foreshadowed in the shockingly lenient 
agreement with the banks on foreim debt reschedulingl, and the 
renewed evidence (m& obviously in the May 1987 elections) of 
the blind detamhation of whites to cling to their undiluted 
pwer and privileges have all sewed to revise foreads of the 
probable t i m d e  for achieving f u n b e n a  change. Even the 
resistance movement within South Africa became reconciled to 
the need to plan for the Iong had. The "Prague Spring" was 
dearly over. Liberation may still be visible on the horizon, but 
it is no longer wish€ully assumed to be around the comer.'3 

Finally, the more the Frontline States analyzed the impact of 
sanctions on Itheir own political economies, the more @ow 
their pmqwcb appeared To chive the lesson home, the Sou& 
-can government pointedly provided them with a sharp 
reminder of their acute vulnerability to retribution. Simulta- 
n d y  with the action of the Contnonwealth & e t  in 
con6rmjng the Nassau sanctions package) Pretoria imposed 
punitive re&ictions on Zambian and Zimbabwean traflsit trade 
The d t  was chaos at the Beitbridge border until South 
Mca-its point having been h r d y  driven horn-ded 
its sanctions three weeks later." Nor was this painful experience 
the only worry to c o n m  Kaunda and Mugabe. Both f a d  
deteriorating domestic mnomies. In Zimbabwe, the k s t  s i p  
of the subsequent downturn were emrging, while in Zambia the 
situation was already truly desperate.15 Yet, despite these 
dismuflging dwefopments, Harare and Lusaka pressed ahead 
with their mkingency phmhg. The more formidable the dd- 
lenge, the more urgent the need for exhaustive study of all the 
implications. 
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Contingency Planning 

Indications that the world was headed into sdnctiofls 
precipitated a sharp increase In interest-nationally, regionally, 
and internationally-in attemp to gauge their probable impaQ 
on South Africa's black neighbors. At the nafionnl I d ,  five of 
the states most closely concerned took administrative action to 
assess the magnitude and character of the problems W y  to be 
encountered, and to devise measures to cope with them. 
Zimbabwe, after some delay, appointed a cabinet cammiltee and 
created a secretariat within the Ministry of Trade and Commerce 
to undertake its mntingency It also drew upon the 
expertise and (mutionary) advice of the business community. 
Zimbabwe done among ~ A D ~ C  members a d d  boast a private 
sector su£&aently developed and organized to initlate detailed 
and carefully documented studies on an industry by industry 
basis. The Confederation of Zimbabwean Industry (ca) did, in 
fact, furnish the government with the earliest and most exhaus- 
tive analyses of the likely costs of sanctions to the country,'' 
Similarly, Zambia readivated its long-standing Contingency 
Planning Organization first established in 1965 in mqonse to 
U D I , ~ ~  while Botswana designated the Administrative Secretary in 
the Office of the President to head a Contingency Planning 
Committee of ofkiak. Similar arrangemenis were made in 
Mozambique. Even the recently installed military government in 
Lesotho--on the h n t  he, but not a Frontline State--appointed 
a ministerial subcanmilte whose activities led to the cornpila- 
tion of two important reports.'g 

At the regional level, the looming prospect of sanctions 
spurred a series of urgent mdta.tlOfls among s A m  mmbers 
and q x d d l y  the Frontline States c o m g  rxllldve contin- 
gency p h r h g  ex en is^^ For FLS leaders, sanctions strategy and 
related defensive measures had been recurrent ooncems. 
Nevertheks, the %uth African assault on three of their capitals 
in May 1986 added immediacy to their deliberations and 
dedsiom making. Matters came to a head on 21 Avgwst 1986 at 
the Luanda summit, at which Kaunda a d  Nugabe pressed far 
early concerted action on the Nassau package. With M o m -  
bique and Botswana effectiveIy opting out of active participation 
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and Angola and Tamzania ody margkdy  hvolved, the detailed 
phdng of contingency measurPs as w d  as dedsions on the 
seep and W g  d my mclions canbanplated were left to 
Lusaka and Harare to c o o l h t r ?  betwm th&vs.1° This 
they Bid in the cwrse of frequent close codtations over the 
mbseqwnt months. 

The Frontline Slates did, however, resolve to seek the 00- 

operation of other key African states, notably Kenya and Cape 
Vede, in connection with the attempt to ban air flights to and 
from South A f t i a ~ ~  Similarly, they set out to wean Zaire and 
Malawi away from active coIlaboration with -A dissidents in 
Angola d MNR bandits in Mozambique mspdively. As a 
nmb, heads of state missions met with Residents Mobutu and 
Basdatowawl&them,intheeventofafjnalbneac.withm* 
not ta expeck continued a- to hand: mutes through Prontline 
StatesI on which they were currently heavily dependent. These 
n o t v t l e  k S s  appear to have had the desired effect, at 
least in the case of Malawi. Banda, who is nothing if not a 
realist, got the message and a p d  to cooperate in efforts to 
reopen his traditional rail outlets through MozambiqueP The 
Zairpan response has been more problematid* Despite these 
demarches, pending the availability of alternative routes bypass- 
ing South Ahim the Frontline States were in no position to act 
on ffieir politid instincts. Thus, in their Maputo Declaration of 
Octoh  1986, they confined themselves to af8rming their 
unwavering "wWty with the oppressed peaples of N d i a  
and Sauth Africa." There was no sped6e mfamce to joint action 
on sandom, though the wmmitment to mmprehemiive a d  
man&* UN sanctions xlmained.u 

In a sense, SADCC can nghdy clain to have been actively 
engaged in contingency planning from the outset. Its &ark 
Declaration in 1980 defined its "urgent taskf as the necessity to 
"libembe our economies from their dependence on Swth Africaf" 
and pinpointed the provision of ade~uate regional transport and 
a ~ m m u n h t i ~ ~ ~  linlrs as "the key to the strategv." On the other 
hand, SMXc's ambitious Progmmme of Action has not been 
mmihted by the ptosped of imminent sanctions. R a k ,  it 
e x w k g e ~  a major restruckwing of WonaE ~~ to be 
UIE- over the medim tam.= NmerthW, fa& with 



the podbility of a sudden clamre of the southern routes, SADCC 
members at their A d  meeting in August 1985 mandated a 
ninisterfal working group to devise a comprehensive confingen- 
s 

concen'trating on uppiding and dekdng hamport 
routes ta h e  sea, maintaining oil and electricity sup 
plies, securing &anal sources of hame and supply 
to replam M e  with South and hding alterna- 
tive eaploymwt o p p o ~ t i e s  for migrant laborers in 
 sou^^^ 

However# when SADCK: leaders m e  to m d e r  the report in 
Luanda a year later, they opted instead for accelerating imple 
mentabn of their existing Frogramme. Accordingly, the 
committee was disbanded As the wxx Ckdman8 Botswanan 
W e n t  Quett Mask, exp- with a certain impatience8 

Same of our friends in the international community 
have been asking us whether we have a contingency 
plan to counteract the effkcts of sanctions and South 
Africa's retakbv measures on our economies and 
how they can assist us, The s ~ ~ c c  Programme of 
Action a smrbingency plan. This programme 
comprises high pd&q pKjpCts whose implmentati6n 
and effective operation and management will free our 
economies from the current state of dependence on, 
a d  vulnerability to South AfrimZ 

ClearlyI m nteabm were d o u s  not to offer donas the 
opporttmiQ to divert their interest and rsoumes to spec8cally 
emergency proj- at the arpense of the organization's primarp 
thrust Only in the case of Znsotho was it accepted that special 
provisions w d  prove n ~ ~ .  Here authori&3on was given 
bo ~0- detailed ~tudieg.~ Members did, however, pledge 
tng'~closelywitheachothertoleasenihead~impact  
of sandbns on their own mnomies," ad* that, in this 
respwt, they expecaed "the intmmlional mmunity to render 
them maximum asdslm~a"~ 

A tbird regional o ~ t i o n - t h e  h f m m t i a l  Trade Area. 
far Easkm and Southem African States m~)-also saught to get 
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into the act In Decemb 1986, its supreme Authority adqbed 
a c a m e v e  Economic !%rctbns Frogtslmme which, in 
submne, committed ib Bastern Adnican members to assist its 
Southern African members (or in PTA jargon ASNSA-African 
Skates Neighboring hth Africa) in their sanctions &rts eLnd 
contingency planning endeavorsmB Unlike SAOCC, the emphasis in 
the PTA approach is on concrete emergency measures to '%sen 
the impact of passible South A£eican corn&--" en 
hintline states sding to d m  their ecan- fmm 
depmdmce on the South. The full mge of w e  policy 
options was the d j e d  of a compdensive aonnrItanW report 
and detailed study by a special meeting of PTA Mhkbers of 
Trade, Transport and F m c e  prior to final approval at an 
extraordinary rmmnrit in Addis Ababa in May 1988.a A dated 
p p a d  to provide militarp support to the FmeiJhe S t a b  in the 
fmm of guards for strategic roads, railroads, airparts and power 
plants has proved more contentious, As subsepndy reformu- 
lated, it refers merely to the "implementation of appropriate 
meamms by non-A!HSA PTA member states to assist &e MH?X in 
the prokction of &ti4 i n f r a s ~ ~  facilities afld inst-dhtim 
within the h e w o r k  of the decisions of the CIAU."~ Meanwhile# 
~ o n s  on security support ar continuing (in secret). 

The plight of the Frontline States, caught by history and 
geography betma a vengeful Pretoria bent on dekndhg 
apartheid privilep at all costs and the rising tide d world 
inrfi-h~r also grabbed the attmtlon of international q p h a -  
tiom, govemmentsI and peoples far beyond the regional confines 
of the conflict. Atthough reactions were typically restd&d to 
rhetoric and resol-, there was some encmmghg arid- 
o f a s l ~ ~ ~ e s s l i o r e s p o n d w i t h a p ~ m e a s u r e o f  
n - a i  d redism Admittedly, the OAU decision in July 
1986 to appoint yet another watchdog conumitbx on sauthern 
A k k i  did not inspire any great confidence.= On the other hand* 
the work of the Commonwealth's en- Committee on 
Southam Ahica in London did offer hope? Sbihrly, although 
the Non-AIiped Movement, at its eighth summit in Harare irr 
Sepbdm 1986, dispatched a fmh galaxy of foreignmhisbm on 
a f u t i f e ~ o n t o p r e s s u r e S o u t h A f r i o a ' s m e j o r ~ ~  
on smcths, it alse, in an attempt to appear more pu 
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launched an anbitlous AFRICA Fund designed to "assist the 
Frontline States to enforce sanctions against South Africa and to 
cope with any retaliatory economic action by the racist regheens 
In addition, a number of UN bodies embarked on contingency 
enterprises of vaqing utility. 

Western governments, individually and calktivelyI were 
also hard at work on their sums. The consensus, based on these 
calculations, clearly indicated that any attempt at active FLS 
partidpation in sanctions would have calamitous domestic sodal 
conseqwnces quite beyond the capacity of any of the states in the 
region to contain. Nor was an internatiod rescue operation 
deemed feasib1.e-logistidy, h a n d y ,  or wen politically. As 
Mrs. Thatcher remarked pointedly to Prime lvhister Mugabe at 
Nassau, 'If you cut your own thoat, don't expect me to provide 
a bandage." By the following year, bndon and Washington 
were even more d o u s  to deter the threatened disaster. 
AccordhglyI they made it h o r n  in no uncertain terms that any 
frontline state acting precipitously must not look to the interna- 
tional ca~~ununiQ for salvation. Thse  stern warnings were 
intended s p d c a l l y  for Kaunda and Mugah as, by this time, 
they were the only leaders seriousIy conlmplating taking the 
plungeP 

Zambia and Zimbabwe on the B W  

On their return drom the Commonwealth m i n i e t  in 
London in August 1986, Kaunda and Mugabe clearly had every 
intention of grasping the sandions nettle M y .  Mugabe, in 
partidar, was uncompromising in his public comments. In 
warning his counb-pen of the costs of the coming confrontations 
with Swth Africa, he declared defiantly, 

W h e ~  an economic war has been declared against you, 
you do not go mawling lo those who are waging the 
war against you You must fight back, and alt thought 
about luxury arrd comfort must go. W e  must just be 
detemined to bear the burden o w  own way, to 
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counteract the measures South Africa will imp- 
against us. It is just like a war. Prepare for it. 

He added that, if necessary, Zimbabweans would have to eat 
"& without nym: that is maize meal porridge without meat. 
Kaunda, too, had long talked bravely of Zambians carrying 
copper wire bars to the coast on their headsy 

Although sanctions were accepted in principle, it was still 
necessary to coordinate actions with m colleagues, some of 
whom needed "a little more time." For this reason, Mugabe 
reported that "the timing was not yet fixed," though it "could 
very well be towards the end of the year." In the meantime, as 
an earnest of his sincerity, he announced his intention of 
ahgating the preferential trade treaty which had been mewed 
with Pretoria only a month earliere3' 

What added to the mounting misgivings in Western capitals 
as well as among local businessmen was that, while Mugabe 
acknowledged the inevitability of swift South African reprisals 
militarily and economidy, at the same time he appeared to 
m i n b h  the gravity of the threat. In any economic encounikr, 
he suggested, South Africa had more to lose than Zimbabwe, 
"We remit profits and dividends to South Africa mually-huge 
mounts. We remit pensions to South Africa. Of course, if this 
is an ecanomic war, all those things will stop." Mugabe's 
scenario was not entirely fanciful. According to one analyst, 
Zimbabwe has "the ability to act against South Aii-ica in a 
number of i n a d g l y  influential ways." Nor are other frontline 
states enijrely defenseless. Clear1y, Pretoria has "an important 
long-term economic interest in not retaliating within the region 
against sanctions imw internationally." Yet, whether purely 
bancial considerations would constitute adequate deterrents in 
fie event of Zimbabwean sanctions was much more problemat- 
ical. The harsh reality is that Pretoria is fully capable of crippling 
Zimbabwe's economy, whereas there is nothing Harare can do 
h t  wodd prove equally damagh~g.~ 

Despite the awesome risks involved, Kaunda and Mugabe 
remained deeply committed personally and politically to 
impPemenhg Nassau. They could conceive of no m o d  alterna- 
tive. Druing the balance of the year, reports of impding 



dwkicms percolatd to the public almost monthlyI precipitating 
fresh mntcoversies. On at Ieast three occasions, the two presi- 
dents d e d  their countries to the very brink of asfion but, 
havhg peered over the precipice, in the end drav back to await 
more propitious c i rmtances .  On each occasion, they found 
themselves sadly isolated, domestically and internationally. At 
home, each encountered stubborn opposition within his own 
cabinet and party, and especially within the local business 
community. Abroad, govemmeflts and donor agencies continued 
to sound the alarm, ~~y as Pretoria had already begun to 
turn the economic screw and was threatening to tighten it even 
further. 

Most s f  the measures contained in the Nassau package 
posed no particular problem for either cornby."' A few, like the 
bans on govgrnment procurement in South Africa and contracts 
with South African companies, promised to be betroublesome but 
not imposiile to comply with. The two countries could survive 
even if the Anglo American Corporation in its m y  mmifesta- 
tions was denied a share of the government cake. Two of the 
items, however, presented major difficulties for which there were 
no easy or early solutions in sight. The first was the projected 
ban on the import of South African coke, lowsutphur c d ,  and 
specialist st&, on which Zimbabwe's strategic fmBehrome and 
engineering industries mit idy depended4' The second was the 
ban on air flighb and overflights to and from the %uh 

Although initially the air ban constituted but one item in a 
catalog of measures, it quickly became the central if not the sole 
option on the political agenda. The singling out of this one 
sanction for almost exclusive attention in part reflected its 
operational cornphitiesf but more importantly its perceived 
potenkid in delivering a salutary psychologid shock to compla- 
cent white opinion. In the ensiling discussions on whether to 
abrogate the &g air service agreements, three concerns 
dominated debates in cabinet and caucus, especially in Zimba- 
bwe The h t  was the adverse impact the action might have on 
the morale of white Zimbahwew. For many sf them, the 
&ma of close air Links with the Solath was psychologically 
r m g  it re-& a vital lifeline to safety in uncertain 
W. While the ~ v a m e n t  was bound to deplore the mentali- 
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tythisrev~itdldaqtthatitcodtuMarealitythat 
add not d y  be ignored. 

Secondly, them were the costs of d t i o n  to consider. 
At the t h e r  Air Zimbabwe and %uttr Mrican Airways W) 
operated a total of 42 direct flights a weelc between hir two 
countries (campared to the eight weekly Zambia AirwaysJSM 
flights betwen Lusaka and MoreoverI lhe 
S o u t h ~ ~ a a m n t e d f m f u l l p 8 0 % o f A i r ~ &  
regbdmw Im&c, and was the only regionalmute to 
registtr a pdit. Neverthelm, the d o k  sunzs involved were not 
prohibitive While in revenue temwr the airhe stood to h e  up 
to $20 million a year, the net loss would likely amount to less 
than $4 millionu The major problem the airline would face 
wwldbe~~grequiredoonsgquentuponthe losso f  
such a suk&mtiaI pmpwtion of its passengtxs In addilicm, the 
budst trade woufd be hard hik 

F i ,  the was the factor of e & x l i w .  If the sealing 
off d h t h  African air space were to be meaningful three 
conditions needed to be met. These were: 

1. That the air ban shauld apply to ovdghts in 
addition to direct flightsI as Mugabe had insisted 
fi-0.m the M 

2 That the closed air belt should stretch the full 
width of the continent (this implied the parlicip- 
tien of m i  and Botswana); and 

3, ?%.at cantries to the North-notably Cape VerdeI 
Kenya, Zaire and Cote d?voin+&ould join in 
denying trasrsit facilities to airsrslfl flying to or 
framSouthAMc9. 

Althoug;b. a bari on air links with South A$ica had been official 
OAU poky sine 1963 and repeatedly redhmed since,& when 
Kaunda d Mugabe set out to enlist the active c0c)peration of 
the key mmfxies concerned, their response was less than 
enth- 

Cape V d e ,  which serves as a vital refueling stop for S M  
planes skirthg the bulge of West Africa, indicated a ~~ 
to~erits!buth~conn&n-pm~dZ.mbiaAhways 
and A i r ~ m a d e u p t h e l a s s i n h d i n g f e e s d ~  



by diverfing their London Bights through Sal ahport. W e  are 
for solidarity," President Penira declared, "but not for suicidal 
s o l i ~ - " ' 6  Kenya, which provided transit services to many of 
the inmnatiod airlines serving South Afrlm, was equally 
q d S e d  in its response. It wentudly llnderkrsk to bear the 
very considerable osts involved in closing Nairobi airport (and 
air space) to transit traffic but only if all ofher OAU members did 
likewise, a condition which the government was well aware was 
in no danger of being fd€illediy The responses of Kinshasa and 
Abidjan-&@ other stopover points-were even 1- sympa- 
thetic4 

With respect t~ the Frontline States, the pleas of Mozam- 
bique and Botswana that they were unable to camply with an air 
ban were more critical, if more undmstandable, gspedally in the 
case of the former. Maputo argued persuasively that an air link 
with Johannesburg was the price it was compelled to pay to 
retain the services of South African technical teams at its ports, 
at the Cabora Bassa darn, and on the railroad. It might a h  have 
pointed out that the government was clearly in no position ko 
police its air space which was regdarIy violated with impunity 
by South &can Air Force ainrraft on supply missions to MNlR 
(Mozambique National -ce) bandits. Botswana was 
simildy tied in with South Africa so closely that any severance 
of air services with Johannesburg was consid& out of the 
cpstion, politically and legally. tess reassuring, however, were 
the intimations that Gaborone anticipated profiting from any air 
ban Wtuted by its neighbors (though such a dwelapment 
would have been less subversive of sanctions khan appeared at 
the time). Already, British Caldonian Airways was flying into 
the new Sir Seretse Khagla International Airport (where there 
were convenient onward connections t~ Johannesburg), and 
negetbtions were underway to attract Lufthansa and Sabena 
Despite its PLS undertaking to "do nothing to undermine the 
effectiveness of smciiow imposed on South Africa," Botswana 
was reluctant to give a categorical assurance on this point when 
p b  by Zambia and Zimbabwe.* 

lack of support b m  other African g o v ~ e n ~  failed to 
deter Kaunda and Mug& from continuing b coordinate their 
plans b cut their air ties with South Africa. On 14 O d o k  1986, 
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Mugak persuaded a ductant cabinet to impose a ban in a 
month's tirne, while Zambian spokesmen s ~ l y  promised 
action on sanctions Although the November target date 
was missed, the two leaders continued to confer cloely, notably 
in Lusaka on 21 Declember with their ns colleagues and separate- 
ly af Kariba on 30 December." At th.e first of these meetings, 
Kaunda and Mugabe indicated their intention of instituting an air 
ban on New Ye&$ Day, provided Botswana and Mozambique 
a p e d  not to take advantage of them by increasing the volume of 
their air &c with South Afrim When Residents Masire and 
C2ksano pleaded for more time, Zambia and Zimbabwe felt they 
had no alternative but to delay their decision Accordinglyr 
Mugabe rwised his New Year's broadcast at the last moment, 
and announced that the Cornonwealth sanctions package 

will be implemented soon, but now obviously no 
longer at the end of D e c ~ b e r  '19% as earlier expected, 
becaw o w  [Contingency Planning] Task Force 
& q e d  with the duty of coordinating various aspects 
and areas still needs a littIe more t h e  to complete its 
task. I shall, as soon as this is done, announce the 
sanctions commencement date. In the meantime" may 
I ask you in all seriousness, b gear yourse1ves for the 
d.i£ficult times ahead of us. 

He then added that, "as a member of the Commonwealth, 
Zimbabwe must be seen to be playing its own part in support of 
the struggle for liberation in both South Africa and Nard%"= 

Althwgh assumrres continued to be given that sanctions 
were "conring, and mming soon," the promised a~ouncement 
failed to mataiake. Moreover, the emphasis h public state- 
ments d i h d  to "mobilizing intmnational opinion and pres- 
sure."" Clearly, Mugimbe found himself in an impossible 
position, aught ktwm his own tough public posture and the 
harsh economic and political realities coxahonting the country. 
While the official explanation for the delay in introducing 
sanctions was stiU that they had been postponed "deliberately in 
order for us to consult with the other Frontline States bemuse 
some of the sanctions requine their cooperati~n,"~ obviously 
other constraints also operated on the government Particularly 
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humiljating was the need to appeal to Pretoria in early December 
1986 for 34,aOO tons of petroll, diesel, a d  aviation hd to ease the 
sudden shortage that hit the country as a result of the calculated 
hostility of the South f i c m  government Not only did ite 
surrogates sabotage the h - F e d a  oil pi-e and Beira's 
ekhidty supply, but it hurriedly d e d  its locomotives and 
rolling stock on loan to the National Mway  of Zimbabwe, thw 
crippling efforts to d k t r h t e  existing mppliexS To! compound 
Mugabe's troubles, Zambia's desperate er?onomic plight, drama- 
tized by the bloody food riots that swept the Copperbelt in 
tkmnba 1986, gravely weakened Kaunda's domestic p a d t i ~ n , ~  

What finally enabled Mu* to climb down with scme 
semblance of dignltr was, mom than anything else, the timely 
visit of Canadian Prime Mhkkr Brian Mulroney in late January. 
His message, alluded to in public and expwnded at length in 
private, was that no one in the West expected the Frontfine States 
to commit national suicide. In this, he d w d  the arguments of 
the British and the Americans who had seized every opportunity 
to hammer the point home. However, unlike them, Mulroney 
went on to insist that sanctions were first and foremost the 
responsibility of the wider international community. ''The onus 
is on the industrialized countries who can afford the burden 
somewhat better," hl; declared, "to provide a greater degree of 
leadership than the Frontline States whose economies are 
relatively hag& and effectively subjugated [to] the economy of 
South Africa"" What made Mulronefs plea for r s k i h t  
palatabie and pasuasive was the high personal regard in which 
he--in marked contrast to Reagan and Thatcher-was held in 
Harare. 

Despite periadic asations that implementation of the 
Nassau package had not been shelved but merely delayed 
pending cempletion of consultations, consideration of the 
question had efkiively been erased h m  the active political 
agenda It did exp ieme  a brief revival in late April 1987 when, 
following the South A k h n  comnando raid on Livingstone, 
economic retaliation was one of the options Zambia entdahed 
but quickly F d y ,  in July, Lusaka and Hamre 
offidally conceded that the search for agreement on an air ban 
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hrrd had to be abandoned for the time being. "It is iquitre dear," 
Kaunda "that sanctions on air links will not workws 

Although the air linlcs issue had been the. principal 
preoocupation, Kaunda and Mugabe did not overlook ether 
possible actions outside the Nassau Accord. They were particu- 
Lar1y im+ with the urgency of lesahg their d a n v  
dependwee on Swth Africa, which Pretoria had shiven so hard 
and with su& sumess to incmise6O Accordingly, upon lreturning 
frum London in August 19W, they set about akt& their 
rqective ~~ mmmdties to the prospect of a sudden 
chum of the swthem mute as a consequence of sanctions, 
Swth African retaliation, or even African National Congress 
sabotage of the South African Railways. The clear -ge was 
thattheJrshdactswiEtlyk,searchoutnew~~~tes,sources, 
and markets. 'We have warned you enough,'' Kaunda told them 
in November. 'Thm IS not much time I& before the explosion 
t&s place m South Afria" Nevertheles, in the a k m e  of 
material inducements to change, the appeals failed to make much 
of an impk6I 

To set an example, in November 1986, Lusaka ordered its 
huge conglomerate, a b i a  Consolidated Copper Mines 0 
toc€!aseshippingits~~mperhghSouthAfricanports. The 
d i s  wem dramatic Whereas in 1986 Port Rlilabeth had 
handled up to half of Zambian copper exports, following the ban 
a s m u r h a s 8 0 % u ~ D a r e s S a l a a q w i t h t h e ~ -  
haeasing pportio~t-being d i v d  tr, Behama It was an 
impressive achievement, but not one that Lusaka woufd find easy 
to repeat In May 1987, confronted by a M e r  dkstrous 
downward spiding of the economy and a d d i t i d  impoesible 
demands from the International Monetay Fund -1, Kaunda 
boolf the drastir step of breakhg with '?big bmthet." This has 
~ p c i f i u m s a i b e d h i s c a p a e i t y t o r o p e w i t Z 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ e  
tiona. Momper, when, as is inevitable, negotiations with the IMp 
remmI Zambia will again be under intense pressure not to 
disrupt the stabiity of regional trade relationsma 

Meanwhile, Mugabe was feeling increasingly fmstmted with 
his inability to implement meaningfdwncttons, eithaunilaw- 
ly or in amcert with ~ t h e r s . ~  Zambia's s u m  in cutting back 
on its use of South Ahim rail and port facilities only added to 



his &camfort. Accordingly, on 21 July 1987, immediately upon 
his refurPl from meeting Kamda at Victoria Falls on the air ban 
issue, he secured cabin& agreement for the imposition of limited 
trade satzctiom. Armed with this authority, the Minister of Trade 
and Commerce promptly added South Ahim to the list of 
cumtries horn which imports would no longer be approved, and 
SQ informed officials of the Conlederation of Zimbabwe hdus- 
trig and the Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce in an 
urgent private brle6ng- W i t h  an hour, Pretoria had learned of 
the decision, and swiftly responded with a threat to cut off all 
trade with immediate effect. Confronted with this ominous 
ultimatum and the anxious representations of an alarmed 
business community, the cabinet reconvened in emergency 
session on 28 July. In the enstling debate, divisions among 
members proved too great to resolve, This led Mugabe, then in 
Addis Ababa a t t~d ing  an aAU summit, to cut short his visit and 
rush home to deal with the &is. By this time, the contingency 
planning committee of the cabinet had managed to marshall 
cestain basic data. In particular, it reported that existing stocks 
of essential commodities were hopelessly inadequate for a siege 
economy and that the Beira route had only a limited capacity to 
handle additional tradEic beyond the 30% of Zimbabwe trade it 
was already carrying. In the drcumstances, ministers decided 
simply to scrap the proposed scheme and revert to the sfafics qua. 
At the same time, the government denounced the foreign press 
for alhghg that there had ever been a decision to ban Imports. 
Even if this were k h n i d y  true, it completely ignored the 
feverish debate and high drama of the previous ten dapP6 
Although there are currently no legal restrictions on trade with 
or through South Africa, appeals to businessmen to reduce their 
ties with the South have continued. Moreover, Mu@ has 
made it clear that he for one has by no means abandoned his 
csmmihent to sanctions.66 

Scope for Sanctions 

The dilemma the Ronthe States find themselva in has 
been galling. Much as they wodd wish to set an example to the 
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world by standing up boldly to South Ahica, they have instead 
been compelled to conduct themselves with the utmost &cum- 
spection so as not to invite even more retribution than they 
already suffer from. In consequence, they are e x p o d  to the 
taunts of aitia who chide them for advocating sanctions for 
others, while opting out themselves. At the same time, they have 
equally f M y  been admonished-often by the same &tics-to 
resign themdvs  to the inevitable and accept the reality of South 
African regional hegemony. What scope then, does this leave for 
FLS initiatives? & mmt they of necessity sit the sanctions game 
out? 

For the Frontline States seriously to contemplate risking 
sanctions, t h e  conditions would have to be met: 

1. The specific measures proposed would have to be 
capable of hfBcting significant damage on the 
South AYiican economy, or on white morale; 
otkm%eI the exercise would serve no useful 
PT-. 

2 The economic and politid costs would have to be 
within acceptable limits and commensurate with 
the anticipated benefits. 

3. The probability of Pretoria being provoked into 
aippling rep* would have to be slight 

In view of these formidable constraints, the task of the 
Frontline S t a b  might appear to be impossible. Only Zimbabwe 
could conceivably hope to be in a position bo participate actively 
in sanetiom. Yet, further reflection indicates that the prospects 
may not be quite as bledk as initial impressions suggest 
Moreover, in any calculation of contributions to the common 
global effort to end apartheid, it is necessary to acknowledge the 
high price the Frontline States are already paying for their 
principles. &tirnates of current annual costs of South African 
d d i l i z a ~ n  range &om $2 billion to $8 billion wen without 
forrnal action to institute  sanction^.^ The immense buden in 
finmciaI an$ human terms of Zimbabwe's S m i l i t a r y  support for 
Mommbi ie  merib s p z i a l  recognition 

The best hope of the Frontline States sending an unmistak- 
able signal to white Sauth Africans is a mcdified air ban in 
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which there would be no pretence of hpris~ning &em in their 
Ihager. Instead, the intention would simply be to submit air 
travekrs to the maximum personal inconvenience If the 
purpose is to register a stinging psychological impact on white 
opinion, requiring the South African jet set to board their 
ov- flights in neighboring countries might serve as a potent 
reminder of the intensity of internatiod disapproval. Moreover, 
a limited exercise of this k i d  would appear to be poBtically 
feasible. All that would be ~ ~ q u h e d  wodd be a FXS ban on 
o v d g h b  tr, and horn third ccnm~es. Overseas a i r k  that 
now use Johannesburg would be offered a choice of nearby 
al ternativ~aborone,  Harare, Maputo, and, for some purposes, 
Maseru, all s f  which now boast international airportsa It might 
not even be necessary, or desirable, to bar c o n n h g  feeder 
fights, or to p u n d  SAA fights within the region-dy beyond 
it. h iarudentd benefit of this &erne wodd be the substantial 
in- in. airpost fees that would acme to the states mncmed- 
More important, there is a reasonable chance that Pretoria would 
not react too intemperately, for fear the ban would be extended. 

In this context, the much-critiized action of Zambia Airways 
in April 1988 in introducing a weekly New York flight (with 
convenient Lusaka-Johannesburg connections), following the 
Congrssional ban on US-South Africa flights, is fully consistent 
with a sound sanctiom strategy, though its effdveness is 
limited as long as w and overseas airlines continue to overfly 
the Frontline States. A more legitimate criticism of the Zambian 
initiative is the decision to spurn Sal in favor of Monrovia as the 
refueling stop. Clearly, Cape Verde is entitled to expect reason- 
able compensation for the f i n a n d  losses it inclurs as a conse- 
quence of s a n c t i d t s  own or others.@ 

Another option open to Zimbabwe, and possibly Botswana 
and Z a d i k ,  is to restrict f i n a n d  transfers destined hr residents 
of South f i c a .  As one authority has explained, Harare 

muId halt the outflow of South African profits, interest 
an8 dividends (valued at over $20m a year), freeze the 
interest and principal repayment of the $120m loan 
owed to South mca, h t m p t  the over $55m worth of 
annual p & ~ n  and annuity remittances of bomer 
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residents now living in South Africa [and] co-te 
the remaining hancial assets of the 60,000 people who 
have emigrated to South Abica since independence. 

He added that ''even more dramatically," the Zimbabwe 
government could (provided it were prepared to accept the risk) 

nationalize the over $850m worth of South African 
locomotive and rolling stock on Zimbabwe's rail 
system and take action against the upwards of 4,000 
people in Zimbabwe who have South Afriam atizen- 
ship or the right to South African passports? 

Blocking financial transfers has the advantage that it could 
readily be excused as a measure to conserve foreign exchange. 
Already, in May 1987, Harare had reduced remittances of 
dividends and profits by foreign firms from 50% to 25%.n 

The case for withholding pension payments to former 
Rhodesians residing in South Africa has received careful 
consideration, only to be d i s h e d .  Apart from the complica- 
tions which the constitutional provisions governing pensions 
have mated, the government has been d o u s  not to tarnish its 
reputation far h d -  and fair play. It is also reluctant 
to take any further action that might refleck adversely on the 
investment climate in the cornby. The time may come, however, 
when Harare might have to reconsider its scruples in this 
=l=t.n 

One respect in which the states of southern Africa could 
play a constnrctive role without undue risk of musing Pretoria's 
active &pleasure is by joining more directly in efforts to 
skngthen  the 4kctivenes.s of global sanctions. Admittedly, the 
Frontline States have long been in the forefront of campaigns to 
widen the saflcbions net by seeking to mobilize world opinion 
and, on occasion, by lobbying South Africa's major trading 
partnersp such as J a ~ a n . ~  In 1986, three of the four nS members 
of the ICsmonwdT----7is .  Zambia, and Zimbabwe (as 
wd as Lesolhobboyeotted the Commonwealth Games in 
Edinburgh in protest against Mrs. Thatcher's footdragging on 
sanctions. However, much more could be done through 
systematic monitoring to tighten and intensify &sting measures, 
and to expose Pretoria's extensive sanction-busting operations. 
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Of immediate concern to the Frontline States is the need to 
ensure that they are not unwitting parties to ~"spirades to 
subvert sanctions. The two most obvious targets of South 
Afrim attention are Botswana and M o q e  (along with 
Lesotho and Swaziland). Pretoria has already shown con- 
siderable interest and ingenuity in takhg advantage of its shared 
membeTship with the BrS (Botswana, h t h o ,  and Swaziland) 
mmfries in the Southern African Customs Union to penetrate 

and ovaseas markets; and the SLS stam have been fully 
mepive  to South African capital. As the Bobwanan Minister of 
Cornmx and Industry explained with evident approval, in 
mngmtulating a South African campany on the occasion of the 
opening of its Gaborone shoe factmy "In this way, Edworks 
h o p  that the products will be exported to EEC and the rest of 
Africa, dhus taking full advantage of Botswana's preference in 
thee markets under the Lome Convention and sther special 
bilateral k t h o  and Swaziland have been at 
least as energetic and successful in offering generous financial 
inducements to enable South African companies to break out of 
their isolation. 

Maputo, too, is reportedly being used once again, as it was 
by Rhodesia during UDI, as an entrepot for the bogus labelling 
and false invoicing of South African exports and as a backdoor 
for embargoed imports. In this connection, sllspidons concerning 
the operations of Renfreight, the South African forwarding and 
clearing agency that dominates the region, have led SAtlCC 
govemmenIts to explore ways of loosening the ampany's grip on 
their Wght handling business.7s What kas so far been over- 
looked, however, is the artent ;to which foreign multhatiohals 
with, inkre.& in the Frontline Stabs also profit from mIIUsion 
with apartheid. As far as is Inown, although Lonrho has major 
investments in evesy SAM=C state accept Angola, no ns leader 
react4 publicly to its ("dirt cheap") p r h s e  of Western 
Platinum mine when Falconbridge fiftalEy decided to dispcse of 
its South African 

In present circumstances, the scope for FtS action on 
sanctions is severely chmmsaibed. Even the few possibilities 
that do exist carry with them an uncertain risk of ~~g swift 
South African reprisals. Only if the Frontline States succeed in 
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bdating, or at least cushioning, themselves adequately against 
such an evmhdity can they contemplate participating in further 
measures against South Africa. For this reason, the priority in 
pfisy has shifted from sanctions per m to disengagement. The 
greatest challenge the FLS face is how to survive the k t  months 
of an emergency, specidly if it involves a complete closure of 
the South Afriean border. To minimize ns vulnerability in such 
ckumstanses, urgent attention is needed in three priority areas.n 

The first requirement is a stockpile of essential supplies 
adequate to tide the Fronttine States over the first three or four 
month of a siege. Any such contingency exerciser however, is 
baud to encounter fierce resistance, as Pretoria has always been 
mmfd to keep its neighbors on a short tether, n o d y  rationing 
them to no more than three week's supply of basics. When 
Botswana took precautions to i n m e  its oil storage capacity, 
Sotah Africa emwed that the tanks were never filled. Similarly, 
Lesotho's aateempts to import four month" reserve of dined 
A l e  oil through Maputo were frustrated by Retoria's refusal 
to provide the neowsary tfarmsit Zambia and Zimba- 
bwe can expect the same systematic obstruction in their current 
search for dternative sources of supply of mining equipment and 
spares.79 Other projects that require acceleration are m s  food 
security program and provisions for assured supplies of fer- 
Hizmrm medicines, s p d v  steels, tools, and spare parts 
p e r  ally. 

No effort at stockpiling will succeed or suffice, however, 
unless secure and reliable alternative transport mutes and 
facilities are. available. Despite the widespread appreciation of 
the problems and mnsiderable progress in overcoming them, 
there are still three aspects occasioning critical concern. These 
are the current heavy reliance on locomotives and wagons on 
loan from South Africa, the absence of alternative pork equipped 
to handle Zimbabwe's and Botswana's W e d  beef exports and, 
mere generally8 the inability of Mozambican and Tanzanian 
r w b ,  in their present state of partial rehabilitation, to cope with 
the full volume and complexity of prs &&c. 

The third area of vulnerability relates to the provision of 
electricity. The position of Maputo is particularly precarious as 
the transmission lines from Cabora Bassa pass through South 
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&M Botswana, too, remains dtzpendent on Retoria's goodwill, 
although with Morupule power facility now on stream, reliance 
should end once the interconnector lines tying the country into 
the Kariba grid became operatiod8' 

Fm the Frontline Stats, or some of them, to embark on 
comprehensive sanctions, or to mntain a further sharp &tion 
in South African destabilization, the range of prepamtory 
measures that would first need to be undertaken is formidable. 
Even in the best of circumstancesC the costs in human and 
monetarg terms would be almost intolerable ClearlyI it is 
beyand the capabilities of any of the c o u n t r i ~ ~  of the region to 
gear t?wnselves up adequately for such an o d d .  Nor would 
it be right to expect them to bear the common burden alone. 
Hxternal support on a scale substantially in excess of that 
presently available or projected is essential-in three spheres: 
finance, 10~t ics /  alld security* 

Financial assistance is needed both to enable the Frontline 
States to achieve major progress in disengaging from economic 
subsavience to South Africa, and to meet the additional casts 
hvxkbly assodated with crises, such as absorbing expelled 
migrant work=. Lagistical support in the h m  of an emergency 
airlift would also appear unavoidable, at least during the initial 
stage.= 

F d y ,  the whole exercise would prove futile without 
adequate provision to deter or restrain Pretoria's prgdatory 
instincts. The answer would appear to be an offer to the most 
threatened Frontline States of military cover in some credible 
form, or at least a h codtp len t  to institute comprehensive 
mandatory sanctions if d&Wtion persists. Admittedly, 
Washington, London, and BOM are far from ready to intervene 
on this scale or in this way, but the time may come when they 
will be forced to heat the problem seriouslyyp3 When it does, the 
question of full prs sanctions can be reconsidered. In the 
meantime, this potentially hprkant instrument of pressure on 
apartheid can be of only limited benefit to the common cause. 
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THE POTENTIAL FUR SOUTH 
AFRICAN SANCTIONS BUSTING 

IN SOUTHERN AFRICA: 
THE CASE OF BOTSWANA* 

Jack Parson 

Introduction 

The important question about sanctions against South Africa 
is not whether one or even a combination of sanctions cran in a 
s ingh r  way destroy apartheid. Rather, the question is the 
&mt to which sanctions play a role in k t  pees The 
imposition of sanctions is a crucial but only a first step. The 
monitoring and management of sanctions over time will deter- 
mine their effectiveness. 

%me of the resear& for tfiis chapter was conducted in Botswana 
under a grant from the College of Charleston Faculty Researdr and 
Deoelopmenk Committee during May and early June 1987. The support 
of the College for this researrh is gratefully adcnowleclged An earlier 
v d o n  of this chapter was presented at the annual meeting of the 
Ahitan Studies kmdation, Denver, 1987. 



Given that fact, a primary c o r n  is whether limited 
sanctions will increase the mt of apartheid d e i e n t l y  to play 
a role in forcing change in a progressive dirtlction A large part 
of the answer turns on whether or not South Africa, through 
various means, will be able to avoid or subvert the sanctions 
e f f a  Will its -licit policy of sanctions "busting" be s u c m  
ful? The answer will depend upon the extent to which it is able 
to directly engage in "illegal'" trade as against its success in 
finding legal means lo trade banned commodities. 

Because of thisI sanctions against South Africa have a direct 
impact on the southem African regional system. Sandions make 
South African $ired imporking and exporting more difficult and 
expensive. The cost of maintaining apartheid is therefore 
inaead. The extent t~ which this i n d  cost results in 
changes toward an equal society depends on whether or not the 
South African government is able to reduce the cost to acceptable 
levels. The management of the sanctions environment has much 
to do with South Africa's ability to manipulate its southern 
African regional political and economic relationships. 

The regional factor in a South African sanctions busting 
program has to do with whether or not South m c a  will be able 
to engage in those activities through neighboring territories, 
parthhrly those which are historically economically tied to the 
South Ahhn emnomy--Botswana, Lesotho, and Swazihd--but 
also more generally through existing economic relations with 
m y  of the other nations in the Southem African Development 
Coordination Conference (SkiXc). 

This chapter explores the extent to wMch South AFrica may 
be able to engage in sanctions busting through its relations with 
the Etqublic of Botswana. It argues that the internal class 
s t r u m  and class state relations in Botswana create contradie 
tions which open opporhmities for sanction-busting activity while 
at the same time supporting the government of Botswana's policy 
advocating the imposition of sanctions by the international 
community. Thh analysis also argues that the economic relations 
behveen the government of Botswana and South African capital 
and the South African state have the partial effect of insulating 
the South African economy from the effects of sanctions. 
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Botswana and South U c a  in Recent History 

This is not the place to rehearse the details of the history of 
relations between Botswana and South Africa. Howwer it is 
inportant to suglmarize that history if contemporary r&Sions are 
to be understood. Most especEally it is important to understand 
the contom of the historid relation in understanding the 
conditions which meate both the opportunities for and limits to 
South Africa's use of Botswana for sanctions busting. 

Botswana occupies a tenitory the size of Kenya, France or 
Texas with a population of about one million people and triple 
that number of cattle and small stock The country's geography 
has long had a d-t effect on its politid history, 
economic forbmes, and international relations. !kdmid 
conditions prevail over most of the land, much of it in the 
Kalahari Desert, where limited and unpredictable rainfall and 
deep sand limit both human and animal habitation A s  a result, 
a g r i d a  production is very risky and there are periodic 
multiyear droughts such as that which occurred in the 1980s. 
Most of the population lives in a narrow corridor running north 
and south where permanent water supplies and most of the 
arable land are to be found. The only other part of the country 
with regular water supplies is in the north, in particular in the 
relatively m o t e  northwest area, the Okavango Delia 

The peopliflg and political arid economic history of this 
rather inhqitable physical environment owes much to the 
history of southem Africa, mast especially the hjstor~l of what is 
now South Africa. The difaqane and m k q u m t  expansion of 
the Afrikaner Republics pushed a Batswana population into the 
territory. The attempt to retain independence, at least autonomy, 
in 1885 led certain of the Dikgosi (Kings) to ask for British 
44protecti~n." The British Empire's southern African interests 
desired to protect the "road to the north" from South Africa into 
the interior (what became northern and southern Rhodesia) from 
incursions by the Boer Republics from the east. Thus the 
territory became the colonial Bechuanaland Protwtorate. 

British interest in B e c h d d  derived priglarily from its 
strategic geographical location. The main British interests were 
in the developing mining industry in South Africa and the 



developmgnt of Southern Rhodesia, A northsouth railway was 
built on a strip of land ceded to Rhodesia Railways thus 
providing an essential transport link in the development of 
Bechuanahd's northeastern neighbor. At the same timeI the 
future of the Protectorate was tied to the fortunes of the South 
-ran economy and polity in a variety of ways. In 1910 the 
Protectorate was brought into the Southern Ahican Customs 
Union, creating a single southern African economy with South 
Ahica at its core. The currency of the Proteaorate was South 
African currency, a situation which only changed in the 1970s, 
well after independence, when Botswana withdrew from the 
Rand Monetary Area and created a central Bank of Botswana and 
national currency, the Pula Most importantly, restrictions on 
BaWana economic activity, including the marketing of mttle, 
d i n e d  with the imposition of taxation and the development 
of other cash requirements, accelerated what had been a trickle 
of labor migration from Bechuanaland to South Africa The 
Bechuanahd Protectorate beame a 'labor m e 0 '  for South 
Africa-so much so that by 1947 Isaac Schapera estimated that 
about forty-five percent of the adult males of Bechuanaland were 
working in South Africa' As a result, almost nothing was done 
by the British to develop the territory. It was viewed as an 
appendage to the South African economy and in fact the Act of 
Union seating modem South Africa provided for the likelihood 
of B e c h d d ' s  eventual incorporation into the Union of South 
Afd(3a. Bechuanaland's international relations were handled 
though the Dominio~~s-not the Colo- for most of its 
adstefioe and Britain's chief representative to the Union was, for 
mu& of the tine, also the High Commissioner respomile for 
Bechumahd. Even the capital of the colonial territory was 
locrited in South Africa, at the 'kperial Reserve" in Mafekin%. 

Botswana's contemporary sibtion owes much to this 
history. Its economic dependence on South Africa is longstand- 
ing and runs both wide and deep. Its politis also reflect  IS 
proximity to its neighbor. Late colonial nationalist politics 
reflected the coming to power of the National Party in the 1948 
Apaaheid election As a result, !hetse Khama, Kgosi of the 
Bangwato, was banned from the territory until 1956 for marrying 
an Englbhwornan Certain leaders of the nationalist parties had 
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themselves been involved in South African politics. Part of the 
urgency in bringing Botswana to independence in 1% resulted 
horn the need to creak a measure of political sovereignty to 
protect the nation fnnn South African machinations. In that same 
period began the political process of defining Botswana's 
relatioriship to the liberation struggle in South Africa itself, a 
theme that has persisted and increased in importance parhcularly 
in the 1980s. 

It is in this context of Botswana's long-term integration into 
a southm African regional political economy dominated by 
South Africa that the country's contemporary situation must be 
evaluated, As will become evident below, the widening of 
mnomic relationships with South Africa afber independence 
m e d  not so much fnam a desire to embrace that system but 
from economic necessity. The persistence of miptory labor to 
South Afria from I3otFwan.a in 1988 reflects the fact that 
overcoming the years of colonial underdevelopment is not 
something thaf happens overnight ar even in two demdes. At 
the same time, as will also b m e  evident below, contemporary 
Botswana reflects tfris history in a more positive way. Much of 
the government's development planning and intentions are 
designed to duce  and eventually eliminate its dependence and 
to play a positive mle in the liberation of South Afr ia  The 
cwntry's active membership in the MDcc reflects these desires, 
as does its policy d accepting political refugees from South 
Ahica and for this and other reasons subjecting itself to military 
attacks b m  South Africa. The contz-adictiom of living with the 
vic6mkmfim-1 of the mlonial legacy and of strug;glin% against it 
meate the enviroment in which sanctions against South Africa 
and sanctioWting activity have to be evaluated. 

Conceptualizing Sanctions Busting in Botswana: 
Who Wd Do It and Why? 

The question of the extent to which Botswana may become 
involved in sanctions busting is not simply a question of 
principle. Indeed, if it were a matter of prinaple then the answer 
w d d  be that the l i k a d  that Botswana would become 
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involved in sancti01ls busting is very low, virhrally zero. The 
Botswana government has maintained and mtinws to maintain 
the principle that ifltemational sanctions are a legitimate and 
usefuZ weapon to bring about change in South Africa Botswana 
has eodtently supported the in tanat id  mvement to impose 
economicsan~01lsonSouthAhka. Ithaaresbkdtheargument 
that there should not be sanctions because southern African 
counfrk outside of South Ahica would be hurt Rercnty 
Botswana's Minister of E x t d  Affairs, Dr. GaosTtwe Chiepe, 
while irr the United States, said Yhat the US Anti-Apartheid Act 
of 1986 was a ''most e~c0urae;ing and w ~ e "  move by the 
United States and fhat these sanctions had not hurt EotswamZ 
The government under the presidencies of both Seretse Khama 
and Quen Masire have maintained the principle that while 
Botswana m o t  itself impose mandatory economic sanctions 
without committing economic suicide, Botswana does in principle 
support the use of sanctions to bring about a change in South 
Afric;a. The principle involved in Batswana policy regarding 
sanctions is one preduding an off id  pity of sanctions hdng 
Botswana insists that it will do and is doing everything it 
realistically clan to support the political, military, and economic 
premm on South Africa in the dinxtion of bringing about a 
dismadhg of the policy and practice of apartheid. 

The possibility that Botswana might become a venue for 
sanctio~~s-busfing aetivitb arises not from principle but from the 
fact that activities which amount to sanctions busting derive from 
a m a w  set of intens& in the r e l a t i d p  between external 
and intemd class economic and political relations which on take 
p k  an$ M v e  alongside an official and pinapfed govemmek 
tal commitment to sanctions themselves. While this is contradic- 
tory (not merely in appearance but also in actud fact), it is so 
because of the histcry of Yhe state structure in Botswana aid its 
 in^^ relations. This chapter takes this as a beginning 
point in an investigation of the in- and extemsll interests and 
presms the d t  of which may be what is in effect sanctions 
bwting. 
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The Sanctions-Busting Environment South Africa's 
Perspective 

There are a broad range of existing c o m m d  entities and 
arrangements hkhg South African business to business in 
btmFana These indude a spectnrm of arrangements horn direct 
gwernment to government agreements (such as the Southern 
African Customs Union Agreement) through purely commerdal 
operations such as the large number of "joint" ventures between 
South African and Batswana capital to direct and singular South 
A$ican~med business ventures. The extent to which these 
could be W e d  to effective sanctions busting is related to the 
economic imperatives for the businesses themselves as well as to 
the types of inducements the South African government on 
make available to engage in sanctions busting whether directly 
or indirectlyY 

The South mean interest w d d  be related as well to the 
extent to which its economic relationship with Botswana supports 
the overall economy of South Africa (for example, in terms of 
foreign exchange d & s )  and the extent to whish it suppork 
spxi5c sectors of or hrms in that economy. 

The sorts of enterprises which might have an interest in 
using a Botswana base in order to export goods "made in 
&rtswana" in defiance of sanctions would be quite diverse and 
would include the following: commodities for which final stage 
assembly is labor intensive and where the components do not 
entail burdensome transport charges; commodities for which 
there is preexisting manufacturing capaaty in Botswana 
q u h k g  only expansion or use at full capacity commodities 
where the raw materials are imported from abroad and which 
might suffer if those raw materials were resbicted; commodities 
where the raw materials are available in South Africa for 
manufacture in the export market and where the cost of trans- 
porting raw materials is not excssive. 

At the matm-cmnomic level the South African economy 
would derive a benefit from economic relationships which 
substituted local (southern African) production of raw materials 
and finished goods for goods imported from abroad. In addition, 
South Africa would be interested in production which contribut- 



ed to the integrity of the South African Rand and mthtxn 
Ahids fareign exchange situation. 

From a Sauth Afrian peqxdxve the means b induce 
coopration fall into c a k p i e s  of both carmb and -f 
neward and of punishment On the one hand# carrot-lfke 
indwmmnts would be the promise of W o n a l  fcdgn 
investment, generating both anployment and new tax revenue as 
well as opportunities for Batswam entrepreneurs. There might 
be secrmdary linkages created and the opportunity to utilize 
previously untapped raw materials in the Bobwam emnomy. 
The gad of developing a more div& and inkgrated 
economic system with the direct hvolvement of Batswana Capit'd 
would pmMe a broad eoonomie: inducement 

A t h s a m e t i m e , ~ a r r t h e o ~ ~ h d , S o u t h A f r i c a k a s  
c o n s i s k ~  shown itself capable of wielding a heaoy "stkk-" 
What has k a m e  a persistent policy of destabilimtion in the 
region has sought to punish neighbo~ for their misdeeds. An 
increase m the threat or use of military action could Ewriily 
became a part of government-to-government relatiom in a 
sandions m h - t  of increasing intensity. There Is every 
reasan to Meye hat the h t h  African govemmmt is prepad 
b use its military apparatus to achiwe its: gods euwd the goals of 
spedfic economic entities in the South African ecr,nmy. 
Botswana h a  been a regular target for such actions since June 
1985, dthough so far apparently for political rather than econcun- 
ic mmms. An intendyhg sanctions environment in fact 
increasestheliMhoodthatthispatlernwillpersistdperhaps 
becom~ more h p m t  The insbwnents of coercion avdable to 
Sauth A h b  are not solely military. There are economic "levers" 
which south k k k h  can maniphk. LRwis, for e~~mp1es, sets 
the prmhmry p int  of leverage in the South African mntro1 of the 
main railway tramportation system in southern Africas 

The Internal Calculus: Botswana in a Sanctions- 
Bustjag Environment 

Botswana aperimced tremendous growth in ithp post- 
colonial p m d  [ie, since 1% and particularky since 19693. A 
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number of hdors caused and conditioned this growth One was 
the development of a polittd relationship with South Africa 
conducive (although not in a l l  resp&s) to Botswana's economic 
growth. Mast importantly here was the renegotiation of the 
customs union agreement in 1969, the creation of a congenial 
"climatd' for South African investment, and a relationship 
conducive to the development of a dose partnership between 
d sections of South African mining capital a d  the Botswana 
government A second factor was the Botswana government's 
ability to amdude several major deals with South African capital 
around the exploitation of mineral deposits in Botswana, most 
notably diamonds but also copper/nickel. A third factor was the 
Botswana government's ability to generate foreign aid from the 
West, from both bilateral and multilateral aid agencies. 

While the rate of economic p w t h  has been nothing short 
of spectacular, the disbibution of resulting incomes and oppoM- 
nities was highly unequal A high rate of unemployment 
persisted The mast recent estimate of the unemployment 
situation, that for 1984/85, concluded that the unemployment 
rate in ktswana was 2532, including an unemployment rate of 
193% for males and 30.6% for females. The rate was signiscant- 
ly higher in urban as compared to d areas and for the labor 
forte under 25 years of age, whether male or female: 46.1% of the 
labor force under 25 years of age in urban areas and 32% of the 
same force in rural areas were unemployed.' Wage employment 
creation for unskilled and semiswed w o r k  continued to be an 
issue for both supporters and opponents of the government. The 
r d t  has been continual presswe to generate the macroeconomic 
mmmxi to deviate the problem in the shortest possible time. 
This has in practice directed attention to the search for additional 
mineral tewufies tbat can be exploited bo sustain existing levels 
of emp10yment and inaease the ranks of the employed, directly 
in mining employrnmt and indirectly through mea'ting jobs with 
the revenue accruing to the state. 

A consequence of the development of this network of 
relations is a pattern of economic growth that depends heavily 
upon mainiaining these relationships, It also creates a "natural" 
tendency to view such relationships as on balance worthy of 
development a d  expansion. Finally, and most importantly, it 
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creates a n a t d  p i t i o n  and ideology that regards these 
relationships as matters of national economic interest unrelated 
to the whole question of the apartheid economy. After all, there 
is Iittle or no direct engagement with the apartheid state and the 
economic interests are those of "enlightened" South African 
capitaL In mch circumstances it is easy to persuade oneself that 
a direct government of Botswana-South African capital partner- 
ship is one which is excluded from consideration in the debate 
about sanctions. If the benefits are big enough and if the 
government is a partner, then it is a matter of national security 
and not sf apartheid, thus excluding the issue from debate. 

These factors and resulting patterns create an environment 
congenial to the further development of economic activities 
which might have the .effect, in certain respects, of supporting the 
South African economy in the face of economic sanctions. 

Botswana's growth was also rooted in the assumption that 
a national capitalist transformation was both possible and 
dsirable and that what was politically required was to create a 
"climate" for both private investment and the emergence of those 
investors. Batswana entrepreneurs were encouraged and private 
initiatives welcomed. Dedsions about what to produce, how to 
produce it, to whom to sell it, and the distribution and use of 
resulting resources were to be in private hands. Thus the control 
and use of private productive property was a primary basis for 
much economic activity, particularly in the commElrsial and 
manufacturing sectors. Batswana businessmen therefore were 
encouraged and strongly motivated to make a profit. 

The reliance on capitalism was associated with the ideology 
of the separation of politics and economics. The economic 
motivation of entrepreneurs was primary in their and the 
government's eyes. Business is business and they could not be 
expedd to judge the value of an investment through the prism 
of political change in South Africa. The outcome was the 
existence of a class in Botswana in whose interest it might be to 
engage in economic activities the effect of which was sanctions 
busting as long as  that was not clearly the only thing those 
activities constituted. This class engaged in joint ventures with 
South African capital and a d d  be easily persuaded to improve 
its own ability to develop by developing new productive capacity 
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for the purpose of developing export markets. That such 
activities increased the parameters of the macro-Botswana 
economy, including jobs, provided the final evidence that such 
activities were necessary and legitimate. 

The ideological and public policy parameters for economic 
activity in Botswana were congruent with the capitalist parame 
ters of the South African economy. The structure of pduction, 
pattern of labor relations, low wages, and even migratory 
patkms were not so different The Botswana economy was not 
an apartheid economy nor was the government an apartheid one. 
But the class outlook and interest of South African and Batswam 
entrepreneurs were not so different. The language of business 
ereated a shared perception of at least the broad means to engage 
in economic growth and development. 

Patterns of Economic Growth and Change in the 
Sanctions-Busting Environment 

The evidence, direct and indirect, bearing on the issues 
raised above is both sparse and inconclusive but does suggest an 
overall pattern. The South African government d m  not publish 
data on such matters. The South African press would be shut 
down if it did so in any form. Public data on imports and 
exports in Botswana is more readily and probably reliably 
available, but time lags mean that it is available in any detail 
only for about 1984. In addition, the public data is not detailed 
enough to definitively show exactly what is going on. Press 
reports in Botswana are more candid than in South Africa, but 
cannot be regarded as comprehensive and definitive. There is, 
therefore, overall, a si@cant problem of data collection. 
However, the topic and issues are sufficiently important to use 
data which is available to discuss the issues, bearing in mind the 
extremely tentative nature of the interpretation of that data. 

If significant direct sanctions busting were going on, one 
would aped to see it reflected in significant shifts in the value 
and direction of trade in Botswana's export figures, particularly 
since the export figures also include re-exports. Botswana's 
exports rose sharply in recent years from a total of UA347,837,000 



in 19815 to UA%9,127,OQO in 1984 and P1,383,134,(400 approxi- 
mately UA1,257,394,000) in 1985," However, the bulk of this 
suhkmtial increase was due to dramatic increases in the export 
of diamonds. Just over W% of the increase in exports between 
1981 and 1984 was due to increased diamond sales, T ' h e  were 
significant ha-eases in sales of wood, w d  articles, and 
basketry, h t  much of that increase WA1.7 million) would be in 
the form of s a l s  of baskets. Of somewhat more inkrest were 
in- in the exportation of textiles and textile articles (up by 
a factor of 275 from UA16.9 million to UA46.6 million), machin- 
ery and appliances (up by a factor of 3.34 h m  UA2.6 million to 
UA8.9 million), vehicles (up by a factor of 215 hom UA6 million 
to UA12% million), and photographic, musical, and surgical 
e p m e n t  (up by a factor of 13.6 from UA98,231 in 1981 to 
UA134 million in 1984). 

The direction of export trade offers some additional data7 
which may help explain the gross figures on export.. The value 
of exports to the eommon customs area (mainly South Africa) 
i n d  from P55 million in 1981 to P77.5 million in 1985. The 
increase in the value of this trade was probably explained by the 
increase in the number of joint Botswana-South Africa ventures 
in light manufacturing, with the bulk of the raw materials 
coming from South Africa for final stage procesing or packag- 
ing, the commodity then in turn being sold in the South African 
market. Exports to "other Afrid"' increased from a value P35 
million in 1981 to about P54 million in 1984, most of which I 
think would have been re-exports of South African goods to 
Zimbabwe (as Gaborone becnme the shopping district for many 
Zimbabweans) and also the export of textile produck to Zimba- 
bwe with the relocation of several textile manufaelmem from 
Zimbabwe to northeastem Botswana. These features had as 
much to do with the economic situation in Zimbabwe as with 
sanctions busting but did result in an indirect trade between 
South Africa and Zimbabwe via Botswara Zimbabwe itself 
became c o m d  about this and challenged the " I d  content" 
of textiles king exported from Botswana. After a series of 
acrimonious exchanges on the subject, the countries reached a 
modus vivgndi which slowed down the growth of exports of 
textiles horn Botswana to Zimbabwe based on South African 
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and/or Zimbabwean raw materials? The remainder of the 
increase in terms of the diredion of trade was an increase in 
exports to "other Europe" (Le, not the UK) from Pl38 million in 
1981 to P1,118 million in 1985, which was almost cmtahly the 
reslYYt of the drastic increase in the export of diamonds. 

The manufacturing sector could be the origin of export 
commdties which have the effect sf  avoiding sanctions. There 
was ample scope for that for a variety of reasons. The manufac- 
turing sector in Botswana continued to be small and "light," 
comprising in 1984 a total of 209 companies with an average 
investment per company of P551,000. It included textiles, 
chemical and rubber products, wood and wood produck, paper 
and paper products, electrical products, plastic products, and 
metal products, al l  activities that could become important in a 
strict sanctions environment If one assumes that foreign (for the 
most part South African) owned firms or joint ventures would be 
m a t  directly interested in and amenable to sanctions busting, 
then the manufacturing sector in Botswana offered sigmfieaflt 
opportunities. In 1984 the proportion of the 209 firms which 
were foreign owned was 58% with an additional 26% of joint 
foreign/Batswana ownership. Orrly 15% of firms were wholly 
owned by Batswana. In addition, 40% of the wholesale establish- 
ments (which were not within the data on manufacturing), 
including the largest firms, were foreign owned?O 

The pattern of manufachmhg capaaty based on foreign 
investment or joint Batswana/foreign ventures was an increasing 
one, at least up to 1984. The number of foreign firms inaeased 
from 47 in 1979 to 122 in 1984 as the proportion of firms which 
were wholly Batswana-owned declined from 17% to 152." More 
-t data, parlicularly since the intensification of the interna- 
tional sanctions movement in 1985 and 1986, might yield a clue 
as to whether or not speculation on the likely sanctions-busting 
behavior of foreign investment is accurate; however, that data is 
not presently available. 

There can be little doubt that certain foreign capital has 
moved into Botswana as a result of the sanctions environment. 
The extension of British Caledonian's (now British Airways') 
DC-10 flight from London to Lusaka to Gaborone in 1987 seemed 
to be premised on picking up traffic from South Africa without 
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flying to Johannesburg. The British Airways manager in mid- 
1988 declined to comment on the present profitability of the 
flight but was quoted as saying that '1 think the best way to put 
it is to say it is successful We anticipate that it will be very busy 
very soon. It is a very important de~elopment."~ A rumor in 
May of 1987 that a five star hotel would be built near the airport 
lends credence to this view, as does the announcement more 
recently that the Botswana Devdopment Corporation in partner- 
ship with the Sheraton Corporation and Bouygygs France would 
build a P30 million hotel of 200 rooms incorporating a gymnasi- 
um and conference facilities as well as shops, a golf course' and 
Swimming POOL" 

Another example of what might be effdvely sanctions 
busting through disinvestment in South &ca and/or reinvest- 
ment in Botswana is a new subsidiary (one of six in Africa) of the 
American multinational Colgate Palmolive built in Gaborone. 
The factory was reported to represent an investment of PI 
million and would employ about 100 citizens.'.' It seems 
doubtful that Colgate Palmolive would locate one of only six 
African subsidiaries in Botswana unless it saw a market develop 
ing beyond the boundaries of Botswana itself. From Botswana 
it could perhaps develop markets in the SAIXX countries and in 
the mmmon customs area, ie., in South Africa. Its South Alrican 
business then would be shielded &om criticism on the grounds 
that its production is located there. This might be indicative of 
a move by international capital to disinvest in the South African 
economy coupled with a re-investment in its immediate W p h -  
ery . 

It would therefore appear that the produdive infrastructure 
to engage in sanctions busting, if on a modest scale, exists in the 
Botswana economy. More importantly, the ownership and 
psssession of that ~ t r u c t u r e  indicates that there is a real 
potential for its use in that way. This applies not only to cPi_rect 
South African inberests in the Botswana economy but also to 
international capital as well, which has taken a recent and serious 
interest in "development opportunities" in Botswana 

Against the existence of the opportunities available and costs 
of breaking sanctions through Botswana must be set a compari- 
son of similar opportunities and costs elsewhere. Swaziland, for 
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example, appears to be a more congenial environment for South 
African manufacturing investment. The Swaziland government 
has been more open to turning a blind eye to sanctions busting 
efforts. The "country of origin" rules appear to be more lenient 
there than in Botswana Jn addition, the public pronouncements 
of the government in Swaziland appear to be more welcoming of 
investments where the sanctions-busting implications are clear." 
Furthermore, both Swaziland and Lesotho remained in the Rand 
Monetary Area, easing the flow of money to and from South 
Africa in comparison with the situation in Botswana. 

Botswana's most important macroeconomic relationship with 
South Africa was that between the government of Botswana and 
South African mining capital, on the one hand, and the govern- 
ment of Botswana and the South African government on the 
other hand. Botswana's diamond-led economic growth is a direct 
outcome of the partnership of the government in Botswana and 
the DeBeers Diamond Mining Company. They jointly own 
Debswana, which operates the diamond mines in Botswana, the 
produce of which is marketed through the DeBeers-mntrolled 
Central Selling Organisation (m). DeBeers is part of the Anglo 
American Corporation economic empire in South Africa, whose 
fortunes are aitid to the South African economy. The govern- 
ment of Botswana, in its own national economic interest, 
associated itself c l d y  with the polides of Dei3eers and the 
activities of the cso through Debswana. This continued to be a 
most profitable relationship. 

The relationship between the Botswana government and 
DeBeers k a m e  closer in July of 1987 with the announcement 
that Debswana had dqosed of its diamond stocks for an 
un-OSed amount of cash and 20 million shares (5% of the 
stock) in the DeBeers Diamond Mining Company together with 
the right to appoint two directors to the &Beers bwrd of 
directors. Whatever additional economic benefits will accrue to 
Botswana from this deal, including access to information in 
De- which was hitherto unavailable, it also ties Botswana's 
economic fortunes even more closely to the economic fortunes of 
the South African economy and inevitably draws Botswana closer 
to polikical interests comparable to certain important economic 
and political interests in South Africa itself. As an editorial in 



Msnegi wa Dikgang/The Reporter put it, such a deal could be seen 
as undermining disinvestment strategies at a time when many 
Westem multinationals were pulling out of South A6ica; some 
observers have asked how Debswana's Batswana representatives 
w& have dealt with questions about the attitude of Anglo 
Ammi~an, 30% owned by Deb, during the mamt (South 
African Nationaf Union of Mineworkers) miners' s W 1 6  

As Morton pointed out," the strictly economic advantage to 
Botswana of this deepening relationship with DeBeers is 
undoubted; but the advantage to South Africa is similarly 
undeniable. The debate in the United States in 1988 about 
inlmsifyhg sanctions against South Africa partially involved a 
proposal bo impose sanctions on South African diamonds. That 
proposal was defeated partially on the argument that it would be 
diEfidt if not impossible to distinguish between South African 
and Boiswana diamonds, particularly industrial diamonds, 
marketed through the cso. Therefore blanket sanctions would be 
likely tD harm Batswana more than South Africa, as Botswana 
industrial diamonds were the ones most likely te be directiy 
imported into the United States." This seemed to conEirm, as 
Mmegi vrvl LWcpnmgfTht Repurfer pointed out, that the close 
relationship betwen the government of Bobwana and D e b  
contained a '%idden spin-off advantage for South Africa in 
probxhg Prebria from what would, potenWy, be an extremely 
damaging form of  sanction^"'^ 

Even more recently it appeared that a new and very large 
deal involving the governments of Bobswana and South Africa as 
w d  as South African capital was nearing completion. For 
several years the go-ent of hhvana has ken  attempting 
to put together a deal to exploit the very substantial soda ash 
deposits at Sua Pam The planned capacity of the plant would 
yield 300poO tons of soda ash per year. This is &dent to 
supply the entire regional market although the main market is 
Sauth kfrica Soda ash is a raw material used in the nwnu€ac- 
hw of, for example, glass, paper, and c a b i n  steel producOs.1° 

A stumbling block to developing the mining project has 
been that although production would be sufficient to supply the 
South &can market, South Africa was importing its soda ash 
from the United Stam at a price below the price which would be 
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charged for Botswana supplies. The South African government 
had been reportedly asking for a year or more that its agreement 
to stop waiving the normal tariff on soda ash in the common 
customs area should be linked to agreements on other issues of 
bilateral interest, most importantly security issues including at 
one point reports that South Africa was insisting that Botswana 
sign a Nkomati-type agreement. Botswana refused to do so and 
the deal was stalled. Those conditions appeared to be lifted and 
South Africa apparently agreed to a protective tariff. 

The deal would result in a Debswana-like arrangement, with 
the Botswana government holding substantial shares in partner- 
ship with the South African African Explosives and Chemical 
Indusbies, which is jointly owned by the Anglo American 
Corporation and the British Imperial Chemical Industries. With 
a protective tariff, which means the active involvement of the 
South Mean government, the project would be economically 
viable and would secure southern mmn sources of soda ash for 
the South Mican economy. It could then be argued that this is 
a case of M y  investing in apartheid although that is not part 
of the intention, ideology, or policy of the Botswana government. 

Taken together with the diamond deal, the Sua Pan project 
does seem to deepen the cooperative relationship which has 
developed over the years between the government of Botswana 
and South African capitalJ speclfidy with the Anglo American 
Corporation as well as the relationship with the government of 
South Africa. As one Botswana newspaper put it, "Observers . . . 
note that the soda ash project, coming won after the diamond 
deal, announced in July, in terms of which Botswana acquired 
cash, shares and Board seats in DeBeers, ties this country even 
more closely to the South African economy."" 

At the sane time it must be more than coincidental that the 
South Mean government should drop its insistence on signing 
secwity agreements with Botswana and agree to protective tariffs 
at a time when it is coming under increasing pressure in the 
world at large. The threat of sanctions could at some early date 
resuIt in US supplies of soda ash being cut off. In order to 
forestall the possibility of that decking domestic poliaes, it 
would appear that the South African government now actively 
sought supplies of soda ash which would be more or less secure, 
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at least in relative (if somewhat more expensive) terms. If so, 
then the new moperative attitude of the South African govern- 
ment was directly related to the imposition and threat of 
imposition of sanctions. The additional cost to the South African 
economy through the protective tariff was deemed to be less than 
the benefit of fineling that the economy could be held for m m  
over soda ash. This, in combination with other economic 
pressures, will increase the cost of apartheid; sanctions, or their 
threat, can work. 

More generally, the Sua Pan Project seems to be a good 
example of the ambiguities of the whole sanctions-busting debate. 
While the advantage to South Africa is clear and the economic 
reasons for Botswana's interest are obvious, the deal stands to 
create in addition new and long-term production opportunities 
for the entire sADCC region. Soda ash from Sua Pan will meet 
the requirements for that raw material for the whole of as 
well as South &a. Zimbabwe, the most industrially developed 
of the SAMX countries, was reportedly offered a ten-percent stake 
in the RojectIp thus recognizing the importance of Sua Pan for 
the development of the liberated states in the region. +g 
against Sua Pan because it will allow South Africa tu avoid 
sanctions means at the same time arguing against the develop 
ment of industrial productive capacity of SADCC as well as the 
benefits to Botswana in jobs, development revenue, and the 
opportunity to develop backward and forward linkages. Support 
for Sua Pan to h & t  Botswana and the sADcc's development- 
which it will do-means at the same time furthering the insula- 
tion of the apartheid economy from the effects of sanctions. In 
the Pang run, Sua Pan is a small step in the development of a 
southern African produtive capacity more autonomously than 
can be expect4 given the present domination of the world 
economic structure by the advanced capitalist countries (here 
speafically the US). If, however, grasping this opportunity 
merely makes more permanent the apartheid regime and South 
Africa's sub-imperialkt role in the region, then its value has to be 
questioned. It is probably the case that Sua Pan may become 
part of a more progressive pattern of development and therefore 
worthy of support, its effect in insulating the South African 
economy h m  at least one sanction notwihtanding. 
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Perspectives on Botswana and Sanctions Against 
South Africa in Southern Africa 

The evidence suggests five broad conclusions. One is that 
the internal, indigenous political economy of Botswana may be 
amenable to economic activities the effect of which is sanctions 
busting. An economically and politically important fraction of 
the petty-bourgeoisie already has an economic partnership with 
South African capital and this range of joint ventures can 
relatively easily be tuned to activities which would amount to 
sanctions busting. This fraction is politically well located to 
reinforce policies which can accommodate those activities.13 
Resting on the benefits to Botswana in tenns of macroeconomic 
growth and the alleviation of the persistent unemployment 
problem, this fraction of the petty-bourgeoisie may expand its 
economic interests through intrusive joint partnerships with 
South African capital The recent debate over the razing of the 
Gaborone Hotel to make way for a mall the centerpiece of which 
will be a (South African) OK Bazaar is a case in point Criticism 
was heaped upon this South African investment from all pints  
of view (imperialism, competition with budding Batswana 
entrepreneurs, etc). In the end these arguments lost their appeal 
as OK negotiated with the parastatal Botswana Development 
Corporation and what has been d d b e d  as a " p u p  of 
cikkas." The result was reported to be an agreement wherein 
this "group of citizens" will hold 40% of OK'S shares. Ln 
addition, DBN Developments, "wholly owned by [in June 1988 
~~nmmedl atizens," will apparently own the P9 million complex 
and OK will pay rent to DBN Developments as the anchor tenant 
Furthermore, 30% of the shop space will be preferentially leased 
to "citizen shop owners." Finally, Tswana Conshurtion, two- 
thirds of whose shareholders are citizens, will be the main 
conhador. OK's concessions create security for the investment in 
the long run. In the meantime, a fraction of the Botswana 
national bourgeoisie participates in the profits and the joint 
agreement forges another material and deep tie between 
Botswana and South A£rim, but one which becomes immune to 
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criticism within the Batswana elite as their own economic 
interests are equated with the national mnomic interest.x 

A second conclusion is that the direct presence of South 
African capital in the manufachuing sector opens up the oppor- 
tunity to collude in sanctions busting in South Africa using 
Botswana as the venue without any direct eoIIuslon of the 
Botswana government or governing class. I have presented no 
evidence that indicates that firms have been or are being 
established in Botswana for this purpose. But the openness of 
the Boiswana economy and polides of more or less unrestricted 
foreign investment in m a n u f a m g  create the opportunity to do 
just that. 

What is not clear is the extent to which this can be done 
without its becoming clear that he intent of such increased 
business is indeed sanctions busting. The small Botswana market 
a d  its openness will make dramatic srpansion for export or 
import stand out. It will not be easy to hide sanctions-busting 
operations within the economy. Given that fact it will be dS6cult 
to pliticdy insulate such ventures h m  public critichn The 
openness of the political environment is likely to make such 
ventures a target for opposition parties and the press. These 
difficulties must also be seen in relation to the possibility of their 
relative absence elsewhere, in Swaziland or Lesotho for instance. 
Thus, while the opportunity for sanctions-busting operations are 
present because of the position of an important fraction of the 
governing class and the presence of South African mpital, their 
ability to capitalize on the opporhmity is problematic 

At the same time the Botswana government sees no 
apparent problem with non-South African foreign investment in 
a sanctions environment According to the BofsuMna Daily News, 
for example, the Minister of Commerce and Industry "appealed 
to American companies withdrawing from Ssuth Africa to 
reinvest their capital in Botswana."= It is likely that the sanction- 
busting implications of such investment would be denied. As 
Mmegi urn Dikgangfle Reporter editorialized recently: 

The Government could argue--and quite truth- 
fully-that it had tried very hard in the past to secure 
investments h m  outside southern Africa, in our 
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copper-nickel mines (American Metal Climax), our vast 
coal deposits (Shell Coal), in Sua Pan, and even in the 
Breweries, but had failed. Is Botswana supposed to 
forgo such development until South Africa is liberated, 
it could ask? 

The country is historically a part of the Southern 
Africa Customs Union and the point has been made on 
many ocsasions by both President Masire and the late 
President Khama, that Batswana did not choose their 
neighbow. This is a situation that most of our allies 
and friends have accepted and understood in the pastz6 

Third, the continuing importance of growing joint govern- 
ment of &rtswana/South African capital ventures to the overall 
maaoeconomic development of Botswana will be of importance 
in a growing international sanctions envirorunent. The effect of 
such ventures in a sanctions environment is not so much that of 
sanctions busting as it is an effect of insulating the South African 
economy from the e£fects of sanctions. The Sua Pan s d a  ash 
project, for example, will substitute Botswana for American 
supplies of an important raw mtwial. Secure supplies of soda 
ash in Botswana will prevent sanctions on imports from affecting 
the South African economy in that respect. 

Tbe effect of the Sua Pan soda ash project is to make the 
South African economy more self-sufficient in the southem 
African region. This marks it off as different in degree if not 
kind from the diamond deal and the pahership with DeBeers in 
Debswazla The diamond deal was struck before the sanctions 
issue was squarely on the international agenda, and in the first 
instance the Botswana government was rather desperate to 
conclude a deal. The first mine was opened under an agreement 
which gave the government only 15% of the mine and DeBeers 
had absolute control including agreement to have a closed 
mining compound. As the mine was very successful, and 
additional ores were found, Botswana became increasingly 
important to DeBeers itself, and it was at that point in the mid- 
1970s that DeBeeas a g e d  to a ~-~ partnership through 
Debswana. DeBeers was interested in profits but also its position 
in the world of diamond marketing. The parinenhip turned out 
to be very good for both sides. The deal lent general support to 
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the South African economy indirectly through the contribution of 
&Beers to that economy. But the production of diamonds in 
Botswana was not important for the linkages in production 
within South &ca. Diamonds were not an important raw 
material for the manufacturing sector. An international boycott 
of diamonds would not automatically af€ect the productive 
capacity of South African industry. 

The same m o t  be said for the soda ash d d  Soda ash is 
an important raw material and if there were a boycott of US 
supplies it w d d  affect-if not fatally then at least in some 
way-production in South ma. The effect of supplying South 
Africa with that raw material is to make a direct contribution to 
the maintenance of the present South African economy in the 
event of international sanctions. Further, this deal is taking place 
in the full glare of a world whwe the question of sanctions 
against South f i e a  is very much on the a p d a .  The o v d  
implication of the Sua Pan project is somewhat different h m  
that represented by the diamond deals. 

The distinction is important It is analogous to that raised 
by Judy Seidman with regard to the *lay of Botswana 
tapestries in a South African state-owned museum. It is one 
thing to feel compelled to sell your goods in South &ca for 
sound historic and economic reasons. The long history of the 
"web of dependency" is not to be denied. It is quite another 
thing to give the appearance of colluding with the South African 
government and South African capital, legitimating it and at the 
same time being victimized by it, by collaborating in cult14 (or 
economic)  relation^.^ Such a consideration raises important 

about what Mmegi wa D i k g t m g ~  Reparter calls the 
"dangers" arising from closer ties (for whatever reasons) with 
South Africa: 

There are general dangers that arise out of our 
closer ties to South Afrim. It does make it inaeasingly 
difficult to take independent smds because in increas- 
ing our dependency, we inwase our vulnerability. 

There is also the danger that many orchary 
people might be begtulea into forgetiing how odiow 
apartheid is, and into muting their criticisms of it as 
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they slip into more and more dealings with South 
Africa at many levels and in many ways.'' 

The additional implication of the insulation of the South 
African economy from outside pressure in this way is to force the 
further regional integration of economic development based on 
the South African economy. In a post-apartheid South (Southern) 
Africa this could turn out to be a positive developmentl not 
unlike the effect of sanctions on Southern Rhodesia, although 
now on a regional scale. The question, however, is whether this 
might delay the emergence of that post-apartheid society through 
the support it gives to the continuation of the apartheid economy 
in the present era. 

Fourth, it is important to consider the subtlety of the 
Botswana government position. Its forging of partnerships with 
South African capital, which directly involves agreements with 
the South African state, is deemed to be a matter of national 
interest and economic smrity. From the point of view of the 
government, this places the issue in a category different from that 
of n o d  sanctions policy. Such agreements are viewed as 
necessary to strengthen the Botswana economy as a mechanism 
to resist pressure from South Africa. From two points of view 
this may be correct. For one thing it does generate resowces in 
Botswana Iessening the need to export labor and making it easier 
to maintain an independent economic and monetary policy. 
After all, the aula is stronger than the Rand and is the strongest 
currency in the common customs area. Inmeased economic 
strength also makes it easier to resist o v ~ e s  for direct 
sanctions busting. 

Secondly, the maawcollaboration in the diamond and soda 
ash deals is not as one-sided as may appear at first blush It is 
dear that Botswana diamond production has become crucial to 
the economic health of DeBeers itself and D e k  h r t s  to 
retain control of the market in diamonds. As a d t  the 
Botswana government has achieved a partnership which yields 
economic benefits that are substantiat. DeBeers does not have it 
all their own way. Likewise the soda ash deal which seems set 
to operate much like that in diamonds (i.e., the Debswana model) 
is not one which has it all  South Africa's way. Had that been so 
and had Botswana n d e d  the soda ash deal badly, then there 
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would probably have been a Nkomati-type agreement long ago 
between South Africa and Botswana. South Africa needs the 
productive base in soda ash in Botswana. That it deepens 
Botswana's dependence in general (which it does) and that it 
helps South Africa withstand the pressure of sanctions (which it 
does) are therefore not the only issues to be considered. It also 
strengthens Botswana in certain ways in its relations with South 
Africa. That this is contradictory should not be surprising, given 
the contradictory nature of relations in this regional capitalist 
periphery. 

Finally, and most speculatively, some of the evidence would 
suggest that South Africa's regional policy may be changing 
somewhat. Some years ago South Africa proposed a political and 
economic "constellation" of states in southern Africa, to be 
formed through diplomacy and with the carrot of South African 
aid. When that initiative failed, South Africa turned to the policy 
of destabilization and set about systematically attacking its 
neighbors for the real and supposed excuse that they were 
providing aid and comfort to South Africa's enemies, the African 
National Congress in particular. Punitive raids, the funding and 
training of so-called "freedom fighters" like in Angola and 
~ A M O  in Mozambique, and other forms of subversion were 
repayment for the southern African nations' refusal to go along 
with apartheid. 

Now, however, the arena of the struggle against apartheid 
has widened (very marginally in most respects) to include what 
has become world opinion on the side of imposing some kind of 
sanctions on South Africa. The cost of maintahhg apartheid has 
gone up, if marpdly. The South African economy has to 
respond to the sanctions environment and one means of doing so 
is to return to its regional base. It needs to protect and expand 
its market in southern Africa as a cushion against the loss of 
overseas markets. It needs to secure as wide a net of raw 
materials in southern Africa as possible in order to cushion the 
effects of overseas supplies drying up with sanctions. It needs to 
create positive economic inducements to gain the cooperation, if 
indirect, of its neighbors. Perhaps we are in for another shift in 
South African policy because of the sanctions environment. It 
might be appropriate to finish with an extract of an opinion piece 
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from The Gazette subsequent to the visit to Bokwana in October, 
1987 by South African foreign minister Pik Botha, purportedly to 
finalize details of the Sua Pan projed: 

Thus Mr. Botha's visit on October 13 marks a 
si@ca.nt change and a possible shift in policy on the 
part of Pretoria, according to regional analysis. 

Gitics of the Government expressed strong verthal 
protests over a visit three months earlier by Mr. Botha 
to Botswana. 

Extemd Affairs Minister Dr. Gaositwe Chiepe told 
angry Opposition Members of Parliament that Mr. 
Botha had flown into the diamond mining town of 
Jwaneng, on a private visit to see Mr. 0ashnanyan.a 
Peter Masire, a brother of Resident Masire. 

Dr. Chiepe vigorously denied that the Government 
had prior knowledge of the visit. Government spokes- 
men in Gaborone attempted to play down the impor- 
tance of Mr. Botha's latest visit, saying he had come to 
finalise details of the Sua Pan soda ash project in which 
South Africa is expected to have a major financial and 
technical stake. 

The South African minister's visit, however, has 
taken on extra significance with earlier announcements 
of a major acquisition of shares by the Botswana 
Government in Anglo American the South African 
diamond conglomerate and new commercial invest- 
ments in Gaborone by Johannesburg-based companies. 

Other observers said the combination of these 
fadors and Mr. Botha's forays into Botswana were clear 
indimtors that South Africa was hying the foundation 
for a modus vivendi with Botswana29 

Is he perhaps laying also the foundation for a modus vivendi for 
other states in the region as well? Perhaps. But the hot also is 
that South African military action against Botswana has also 
continu&. 

The effect of such events is also not solely to secure 
economic ends in South Africa There is, in addition, from South 
Africa's point of view an effect in confusing the issue with regard 
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to the anti-apartheid movement worldwide. The trip to 
Gaborone by the South African Foreign Minister, Pik Botha, in 
October, is a case in point, as Mmegi u~ Dikgang/The Reporter 
points out 

For one thing he [Pik Bothal was here during the very 
week that al l  the Commonwealth Heads of State and 
Government, apart from Britain's Mrs. Thatcher, were 
&g for increased sanctions, to discuss action by the 
Customs Union which would result in tying Botswana 
economically, ever more closely to South Africa. He 
chose to claim on his return to Pretoria that South 
Africa was doing more to help Front Line Slates than 
the Commonwealth and other donors are doing, 
quoting Sua Pan and railways cooperation as two such 
measures, and this claim was supported by the more 
symphtic of the South African newspapers. He was 
also able to accuse the American Soda Ash Consortium 
of hypoaisy in trying to label Botswana's pro@ 
project an "investment in apartheid", calling it an alibi 
for continuing their own exports to the land of apar- 
theid.jO 

The ambiguity which results is in the end a recognition that 
relations between Botswana and South Africa-nomic and 
politicahare part of a continuing struggle rooted in the contra- 
dictions of the national, regional, and international systems. The 
resulting analytical minefield clan only be effectively mapped by 
keeping one's eyes on the prize of a liberated South Africa and 
a peaceful and progressive pattern of development in the future 
for the region as a whole. 
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SOUTH AFRICAN SANCTIONS 
BREAKING IN SOUTHERN AFRICA: 

TEE CASE OF SWAZILANE) 

Alan R. Booth 

Introduction 

Of all the ucerhin t ies  and ambiguities surrounding the 
Western world's slapping of economic sanctions on South Africa 
during 1986, one thing is definite. South African attempts to 
obscure their effects on its economy, and to cover its tracks in 
evading them, have been quite effective. 

Government censorship of the South African press has made 
it quite useless as a source for "sanctions-breaking" research. 
Govenunent figures on foreign trade, which were always 
obscured, becarme increasingly secret-the first d t y ,  r d y ,  of 
sanctions. Customs and excise figures have continud to be 
published, but information on harbor traffic and shipping 
schedules, for instance, have been curbed; while South Africa and 
its trade partners' figures have begun to include Namiiia and 
other neighboring states.' 

So statisticians have had to make do with sumglary figures. 
Export statistics indicate that when gold is fadored out, some of 
South M c a ' s  eomodity exports are feeling the pinch of 
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sanctions. Coal (South Africa's second largest export earner) has 
been hardest hit--by sanctions on top of a general slump in the 
world market for fuels-leading to the cutback of production in 
one large mine. Other exports have been "'sharply" hit, with a 
total drop in exports reckoned at from 3% to over lo%, depend- 
ing on one's source.' 

How wsnied the South African government is about a l l  this 
is hard to say. A drop in exports of less than lo%, limited to a 
few commodities, would appear manageable. Cerbdy, to hear 
top government officials &&-which is not a lot-one could 
conclude that sanctions have been a mere pinprick. Indeed, 
sanctions have made some Ssuth African whites quite rich- 
those managers of foreign-owned corporations who have picked 
them up at fire sale prices, complete with ongoing hnchise 
agreements, from foreign "divestors." "Beware Sanctions 
Euphoria," cautioned The Star (Johannesburg), hardly a supporter 
of government apartheid polias, to its white readers3 

South African Sanctions Breaking 

Yet underneath this veneer of official calm and optimism lies 
a South African state which is feverishly engaged in evading 
world sanctions. In the absence of statistics and press accounts 
of "sanctions busting" (since revealing those s u e t s  is a crime in 
South Africa, the few that appear are denaturd and unhelpful), 
other signs are meaningful. One was the appointment of 
prominent figures as czars of two vital areas of government 
sanctions-breaking efforts. One, Fred Bell, former chief of 
Armscor (the renowned breaker of sanctions in the 1970s and 
1980s), was given the task of freeing South African induskiahts 
from their dependence on foreign technology. The other, 
Desmond Krogh (once governor of the Rhodesia Reserve Bank) 
was made coordinator of the Department of P ' i c e ' s  anti- 
sanctions effort,' 

In the short nm, Krogh is surely the more important of the 
two. For if the Sauth African government could attempt to pass 
off as little more than a nuisance, it cannot hide the fact that the 
capital boycotts of 1985-87 have constituted an extremely serious 
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obstacle to growth. In 1985, when the townships exploded into 
violence, 9 billion Rand (R) flowed out of the country. Another 
R6 billion fled in 1986. 

Capital flight has has so serious that the ban on new 
i n v e e r i t  by the Americans and the European Community 
(except for Britain) has yet to be tested, foreign and South 
African companies prefetring to invest elsewhere. "Without 
foreign capital," The Eammnist warned recently, "South Africa's 
emnomy cannot manage the 5% growth a year it needs to create 
jobs for its burgeoning population; most economists agree that 
the 5% target can be met only if 10% of total investment-R.3 
billion a year-mes from abroad5 

Clearly Mr. h g h  has his work cut out for him. Just as 
clearly he and his murky colleagues are hard at work drumming 
up export business-sanctions or no-wherever they can get it, 
to amass the required investment income They are, by all 
accounts, being aided by a "steady stream of sanctions busters," 
6ling into this county, "offering their d c e s  in thinly disguised 
advertisements in the financial papers.'* 

It would appear that the greater number of these oppor- 
tunities come from the second and third worlds, especially 
nations m the Far East There, fierce price cutting by the South 
Africans is displacing Australian coal exporte~~. In southeast 
Asia, Thailand, not previously a pipemaker, appears to be using 
South Africsln steel to manufacture pipe? 

Nearer home, South Africa is actively seeking f d d  on 
small islands off Afrio8s coasts which possess both airfields and 
harbors. By 1987 the republic had already moved into Equatorial 
Guinea, the Comoros, and Mauritius, with generous aid projects 
involving madworking, medical assistance, and cattle breeding 
projects. In return the South Africans sought air landing rights 
which, combined with port a-, would give them insurance of 
sorts against tougher sanctions, the ability to transship imports 
and exports through the islands? 

In particular, South Africa's fellow nations on the outs with 
the United Nations establi&ment,mmely, Israel and Taiwan, 
seem to be responding with a ready hand to the Republic's need. 
At least they are the most heavily invested in the new factories 
springing up in the homelands, fostered and heavily subsidized 
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by the South African Decentralization Board, where they are 
reputedly "worse than the Boers" when it comes to wages and 
working conditions? And Israel is claimed to have been "sy- 
stematically hdwinking the Israeli public" by disguising its 
multimillion-dollar steel deals with South Africa through an 
intricate network of Swiss-based straw companies, and to be 
using its free trade agreement with the United States to funnel 
South African goods there-accounting for a 70 percent inaease 
in South African exports to IsraeL1" 

The Swaziland Connection 

South Africa's aldeged ties with Israel in any event fit into 
the pattern of what is now seen to be its sanctions-breaking 
strategy. That strategy has been summarized as follows: 

A new approach to [South Africa's] foreign trade policy 
in the face of sanctions includes the promotion of 
exports in non-traditional markets and in markets 
where trade is limited by the shortage of foreign 
currency by using 'non-conventional methods' . . . . 
The government.. . has.. . made it clear that it 
intends to try to maintain and strengthen its world 
trade links rather than rebeating into attempted d- 
sufficiency.. . . Attention is also being given to 
strengthening existing trade links, parh'cularly with 
net@bming Afimn states?' 

Swaziland has come to play a key role-perhaps the strongest 
r o l e i n  this "neighboring state" strategy. 

The imminence of sanctions in 1986 made Swazi officialdom 
apprehensive that they would hurt Swaziland as much as they 
would South Africa. Attached to South Africa by a network of 
dependencies (migrant labor; the Customs Union; monetary [lila- 
ngeni-rand] linkage; en- 90% reliance on South Ahion 
imports), Swaziland felt sure to feel far more than the ripples of 
any sanctions waves striking South A f r i ~ a . ~  

The fact sf Swaziland's dilemma was repeated by its senior . . mmsters at every opportunity. "Swaziland understands," the 
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Labour and Public Service Minister told an International Labour 
Chpnimtion fm] Co-ce in Geneva in mid-1986, "that [the] 
object of economic sanctions against South Africa is to dismantle 
apartheid" But, he added, they would "hit hard" on the v i d i ~ ~  
they aimed at saving and "in the final analysis, it "'destroys [sic] 
the economies of neighboring  state^."'^ 

South African threats to extend the effects of sanctions to its 
hinterland were h k m  seriously by the Swaziland business 
coxrun-, which was well a m  that i n d  unemployment 
carried with it the threat of social and political unrest, and where 
fearM speculation touched on Berlin-type air& to combat a 
nunored South African grain embargo." When British foreign 
secretary Sir Geoffrey Howe visited southern Africa in July 1986, 
the Swazi fareiw minister, Prince Bhekimpi, told him htly that 
Swaziland would not support any action that would ultimately 
harm its own peoplethus placing his country out of step with 
most of the frontline (and other SOuthern African Development 
Coordination Conference [SAD~C])  state^.^ 

By October, as both Europe and the United States applied 
sanctions, Swaziland's wont fern seemed about to be r e a W  
Finland's trade unions refused to handle goods destined for 
Swaziland, and other Scandinavian countries threatened slow- 
downs on Swazi products shipped through Durban In March 
1987, Japan embargoed Swaziland citrus, ostensibly because of 
the kingdom's economic ties with South Africa.16 

"Sanctions Have Been Good to Swaziland" 

Those incidents turned out to be the exceptions to, rakher 
than the pattern of, the effects of anti-South A.h.imn sanctions on 
Swaziland. Overall, the events of 1987 have proved that 
Swaziland had drxidedly more to gain from sanctions than to 
fear. In fact, it would not be out of line to conclude that-to 
strain a sports metaphor--sanctions have been good to Swazi- 
land. There are several reasons for this. First m d  foremost, 
sanctions have brought a wave of hereased South African invest- 
ment into the kingdom, which has in turn helped to stimulate a 
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return to growth in its stagnating economy, a decline in inflation, 
and creation of a sipficant number of new jobs. 

The mployment estimates are partidmly dramatic Paid 
employment in Swaziland, averaging 89300 during 1981-1983, 
fell to 87,399 in 1984-1985. Government estimates are that as 
many as 3,080 new jobs have been created by the current 
investment boom. Several of the kingdom's prime industrial 
estates (Matsapha, Mbabane, and Sidwashini) are running out of 
serviced building sites, and there is speculation that a new site 
will have to be developed along the rail line, perhaps in the 
lowveld near Phummaya?' 

Actually, the beginning of this new industrial growth 
predated the actual imposition of sanctions (which is not to say 
that prudent South African businessmen had not seen them 
coming and acted). In early 1985, acknowledging its inability to 
match South African investment incentives for its "homelands," 
and a€& a series of industrd reverses, including the cutback or 
collapse of fertilizer, furniture, and TV production, the Swaziland 
government implemented a new incentive package to attract 
investment. Its new features included a tax holiday for manufac- 
hires, and an extension of residence permits for foreign investors 
from two to five years.'' 

The timing of the new Swazi incentives could not have been 
more fortuitous, coming as they did on top of the eruption of the 
South AtXcan townships (September 1984) and their ominous 
effects on the business climate. In 1985 Kirsh Industris reversed 
an earlier decision to set up its projected new cotton textile mill 
in the T m k e i ,  and established it instead in Swaziland 
("Swatex," at the Matsapha industrial estate). Its product, 
premium quality cloth, was to be marketed in South Africa, 
Europe, and the United States.lg In 1986 Taiwanese investors 
(following a 1985 promotion trip by the Swazi prime minister) 
opened four new textile-related manufachtrhg plants in Swazi- 
land. Its products aimed primarily at the European and North 
American markets, creating 850 new jobs. Other firms locating 
in Swaziland manufactured shoes, locks, cooking utensils, nuts 
and bolts, school desks, and applian~es.~' 

If it was the anticipation of sanctions which fueled the flurry 
of investments in Swaziland during 1985-86, the realization of 
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sanctions in late 1986, as if con6rming the wisdom of the 
investors/ touched off a new wave. As the details of sanctions 
against South Africa became understood, the soundness of 
SwaziIand as a locus for investment became more widely -* 

Most important WEIS the quick assurance by the R e a p  
administration that the United States would regard goods 
produced in Swazilana and exprted through South Afxica as 
exempt from the United States sanctions against Preboria The 
exemption encompassed such products of SwePiland as were 
"-, graded, packaged, repackaged, marked, container- 
ized/ or otherwise serviced" in South Africa; and it included 
goods produced in Swaziland by private South African capital. 

Those guarantees simply added to the allure which Swazi- 
land had traditionally offered during the 1970s and 1980s to the 
Sollth African investor. Those included kee srchange of p d s  
and movement of ftmds between the two munhk Moreover/ 
independent of South Africa (to which it was linked by a 
monetary and Customs Union), Swaziland/ as a signatory to the 
Lome Conventions, had tariff and quo& preferences for ag'icul- 
hual produce and manufactured gods to the 12-member 
European Community @C). It was also a member of the 15- 
nation Prehmtial Trade Area for easkm and southern Africa, 
which bed for a graded reduction of between 1096 and 70% 
on a common list of trade items. F N y ,  under the General 
System of References of the UN Conference on Trade and 
Devdopment, S-d was a beneficiary of the non-reciprocal 
tari€f preferences offer& by the US, EC, Austria, Sweden, 
Switzerland, and Australia. 

Moreover, Swaziland offered a liberal intmpretation of what 
qualified goods to be regarded as the "prcrduct" or "manufacture 
cd Swaziland" "Rules of 0rigL-f of preferential trade areas or 
countries required that about 35% of the dfrect production mfs 
of such goods as rrpresenkd by "materials urchased or labour 
performed'' be athibutable to Swabland! Other counttier 
required even less: a "&cate of origin," which stipulated only 
that the product be "Whed  in Swaziland and cxrmtain at least 
25% I d  value added." 
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marked "made in Swaziland" even if they did not quali€y for a 
certificate of origin. And, a local economic newsletter observed, 
"Swaziland does not know and cannot enforce the rules for each 
country. It must trust that if the destination country has any 
questions it will contact the government of Swaziland to ascertain 
whether the goods are legitimate."P 

Under those rqplations, it was p05~1'ble for South Ahi- 
firms with warehouw in Swaziland to use the Idngdom as a 
conduit to and from the republic consigning goods bound to and 
from South Africa to Swaziland instead, for transshipment. 
Industries in Swaziland even found it possible to import items 
from their South Afrioan branches and export via Swaziland 
without those items having the proper 25% local content2' 

South African industries have mnsequently turned to 
Swaziland in large numbers during the past year. By October 
1987, the government+wned Swaziland Industrial Development 
Company (SIDCO) was p d g  15 new foreign investment 
projects, most of them South African, amounting to 150 million 
emalangeni (H) ($75 million). Several more were at the discus- 
sion stage. One of the new South African-capitalized projects, 
Interbwd Swaziland (Pty.) Ltd., o p e d  its W million ($235 
million) Nhlangano plant for the manufacture and export of chip 
board, 50% to Europe, 50% to South Africa.= 

A large paper mill (presumably South A£ric;an as well) was 
to be set up on the former Matsapha premises of the liquidated 
Swaziland Chemical Indusi r i~whose  assets, it was reported, 
the US chemical multinational Dupont was interested in aquir- 
ing. British capital, Lomho and the Commonwealth Develop 
ment Corporation, announced the establishment of two ethanol 
fuel d b t j k i e s  in the sugar-producing lowveld, the market for 
which was ~ l t ~ e l  J south AfriaLS 

The potential for Swazi ethanol in future efforts by South 
Africa to breach tougher sanctions (not to mention Lomho's and 
the Thatcher government's roles in its development) raise a 
number of interesting questions, which are outside the soope of 
this paper. But ethanol is not the only new strategic commodity 
to be produced in Swaziland with the potential for shock value 
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It was announced in July 1987 that the newly-formed Swazi 
Chrome Company would establish a El4 million ($7 million) 
charge chrome plant in the lowveld near the northsouth rail link 
to Richard's Bay, South Africa, and the rich coal field at Mpaka. 
Designed to produce up to 60,000 tons of charge chrome per 
year, it was headed by John Vorster, a former director of South 
Africa's Samancor ferrochrome plant, and was to use feed from 
South Africa (which produced 50% of ores and concentrates 
outside the Eastern bloc).= It was the clearest example to date of 
the ways in which South African industry was using Swaziland 
to position itself in anticipation of more damaging sanctions in 
the future. 

"Going Half -Way" 

But in 1986 and 1987 it was also for the Americans that 
"sanctions, at long last, had put Swaziland on the map."= 
United States-owned multinationals, which pulled out of South 
Africa with such an initial flurry of favorable publiaty during 
1986, were also quietly looking at what Swaziland had to offer. 
One was Coca-Cola, which announced with great fanfare in 
September 1986, that its pullout would involve selling R10 
million ($5 million) worth of shares to black South Africans. In 
November 1986, the corporation announced its intention to build 
a El5 million ($7.5 million) concentrates plant at Matsapha, 
which would supply all of southern and central Africa, as well 
as the Indian Ocean islands. Swaziland's free access to South 
Africa would, of course, allow Coke to ship its product to the 
republic, where the corporation had retained its franchising 
rights.% 

Other U.S. multinationals have observed these goings-on 
with more than a modicum of interest. General Electric, which 
announced its departure from South Africa in late 1986, is dted 
by Swazi officials as planning to base itself in Swaziland. Most 
interesting is the case of Kodak, which in November 1986, an- 
nounced its exit. In doing so it went a step further than other US 
divestors-at least in the area of public relations. While they had 
carefully preserved upon leaving their licensing, component 
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supply, franchising, and tradenark agreements with their South 
Abkan pmhses, Kodak announced that, in addition to selling 
its assets, it would halt and prevent further shipments of its 
products to South Africa as well. 'We decided we would not go 
M-way," a company spokesman announced to a press con- 
fertm~e.~~ 

But "ping half-way" was just what Kodak subsequently 
appeared to be doing, when in late 1987 it was reported to be 
contacting Swazi offieiaIs about reestablishing itself in Swazi- 
lmcP 

The future marketing strategies of Coca-Cola (and Kodak, if 
it invests) in Swaziland over the next few years will reveal a 
great deal about the actual strategies of US. multinational 
"BivestorS' from South &ca, and the role those plans provide 
for Swaziland. Perbps the two American corporations have at 
last found the optimum way to, in the words of South African 
economist Duncan he, "retain access to our markets without 
any longer having to deal with anti-apartheid harrassment at 
home."31 

Conclusion 

The stealth with which South Africa is going about evading 
sanctions makes any analysis of its strategy a difficult undertak- 
ing. So, too, have the "magic lantern show" departures of US 
multinationals from South Africa obscured their true intentions. 
It will take a while for the smoke to clear, but certain outlines are 
already discernible. One is that Swaziland's role in Pretoria's 
sanctiorwhwkhg efforts, and in international capital's relocation 
and repositioning in the South African market (for that is for the 
most part what "disinvestment" has turned out to be), is a 
sigruScant one. The chances are that the kingdom's role will 
increase over the next several years, and that its economy will be 
the richer for it. 

The reasons are fairly obvious. Swaziland's open border 
with Pretoria, its preferential access to US., European, and Third 
World markets, and its keenness to attract African and other 
foreign capital, make it an ideal instrument. 
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There is nothing in its recent relations with Retoria to 
preclude Swaziland's playing this role of collaborator. Since 
19W1 dusing the declining years of King Sobhuza I1 (d. 1982) and 
the early reign of his successor, Mswati III, Swaziland's relations 
with Pretoria have increasingly been seen as those of the client. 
The policy of the dying King Sobhuza of accepting the incorpora- 
tion of the KaNgwane homeland from Pretoria in return for 
Swazikd's suppression of the African National Congress (ANC) 
continues under Mswati, who has publicly re-endorsed the land 
deal. The 1982 secret accord with South Africa remains in force. 
The bodycount from Pretoria's kidnap and death squads roaming 
the kingdoms, seemingly at will and with no more than perfunc- 
tory Swazi protest, continues by the month. Swaziland's new rail 
links c o m d g  it with the South African transport system carry 
more and more tonnage.32 

It is as if  Swaziland's rulers, while decrying apartheid and 
maintaining their ties with SADCC, have managed to balance off 
those positions with the more pressing needs for peace with their 
powerful and edgy neighbor, and for as much of a share of 
Pretoria's investment as it can get. So the kingdom's increasingly 
open role in South Africa's sanctions-breaking efforts and in the 
repositioning of international capital is not all  that inconsistent 
with its recent diplomatic maneuvering. 

By a l l  accounts it is becoming a profitable position to take. 
Swazi headlines ("Economic Boom in '87") and those from South 
Africa ("Sanctions Boost Swazi Economf') tell of a far rosier 
outcome for the kingdom in the face of sanctions breaking than 
was once feared. In fact the government, in its current economic 
forecast, expects production from "recently established new 
businesses1f to offset the predicted 20% drop in sugar production, 
reduce the inflation rate, and maintain a real annual p w t h  rate 
of 3.2% through 1990.M 

What this prospect of new prosperity omits is the factor of 
dependency on a cguniry which has become ever increasingly the 
pariah of the avilized world, which will force Swaziland to make 
some hard choices as Pretoria becomes inmeasingly isolated in 
the future. 
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SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH 
AFRICA: LESOTHO'S ROLE 

James Cobbe 

Introduction 

Lesotho is widely regarded as the S A D C ~  state most depen- 
dent on South Africa, for obvious reasons of geography and 
history? It is not necessary to recount in detail the well- 
documented story of its history, economy, and politics that 
produced this result. It will suffice to note that Lesstho is 
physically an endave wholly surrounded by South M c a n  
territory, that over half of Lesotho's national income is earned by 
migrant workers in South Africa, and that Lesotho imports all its 
electricity and petroleum products, around haK of its food, and 
over half of its btal consumption goods from South Africa. 
h t h o  is a member of the Southern African Customs Union 
(SACU) (with South Africa, Botswana, and Swaziland) and the 
Common Monetary Area (with South Africa and Swaziland; 
informally hown as the Rand Area). 

However, "dependence" is a very slippery concept, and the 
bald statement that in a gross sense Lesotho is extraordinarily 
dependent on South Africa does not t d  us anything about the 
adual behavior of the Lesotho government, or the actual nature 



of the constraints on that behavior caused by dependence on 
South Africa. Su@cial analyses notwihsbdhg, any oI.eful 
study of the history of Lesotho's behavior since independwoe 
will show that Lesotho is far from being a client state of Pretoria 
in any meaningful sense. This basic conclusion remains as true 
after the 1986 coup in Lesotho as it did before2 General Lekhan- 
ya's +me may be more accommodating of Pretoria's wishes on 
some dimensions (notably behavior toward the ANC) than Leabua 
Jonathan's was, but it still retains considerable freedom of action 
in both domestic policy and international relations, and it has 
exercised that f r d o a  

Thus, the actual and prospective application of economic 
sanctions against South Africa by the international community 
and countries raises some interesting questions about 
Lesotho that do not all have easily determined or clear-cut 
answers. The objective of this chapter is to raise some of these 
questions, and explore some tentative attempts at answers to a 
few of them. 

The kinds of questions that will be addressed can be 
grouped into three sets: 

1. What will be the probable effects of sanctions 
against South Africa on Lesotho, both direct and 
indirect, and both in narrow economic terms and 
in terms of political conditions and international 
relations between Lesotho and both South A f r h  
and the other countries of SADCC in partiadar? 

2 To what extent will the South African government, 
and private South African firm and individuals, 
seek to use -tho and its residents to evade the 
effeds of sanctions? 

3. What attitude in prahce will the government of 
Lmtho adopt toward the enforcement of sane 
tions imposed by othm, and toward evasion 
activities engaged in on its territory by its own 
nationals, South African nationals, and third 
country nationals? 

It may seem surp*g that I have omitted any question 
concerning whether Lesotho itself will introduce economic sanc- 
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tions against South Africa, This should not be surprising, 
because it is the one question to which the answer does appear 
completely clear-cut. Lesotho will not. It cannot afford to, it 
would be economic and political suicide for the government to 
attempt to do so, and the new government stated very clearly in 
1986 that it would not. The international community has always 
accepted that k o t h o  is a spedal case in so far as its relations 
with South Africa are concerned. It is universally agreed that 
economic and geographic realities leave Lesotho no choice but to 
have, as far as possible, "normal" commercial and economic 
relations with the Republic of South Africa, and it was widely 
accept& during the latter part of Joi~athan's rule that the 
existence of such relations in no sense reduced the legitimacy of 
his govmunent's anti-apartheid credentials. The present 
government does not, as yet, have as dearly established anti- 
apartheid mdmtials as Jonathan was eventually able to acquire, 
and indeed is regarded by some observers as "in bed with" the 
South Africans. Certainly, it is true that the current Lesotho 
Government has far better relations with Pretoria than Jonathan 
did in the latter part of his rule. However, to a large extent this 
may be a question of pragmatism and military insensitivity to 
political concerns of those who do not have direct responsibility 
for the governance of a country in a very &cult situation 
Refugees seeking to join the ANC s t d  aoss the Lesstho border, 
at a rate of around 15 to 20 a month, and are shipped out by air 
to destinations further north after fairly loose detention in 
Maseru until a flight is available. On the other hand, some of the 
pragmatism is a little extreme in public relations terms. The 
South AErican Trade Mission in Maseru quite openly performs 
full consular functions, and the South African Defense Force is 
openly present in the country (in uniform) for certain purposes 
[helicopter flights to villages in the mountains cut off by snow 
and flooded rivers, construction of a military hospital for the 
Royal Lesotho Defense Force (RLDP) in Maseru] for the first time 
in many years. Furher, some incidents involving ANC members 
within the contry raise serious questions about Lesotho's current 
stance. 

The assassination of ANC member Mazizi Maqekeza in his 
hospital bed in Masem, where he was being treated for wounds 
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sustained in a clash with RLDF members, and the angry response 
in the government paper Lesoth Today (7 April 1988) to the 
allegations about his death in the Johannesbwg Weekly Mail (25 
March 1988), is perhaps the most disturbing incident. The Lesotho 
Today editorial makes clear that although the government of 
Lesotho's policy is "to give refuge to genuine political refugees 
as a signatory of the UN convention on refugees," in its view all 
"refugees" must report themselves to the "refemnt authorities" 
on arrival, and may not carry firearms without an official 
government license (which clearly will not be issued to South 
African refugees). To quote the editorial, Zesotho has neither 
the wish nor the power to keep refugees whose intention is to 
use Lesotho as a launching pad for attacks on other countries." 
The inclusion of "nor the pow& in this sentence is of some 
interest, suggesting that armed ANC rnernben in Lesotho are 
vulnerable to South African actions. 

Although the Lesotho govenunent is very far from a 
homogeneous entity, with the Council of Ministers encompassing 
both relatively politically neutral technocrats and persons of clear 
political identification ranging all the way across the Lesotho 
political spectrum from highly "right wing" former ministers of 
Jonathan (e-g., E. R Sekhonyana, Minister of Finance) to 'left 
wing" graduates of Moscow State University (e.g., Michael W, 
ironically Minister of Planning and Economic Affairs), it is clear 
that on important matters of policy it is the Military Council, 
consisting of five career military officers, that has the final say on 
policy. However, it is also widely believed in Lesotho that the 
members of the Military Council are themselves not wholly in 
agreement on the appropriate political strategies to adopt toward 
South A&ica and domestic constitutional arrangements. Some 
sources allege that the King, in alliance with his cousins, the 
Lieutenant-Colonels Letsie, wishes to retain the current system 
that gives him substantiat power, whereas Lekhanya and others 
would like a return to some form of democracy, and that South 
Africa sides with Lekhanya because of a desire for democratic 
legitimacy to its agreements concerning the Highlands Water 
S c h ~ n e . ~  However, when it comes to economic relations with the 
Republic, and the desirability of Highlands Water, there does not 
appear to be much disagreement, and this suggestion has a 
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distinct aroma of South African disinformation. Pretoria in 
practice as opposed to rhetoric has displayed little interest in 
encouraging democracy in its neighbors, and is much more likely 
to be opposed to King Moshoeshoe II for the simple reason that 
he, sometimes dubbed the "mildly marxist monarch" by irrever- 
ent expatriates in Lesotho, is well known to espouse views very 
inimical to Pretoria 

Eff eds of - Sanctions 

The starting point for any discussion of the effects of 
sanctions has to be the disclaimer that it is very difficult to 
&truss the effects of sanctions in the best of circumstances, 
because sf the substantial u~lceriahties involved, but it is almost 
impossible to be at all precise if the exact specification of the 
sanctions under discussion is unknown. One is forced, therefore, 
to make some assumptions about the nature of the sanctions to 
be considered. 

The types of sanctions we will consider are two, namely 
those that close markets to South African exports, and those that 
deny South Africa legal access to imports from certain source, 
typically of high technology products. In addition, we will make 
some comments on effeds of campaigns against investment in 
South mca. 

The first of these kinds of sanction is by far the more 
important for Lesotho, and, to be blunt, their imposition is easily 
the most positive development for the Lesotho economy for 
several years. It is crucial to carefully explain why this is so, and 
how it can be without Lesotho doing anything that, in its view 
at least, could reasonably be regarded as attempting to defeat the 
purposes of sanctions against South Africa--although opinions 
might differ about that, even if one had complete sympathy with 
Lesotho's decision about policy. 

To understand why this should be so, we will need to 
review briefly the economic situation of Lesotho and the 
economic development strategy it has pursued since indepen- 
dence. h t h o  now has a population of approximately 1.6 
million people, about 84% of whom live in rural areas. However, 
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even in rural areas, agriculture is the main some of income for 
only about 42% of households; remittances from absent migrants 
or support from datives is the main source of income for about 
43.6% of rural households, and even 29.5% of urban households. 
25.4% of rural households have no access to land, which is very 
limited because of the small size and mountainous topography 
of the country; twethirds of these unfortunates do not have 
livestock either. Over a third of those who do have land do not 
have livestock4 

In these circumstances, Lesotho is highly dependent on the 
earnings of temporary migrants in the mining industry in South 
Africa, as it has been since before independence. However, the 
access d Lesotho to this market for her labor is, and has been 
since at least the early 1970s, somewhat uncertain. This is highly 
problematic for LPsotho because of the magnitudes involved. As 
already noted, migrant earnings are roughly equal to domestic 
output within Lesotho, and even now close to half of all 
households in Lesotho are dependent to some extent on remit- 
tances from migrants in South Africa. 

South Africa in the long run has no need for migrant 
workers from -tho. It has considerable black unemployment 
(variously estimated from 8.1% to 22% of the black labor force) 
within its borders, and since the increases in real mine earnings 
of the mid to late 70s, TEBA (The Employment Bureau of Africa, 
the recruitment agency for the Chamber of Mines) has no 
Wculty in supplying adequate numbers of novice remuits from 
within the borders of the Republic of South Africa. In the short 
run, other things equal, the mines would like to retain the 
services of their miners from Lesotho, because they are experi- 
enced, have a reputation as good workers, live within a relatively 
short distance from the mines, and represent a useful diversifica- 
tion of sources of labor, which is a worthwhile insurance policy 
for the mines given the unsettled political climate in southern 
Africa. Replacing them with novices would be expensive and 
undesirable for the mines in the short to medium tenn. 

However, h e  mines are not given a completely free hand in 
their choice of labor by the government of the Republic of South 
Africa. Pretoria can didate what the mines will do with respect 
to foreign labor, subject to negotiation to some extent. Thus the 
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number of miners from Mozambique has been reduced at Pre- 
toria's dictate, and it has been alleged by some observers that 
some of the fluctuation in numbers of Basotho miners in recent 
years (e.g., the decline in numbers after Lesotho failed to sign an 
agreement similar to the Nkornati Accords) has been attributable 
to political decisions by  ret to ria.^ Thus there is a risk that 
Pretoria will carry through with the threats it has made at times 
to repatriate miners to Lesotho, either to induce LRsotho to 
behave in ways more acceptable to Pretoria or as "retaliation" for 
actions taken against Pretoria by others. Overall, it is projected 
by de Vletter that foreign workers on the mins could easily drop 
to only m u n d  20 per cent of the total by the early 1990s, even 
without action by the South African government6 

Furthermore, things are not always equal. Basotho have 
been prominent in the rise and leadership of the National Union 
of Mineworkers of South Africa (NUM), and took a conspicuous 
part in the 1987 strike by NUM against the gold mines. As it 
happens, the mining house most severely hit by the strike was 
the Anglo American Corporation, which before the strike 
employed about 29% of all Basotho miners. Anglo American, 
which had given some support to the ~ ~ h l  earlier, was appar- 
ently very unhappy with the behavior of the Union, and appears 
to have reacted to the strike and Basotho involvement in it by 
reducing its employment of Basotho. The extent of the change in 
total numbers of Basotho migrants following the strike is not yet 
clear, but in the view of TEBA management in Maseru the former 
slow upward trend (numbers of Basotho miners peaked in the 
second quarter of 1987 at 131,134, the highest figure of the 
decade) was likely to be reversed. This may, however, be 
alarmist, because in the latter half of 1987 migrants numbered 
122,640, with no strong downward trend between the third and 
fourth wrs; and Anglo American does seem to have reached 
an accommodation of sorts with the NUM, rehiring 30,000 miners 
fired during the strike? By the third quarter of 1988, the number 
of Basotho miners was in fact some 3,000 higher than a year 
earlier. 

These incidents illustrate Lesotho's vulnerability arising from 
its dependence on migrant labor, and explain to some extent 
why, at least in its o f l i d  statements, the government of Lesotho 
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has, ever since independence, put great emphasis on promoting 
alternative, domestic sources of wage employment One can 
argue that this emphasis has been mistaken, that in fact the 
majority of nonmigrant Basotho are seU-employed or unpaid 
family workers, and that the best emphasis would have been on 
horticulture, intensive non-traditional non-fieldcrop agriculture, 
d nonfarm activities, and the informal sector in towns; but 
nevertheless it has been wage employment that in practice the 
government has emphasized. 

Within the wage employment sector, manufacturing has 
always been the great hope of the government, and South 
&can fear of "a Iinle Hong Kong" within its borders has at 
times encouraged i t  Unfortunately, the record of manufachuing 
growth since independence in Lesotho has been extmely 
disappointing, reflecting Lesotho's relatively disadvantageous 
position as a location for manufacturing industry in Southern 
Africa as a whole. In the twenty years after independence, 
manufacturing averaged a jokeation rate of only about 300 a 
year, barely 2% of the annual net additions to the labor force. 

k t h o ' s  disadvantages as a location arise from its geo- 
graphid position and consequent high transport costs for inputs 
and outputs, its relative lack of suitable infrastructure, shortages 
of skilled and supervisory labor, and less athactive incentive 
packages than the decentralization areas and bantustans in the 
Republic of South Africa. However, the beginnings of the 
imposition of sanctions against South Africa's exports radically 
changed this situation, which was quickly recognized in Lesotho. 
Goods of Lesotho origin are not only given free access to the 
southern African market under SAW, but also have preferential 
access to the European Community Market under the Lome 
Convention, and to other African markets under the Preferential 
Trade Agreement for Eastern and Southern Africa (PTA), and are 
fully acceptable in all other markets worldwide, even though 
they are transported through South Africa and scported through 
South African po*. In fact, a statement issued by the US 
Embassy in Maseru, and publicized by the Lesotho government's 
parastatal Lesotho National Development Corporation (w) in 
South Africa, made clear that the official interpretation of the 
1986 US Anti-Apartheid Ad not only meant that goods of 
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h t h o  origin were exempted from the restrictions of the Act 
even though they had transited South Akica, but that they could 
even be packaged, repackaged, or graded In South Africa and 
still be acceptable to the US authorities, regardless of whether the 
manufacturer in Lesotho was South African-owned. US Depart- 
ment of Treasury regulations provided that "as a general rule, 
imports of products of third countries which were transshipped 
through South Africa will not be prohibited when such products 
were merely transported, graded, packaged, repackaged, 
containerized, marked, or otherwise serviced in trarzsit in South 
Africa," even if the goods were produced in third countries with 
private South African capitaLB 

Overall economic conditions from 1986 created a favorable 
dimate for attracting so-called fight capital to Lesotho (and also 
Swaziland, which, in the view of most observe= in Lesotho, has 
done much better at this, reflecting better location for transport 
purposes to export markets, better infrastructure, and-in South 
African eyes-a more disciplined labor force). Macrwconomic 
conditions in southern Africa were very depressed, and s k u l k -  
nmusly the exchange rate of the Rand, at around 50 US cents, 
made export markets very attractive to South Mrican rnanufac- 
turers. The issue, of come, from a South &can point of view, 
is access to the export markeb, because of sanctions and 
consumer boycotts (far more important in the UK and Europe 
than in the US). 

Loeation of final assembly in Lesotho (or Swaziland) is an 
ideal, and relatively low-cost, solution to the problem from the 
point of view of the South African manufacturer. They both are 
within the customs union and the Rand area, so there are no 
complications with customs, trade restrictions, or foreign 
exchange, and yet their goods have access to markets worldwide. 
This process of transfer of capacity, or attraction of £light capital 
(or whatever label one wants to use for it) is what both Lesotho 
and Swaziland are trying to encourage, and the major way in 
which they stand to gain from the imposition of sanctions against 
their neighbor. In the case of Lesotho, at least, the process is 
quite open, and civil servants and high government officials 
bring it up spontaneously, being not in the least apologetic about 
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it, even when their own opposition to the apartheid system in 
South Africa is beyond question. 

The issue then becomes how this process should be viewed. 
The Lesotho interpretation is very straightforward. South African 
manufacturers who establish operations in Lesotho are employing 
Basotho, and bringing Lesotho needed value added, exports, and 
(through the operations of the SAW) revenue as a r d t  of their 
intermediate imporo;. At the same time, South African firms and 
their employees are having to deal with a truly independent 
African government, operate under color-blind law, and cope 
with labor legislation quite unlike that of South Africa. That the 
South African manufacturer is also to some extent defeating the 
purpose of sanctions, by continuing to make exports from the 
SACU and thereby help the foreign exchange position of the Rand 
area and the South African government in particular, is unfortu- 
nate but a comequence of geography and institutional arrange 
ments that are quite beyond the control of the government of 
Lesotho. 

What one has, in effect, is a situation somewhat akin to the 
distinction often made with respect to income tax between tax 
evasion, which is illegal, and tax avoidance, which defeats the 
actual objective of the tax legislation but is-in terms of the letter 
of the law-legal. Lsotho (and Swaziland), in seeking to attract 
South African manufacturers to set up shop in order to have 
access to export markets, are acting in a fashion similar to the tax 
lawyers and accountants who fadlitate tax avoidance. Tax 
lawyers and accountants, although they may not be popular 
people, are generally regarded as respectable. In fact, the 
government of Lesotho on legitimately claim that Its behavior is 
far Iess disreputable than that of the tax avoidance advisor 
because it is not acting in its individual venal interest, but in the 
in tn~es t  of promoting the general deveIopment objectives of the 
country as a whole and of the unemployed in particular. 

How then should outsiders view this behavior? Does it 
constitute 'king in bed with the South Africans," or is it rather 
perfectly reasonable given the situation Lesotho finds itself in? 
DiEferent observers will obviously react differently, but I find it 
very hard to criticize the government of Lesotho for managing to 
find something positive for its own economic development out 
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of South Africa's difficulties. More to the point, so far at least 
Lesotho does not seem to be having much success in this 
strategy, at least in relation to Swaziland or what might be 
possible. As of late 1987, the only well documented cases 
involved textiles and apparel, at least six export-oriented South 
African companies being reporfed as having moved to Lesotho 
since the 1986 coup? Nevertheless, L m  is upbeat about the 
prospects, which include not only South African firms, but new 
investments by firms from third countries chmsing a Lesotho 
location over a South African one for partly political reasons. 
The largest h o w n  case is a Chinese-Hong Kong joint venture to 
produce cotton cloth and denim for US and European markets, 
employing 300 Basotho with an investment of $11 million10 
Apart from its i n f r a s t r u m  problems, Lesotho is not too bad a 
location for serving the major South African markets, and the 
possibility that Japan may restrict investment in South Africa by 
its firms more strictly than in the past may present some 
opporhmities for Lesotho to acquire overseas manufacturing 
investments aimed at the South African market 

Apart from these possible positive consequences of restric- 
tions on South Africa's exports, what other effects will sanctions 
have on Lesotho? It depends, of course, on what the sanctions 
are, and how the government of South Africa reacts to their 
imposition. A true oil embargo, for example, would be potential- 
ly devastating because Lesotho receives all its petroleum 
products through normal commercial channels from the big five 
foreign oil companies in South Africa. It is unlikely that it would 
be easy to get oil through to Lesotho if it were not available in 
South Africa. 

Restrictions on imports into South Africa of high-tech 
products will tend to raise costs for such goods to h t h o .  In 
theory, Lesotho could be used as a route to break sanctions on 
imports into South Africa, and at least for small quantities this 
would be hard to detect. In practice, indications are that the 
reverse is more likely; the embargoed goods will remain on sale 
in South Africa (namely, Apple computers or Kodak film) 
brought in by South African entrepreneurs by simpler routes 
than airfreight or sealed container to Lesotho, and Lesotho will 
continue to buy these goods from South African sources at slight- 
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ly higher than n o d  prices because that will still be cheaper 
than arranging direct imports for small quantities, 

In as much as the bulk of migrants horn Lesotho who make 
remittances to h t h o  are working in gold mines, and it is 
unlikely that sales of gold by South Africa will in fact be affected 
by sanctions, any depressive effect on the southern African 
economy of sanctions will probably have Little effect on Lesotho. 
Some impact might be felt through effects on customs revenue 
and the exchange rate, but h s  will be minor, 

Political Implications 

As yet, there is little evidence as to how h t h o ' s  relations 
with South -cap SAKC, and other countries will be affected by 
its behavior in reaction to sanctions. One is thus foxed to make 
some inferences based on past events and reasoning about the 
interests of the parties concerned. 

With resped to South M c a ,  one would expect that there 
would be a positive response from the authorities to Lesotho 
accepting South African investments aimed at overseas markets, 
because the effed is to improve the South A6im foreign 
exchange position. On the other hand, if Lesotho succeeds in 
athacting substantial amounts of such investment, this may 
damage Lesotho's standing with black South Ah.ians who may 
lose their jobs, and both black and white South Africans who see 
Lesotho's actions as defeating the objectives of sanctions. With 
respect t.cs overseas investments aimed at serving the enlire 
muthem African market, past experience is an ambivalent guide. 
As long ago as the early 1970s, South African opposition prevent- 
ed some proposed Japanese investments in Lesotho of tfiis type. 
However, in the current situation, much will depend on the 
s p d c s  of parti& investments, and the degree of political 
difficulty the investor would be likely to encounter in the 
relevant home country if the investment were to occur in South 
Africa. Pretoria does not seem to have objected very strongly to 
Swaziland's m c d  wooing of some prominent American 
mrpmations seeking to "divest" h m  South Ahica while retain- 
ing their South African markets horn their new Swazi bases. At 
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issue may be whether the investment in question will continue 
to make available to the South African market things which, for 
either economic or political-morale reasons of the white elector- 
ate, Pretoria wish= to continue to have on sale in South Africa 

With respect to the s m c  countries, there is probably no 
reason for the Lesotho government to be too concerned, unless 
they get involved in some activity dearly seen as directly 
assisting the current regime in South Africa to stay in power. 
Export-oriented investments that merely help South Africa's 
foreign exchange position a little will not particularly alienate 
other ~ADCC members, because they al l  engage in commercial 
transactions with South Africa when it is in their economic 
interest to a suffiaent extent. If Lesotho were to succeed in a 
very large way, or be seen to be too accommodating to South 
African interests, this might change, but it is unlikely. Other 
aspects of Lesotho's behavior with respect to South Africa, 
particularly the degree of freedom it gives South A£ricals security 
services to operate within Lesotho and how Lesotho deals with, 
and protects, refugee and ANC members, is much more likely to 
offend other s m c  members (with the probably exception of 
Swaziland, which is probably at least as bad a s  Lesotho in these 
terms). 

With respect to the rest of Africa, the reations will probably 
depend on how well informed about the general southern Africra 
situation the commentator is, how well Lesotho succeeds in 
continuing to make a case for the uniqueness of its situation, and 
how blatant Lesotho's behavior appears to be. Lesotho will 
probably get some ill-informed criticism, but again issues of other 
kinds of South African influence and actions in Lesotho are much 
more likely to cause the Lesotho government problems. 

With respect to the rest of the world, there will probably be 
at least three different kinds of reaction. The US and the UK 
will h o s t  certainly encourage Lesotho to seek out South African 
investment to produce for overseas markets, as the US statement 
above suggests. West Gennany, France, and Italy will probably 
take similar attitudes. To the extent that Lesotho succeeds, its 
economy improves, and the potential calls on Western aid to 
prevent economic disaster are reduced. On the other hand, those 
Western governments that have stronger commitments to the 



overthrow of apartheid will find themselves in a more awkward 
psition. Sweden, Denmark, Canada, and HoUand are possible 
examples: how wil l  they react if they find that their aid to 
Lesotho is in fact being used to facilitate investment by South 
African companies in order for those companies to continue to be 
able to export to their markets? This might be very hafd for 
them to explain to their domestic electorates and therefore they 
are hardly likely to encourage this kind of behavior by Lesotho, 
even if in pragmatic terms they accept the logic of Lesotho's 
reasoning. It would probably be wise for Lesotho to ensure that 
there can be no direct link between aid received from such 
countries and new investments by South African companies. 

The third type of reaction is the wholly pragmatic one, 
which essentially ignores the issues of effects on South Africa's 
position and asks only whether this situation represents any 
potential advantages. Perhaps the majority of countriesI to the 
extent that they have any reason to interad with Lesotho, will 
take this approach. Interestingly, that appears to be the position 
of both Taiwan and the People's Republic of China, the former 
already having investments in k o t h o  and the latter, as  noted 
above, currently proposing them. 

Evasion 

There is very little more than can be said about evasion 
The very nature of evasion means that if it is successfd, it witl 
not be detected. Further, it is unlikely that anyone in Lesotho is 
really looking hard to find out whether Lesotho is being d for 
evasion purposes; there are more important things for govern- 
ment to do and there are very few other people who might be 
interested and would have the resources to find out. There are 
some nunors about evasion circulating in Maseru. A wholly 
u n m h e d  example, so absurd that P originally regarded it as 
apoayphal, was that oranges had been seen on sale in Denmark 
labeled "product of Lesotho"; this is roughly equivalent to 
chiming that oranges are grown in West Vir@nia. However, a 
codhmed report of grapes labelled "produce of Botswana" (in 
English and Afrikaans!) from the United Kingdom, which is 
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e q d y  unlikely, gives some credence to the Lesotho story." It 
is entidy possible that Lesotho's nafn-r simple repackaging 
represented as manufactwing, maybe not even in Lesotho-will 
be used for evasion purposes, but at this stage it is not posslble 
to say anything 6rm. 

One particular problem that wil l  make detection harder, and 
needs to be addressed, is the trade data recording system in 
southern Ahica. South Africa reports the external trade of the 
entire sACU region, and this is accepted by most gatherers of 
international economic data Ce.g., the IMP, the World Bank). The 
other countries in SACU do collect and publish their own trade 
dabp including direction of trade data, but this data is not 
peral ly  available outside the region. Further, in the particular 
case of Lesotho, the trade data collection process leaves a great 
deal to be desired and the external trade statistics are several 
years behind in publication (in early 1988,1983 was the last year 
for which final data had been published). Lesotho's trade 
statistics are therefore not going to be much help for detection of 
evasion, and the lack of any data for Lesotho in both IMP and 
OECD direction-of-trade statistical publications will make one 
standard ~ q u ~ m p a r i s o n s  of X's reports of imports from 
Y to Y's reports of exports to X-impossible in the Lesotho case. 

Attitude of Lesotho Government 

As noted above, the Lesotho government cannot be said to 
be a homogeneous body with a single clear policy and ideology. 
The best that can be said of it is probably h t  it is extremely 
pragmatic and, faced with enormous actual and potential 
economic problems, concentrates on attempting to improve its 
economic psition and reduce the danger of economic catas* 
phe. Its dependence on South Africa for economic wellbeing is 
e n m u ;  not only now the employment of the migrant 
r n i n e w ~ k s ~  but also the Highlands Water Scheme, a huge 
project to reroute the headwaters of the Orange (in Lesotho, 
Senqu) River system into the Vaal to sell water to South Africa 
and genaate electricity for Lesotho. This prow is by far the 
largest capital project ever to be undertaken in Lesotho, the South 
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African government has made clear that its approval of it was in 
some sense a reward for Jonathan's overthrow and the more 
accommodating stance of Lekhanya's government, and it is 
wholly dependent on the cooperation of the South Ahican 
government. Of course, the project is of vital sigru6cance to 
continued industrial development in the core PWV (Rand) region 
of South Africa, but South Africa could withstand a short delay, 
whereas a Lesotho government cannot necessarily withstand even 
temporary disruptions to normal commercial relations with South 
Africa. 

It would seem, therefore, that in the absence of evidence to 
the contrary, the best assumption to make is that the government 
of Lesotho will defend sanctions avoidance via capital flight to 
the hilt and will condemn any instances of sanctions evasion that 
come to light, but will make no great efforts to detect the latter. 
Time will show if this is correct. 
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ZIMBABWE IN THE FRONTLrnE 

Roger C. Riddell 

Introduction 

Zimbabwe has no diplomatic relations with South Africa, yet 
the South Aftican flag flutters in the breeze on one of the main 
sfnets of the city center of Harare. Zimbabwe has an excellent 
university well able to' train its doclorsf accountants, and 
engineers to world-rec@zed standards, yet scores of its young 
students attend universities in South Africa using the country's 
scarce foreign exchange. To the outside world there appears to 
be little love lost between Zimbabwe and South Africa, yet more 
visitors come to Zimbabwe from South Africa than £rom any 
other country, amunting for one third of all foreign visitors and 
one third of all spending by foreign individuals, while nearly half 
of all Zimbabweans venturing abroad go to South Africa-a 
destination twice as popular as any other country. For every 
Zimbabwean visiting Britain, ten go to South Africa, and for 
every Zimbabwean visiting neighboring Southern African 
Development Coordination Conference (SADCC) munhies, two 
visit South Africa.' 

If these elements of contemporary relations between 
Zimbabwe and South Africa seem ironical, of greater significance 
appears to be the contrast over time between mapr politid and 
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policy objectives enunciated by Zimbabwe and evolving econom- 
ic reality. Since Independence in April 1980, Zimbabwe has 
articulated as one of its major economic and foreign policy 
objectives the loosening of bonds with its southem neighbor and 
the reduction of economic dependence. Since then, however, 
many of the Links between the two countries, already widqread 
and strong, have become even stronger, while South African 
aggression is highlighted by writers sympathetic to SADCC'S aims 
and objectives as the major obstacle huskrating attempts to 
reduce dependence upon their powerful neighbor.' In the case 
of Zimbabwe, trade agreements with South Africa have been 
renewed, adapted, and signed by senior officials of both coun- 
tries, total trade between the two has doubled in value and a 
substantially greater proporkion of transit traffic flows through 
South Africa today than it did at Independence. 

It is in the context of these ideas and perceptions that I 
thought it would be interesting to develop three interlinked 
theses raised by the evolving relationship between Zimbabwe 
and South Africa. First, what appears to be the growing 
dichotomy in a number of key areas between what is happening 
on the ground and Zimbabwe's objective of disengagement arisgs 
more because of the relative strength of South Africa and its 
interest in frustrating the process of disengagement than to 
failure by Zimbabwe to attempt to de-link h m  South Africa. 
Indeed what has been most remarkable is that in spite of South 
African attempts to frustrate disengagement, substantial de- 
linking has occurred. 

Second, there are sound economic reasons for Zimbabwe to 
wish to reduce its economic dependence upon South Africa 
besides the well-known repugnance its President, Robert 
Mugabe, and its people have for the apartheid policies of the 
South African govenunent. Indeed, although conventional 
wiselorn would tend to hold the view that (espeaally since the 
start of the v ~ r  period in 1965) Zimbabwe and South Africa have 
become more closely bound together, the contemporary Zim- 
babwean policy of economic disengagement bears a striking 
resemblance to policies of previous govenunents stretching back 
for many decades. 
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Third, even though successes in disengaging have been 
achieved, under present and expected future cirarmstanaes 
Zimbabwe's ability rmbstantially to reduce further its dependence 
on South Africa is going to continue to be difbdt not only 
because of South African action to prevent or slow down the 
process but also because contradictions between this and other 
different policy ob j j ve s  will continue to manifest themselves. 

Perhaps I can preface my discussion of thse  different ideas 
with a few remarks on the critical role of Zimbabwe in under- 
standing South Africa's overall links with its neighbors. 
Although Zimbabwe contains only 12% of the total SADCC 
population and covers only 8% of the total surface area of the 
SADCC countries, its economic significance is far greater. It is 
mponsible for 21% of the gross domestic product (GDP) of the 
nine --member countries, 20% of all the q r t s  of the SADCC 
countries, and 17% of the total imports of the SADcc countries 
And of total trade between the dilferent SADCC countrks, over 
half of a l l  exports originate in Zimbabwe while Zimbabwe 
purchases over a quarter of intra-SADCC imports. As for the 
direct trade links with South Africa, Zimbabwe provides South 
Africa with over half of all products SADCC countries export to 
South Africa while it absorbs 10% of all the eqorta of South 
African goods to s ~ ~ c c  c~untries.~ The various fi- from 
which these percentage contriiutions are derived are shown in 
Table 1. 

South African Policy and Practice and Its Effects 
on Zimbabwe 

There would appear to be an array of political, military and 
economic reasons why South Africa would wish to increase its 
control over Zimbabwe and, more particularly, to maintain and 
even increase the dependent relationship. At the political level, 
South Africa is challenged in the ideological debate among South 
Africa's white electorate to the extent that Zimbabwe succeeds in 
its stated objective of establishing a flourishing multiracial and 
multiethnic society and prosperous economy so close to home 



Such success gives the lie to South Africa's dainns of white 
superiority and black incompetence. 

Table 1 
Basic economic data: Zimbabwe, ~ A D C C  and South Africa (US 

$ million) 

Gross Domestic 
M u c t  (1985, $ bil- 
Pion) 
Intra-sADccexports 
$million 
I n m w  imports 
$million 
Totd SADCC exports 
$million 
Total SADCc imports 
$million 
South African exports 
to 
South African imports 
from 

SADCC Zimbabwe Zimbabzue 
as % 

Source: Lewis (1987, Tables 1 ta 4) and oDr (1987, Box 1). 

A peaceful, stable, united, and prosperous Zimbabwe also 
poses a greater military threat to South Africa for at least three 
reasom because Zimbabwe will be in a better pcsition to receive 
and welcome political refugees from South Africa; h u s e  of the 
greater likelihood of it following through on its well-known 
polifid support b r  political groupings banned in South Africa 
with the provision of military assistance; and, perhaps of greatest 
importance, because Zimbabwe wil l  be better able to both 
strengthen its armed and air forces and to focus that strength in 
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a concerted manner to the defence of its borders against South 
African attack. 

Substantive political and military gains to South Africa can 
be greatly assisted by action on the economic front: to the extent 
that Zimbabwe's economic progress can be held in check, halted, 
or reversed, and to the extent that this can be achieved without 
leading to retaliatory action by either Zimbabwe (or its more 
powerful allies), then South Africa's political and military 
objectives would be the better achieved. Two general and inter- 
connected ways of achieving these economic objectives would be 
to raise the costs of economic development and to bring the 
Zimbabwean economy more into the direct control of South 
Africa. The first would help to ferment any social disharmony 
existing in the country and reduce Zimbabwe's ability to defend 
itself against South African attacks, the second would provide 
South Africa with greater power to inflict economic damage to 
Zimbabwe should the need arise. This latter objective alss has 
a broader goal: to the extent that Zimbabwe in particular and the 
SADCC states more generally are bound and beholden to South 
Africa, the less able are they either to impose economic sanctions 
themselves upon South Africa or to influence those westem 
nations u n m g  to impose their own sanctions upon South 
Africa? 

Over the nine years since Zimbabwe achieved Independence, 
there has accumulated a wealth of evidence suggesting that 
South Africa has acted on all three fronts against Zimbabwe. 
Without going into a litany of facts and figures, reference can be 
made to a few of the more si@cant events. Even before 
Independence, South Africa in 1977/78 loaned the then Rhode- 
sian government 200 million Zimbabwe dollars to help support 
the a n t i - M / m  war effort and, in the runup to the Indepen- 
dence election, provided over three million Rand and scores of 
vehicles to by to ensure an election victory by Bishop Muim 
rewa's United African National Council (UANC).~ 

To attempt to disrupt the Zimbabwe government's attempts 
to create a unified nation, the South Africans have funded, 
trained, and armed Zimbabwean insurgents who have re-entered 
the country to operate mainly in the south-west of the country. 
They were implicated in the attempt to assassinate the then 
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Prime Minister and senior party officials at the ZANU(PF) party 
headquarters in 1982 and they have established and funded a 
radio stationbeamed toZimbabwe to broadcast anti-Zimbabwean 
material in both Enwh and Shona/NdebeIe. 

While the training and funding of insurgents has led to 
Zimbabwe having to divert defense resources to keeping the 
domestic peace in the south-west of the country, South African 
support for the Mozambique National Resistance (MNR) move- 
ment, over 700 miles to the east in Mozambique-leading to the 
disruption of land-lodd Zimbabwe's closest and cheapest road, 
rail, and oil pipeline lids to the coast-forced the Zimbabwean 
government to c o d t  some one quarter of its m y  to semiper- 
manent occupation of northern Mozambique. Not only has this 
action raised the costs of defence expenditure substantially 
(increasing the defence vote 2 1/2 times from a 2 9 1  million in 
1982/83 to 2$720 d o n  in the financial year 1987/88, raising it 
from 10% of total government expenditure to 14% this year) but 
it has led to the Zimbabwean army having to spread itself over 
an even wider geographical area. More recently, attacks by the 
kiNR in both the north and eastern border areas of the country 
have fblrther stretched the resources of the National Army of 
Zimbabwe. As for Zimbabwe's air strength, much of this was 
destroyed in 1982 in an attack by the South African ahforce on 
fighter aircraft only recently acquired. The result of all these 
different types of action is that South Africa has been better able 
to deploy both its own troops and those of its surrogates within 
the borders of Zimbabwe and that its airforce has been able to 
strike at targets even within the main cities of the country, as it 
did in 1986, with m h h d  fear of Zimbabwean retaliation. 

The increase in the d e d m  vote gives some idea of one 
rrsped of the costs to Zimbabwe of South African action. 
Another identifiable and aiticd cost is that caused by the 
disruption of transport routes. Whereas in 1981, 67% of Zim- 
babwe's extraregional trade had to use South African transport 
routes, by 1985 92% was forced to use these longer and more 
expensive routes, adding some S100 million to freight and 
insurance costs. The war in Mozambique has also led to an 
influx of upwards of 80,000 refugees entering Zimbabwe and 
requiring food, medicine, and shelter. 
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Less tangible but still substantial economic wsb to Zimba- 
bwe have also resulted from this and other types of South 
African action. For instance the loss to Mozambique of transit 
traffic from neighboring SAIXC countries has reduced its own rail 
and port revenues (by over $80 million), reducing its ability to 
purchase Zimbabwe exports. Similarly the perhaps 5% increase 
in the overseas price of Zimbabwean exports caused by the 
forced rerouting of freight through South Africa has adversely 
affected Zimbabwe's export competitiveness while lugher priced 
imports have reduced further the quantity of foreign exchange 
available to buy already scarce foreign goods. Bther types of 
action would indude the following: the withdrawal of locomo- 
tives on "semi-permanent loan" to the National Railways of 
Zimbabwe in 1981; the engineering of a substantial slowdown in 
goods traffic at the busiest Beit Bridge border in August 1986, 
when South Africa imposed (without warning) a cash in advance 
levy on extraterritorial goods passing through South Africa and 
demanded that all Zimbabweandestined goods be d j e c t  to a 
detailed and unprecedented search; and, in April 1987, the 
announcement at the start of tobacco auctions that Zimbabwean 
tobarn exports would be subject to a Zimbabwespecific R2 per 
kilogram levy! 

To these increased economic costs of South African action 
need to be added the absolute rise in trade flows between the 
two countries. Between 1978 (the last complete year for which 
figures are available in the pre-Independence period) and 1987, 
total external trade between Zimbabwe and South Africa rose 
from B240 million to 2$562 millio~~, more than a doubling of 
total trade, with imports from South Africa trebling in value. 
Additionally, as the data in Figure 1 clearly show, a small pre- 
Independence surplus has been changed into a substantial (over 
2$100 million) deficit. 

Zimbabwe's Achievements in De-Linking 

Although both South Africa's acts of aggression and its grip 
on the Zimbabwean economy remain signifisant, it would be 
mistaken to suppose that Zimbabwe's policy of disengagement 
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has been without impad. I shall consider in tum four elements 
of importance: tourism, investment, kansport routes and trade. 

Tourism 
While it remains b e  that South Africa is the major 

destination of Zimbabwean tourists, the single most important 
source of supply of foreign tourists and the major earner of 
towist dollars, there has been considerable de-linking in recent 
years. For instance, whereas in 1980, 770% of all Zimbabweans 
p i n g  abroad went to South AfSica, the proportion had dropped 
to 58% by 1987, with absolute numbers halved h m  over ;000poO 
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to around 100,000. And of thme Zimbabweans visiting African 
countries, the proportion going to South Africa had fallen from 
80% to 65% over the same period. Similarly, whereas 45% of all 
visitors to Zimbabwe in 1980 were South African resldents, the 
proportion had dropped to 33% by 1987, the absolute numbers 
dropping by perhaps a few thousand? 

zm- 
At Independence, South African private capital interests in 

Zimbabwe were valued at some WS$590 million, about one 
quarter of total private capital in Zimbabwe and well over 15% 
of total national assets? These interests ranged right across the 
economy from banking, insurance, mining. agricultural, m u f a c -  
turing, and freight and transport interests, as well as in publish- 
ing. 

l'mpsively since 1980, substantial South African assets 
have been acquired by Zimbabweans, a high proportion by 
central government, and through purchase agreements with the 
South African owners of the assets. For instance, in 1981 the 
government purchased 61% share in Z i m b d  (with assets 
valued at the end of 1980 at 23209 million and responsible for 
20% of m m m d  banking business in the country) from the 
Netherlands Bank of South Africa The government also 
established in that year the Mass Media Trust, which putchased 
both Zimbabwe Newspapers and Kingstons, the booksellas, from 
South Africa's Argus Printing and Publishing. In the mining 
sector, the government acquired one of the major South African 
companies, rn Mangula, while it also purchased a share in the 
ownership of the Hwange Colliery. 

It is, however, in the rnan-g sector, where the largest 
quantities of South African assets were located, that disengage- 
ment has been of most significance. Besides acquiring interests in 
a host of smaller holdings (often through the parastatal Industrial 
Development Corporation), such as Central Film Laboratories 
and the largest pharmaceutical company, csps Holdings, recent 
acquisitions include an 80% holding in the large Astra Corpora- 
tion for a 2 6  million from the Barlow Rand group and the initial 
pwcbe of a 31% stake in the Delta Corporation, Zimbabwe's 
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biggest conglomerate (with the aim of building up its share to up 
to 60%) for US$14 million from South African Breweries. 

Together, Zimbabwe's purchases of quoted South African 
owned or controlled companies since Independence has led to a 
shift in ownership to Zimbabwe of at least 25% of the total asset 
value of Zimbabwe's top c~mpanies.'~ AdditionallyI a not 
inconsiderable number of large companies either owned or part- 
owned by South African companies or subsidiaries have reduced 
or are currently in the process of reducing or eliminating their 
South African holdings. More recently these have included 
Hunyani, owned by Barlow Rand, with assets of over 2$30 
miUion, and Woolworths. Overall, few, if any, would dispute the 
view that at least 30% of South African assets held in Zimbabwe 
at the time of Independence have now been acquired by 
Zimbabwe, thus decreasing substantially not only South Africa's 
investments in the country but reducing, too, the outflow of 
profit and dividends. 

Direct Trade 
How about the direct Zimbabwe-South African trade links? 

As the data in Figure 1 reveal a steady expansion in trade, it 
would appear that in this mapr area Zimbabwe's efforts at de- 
linking have not been s u ~ f u l .  These figures, however, tell 
onIy part of the story. While in absolute terms, direct trading 
links have cehinly i n d ,  as a proportion of total trade, 
South Africa has been responsible for a falling share of both 
exports and imports. Whereas at Independence, 19% of Zimba- 
bwe's exports went to South Africa, the share had fallen to 9% by 
last year, and whereas imports from South Africa at Indepen- 
dence amounted to 28% of the total, they had fallen to 21% by 
1986." 

For some sub-sectors of the economy the switch away from 
South Africa has been even more dramakic than these aggregate 
figwes indicate. For instance, whereas in the two year period 
1964 and 1965, 92% of all Zimbabwe's manufactured exports 
went to either South Africa or SADC~ countries, in the period 1981 
to 1983, only 43% of all manufactured exports went to 
Zimbabwe's southern African neighbors. 
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In late 1987, oomprehensive irade data by seven digit 
m a t i o n  for each country destination were made available 
for the yean 1984,1985, and 1986, enabling a far greater depth of 
analysis of manufacturing exports than has been possible for any 
year since 1964. In aggregate thse data mn6rzr1 the UDI trends 
just mentioned. In 1984, only 41% of all manufactured exports 
went to countrigs in southern Africa, falling to 34% by 1986. If 
all exports of cotton lint, ferrochrome and steel praducts are 
excluded, dependence on southern African markels inereass 
sipihmntly although the reduction in dependence is clearly 
observable over recent years. Whereas in 1984,6996 of all such 
exports went to southern African countries, this ratio had 
dropped to 61% by 1986. As the data in Tables 2 and 3 indicate, 
the most important changes observable in recent years have been 
the decrease in dependence u p n  South Africa as a destination 
for manufadwd exports (estimated to be taking about 32% of 
total manufactured srporbs in 1980, with the exclusion of cotton 
lint) and the sipifwant rise in the share of nontraditional 
manufactured exports being sold to destinations outside Africa. 
In 1986, 34% of nontraditional manufactured exports went to 
non-African countries compared with 23% in 1984 and for five 
manufacturing d e e c h s  over 40% of d manufacturebi expork 
were sold outside Africa. 

Tratrspmt R o u h  
The fourth element of de-linking concerns hansport routes. 

As we have seen, one of the most effective measures of South 
African-indud action against Zimbabwe has beem bo succeed in 
diverting most of Zimbabwe's extraterritorial trade through South 
Africa. To counter this trade diversion, a number of approaches 
have been tried. Within the context of the SADcc, the develop- 
ment of transport links has received the highest priority with 
Zimbabwe's potential gain being maximized because of the 
highest priority being accorded to the repair, rehabilitation, and 
development of Mozambique's ports, railways, and associated 
facilities (such as tel~mmunications and electricity). I n d g -  
ly over the past few years, aid donors have given priority to the 
funding of these transport W, particularly concentrating on the 
port of Beira facilities and the transport linksi between Zimbabwe 
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and Beia Linked to this m c / d o n o r  initiative have been two 
more Zhbabwespecific initiatives. The first has been the 
deployment of the Zimbabwe National Army across the border 
into Mozambique to defend the road, rail, and pipeline links to 
Beira. The second has been the establishment of the Beira Corri- 
dor Group, funded in part by Zimbabwean businessmen, one of 
whose main objectives is to accelerate the use of the Beira outlet 
for the sea for exports and imports of the major land-locked 
UDCC stat=. 

Table 2 
M?nufa&nrd Exports by area of derrtirution, 1980,1984 and 19116 (U.SJ 

million) 

hwid Total Manujkhmd Eqmb Total Manujzehired Exports Less 
Cotton, Lint, F e m d u u m  & 

S t d  
1984 % 1986 96 1984 % 1986 96 

Total 

T a d  Manufactured Exports: 
lrss Cotton Lint Less Cutfon Lint and f m o E h m  

1980 % 1984 % 1986 96 1980 % 1984 % 1986 % 

South A&a 93.7 32 100.7 21 69.4 11 89.2 41 975 30 65.6 16 
SAWC 1145 24 144.6 24 1145 35 144-4 36 
OtherAfrica 23.6 5 327 5 233 7 324 8 
Non-Africa 240.0 50 363.8 60 88.8 27158.1 40 

Total 

!3mmz "Domfs.tic Exports V a h d  KX by Ibem/Camby," m, Harare, 19M 
(mheo) and R Riddell -bwe's Manufachrred Exparts and 'Phe Ending 
of The Trade A p m e n t  With South Ahica," Confederation of Z h b a h e  
Indushies, December 1981, (mimed. 
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Table 3 
Maunfactured cxporte by industdal sukctor and destination 

1980.1984 and 1986 (S million) 

Pacentage Export by Respective Destinntian 
South Africa sADCC Other Non- Totul Exports 

A f i m  Afrium I- 

Sub I980 1984 1986 1934 1986 1984 1986 1984 1986 1980 1984 1986 
se2- 

tor 
1 37 16 12 33 34 22 9 29 45 6.8 70.4 985 
2 73 83 69 6 6 3 10 8 15 5.6 35 28 
3 - 3 3 2 2  9 8 - -  58 70 - 1545 17'9.7 
3' 58 36 14 37 38 - 1 27 46 10.7 392 492 
4 93 55 36 12 15 1 1 32 48 15.4 205 28.9 
5 86 60 43 30 41 5 4 5 12 8 8  11.8 9.1 
6 56 7 14 80 76 1 3 12 7 12 8.6 63 
7 26 8 9 78 77 2 4 12 10 18 31.2 30.6 
8 15 54 4 40 75 5 3 1 18 0.6 10.0 115 
9 - 14 6 11 11 2 5 73 78 -2483324.3 
9b 27 34 12 16 30 4 14 46 44 23.8 93.6 1143 
10 61 14 5 66 67 20 27 0 1 9.4 10.4 162 
11 90 31 32 6 4 1 1 62 63 5.1 25.0 322 

Notes 
a. Mxie&or 3 with cotton lint aport data omitted. 
b. Subsstor 9 with ferrochrome arportf omitted. 

Legend 
%hectors 1 foodstuffs; 2 drink and tobacco; 3 textiles; 4 dothing and 
htwear; 5 wood aLpd furnitm; 6 paper, printing, publishing; 7 chemicals 
and pharmaceuticals; 8 non-metallic minerals; 9 metals and metal products; 10 
bansport equipment; 11 other. 

So= As for Table 2 

While action by both South African and MNR persomd 
directed at Mozambique's transport system still continues and 
while the southern Chicualacuala-Maputo rail link between 
Mozambique and Zimbabwe remains effectively dosed (as it has 
since mid-1983), some substantial progress can be recorded. 
Although both the pipeline and the railway line are subject to 
attackI the presence of Zimbabwean troops has meant that these 
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tend to be relatively mallscale and repairs are effectively 
concluded within 24 hours.'' On the port end, major land 
engineering and dredging works have been taking place and by 
early October 1987 the first phase of the rehabilitation of the port 
of Beira had been completed, raising its capacity by 30% to 32 
million tons of cargo a year. 

But perhaps the most signiscant indication of success in the 
transport field is the fact that whereas in 1985 over 90% of 
Zimbabwe's overseas trade had to use South Afrimn routes, the 
Beira Comdor was carrying 30% of Zimbabwe's overseas trade 
by September 1987, according to the K G  and 20% of total 
regional tmff~c,'~ both reducing the foreign exchange costs of 
freight to Zimbabwe and, at the same time, providing Mozam- 
bique with much-needed foreign exchange. 

De-Linking From South Ahica: The Longer Term 
Perspective 

Figures 2 and 3 show the manner in which in relative terms 
Zimbabwe has been successful in reducing its external trade links 
with South Africa since Independence. The trends recorded there 
reveal not only that this reduction was taking place during the 
LJDI period--a time of economic sanctions and when one might 
have thought trade relations would have been strengthened-but 
that it has been a pattern observable at a number of different 
time periods over the past 7 0 4 d  years. Furthermore, as 
recently documented historical evidence shows, a major objective 
of successive governments from the 1920s onwards has been to 
attempt to reduce South African trade dependence, a desire that 
led to a differing record of sucress at different time periods. For 
instance, Ian Phimister points out that as the pre-independent 
Zimbabwean economy developed and diversified throughout this 
century, South Africa viewed its growth and diversity as a threat 
to itself and sought repeatedly to reduce both competition and 
the threat of competition from its northern neighbor." As long 
ago as 1929, Southern RhodWs Legislative Assembly was told 
that South African policy "is inimical to the interests of the 
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people of this Colony, whether they were producers, traders, 
consumers, or the Treasury itself.'' 
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Figure 2 Ratio of exports to South Africa over total percentage, 
1918 to 1986. 

Why should successive governments have been so keen to 
attempt to reduce dependence upon South Africa and, relafedly, 
why should it be in the ecsnomic interests of the Mugabe 
governnPnt to follow the same pow of deinking? Develop 
ment theory -is that to be overly dependent upon one 
market for either or both inports or exports is a high risk 
strategy because one becomes extremely vulnerable to changes in 
that economy's fortunes as well as one's own and, relatedly, to 
policies introduced to reduce external exposure. Also, when the 
two countries are at different stages of development, &pula- 
tion of bade arrangements by the stronger will tend to fntstrate 
the process of indushiahtion in the weaker, thereby exacerbat- 
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ing the dependent relationship. Furthermore when the countries 
are adjacent to each other, as in the case of Zimbabwe and South 
Africa, and when the differential transport, freight, and insurance 
costs horn importing goods from South Africa and from overseas 
are s m t i a l ,  the opportunity arises for South Africa to use its 
monopoly position to extract higher than normal pr~fi ts?~ 

Years 

Figure 3 Ratio of imports to South Africa over total percentage, 
1918 to 1986. 

All these factors have been present in the Zimbabwe/ 
South African case for many decades. Trade agreements have 
been a source of almost continual friction and South Africa has 
persistently put up trade barriers to prevent access of more 
competitive products from Zimbabwe into its markets. Other 
adverse factors have also arisen. Close bading links existing to 
exchange goods produced in the respective countries have led to 
Zimbabwe using South African agents to purchase goods from 
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third wuntries rather than purchasing them directly, thereby 
raising their cost-a practice which became more widespread 
during the UDI period. S i l y ,  to purchase a high proportion 
of capital equipment (for instance mining equipment in the case 
of Zimbabwe) from South Africa means that Zimbabwe has tied 
itself into South African sources of supply for the provision of 
spares and replacement parts. Yet another adverse effect has 
arisen horn the extensive presence of South African company 
subsidiaries in Zimbabwe. Since Independence, there have been 
cases where the South African parent company has prevented 
their Zimbabwean subsidiary company from expanding into 
export markets within the southern African region because 
market allocation decisions made by the South African head 
office had previously determined that those markets would be 
supplied horn South Africa. Reports suggest, for instance, that 
this o d  with the pharmaceutical company, Datlabs. 

The Future 

There would appear to be little doubt both that South AErica 
would wish to maintain and even increase Zimbabwe's depen- 
dence upon it and also that Mr. Mugabe would k to see the 
process of de-linking accelerated. But for both sides dramatic 
moves to shift reality nearer to their respective objectives has its 
costs. 

This can be seen clearly in relation to some recent develop 
ments. For his part, President Mugabe's attempt in August 1987 
to all but halt imports from South Africa (by ceasing to issue 
import licenses for goods coming from South Africa) was turned 
down by his Cabinet colleagues, after a barrage of pressure from 
the Zimbabwean business community. The government's 
eventual dedsion to maintain the status quo arose not because of 
any widespread oppi t ion  to the principle of further disengage- 
ment but rather because the economic effects-in terms of 
increased foreign exchange costs of obtaining goods h m  
alternative sources, immediate shortages of basic and intermedi- 
ate inputs and spare parts, and possible retaliation hom South 
Africa-were thought to be far too severe for the country, already 



suffering from drought, economic contraction, severe foreign 
exchange shortages, and rapidly rising levels of unemployment, 

Similarly, with the far higher international profile cunently 
being given to the economic problems of Mozambiie, the 
rehabilitation of ib bansport system and the manner in which 
the donor community has publicly committed itself to supporting 
these projects makes it more difficult for the South Africans 
dmnatically to disrupt e s p d l y  the Beira Corridor and reverse 
SADCC successes in rechannelling overseas trade away from South 
Africa. To do so would be likely to in- pressure for 
Westam action to be taken against South Africa, for instance by 
tighbmhg the US sanctions legislation and by Congress pressing 
harder for the President to encourage o k  0- nations to 
impose similar sanctions.16 It would also help to place the 
sanctions debate high on the international agenda once more. 

The likely course of events over the short term, therefore, 
would appear to be for Zimbabwe's process of mnomic disen- 
gagement and delinking from South Africa to continue and thus 
for major aspects of its dependence on its southern neighbor to 
continue to be reduced. However on the pulitical and rnllitary 
fronts, there are few if any grounds for believing that South 
Africa's mostly covert adions against Zimbabwe will either halt 
or be scaled down Indeed, to the extent that Zimbabwe 
continues to make gains on the trade, transport, and investment 
fronts-and in the prows strengthens its economic independence 
from South Afriwits  threat to South Africa is likely to intenslfy. 
This in ium will increase the l i k d h d  of action by South Africa 
on the dtary/political front. 

Contradictions 

Perhaps a final word should be added about contradictions. 
Ln practice, because events in southem Africa have evolved in a 
far less clear-cut mmer than the analysis presented here would 
suggest, contradictions are just as Uely to continue to arise in 
the future. These can arise because some policies are illogical and 
inconsistent-perhaps because communication between different 
government departments is not as efficient and open as it would 
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be in an i d d  world and perhaps, too, because differing policies 
reflect contradictions between different elements of government, 
each with some power and each with different ideas about how 
to combine the carrying out of objectives with policy execution. 
However, other contradictions can and do arise because of 
tension or conflict between particular policy goals for southern 
Africa and other policy goals. 

For instance, from Zimbabwe's perspective, it would appear 
that the decision taken in early October 1987 to hire 10 diesel 
locomotives from South Africa was directly at variance with 
Zimbabwe's interests and policies, because it substantially 
inmases Zimbabwe's dependence upon South Africa and, as 
occumd in 1981, provides South Africa with the opportunity to 
inflict widespread trade disruption if it chooses suddenly to 
withdraw them from Zimbabwe. However, from the Zimba- 
bwean perspective, with some one half of its 200 locomotives off 
the tracks because of age, more locomotives required for the 
Beira line,'7 and a lack of spares, and an ever growing need to 
rnazdmize foreign exchange earnings from higher exports, these 
other considerations overrode the objective of delinking from 
South Africa. 

A potential contradiction is also developing for Zimbabwe 
as a direct result of the success of part of its policy of de-linking 
from South Africa. As already noted, Zimbabwe is accelerating 
the domestic acquisition of private (foreign) South African capital 
in the country. While this leads both to greater domestic control 
of capitd and to a decrease in remittance outflows to South 
Africa, the reduction in South African interests has the adverse 
effect for Zimbabwe of also reducing the lobby of South African 
business interests pressing the South African government to 
desist from harming Zimbabwe and its economy because of the 
financial repercussions for South African stakeholders. In short, 
the suscgss of thjs aspect of de-linking makes Zimbabwe more 
vulnerable to South African attacks of economic sabotage. 

Another contradiction has recently manifested itself with the 
announcement by Zimbabwe's Minister of Finance in his July 
1987 budget speech that, as of January 1988, import licenses 
would be issued for the rn value of imports rather than, for the 
Foe value of imported goods. The objective behind this move is 
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to attempt to reduce the escalating costs (especially the foreign 
exchange costs) of freight and insurance charges by requiring the 
w of the imports to pay for these charges out of the total value 
of the li~ense.'~ While this new initiative should go some way 
to reduce freight and insurance ca ts  and thus make it relativdy 
more attractive for importers to purchase goods from a closer 
source, the indirect effect of such a move will be to make South 
African goods relatively more attractive than similar gods 
av&Ie overseas. 

Contradictions to perceived national interests, however, are 
not aIl onesided For instance, just as the throughput of traffic 
along the Beira Corridor was beginning to expand in A@ 1987, 
the South African Trzmqmrt Services raised their special low 
contract freight rates by 15% and by 20% for tobacco wntain- 
ers." While this was needed because of inmeasing costs {SATS 
ran a deficit of R367 milIion in the 1985 financial y e ! ,  it was 
dearly a move in contraeliction to the frequently s u c c d  
attempts by South Africa to increase transport dependence by 
mtting the %KC road and rail links.= Similarly in September 
1987, MNR gumillas destroyed a rail bridge on the main South 
African rail Line from Komatipoort to Maputo. W e  this action 
seriously affected Zimbabwe's trade, it also affected South 
African trade, especially from the Rand and the north-east 
T m n m d  for whom that route to the sea is the most cost 
effective. Pt also came after South African trade sources stated 
that they wished to encourage an increase of exports through 
Maputo.= 

Important though these various incidents are, the argument 
of this chapter is that they a n  be better understood within a 
b d a  context, on the one hand, of Zimbabwe's attempting to 
de-link from South A6ica and, on the other, of South Africa 
trying to weaken and maintain or increase its power over 
Zimbabwe. They do not reflect any substantial change of attitude 
or broad policy on the part of either country or its government 
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1. The S A ~  countries are: Angola, BotswanaI Lesotho, Malawi, 
Mozambique, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia, and Zimbabwe. 

Z See, for instance, 1. Hanlon, Beggar Your Neighbaurs @.~ndon, CXR 
and Jams Currey, 19%) and J. Hanlon and R Omond, IP'he 
Smdbm FIm&wk (London, Penguin, 1987). 

3. Figtms from Srmctiotrs and Soufh Africa's Neighbours, OD1 Briefing 
Paper, May 1987 and S K  MI Ewnomic Realities irt S o l l t h  
Afrierr lor One H u d d  MTIion FjrhtresE, IDS Dkwsbn Papa, DP 
232, DDS, %sex, Jprne 1987. 

4. An argument frequmtly usad by the British Prime Minister, Mrs. 
Thatcher to resist either extending British sanctions to South Africa 
or using its influence to enmurage her EEC paxtnem to do so is 
that Embatwe and Zambia have failed to impose their own 
samkns against South Africa. The argument was heard# for 
insianm, at the Commonwealth Heads of Sfate meeting in Varnm- 
ver in Octaber 1987. 

5. This was revealed in a book by Professor Deon Geldenhuys, The 
Dipbntaq of IsoWon: South Afn'cun Foreign Policy-Mah& reviewed 
b y  Major Michael Evans of the University of Zimbabwe in The 
Fi& Gnzeffe, 14 November 1986. 

6. South Africa was, until that time, the fourth Zargest importer of 
Zimbabwean tobacco. No similar tax was levied on tobacco 
imported to South Africa from Malawi. 

7. These latter figure indude travellers arsiving fran Botswana and 
Swaziland. For d khe figures in this paragraph, see Zhbabroa. 
Monthly Migmfion and Tmrist SEatistics ~~, Central Statkitid 
Office Ivarious yearsl). 

8. Figures h m  D. G. ClarkeI Foreign Companies and Ini%rrnalianal 
Irmrahnent in Zimbabwe (London, CW, 1980). 
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10. The market capilalhtion vaIue of the Zimbabwe stodEr lexchangp! 
in July 1987 was S 629 mn. Of this, over P150 rnn was made up 
of the cantributims horn the Delta Corpwnfion, M Wings, 
~ N n a s p p p z n , ~ Z i m b a n k A p ? x .  

11. Ofaour~eoneneedstobecarefulaboutdrawingspedfiecondu- 
aIons fiwm aggregate bends; in a number of fields Zimbabwe 
remains as dependent uponhth Africa £or imported inputs now 
as it was at Independ- 

12. For instance, the rail bridge 45 miles from Mapub on the mute to 
ZimbabwevIaRessanoGarriawass;ibotaged~119September1987 
and repair work was mpkted by 3 October while a minor 
d e t  on the Beira line in late September only halbed traffic 
for a few days (see The FimmciaI W e ,  16 October 1987). 

13. Report to the first annual meeting of the eoG, reported In IhE 
FiMnckrs Guxe&IS September 1987. 

14. See, for exampIe, I Phimister, "Indus$iaIisation and S&ImperM- 
Ism: S o u t h  Rhodesia and South African Trade Rela~ons 
Between The WamIP paper v t e d  to the workshop on Albma- 
We Devdopment Strategies in A f r i o ,  Queen E?hbeth House, 
Chdord, %pkmber 1987 bimed. 

15. For instance, if South is able to r n a n ~ ~  goods requrred 
by Zimbabwe at t&mathaUy wrnpetitive prices but, as was the 
case in 1986, trampoft, freight and hsumw costs of bringhg 
South African goods to the Zimbabwe border a ~ e  10% of the ex- 
fachry oast but for European po& are 30% of the ex-fa* mst, 
then South African a m p b  are able to innease the pice they 
charge to justbelowthelanded mstofE~lt~peangoodsandstillbe 
~psrfor-purrhasers. 

16. T h e ~ A n a ' - ~ ~ ~ 1 9 8 6 r e q u i r e d t h e ~ e n t  
b i m p s ~  tighter sadions against South Africa in the event of no 
pmgressbeing~~detoehinateapartheidandforhimtowbrk 
witfi US. alIies to irnpkmd wider sanctions against SwCh Africa 

17. The inmead me of hmoiives on the Beira Ilne is only partly 
related to the huead use of the line. Far security masons, the 
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Une is only used for ei@ how of daylight each day, mcssitating 
t h e u ~ e o f ~ ~ m o r e l ~ t i v e s t h a n ~ t h e l i n e o a u l d b e  
u s e d k 2 4 h a d a y .  

18. h under the old system the foreign ew=hange cost of getting the 
g o o d s t o t h e ~ r y g a t e o r t h e s h o p a r e ~ b y ~ a n d  
fowadhg agents, and foreign exchange is in far shorter supply 
than d01m~tic curreney, the objective of impodem has been to . mammze their M g n  exchaqe alIwaf5on. Thus, it has been 
relatively f m m a W  where the gods  are putchased f n o A u t h  
Africa, Zambia, Sweden or Alaska-provided the fob prices are 
lower. While this help fa provide the maximumquantity o f w  
to be h g h t  into the country, it dms not provide for the most 
efficient use of fotetp;n exdmge. Hence the pro* champ. 

19. New rates quoted in The Financinl Gareffe, 10 ApriI 1987. 

20. It shwla be noted that Mozambique has mi gained wed ftom 
the hcmased flow of traffic through the Beira Corridar. A 
Sepbember 1987 report by Mozambique's Prime Minister to the 
Peoples Assembly abed that while in the year b Septwnber, 
W c  using the Beim Corridor had i n d  by 50%, mmpared 
with 1986, there had been on overall traffic decline of 35% Wuse 
of the remuting of South African trade away from Mozambique's 
ports. 77te Financial W e ,  23 October 1987. 

21. See FinaneiPI Gmtk, 2 Ocbober 1987and S O ~ S C A N ,  VoL 2, No. 
6,21 Odaber 1987. 





TPI[E CLJLTLWiL BOYCOTT OF 
SOUTH AFRICA (I) 

the ensemble of meaningful practices and 't~d€ormities 
~ f b v i ~ w  t t - g h ~ ~ d  pups within 
or across social classes express thgmsdves within an 
identifiable 'field of si@cations! It is the process 
which informs the way meanings and dehitiom are 
sm&y comfnlcted and historidy fIzmsfonned by 
sDcial actors k h d v e s .  Culture3 are distinguished in 
terms of dilfering responses to the same sodal material 
and mvironmental conditions. Culture is not a static 
or wen a n d y  coherent phenomenon: it is 
subject to change, fragmentation, reforznula~on It is 
both adaptive, offering ways of coping and making 
sense, and strategic, capable of being mobilized for 
politid, economic and wdal err&.' 

Neither in traditional nor in modern or contemporary 
sodety has cultureI) in €he mrnprehensive sensr! just defined, ever 
existed as an entity separate from other social Sbruchrres. It has 
always been in the inkred of the ruling classes, however, to keep 
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art and cultureI like religion, as apolitical as possible; for then 
such a dichotomy, which in reality does not exist, confirms them 
in their uncbknged position of dominance. Culture is not a 
neutral commodity, although this may be seen to be the case in 
societies where a social truce appears to exist between various 
classes in the society. Cdture can be a repressive or a liberating 
force; it mn either retard or faditate social ~ o ~ t i o n .  The 
artist or cultuml worker, consdously or unwittingly, is the 
vehicle for the expression and propagation of certain values. 
Ewry artist is committed to such values long before sitting in 
front of a typewriter, stepping on a stage, or pulling out a canvas 
and paints; what the artist produces affirms or opposes dominant 
sodal relations? In sodetia that are in the grip of s o d  and 
political upheaval, the fallacy of cultural neutrality, of culture 
free of ideological leanings, becomes clear for al l  to see Such an 
understanding of how culture and society interact is necessary to 
our appredation of the political importance of the cultural 
boycott against South Africa 

Swth Africa has a long and venerable history of resistance 
to imperial domination, a tradition that has given rise to an 
alternative dture of liberation-aliternative only in the sense of 
being opposed tu toe establishment culture of reprssion. The 
alternative culture in South Africa has always enjoyed primacy 
and dominance, by virtue of the fact that it is the majority 
culture, but has not always been ascorded the recognition to 
which it is entitled among all sectors of the community. The 
establidment culture of r e p d o n "  on the other hand, has 
always relied upon propaganda and state menion beatuse it is 
a minority, unpopular culture. The alternative culture derives 
from a democratic tradition that is as anaent as the institution of 
the traditional mbizo, kgotla, or pitso, the village square where 
matters of social s ip i fmmce were always thrashed out in any 
community. The alternative culture is as old as the theatrid 
traditron of %bongo or 1iShothkiso (heroic Poetry) and the story- 
telling pdorming art of the inkximi, tsom or ingamhme 
(traditional tales), i?dumk (oral history), and mbali (legends). 
This alternative cultme has survived more than three centuries 
of settler-colonial repression by building a new base in ah new 
era, by digging in its transplanted but h roots on new soil 
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made fertile by the blood of a people schooled in sadice. It is 
dynamic, and not as stagnant as the settler colonial culture, and 
promises far-reaching social changes; it is already providing "the 
infrastructure for the new order." 'Ilzis altemative, majority 
dture is accommodating and lifqiving; it is not exclusive and 
lifedenying like the culture of repression. The mjozity d t u r e  
will triumph in the end. Because the battle lines are drawn out 
so starkly, a dear choice faces everyone mnoerned with South 
Ahia  

What, then, is an appropriate approach to relationships with 
South M i c a  in terms of the music, literature, theatre, academic, 
and sports boycott? It is much simpler to deal with absolutes, 
that is, the status quo or blanket boycotts, than to construct a 
strategy that maximum economic, political, and social 
pressure without doing terrible harm to the youth, the workers, 
the unions, and the alternative stmctureg who must ultimately 
provide the leadership for the country. Barbara Masekela, ANC 
Culhd Secretary, sets out the principles under1yhg the d a  
boycott against South Africa in the following terms: 

The cultural boycott of South Africa mnnot be viewed 
outside the demands of our devdoping and intensifg- 
ing struggle for national liberation and the establish- 
ment of a united, democratic and non-racial South 
African state. The boycott k u e  must be understowl in 
the context of that aspect of the African National 
Congress's strategies and tactics that have promoted 
united action at home and mobilization of the inkma- 
tional community for the isolation of the racist regime. 
It is a s u p p I m t  to the struggle waged by workers, 
youth, students8 professionals, churchesI coptmuni~ 
and civic groups3 

This seems a reasonable principle to accept, whatever one's party 
political -tion happens to be, It is a principle that should 
inform all opposition to apartheid. 

The cultural boycott of South Africa is deigned to counter- 
act apartheid culture by passing ttte initiative b - a d  weighmg 
the scales in favor of--the forces ranged against the vicious white 
minority radst regime. Apartheid culture, Barbara Masekela 



cont-imes, sancbions "the instruments of torture breathing tear 
gag, suffering the pangs of hunger in the land of plenty, the 
torment of homehmess in the face of empty 'white' busin& 
la& of dassrmms and overcrowding of SShmIs in spite of the 
fact that white s€hooIs are derpcpulatea, d worse, l3ol.itiCa.l 
rrepdan including the imprisonment of childteh That is 
apmdhd culturea' 

ApmtWd eulhtre sustains white political domhanae; it is 
alsodesIgrceditokepblaelrseamomidlyw&andcon€utedto 
low-paid pbs. It severely ~~ their educational, bwines, 
and professional opportunities, and ensurrs cheap Labor for 
w-ed industry, farming, and cornmeroe. 

Apartheid culture gives same 86.3% of the land to whits 
and a meagre 13.7% to abwt six times as many Afrhm. The 
863% Gecomes a '%hitea mmtry, a white South AfriFa; the 
13.7% fragmented into ten "self-governing homelands" for 
Africans, each destined to achieve "independence." Thus a 
predanhmtly bla& country becomes white, d the African 
becon= an alien in his native land. 

Apartheid culture is the Intend Security Act of 1982, which, 
among other formidable powers, allows for inddnite detention 
"for interrogation,'' a power much abused by the security forces. 
The saae Ad empowers the Miflister of Law and Order "ban" 
orgmhtians and individuals. A banned individual can be 
required to stay in a certain place, prohibikd from a t k d h g  
&a-, and pfwented from being quoted. Such an array of 
state powers, many of which are expressly not subject to revim 
by the uxuts" coupled with dmordindy wide d~~ of 
" C O m m ~ m  ""-a "-YI and "&tion," * 
muritzy a police state with a perplanent a t e  of emergency in 
terms of the ordinary laws of the land. That is apartheid culhlre. 

Clearly, no group, let alone a majority of the population, 
could be exp&d to acquiesce to such treatment WJ, 
bhcb are no longer prepad to tolerak eithw exploitation or 
gross disparity. There have been waves of protests in the past, 
invarbbly put down by the seclrrity forces. The current wave of 
pmtsts are without precedence in scale and intensity, even after 
government decided on February 24,1988 b curtail the activities 
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of eighteen black oppoeition groups. That is the altemadve 
culture of liberation. 

In protest at housing conditions, rent offices have been 
ransacked and stand, roofless and windowless, in townships 
where arrears of "rent" run into millions of rand, rent on houses 
gaid for many times over by their black occupants with no 
Errospects that they can wer own these houses. 

In frustration at those who have aided the system by joining 
&ovemnmt-backed "town councils," collaboratom have been 
hounded out of offi-frequently out of house and home and 
often, h W y ,  

Students have o h  been on strike over educdhd issues; 
schooIs have been h t  d m  and deskoyed and teachers paid 
to do nothing. Calls for work stay-aways, consumer boycotts and 
galeral r3tcam achieve in-gly ErnpmdenU lw& of 
rrsponse and %oIXaxity. The dependence of whi- shop 
on bhck ynttchasing power has been brought home to the white 
mmmunity as never before, 

The government has been driven to a point where it is 
uuable to police its own laws in some black townships, where its 
plisia inevitably lead to -tic r e p d o n  by the security 
fmres, A defacto cmcp d'etnt hasocaned in Smith Ahka and 
n-I by the regime has reached its peak This nepression 
is paralleled by violent vigilante action by favored blacks, with 
active support from the government, against people rebelling 
against apdmid and forcing the pace for a demsaatic, non- 
raeialsdwh A* 

Yet after ~~t and reaming cycles of fepressisn, states 
of emqrmk, bannings, and arrests, black reshame has not 
d y  hem maintained, it has been skn@.hened and made more 
resolute. It has resolved Into a new md Mhg strategy for 

to make apartheid unworhble. 
The beast called apartheid has beerr hurt, and hurt badly, by 

the blows of a milized and militant people, schooled in the 
arena of s a d k e  and struggle But the beast has not yet died 
and, in its hsshhg death throes, spreads terror and destruction 
over an oppressed and mutilatd people. Thinp have fallen 
apart and the center is not holding. Mu& worse fhan anarchy 
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has been let loose upon the d, air, and waterways of South 
&ca. 

Apaftheid culture continues to derive susknance, nonethe- 
less, h m  the support it has enjoyed from Western governments 
and their allies: 'This support in all its aspects, parti&ly the 
economic and military sedor, has prolonged the tenure of the 
minority regime and emboldened it to carry out even more 
aggressive and repressive acts not only against its opponents, and 
in particular the majority population, but also against the 
frontline states with impUnityT5 

The South African government says it demands of its 
opponents a renunciation of v i o l e n c ~ r  a "commitment to non- 
violencen-as a precondition to negotiation; its opponents point 
out that their violence has been reactive, and call upon the 
government to abandon its violence £kt. The grand design of 
apartheid has always been to make South &ca a "white" 
country. The implementation of this design over the yearsI with 
the government riding roughshod over the wishes and traditions 
of the people dfeded, n d t a t e d  coerdon by the state in a 
manner and on a smle which reveal the inherent violence of the 
system. The call for a cultuml boycott of South Mrica is a 
response to apartheid atrocities; it is a measure, very mild by 
comparisonI adopted against a people who continue to flout 
a M  standards of government by the consent of the governed 
and to spread terrorism throughout the subcontinent. 

The findings of the Commonwealth Eminent Pemns Group 
( E l  on Swthern Africa Wer point to the fact that "the 
Government of South Africa has itself used economic (and other 
boycott) measures and that such measures are patently instru- 
ments of its own national policy.N6 The same observation holds 
true for other Western governments who have declared their 
opposition to sanctions and the cultural boycott against South 
Africa Against Poland, Nicaragua, Libya, and more recently, 
Panama, President Ronald Reagan's adminkhation considered 
every form of boycott action as an important weapon in its 
;arsenal; similarly, Rirne Minister Margaret Thatcher's govern- 
ment retaliated against Arg~tim by imposing comprehensive 
mandatory sanctions to supplement their war effort during the 
' ' F h d s  Crisis." 
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'We are convinced that the South African Governmemrt is 
concerned about the adoption of effective economic measures 
against it," the Commonwealth Report concludes. "If it comes to 
the conclusion that it would always remain protected from such 
measures, the proms of change in South Africa is unlikely to 
increase in momentum m d  the descent into violence would be 
accelerated. In these circunsbces, the cost in lives may have to 
be counted in  on^."^ The ~sofution of the conflict by 
peaceful means must lie, to some extent, with the imposition of 
dhml boycott, along with other boycott measures, by the 
international communiSy. 

The liberation movement has, indeed, "already come to the 
view that diplamatic persuasion has not and will not move the 
Sauth AfrScan Government sufficiently. If it also comes to 
believe that the world community will never exercise sufficient 
effective pressure through other measures in support of their 
cause, they will have only one option remaining: that of ever 
increasing violence. Once decisions involving greater violence 
are made on both sides, they carry an inevitability of their own 
and are difBcult, if not impossible, to reverse, except as a result 
of exhaustion through prolonged conflict."8 The argument is 
frightfully compelling and must be viewed seriously by people 
committed to peaceful change in South Africa. 

'The question . . . is not whether such measures will corn* 
change; it is aIready the case that their absence and Pretoria's 
belief that they need not be feared, defers change*" W e  may well 
ask, along with the Commonwealth Eminent Persons Group, 
whether the international community wil l  "stand by and allow 
the cycle of violem? to spiral? Or will it take concerted action of 
an &kclive kind? Such action may offer the last opportunity to 
avert what could be the worst bloodbath since the Second World 
War."9 

The cultural boycott undermines the unquaEed support 
right wing Western regimes accord South Africa, by pointing to 
the a b n o d t y  of the situation and the brutality of the apartheid 
regime. 

'%forms" envisaged by South Africa fall far short of 
reasonable black expeckations and are a ploy to buy time in a bid 
ter update apartheid by co-opting "moderates"-in reality 
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oom-from the ranksofthe oppresd. The pemment 
has sought conskkdy k, didate both the content and pace of 
change- Its approach seeks not to unify the country but to 
divide I t i s a n a ~ ~ m g c h w h i c h s e e k s t o ~ t h e w h i t e s i s l  
their pition of politid and ewnomic pd- and domination. 

TheMixedMuriagesActhasostensib~ybem~,but 
the Gsaup Areas Act remains, so that a white who manis  a 
" c o ~ d * '  must move to a "mloured" township with Ministerial 
p a m b b m  All this makes no -ce to the impact of 
apartheid on the lives of the black majority. In a country where 
white- income per capita is ten times that of a black pmm, what 
p p r t i m  of b W  can afford to dine at Johannesburg's Carhn 
Hotel m Durban's Maharaai; what proportion can send their 
~ t o m ~ p r i v a t g ~ I s , o r a W a m i x e d ~  
by some memeas p p  at same Mated price? 

The much heralded refoans are designed to buy time for the 
regime that has repcted a nm-rack& demoeratic d h p m t I a n  
b a d  on the prindple of "one man one vote in a unitay state" 
They d e s t  a debmination not to give up white control In 
many of ib maniktatiom, the harshness of apartheid may have 
sofbgned for a select few. But the essential pillars remain: the 
"homelands" policy, the Population Registmtion Act or race 
cksibtion, the Group Areas Act. "In the Government's 
fhhkngR the ChmumwBalth Report mnflrms, #thm wae a 
n& of non-negotiables; f& example, the concept of group 
r@b+he very basis of the apartheid system-- 
the %cmelanM ~etlaed in fdmance of that concept would not 
disappearf But be reinforced with the emergace of an 'in- 
d m e n t '  KwaNdWe; the principle of one man one vobe in a 
unitary atate was beyond the realm of possibility; the Population 
Registration Act would continue; and the present Trhmeral 
Constitution which institutionalized racism must be the vehicle 
for future anstitutbnal reform."'0 

Apartheid cannot be reformed any more than Nazkt muld 
The Sauth Afiican govemglent has established no basis for 
negdathnandmustbedtodoso :  "Fmmtheandother 
recat ddopents, we draw the conclusion that while the 
e;8vernment daims claims be bedy to negotiate, it is in truth not yet 
pmpmd to negotiate fundmental change, nor b ~~ 
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the creation of genuine democratic structuresl nor to face the 
prospect of the end of white domination and white power in the 
foreseeable future. Its programme of reform does not end 
apartheid, but seeks to give it a 1-s inhuman face. Its quest is 
powerdxdng, but without sumendering overall white controL"" 

The cultural boycottl like the call for mandatory and 
comprehensive sanctions against the apartheid regime, is an 
appeal, as Barbara Masekela points out, "to the international 
community to take actions that go beyond condemnatory press 
statements and s p e d =  at international fora, to hasten the 
demise of apartheid and stop the conflict which the minoriv 
regime is actively p~moting."~ 

The cultural boycott is also a statement to aMuent whites in 
h t h  &rza who, for the most part, are able to go about their 
daily lives without any direct exposure to the deplorable 
conditions in the black townships where, as in Soweto, two 
million people are campressed into housing dgsipd for 800,000; 
and whlere, as in Cn>ssroads, thousands of destitute families, in 
deikce of the "homelands" policy and the Group Areas Act, 
hare chosen to squat crowded into crude shanties put together 
&om discarded sheets of cormgated ironl and lined with 
cardboard and polythene in a futile effort to keep out the cold. 

Within the white cornunity there is a desperate need for 
international recognition. The South African passion for 
"contact" sports, especially rugby, nurtures such craving for 
acceptance by the international community. The EFC filed the 
following report after their 1986 visit to South Africla: 

On the arrival of a "rebel" New Zealand rugby 
team, a Rugby Board official was reported as exulting 
that rugby had "changed the face of South Africa" by 
driving Nelson hbndela from the front page on to page 
six As "white" South Africa basked in the illusion of 
an imagined international respectability, the death toll 
conhued to mount unabated in the townships and in 
the "homelands." The response of whites to the pres- 
ence of overseas sportsmen-whether representative or 
not--brought home to us the impact and importance of 
the international sports boycott of which the Gleneagles 
Agreement is a vital part. The lengths to which the 
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%ruth African authorities are prepared to go in elevat- 
ing the importance of visiting teams, and the huge 
jirta.nd inducements they offer, reveal their craving 
for supposed international recognition. That alone 
demonstrates the continuing need for this form of 
p m e ,  including the strict observance of the 
Glgneagles Apzm@nt.n 

The argument holds true for music, literature, theatre, and the 
academic field. 

The double standards in dealing with South Africa &splayed 
by c&a.in Western governments are a betrayal of the democratic 
ideals to which such sodeties profess to adhere. 9'0 protest 
Soviet occvpation of Afghanhtan, for instance, the US stayed 
away from the Moscow CaIympis in 1980. Not to have done so 
would have been tantamount to condoning Soviet actions which 
the US claimed to deplore. Few Americans d a d ,  then, to 
exercise their constitutional prerogatives to nm, freely and 
demoaatimlly, in the Soviet Union. The liberation movement 
a s h  the US and its Western allies to act consistently, in accor- 
dance with their oft pmckned ideals. To protest apartheid 
repressionI Westem pvemments must support the cultural 
boycott of South Africa Not to do so is to condone aptheid, 
which such govenunents profess to deplore. And that is 
objectionable and unprincipled. 

'The sports boycott is a direct result of the intransigence of 
the apartheid establishment," as  Reggie Feldman, Fkesident of the 
Trammd Council on Sport, points ouh 'The boycott was 
designed to put the state and the citizen-voter and white 
sporbpmmn under pressure with the aim of bringing an end to 
apartheid and apartheid s~port.'~'' 

The slogan "no normal sports in an abnormal societf' 
adopted by the South kfrim Council of Sports and other 
progressive organizations remains valid as long as Rare d a d i c a -  
tion, the Group Areas Act, the Separate Amenities Act, and the 
Triomeral parliamentary system r e 6  on the statute h k s .  

Every black person in South Africa knows that whites have 
the best schools with the best sports facilities, that white parents 
have the best jobs because they have also had the best education, 
but w&es have the k t  jobs even without the benlefit of a 
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sound ducratisn, and can therefore afford the best coaching and 
equlpmentforhirdddren. Theycanalaobuilddmaintain 
the best sporis Mties .  And a l l  this because they wield politid 
power and can vote themselves the good things in life. Blacks, 
too, want that power. 

The sports boycott is not p e l y  vindictive and punitive, 
designed to avenge past and present m n g a  ox to reduce white 
qmbpeople to m o m  wrecks. R@e F e l h m  is correct to 
point out that Zola Budd is not a victim of the evil machhtions 
of the Anti-Apartheid Movement; she is a victim of apartheid. 

Sports isolation was meant kr punish those people who wish 
to maintain white privilege. It is also unfortunately frue that it 
deprives black sposts people of the opportunity to display their 
wares to the outside woxId* es the case of Jomo Sono b a r d  h m  
playing soccer in Zimbabwe indicates. Such acrimonious 
indents, though, ean be averted by prior codtation between 
SauthAfricanno~~dal~rts~rganizers,p~ee~~muni- 
ty organizations within the country, the exiernal wing of the 
likeration move~~ent, and the international Anti-Aprtheid 
Mov-t. In addressing tactical issue3 h the hplementation 
of the d i m d  boycott in g a d I  Barbara lihehda mentions 
"the need 'to act kgethei between the ANC, the broad demomitic 
movemen: in its various fomkns within South Africa, and the 
inknational s o W t y  

A aeative q n s e  to the cultural boycatt needs to be 
devised. As a ma!Aer or urgency and strategyI a sbuchw for 
such codtation a m s  the board n& to be set up by the 
C y l W  ~~t of the liberafion movement. Unless tIae 
movement against apartheid in its various formations, internally 
and extendy, can act in concert, the implementation of the 
cultural boycott can be eahmdng and divisive. 

The qmrts bqmtt, like the eulhual boyeon in general, must 
also be psemtgd in such a way that it can be educative, as 
much to the intamtimal cammllnity as to local sportspeople, all  
of whom must be made to realize why it is vital to s a d c e  inter- 
national sports in pursuit of a non-racial South Africa, and why 
sports and politics continue to mix in South 

AU qmiqxople, espesiany prominent ones, have an 
opportunity to make a contribution to the and the 
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b o p t t  earrled out, as far as pdb1e8 after due oonsuhhn can 
be an effective w e a p  in the struggle; but the struggle for equal 
rights mpiws willing dedicated people and not unms 
frustrated "park& in struggle. Prominent sportspeople, Eke 
Zola Buda and Jomo Sono, must be persuaded to appreciate the 
necessity, where it is unavoidable, to make this sacrifice in the 
interPstsofthebkflrcamm~anda~SouthAfrica We 
are not an "ah easy road to M o a "  

spa* people by t h d v a 3  we 0 t h  culhlral a e t i m  
working in isolation, a m a t  bring about the radical changes 
needed to make Seuth Africa truly non-rad and democratic 
'We are not naive We do not think that the dhml boys will 
bing abut instant liberation to South Africa (anymore than 

comprehdve sandions will). We Ecnowl that 
ultimately we must and will liberate omdws from radal and 
economic oppnssion In view of the prolonged su&ring of our 
people, we believe the cultural boycott-m conjunction with 
other ~~ and o m e e n s i v e  -&-will have a 
cumwve effect that wiPl force a speedy resolution of the South 
African aisis. U e l y ,  this would mean less bloodshed. For 
those then who profess support of the South African people in 
a m  it js incumbent to shew their solidarity in practical 
tem%u"6 

In accordance with the principle of consultation a h d y  out- 

li*sports- 
. * 

rs within South Aftica need tD &vate 
close reIatlons with pmpsdve community o-tions, 
cozwulfins &em and mmmem0ra.ting all the national days of 
solidarity with the opJpressed that mean so much to the wmu- 
nities We are in a pied when eighteen o ~ t i o n s  and the 
trade tmim movement have been severely restri- Sports and 
o t h e r c u h m r a l o ~ k ~ u u l o t s t a n d a l o o f ~  the~nmhfs 
p o w  CrbiS. The solution is far ~ t a ~  of voteless 
qmkmen and wumm to sit around a table where rumracial 
sports aqgmhtions can draw up a sports "charter.''l7 

In South Africa the academic field becomes another arena of 
a- In g e m d ,  ademic  exchanges must be subjj to the 
m e  pidples as cdturd exchanges. W e  cannot sbp the 
regime from inviting right wing a d -  But we can expose 
their evil machinak and discredit the "academics" aommed. 
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In addition, we can establish academic programs more responsive 
to the needs of the downtrodden and oppressed. The operation 
of such protpms* however, requires cadtation between the 
responsible institutions, on the one hand, and representatives of 
the internal and d wings of the liberation movement, on 
the other hand. 

In the final analysis, the cultural boycott must be so 
prot;ecurted that it accelerates the "changing balance of strength 
in our country and the shift of strategic initiatives into our 
hands."'" 

As the fortunes of the regime decline, it undertakes desper- 
ate experiments with new propaganda ploys h e d  at d&mying 
the growing liberation movement inside and outside South 
Africa. For one thing, whites would Wce to enjoy the best that 
Western culture can provide in music, literature, sports, and 
theah Barbara Masekela's call for htemaknal solidarity 
against apartheid in this regard is quite pertinent W e  say: 
Support our c a m e p r i v e  them of these amenities which at 
kt have negligible exposure in the majority of the p~pulation."'~ 

Various success stories in prosecuting the dhml boycott 
deserve mention and are worthy of emulation: "In 1985, S artists 
in the US made their viewpoint very cleai-, As k f i s t s  United 
Against Aptheid through the Sun City' projectI they said 
loudly and clearly, ? ain't gonna play Sun City.' We applaud the 
actions of Artists United Against Apartheid because they are 
exposing the obscenity of Sun City built in the midst of apart- 
heid-made hunger, suffering, repression, torture and deaW20 

We must also applaud efforts by the international solidarity 
movement which have led to m e u r n  exposure given overseas 
to South African resistance culture: nominations for five 1988 
Tony A& given to such a production as Smfm that 
highlights the liberation struggle; the 198s Cannes F h  Festival 
su- of A W d d  A p f ,  that is centered on the strude against 
apartheid; solis~tycunoerts such as "'FreLdomFest" to cornem- 
orate Mandela's seventieth birthday; and m y  other simW 
successes abroad. 

Along the same lines, anti-apartheid workers and artists in 
Sweden, Holland, knmark, England, France, Nigeria, Sen& 



and many other oountries have organized projeds to & their 
voioesheaEd against a m  

Inside Sou& Ma, cultural workers continue to set the 
pace. The y m  since the emergence of Black Consciousness 
have seen "the founding of a number of cultural p u p s  aimed 
at t d h g  the apartheid monster. It is the South African people 
who s i g d d  the time for this activity when they h y w W  
fareign cultural memenark who @med in 5011th Africa at 
the invitation of the @me.rp 

W e  must take into gorount these changes that have taken 
place aver h e :  

There has emerged a d h b k  alternative demoeratic 
cul-the people's culmpermeated with and 
gMng e x p d o n  to the deepst aspirations of our 
people in smggk, immersed in deml~zakic and 
enduring human values.. . the alternative structures 
that our people have mated and are creating through 

and saaifice as the genuine repmmtatives of 
these massgs in all field of human activity. Not only 
&odd these not be boycotted, but more they s h d  be 
mpor td ,  enmmpd,  and treated as the democraa 
!zolmterpar6 within South Africa of similar ~ t U t i 0 n . s  
and o~~ in~t ional lyYp 

W e  must sllso educate d v e s  to r e q n k e  anti-aptheid 
culture m all its subtle nuances: 

In other words, we would like to stress that we are not 
dm-faced dogmath d i n g  for a Wrous mde that 
every song and poem should reverberate with heavy 
Z W O B U ~  Neither do we have a secret 
h u l a  which adwwrafss perrentages or quotas far 
hmm, hp, NUlZes of hders, mrg' and so forth 
After all, where w& we be without the optimism 
which d e s  us from one struggle to the next? Our 
South African languages are replete with hmm, satire, 
and sheer paeby.= 
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Africa Such visits only serve to legi* the r e g h e  
and make nonserrse of the obj jve  to isolate Prebria. 
Any &its to Swth Africa should be d b c w d  M r e -  
hand with the I t i t i o n  movement and the appropriate 
international solidarity organization?' 

But we must open the doors of culture and learning everywhere 
to the downtrodden and oppressed people of South Africa- 
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THE CULTUWiL BOYCOTT OF 
SOUTH AFRICA (n) 

L a q  Shore 

The struggle against the apartheid system in South Africa 
has necessitated actions on a broad front One of these has been 
the call for a cultural boycott of South Africa. This article will 
attempt to briefly lay out some of the issues and debates in- 
xdvd in: the cultural boycott of South Africa, with the hope that 
further discussion can take place on this important question 

There have been various activities in the dmdes since the 
Seaond World War to punish South Africa for its inhuman 
policies towards its majority black population. South African 
sports teams have been denied international competition through 
banning South African participation in internatid events, and 
inknational sports teams have been prevented or h u r a g d  
fron visiting Sou& Africa' Many musicians have refused to 
pidomi in Sou& Mca, and many playwrights have not allowed 
their works to be performed in South Africa. 

Ilk 1968, the United Nations General Assembly formally 
adopted a resolution ~~g all states and organizations to 
"suspend cultural, educational, sporting and other exchanges 
with the racist reghie.. . ."' A 1980 resolution called for 
"writers, artists, mmusieiaats, and others to boymtt South Africa" 



In recent years, this cultural boycott has been more vigorously 
monitored by the UN Anti-Aptheid Committee, which keeps a 
list of inmtionitI h i s  and sportspeople who violated the call 
for a baycott and performed in South Africa. Those on the list 
are likely to be the object of pickets and boycotts of their 
performances, or at least of negative publicity. 

The cultural boycott has two essential components which are 
often not separaaed out The first is a boycott of all culture going 
to South A£rica, and the second is a boycott of dl culture coming 
out of South Africa. Atthough they both have the objective of 
weakening and contributing to the overthrow of the apartheid 
*tan, it is necessary to consider these two issues sepamtely. 

The Boycott of Culture Going to South Africa 

The apnrznt in favor of boycotting dl forms of culture 
going to South f i c a  is seen as part of the larger obpctive of 
totally isolating South Africa economically, politically, md 
culturally as a form of pressure on the South African government 
to dismantle the aptheid system This position is b a d  on the 
Writ intransigence of the South Abrimn govefnment in bring- 
ing about anything more than superficial refom of apartheid, 
and their lack of serious response to quieter forms of persuasion. 
In response to this in&ansigence, it seems apparent to many in 
the West seeking the end of apartheid, that the South African 
government and the white population that su ports it (or the 
even more extreme forms of white supremacy ! will only make 
significant changes if there are sieSrifrcant costs involved. in the 
continuation of apartheid. 

The cultural boycott seeks to "destabilw South Africa's 
access to cultural enrichmap as a form of punishment for the 
conhuttion of apartheid, even in its newly "dressed-up" ver- 
sions. Undoubtedly, part of the intent of the cultural boycott is 
to act as a form of psychologid pressure on white Sauth 
Afrhns by means of denying them the mmfart of feeling that 
they are accepted members of Western cultural d enoral tradi- 
tions. White South AEricans, despite the condemnation they have 
received, Iike to see themselves as part of the West politidy and 
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culturally. White South Africans are also very assimilated into 
Western popular culturef in p@ar American culture. Most 
white South Ahins have grown up watching Ammican films 
and listening to AngleAmerican popular music Mom recentlyI 
many have become avid fans of American TV programs? The 
boycott thus seeks to deny apartheid South Africa any legitimacy 
and n o d  relations with the West. 

In ~~1 the boycott has sought to deny any legitimacy 
to the South ,i#ion government's aggressive propaganda 
campaign to promote its "refom." In recent years, the govern- 
ment has undehkm certain reforms, in an attempt to portray to 
%uth Africans and the outside world that it is moving away 
from apartheid. h the d t u d  arena, this has d t e d  in 
allowin& in certain locationsI multiracial performersI audiencesf 
and spectators for theatres, movie housesf musical performances, 
and spats events. The most publicized of these venues is Sun 
CityI the enkrhhment complex located in Bophuthatswana, one 
of the supposed "independent homelands"' set up by the South 
Abican government as part of its apartheid/Bantustan master- 
plan. The South African government has tried to promote these 
and o&er refom as proof of their desire to move away from 
a w e i d ?  The hope of this campaign was that it would placate 
South Africa's htemal and external critics and ease the pressure 
on South Africa, or at least prevent a further increase in pressure. 
PrrsIlmably the government believed that it could offer these 
t y p  of reforms without dealing with the fundamental issue of 
political and economic power. 

When unravelled, the argument for the boycott of culture 
going to South A$io calls for essentially three things: for artists, 
m u s i k ,  md sportspeople not to perform in South A£rim; for 
arsists such as playwrights and filmmakgss not to allow their 
work to be perhnned or screened in South Africa; and that 
musicians and writas not allow their recordings and books to be 
sold in Sauth Africa. Most of the debate and publicity has been 
about not performing in South Africa and not allowing films and 
plays to be meend or performed. Much I%ss attention has been 
focused on the question of &g popular music and books in 
South Africa, although these issues have come up in debates 
within the music and publishing industries, 
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Supporters of the boycott believe that any performance by 
someone horn outside South Africa at any venues in South 
Africa, even if m*aP grants a d e p x  of l e g i h c y  to the 
gavwun.ent strategy of reforms without fundamentd changes. 
Any p&%nnance at one of these sites provides the South African 
government with the ideologiGal victory it seek8 and suggests to 
white South A k i s  that the types of changes are 6 a e n t .  
m e  cultural boycott has sought to let South Africans know that 
althotl& there are now mdtiracial sports teams and cultmd 
venues, "there sari be no n d  culhual interaction in an 
abnormal society"' Participation, however well intentioned, will 
ultimately sewe as a form of collaboration with the current 
version of "Rehrmed Apartheid." 

In the United States, mast of the negative publiaty on those 
who have defied the boycott has been focused on musicians. 
One reason for this might be the publicity m u n B i n g  the "Sun 
City" record album and videotape which made an anti-apartheid 
musical statanent and a p p d d  to musidans not to play Sun 
City. There has been some pressure on black American boxers 
not to perform in South Africa, but relatively little publicity has 
fosused on tennis players and golfers who play in South Abicas 
In the West Indips, Britain, and AustraliaI much attention has 
been f d  an the "rebel" aicket tours which have gone to 
South M c a ,  and in New Zealand controversy has been created 
by the "rebel" rugby tour to South Afria9 

The debate over Paul Simon's visit tD South Africa, and the 
!iahcpent enomously s u d  "Graceland" album and tour, 
for which Sinron coIlaborated with a number of black South 
African musicians, is an illustration of the camplaity s f  the issue 
of what performing in South Africa means. Simon was initially 
put on the U.N. list for having broken the boycott by going to 
South A k a .  Ifhose who opposed this action (including, of 
course, Paul Simon himself) argued for the important distinction 
between performing at a live concert in Sun City or in Johannes- 
burg as oppoeed to privately playing and rrcording with black 
musidans in South Africa &on also argued that he turned 
down offers to play Sun Gty, and that he was invited to go to 
South Africa by black South African musicians. Simon was taken 
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off the list, although there were caIls for ImyuMhg the cone& 
in London dunlng the Gracdad  Tour. 

Some rmppmks of the cultural boycobt have pushed for 
pnsmhg American and Empgan mrd companies to divest 
their inkreds in South Africa, and for record companies and film 
a n d T V ~ t o l s n Q t b E J l ~ t h e i r p r o d u ~ t o h s o l d i n & e  
 south^^ Thisissenasgivhgloamfortbowhitie 
South Afdcans, mnhibuting to the apartheid ecmamp, and 
giving q p r t  and pmfits to a culture industry dominabed by 
white South AHcm inkrsb. This aspect of the cadturd boycott 
has been more difficult to enforce than putting premm on 
individual artists not to perform in South A.6icaJ although some 
A m d m  media companies have soId their subsidiaries in South 
A 6 r i c a a s p a r t o f t h e m w e g e n ~ f o r e i g n d i ~ t f r o m ~  
South African economy, ThisJ of courseJ h9s not prevented South 
A h h n  companies and authoritia from obtahhg these products 
h g h  liming ammgements if foreign companb and dis- 
t r ibub~~arewi l l ingtosel l to~ '~  

Some people in the music industry in South A.hica beliwe 
t h a t t h e ~ o f ~ n e p e r t O i r e i n t h e S o u t h ~ d  
market would lead to an increase in IooaI m m d h p ,  v t  for 
the fact that foreign recmhgs w d d  within a short period of 
time be widely avajlable through pirated recordings or e q m s k  
hporfg The adhbilitp of pirated reading3 wauld underminie 
any reaI bend& to the local recording industry?' 

In the publishing industryI a number of book publishers 
haveROfa l lmedthe irbooh~beso ld inSouth~but  
p t m d y  spdthg there has not been much h a s  on this 
question Some publishers and writem have not pnevented their 
b k s  being sald in South &car including many who are 
staunchly opposed b the system in South Africa. 

bother site of d e w  on the cultural boycott, p r t m h l l y  
within the South African and inhmational film comrnw, has 
bsm partkipah in events like the Durban Film Festival. This 
anmaal festivaE olrganized by p @ v e  white South Afrhns 
"sells some 40,060 tickets and shows about 50 films from all over 
the world."" The oqmhm attempt to show £ilms which chal- 
lenge the ideo1qig of apartheid and contribute to a change in the 
consdasmss d white Swth &%cans "or at least that thqt can 
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be pamadled of their vested interest in the possibility of peacefwl 
revolutidw The organizers of the conference also make 
considerable attempb to sarren the f h s  in the black townships 
of Durban due to the cost d diEiculty for blacks to travel to the 
sP.eening and discusions in Durban. The festival apparently 
receives some funding horn the South African government and 
special dispensation from the Rtm censors board." Film people 
who oppose participation in this festival argue that it gives 
legitimacy to the pvernnmt's reformist image. As one &tic 
suggesbl 'There is no dividing h e  between this M v a l  of 
Apuheid and the Apartheid system iW~"15 {Arguments in 
support of the Durban F h  Festival will be dismsed further in 
the nlext section) 

Opposition to a Total Cultural Boycott 

The cultural boycott has been criticized from various 
perswves. It is important to distinguish between those who 
oppose the dtura l  boycott altagether, and those who 011 for a 
seIectIve boycott. There are certainly those who oppcxse the 
cultural boycott of South Africa because they are ultimately 
€rim& of the South African government and oppose all pressure 
on SDuth Africa, either poliw economic, or d d  There are 
others, however, qually opponents of aparthad, who believe 
that keeping the d t u m l  gates open to South Africa does more 
good than harm in contributing to a new society in South Africa. 
This argument is based on the belief that cukting white South 
Africans off from the outside world forces them into a 
whm they become more intransigent and defiant and thus 1 s  
likely to take the steps neassary to move towards a post-apart- 
heid South Africa. In contrastI it is argued, by expasing South 
Africans to cultural experiences, ideas, and images which overtly 
or subtly propose an altwmtive to the dominant ideology of 
racial superiority, white South Africans will become more 
receptive to th%se possibilities. 

W view suggests the educational d u e  of expure to 
cultrue from outside South Africa that promotes a positive image 
of blacks. l5pm.m to such media will teach whits to accept the 
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legitimacy of black demands for an equal status in society. This 
line of thinking has been evident in disrrussions about the impact 
of Americmn movies and TV shows like 'The Cosby Show" in 
Swth ma. The Cosby Show is one of the most popular TV 
shows in South Africa. Representatives of the show have 
suggested that the show has a positive effect on race relations in 
South Africa in that w i t h  the context of South Africa it 
promotes a positive image of bhck in a mulhoial society, so 
dwmt from South f i c a n  m& Supporters of i%e show 
believe that it empowers blacks and forces white South Africans 
tu c o b t  their negative stereotypes of blacks. Critics argue 
against this inkqmetation of the impact of the show- They 
suggest that it gives adMity  to the South African govemmenfs 
claim of reform and openness, while a large number of white 
South African viewers continue to make a distinction between 
black Americans and black South Africans. Most oppcments of 
the cultural boycott would also argue that pfsfmnanm and 
saemhgs before multiracial audiences encourages this practice 
and conhibutes to a breakdown of the r a d  barriers @cukly 
in the minds of white Swth Afr im.  

Others take a different approach to the cultural hycott, 
suggesting that there should be a boycott, but a selective boycott 
which analyzes each situation separately. This position e m e r e  
out of a concern that a boycott which aims to weaken the state 
should not also weaken the progressive c u l M  Forces within 
South Africa that are on the hontline in the cultural war against 
the system This position argues that whereas it is important 
where possible to isolate and weaken the South African state 
apparatus, it is important at the same time not to cut off ties to 
the many groups in South A£ricaI which are contributing to a 
pmpssive post-apartheid d t u m l  vision. Sometimes o h e r s  
in the West, in their haste to make South Africa a pariah nation, 
ignore or understbate the many people, black and white? 
working for serious change in South Africa against difficult 
circumstances in all kinds of cultural se t t inp in  literature and 
the theatre, in alternate fiLn productions, and in the viirant 
music sene. In many ways d m  politics is at the cutting 
edge of the new society waiting to be born in South Africa 
Through these cultural expressions, it is arguedI ihose South 
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Akiam comslitted to a new society are helping people to resist, 
amive, and, dtimatdy, oontemphk alternatives. 

This view argues that it is important that the dm 
b o p &  not jusC be determined &em&yl but be developed in 
codtation with the needs of pmgssives within South Afdm 
w h  work is in support of the broader movement for the 
libmation of South A&a. 

One example cited in which a boycott might be counterpro- 
ductive is the a m t y  of book and journals in bookstores and 
i n t h e ~ u n i ~ i n S w t h A f r i c a  S u c h m W a t e  
helpful to the foms working for change in South africa. If such 
externally printed mataids are beneficial for progressive force  
in South Africa, then it is arguable that a similar effect might 
result hrn  the presence of other culW items such as filmg and 
records. The problem is how to get these maberials to the 
p p s d v e  forces without also malking them available to 
represrSve forces. 

The aqpment in favor of the value to pro&ressive foxes in 
South Africa haying a a x s  to foreign media has been made in 
defense of the value of She Durban Film Festival dkmsd 
previously. In a letter to The I n d e p d  t and signed by a number 
of filmmakers and videomakers, actors, directo~# media works, 
and cultmil activists in Swth Africa, the authors suggest that 
"the sentiments behind the baymtt reflect, more often khan not, 
romantic gestures by groups and individuals whose links to the 
struchual complexities are m~k.'"~*~~ 

They argue that Bespike the special -tion of the state 
censors for the Mval, and even p s b l e  state h d  assis- 
tance, events like the Durban Eilm Festival o k  "a site for the 
pmpagation of m v e  ideas," where activists can "exploit 
the conltradictions and turn them to democratic advantage!#w 
The authors of this letter argue that not all cultwid events are i x ~  
optable by the slate, and, because culhrral struggle taks plaae at 
difhent levels# i~ t h e  instanags, p m m v e  iihmaks and 
v i d e o h  ah& not boycott the Mvel l  Ahwing their films 
to be screened contributes to the democfatic forces within South 
Africa, This view suggests that events like the Durban F h  
Festival should not be boycotkd, but that M- fom of 
media should be boymW because they act as a source of 
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cornfork and m p e  for those who support: the status quo in 
Swth Afrio.='p 

Some people in the music industry who are conwrned about 
the situation in South Africa have proposed that, instead of not 
d i n g  foreign popular music in South Africa, an arrangement 
should be d e  with record companies and recording artists 
whereby revenues fmm the sale of these records in South Africa 
be givm to a credible anti-apartheid group for dispersement to 
worthy organizations involved in the struggle for a demmtic 
South Africa* 

Some sugget that there is an incumistent standard applied 
as to who should visit South Africla. Few in the anti-apartheid 
movement (except pmhaps A Z A W )  seem to question that? 
under appropriate drcumstances and invitations, it is helpful to 
the democfatic forces in South Africa for prominent black leaders 
like Jesse Jackson 5ro visit South Africa. I€ it sometimes empowers 
anti-apartheid forms in South Africa for people like Jackson to 
visit Sauth Africa, could this not also be extended to include 
people in the cllltud sphere (provided, of course, that they were 
allowed in by the South African govment)? For example, if 
a prominent black American writer, playwright, ijlnudm, or 
musician were invited by a credible organization to teach a 
worbhop or even m r m  in black areas, it could be argued that 
such a visit could be helpful for black South Afrimns in much 
the same way as a visit by Jesse Jackson, on the invitation of 
prominent people like Archbishop Desmond Tutu or Alan 
Boesak, might beP 

The possibility of an effective selective boycott seems to be 
contingent on the sristence of credible organhtions in South 
Africa which, working with external forces, could invite specific 
people to South Africa, if if their judgement it would be helpful 
to them and not be ampted by the state, or take the pressure off 
t h e  South Africans who continue to support the system of 
white supremacy. In such a situation a careful -by-case 
d y s i s  could be made in place of an d ~ m ~ g  total 
boycott 
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The Boycott of Culture Coming Out of South 
Africa 

The other side of the cultural boycott debate has been the 
question of whether to boycott artists and productions coming 
out of South Africa, At the extreme, the argument has been 
a d m d  that all culture from South Africa, whether performers 
or fitns and recordings, &odd be boycotted in the same way as 
other South African products should be boycotted. This position 
seeks to exclude a l i  performances by South African musicians 
and actors, and opportunities for South Ah.ican fhmdm-s to 
screen their Elms outside South Africa. This position has called 
for boycotting performances by both black and white South 
Ahio115 and multiracial groups, This type of boycott has been 
more visible in Britain than in the United States. South African 
bands, including multiracial bands like Juluka, sometimes had 
difficulties performing in BritainI very often opposed by l d  
musicians and politid organizations. 

In the United States there seems to have been less support 
for an indiscriminate boycott of all South African perfomers. 
There was a boycott of the South African musical '?pi Tombi" in 
the United States in 197p and, more recently, there was a call for 
the boycott of the very mccessful film 'The Gods Must be 
Crazy," made by the South African fihmaker, Jamie Uys." 

Other recent p&- of South African theatre by 
resident South Africans have not faced this type of opposition 
These indude Athol Fugard's p l a y  and the performances of 
'Wo~it Albert," ""Aihmdi," and the festival of South Afsican 
theatre, 'Woza Afxio," which took place in New York in 1986. 
On the musical leva  South African bands seem to have had less 
"political" diff~culty touring the United States than Britain 

In literary circles, to this author's knowledge, no one has 
ever publicly called for banning the works or personal appearan- 
ces of well known white South African writers like Nadine 
Gordimer and J. M. Coetzee. Nor has their k e n  a boycott of the 
photographs of well known photojournalists like Peter Magu- 
bane. Clearly, in certain fields, people are able to distinguish 
between spokespeople or apologists for the South A6ican 
government and those who, through their work, oppose the 
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system and are contributing to another vision of South Africa's 
fume. Most people would agree that knowledge of their work 
outside South Afrim contributes in some way to their potential 
influence in South Africa. This flexiility, or selectivity, might be 
expanded to include other cultural fom. 

The i r m e  of Sarvtfi African performers performing outside 
South Africa came up again with the " G r a c W  Tour that Paul 
Simon did with d e d  South Africans Miriam Makeha and Hugh 
Mast&& and r e d e n t  popular South African musicians, such as 
Ray Phiri and Ladysmith Black Mambazo, who were major 
contributo~s to the ''Graceland" album The tour specifically did 
not attempt to perform in South Africa, but played a well public- 
ized concert in neighbaling Zimbabwe. The isme of whether 
Paul Simon '%mW the culhrral boycott by recording in South 
Africa was discussed previously. There seems to have been more 
oppition to the tow in Britain than in the United Stab. Most 
observers in the United States seemed to feel, perhaps because of 
the credibility of tfie South African musicians involved both 
inside and outside South Africa, that it would be foolish t~ deny 
the opportunity for South African black musicians, who are 
popular in South h i m  and have no links to the apartheid 
regime, not to be able to receive acclaim outside South Africa 
'This publicity and focus on South Africa's vibrant black music 
has the potential to open up the doors for other South African 
musicians to become known outside South Ahio and to show 
another part of South Africa to outside audiences. It is &Hicult 
to sx how this is dehimmtal to the anti-apartheid movement. 

There is a danger, of course, in the success of the "Grace 
land" dhn-that Americans will only pay attention to South 
A£rican music if it is brought to them by people like Paul 
Sirn~n,~ while the original musicians playing this music remain 
unlu~owr~ Hawever well meaning and art is t idy s a c c s f i  
musickm like Simon might be, this would be mnbkamt of the 
1950s in America where white performers found s u m  with 
watered-down cover records of black rhythm and blues artists, 
while the originid artists remained unknown and penniless. If is 
important to see to it that a phenomenon like the " G ~ d "  
album open up doors for the originators of the music and not 
just those talented foreipers who appreciate the music md are 



able to incorporate the sounds of black South Africa into their 
o m  &C 

The argument for a total boycott of all South African culture 
argues that artists should be boycotted ifiespective of who they 
are, the subject matter of their music, and th&r relationship to the 
struggle Wide South Africa. It seems ironic to punish m u s i h  
nnd arthb who have never rmpported apartheid a d  who in their 
work sonstitute an important part of the struggle for a new South 
Africa It is doubly ironic if black South &can musician9 are 
boycotted merely because they are from South Africa. This is a 
case of being twice victimkd. Black South African musicians 
struggle against al l  ldnds of odds in a society that denies them 
full diimship in the land of theit birth, only to be told that they 
shouldn't perform overseas because of their country of on& 
Critics of this type of boycott argue that it is a mistake to label 
in-tly all South f i w n  artisis as tainted by apartheid. 
This denies people outside South Africa the opportunity to 
experknix the range of activities going on ifl South Africa. A 
total boptt  of all South A h i n  culture denia the opportunity 
for progressives in South Africa to make contacts and ges support 
for the work they are doing in South Africa. Giving them 
edibility and support outside South A4ia empowers them in 
relation to the powerr back home. This is not that dihrmt from 
the type of oredibility and "power" that people like Amhbishop 
Tutu d Alan E h s &  receive by their connections and support 
oukide South Africa Although the extent of the state's repres- 
sive qadties cannot be underestimated, it is that much more 
diffidt for the South African Government to silence or imprison 
them due to their mown in the outside world. The same might 
be said for writers like Nadine Gordirner and Athol h@. If 
people in the anti-apartheid movement are not oiling for 
excluding these people from access to the outside world, this 
might be extended to include other, lesser h o r n  South African 
m u s i h ,  wribm, and 6lmmakef6, in parti& black South 
African artists, who face the most difficult dnsumstances 

!hm voices &g for a total boymtt have argued that only 
South kfricans in d e  should be dowed to perform or screen 
their work Othm argue &at this position ignores or mderval- 
ues the work being done inside South Aiiica The vast majority 
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of South African artists want to ranah in South Africa, but this 
psition forces them either to leave permanently and take them 
away from the very place where their work is most effective, ar 
else deny them supprt and connections with external forees and 
influences that a n  assist them in doing d t m d  battle in South 
Africa. 

To a t  off the South African artistic and d W  c o m u n i ~  
;seems in fact to be cutting off one of the most progressive sectors 
in the South -can situation. The vitality of current South 
African literatureI theatre, dternative filmmaking, and popular 
music, in the face of difficult circumstances, is testament to the 
fact that in South AfricaI as in any repressive society, dm 
ex-p&m provide not only a way to resist and d v e  the 
ravages of apartheid, but a way of articulating an alternative 
d reality. 

B a new South African culture is stirring. do those wWe 
South Africa try to suppork it, or cut it off as a part of the cost of 
p m g  the regime to end its inhuman system? 

Notes 

I. South Africa was thrown out of the Olympic Movement in 1960. 

3. There are three white paties in South Africa to the right of the 
ruling Nationalist P-. the h t i g t e  Nasionale Party, the 
Conservative Party (which both compete in all white ekti~ns), and 
the AEkaner Weerstandsbeweging (The Afrikaner Besistance 
Movement). 

4. Charlayne Haynes, 'The Culture Boycott of South Africa,'' The 
Independent, Jan/Feb. 1986. 

5. Television first arrived in Swth Africa in 1976. 
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6. ThegwemmenthasdroppedtheInunomlityA&whichdesst 
aorxssradalhaflinbnaloffeme. Thqrhavealsoeasedthe 
pass laws and allowed for Jee;al unions, although thse unions hoe 
angoing harrassment. Other aspects of Tetty Aparttreid" have 
beem removed. One of the  government"^ most touted *drms" 
was the ereation of v t e  "prhrmkf for d e d  aiIoreds 
and lndbm, which are subservient to the whibe government 

7. A&Wh De4ai, The CUIhrml Boymtt," * S r n A  Jd m 
South African Iiilm and Telwision Technidans h s o c h t i ~ ~ ~ ) ,  VOL 
~ N ~ I L ~ c D ~ ~ . I P S ~ ) , I ~  

8. It is inkresting to note that the "bad boy" of the tennis wdd, John 
McEnroe , i s~of thefavtop~playersEoreEusetop~yin  
South Africa. 

9. Tlrese rebel tDurs have been enormously well fkraneed by large 
South African mrporatiofls. PIayers have eamed sums wid beyond 
what they codd earn as professionals in their home countries, at 
the oast of a few years mipension and bad publicity. 

10. Some artists have written into their conttraets specific clauses 
preventing release of their work in South Africa. For example, 
W d y  Allen, the Aumican filmmaker, had a dame entered in his 
mast recent f h e f d m  contracl with Orion Picbne prohibiting 
distribution of his films in South Africa. 

11. Gonvemation with Hirton Raswthal, South Mrkm m r d  
producer, October 1 s .  

13. SAFTA l o u d ,  VoL 4, op. UL, 23. 

14. Haynes, op. at, 20. 

16. hnmsumt 
. s of the tide of wagons that the Vw* (the 

"hemi anoesbrs ofthe Afrilcanem who left the Cape for tk 
inberlorinthe1830s)drrwamundthdvesfntimesofdanger. 
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18. The majority of pp1e  who signed this letter seePled to be 
p g m s i v e  white Sauth Africans, w, it is dIfficuft bo assess how 
widely held this position is amongst black artists and culhd 
workers. 

20. This argmat ends up trying to draw a sharp distinction between 
the politid value of secdd popdm culture as opposed to nrass 
ad- as  ammetdally produced dhue This question is 
debated in varim academic fma, Spa- does not dew for a 
discussion of this issue, but suffice i t  to say that a strong argument 
can be made that erlah f e r n  of commercially produced culhue 
(such as popular music) ean have p r o ~ i v e  effects In South 
Africa. 

21. The Indtpendent, op. dt, 22 

22. Azaflian People's Organization 

23. This is not to mgpt that progwssive white Am&cam might not 
also be invited b visit @cuIar groups or organkations in South 
Afrlcd, if such a system were in place. 

24. Most of the objedoms to the show to have been mt just that 
it atme from South Africa, but that the theme of tke musical was 
the "happy homeland black," which phyd into Lhe South African 
govemnent's propaganda about how contented blacks are in South 
AfricaI or else that they are not ready to be equals or to run the 

-try- 

25. 'The Gods Must Be G.azf has been by far the most successful 
South A b i a  film in the intemational film market Critics of the 
film argued that despik the fact that very little of the film actually 
takes place in South Abiczu, the very act of Plabjng an apolitical 
m d y  promotes an "equal opportunity South African workplace," 
is peho- towards Zhe "bushmen" in the film, and makes the 
black governmat and guerillas portrayed in the film Iook Wre 
incompetent kdfoons. 



This is not meant bo suggest, counter to what this author kkve6 ,  
that QadmdC is W musbdy a remarkable success. Tbe aIbum 
ietworiginaIandoollabmtlvetobeealleda.rrery@cwer 
r e a d  Some of the dtl&m of the aIbum have been aimed at the 

apolitical nature of the lyrics and the virtual hck of 
~ t o t h e s o d e t y h m w h i c h t h e m ~ e m e r g e &  Othenr 
have dtidzed the parlidpation of Linda Ronstadt an the aIbum; 
aheplil~SttnI[=ity:and,~someotherawboh~ed~the 
hywtt, haa refosed tD ' ' a p ~ ~ ~  The %raoelandm ahum has 
been the aubjeet of much debate in the popular music press. It 
won the 1986 Gmmmy Award for Album of the Year. 

28. ~ i e n o t t o w ~ ~ t h a t . a l l w ~ m u s i c i a n s ~ w e l l o f f .  Some 
pimedng white musidans mch as Johnny iClegg of J u l h  (and 
now savuka)# like tbr black counterpa&, have faced -tlal 
difkulti~~: having t .  songs fensored, mt king haard on ttre 
radio, or not being able to prhm wherever and with whomever 
Wd- 
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